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PREFACE

Ir has been made a matter of surprise, tliat

iiotwitlistanding tlicre are many individuals in

tliese eountries })erfectly competent to the task,

there has not as yet appeared a translation of tlje

works of La})Iaee.

That an ac‘curate translation of the works of

this great man would render them more easily

apprehended, and would also contribute to their

being* more extensively known, cannot be ques-

tioned by any })ersou wlio considers, that they

are read with avidity by many persons who arc

frequently embarrfissed as to the autlior’s moan-

ing, in consequence of their imperfect acquain-

tance witli the French language. TJie present

Translation u*as drawn up for the purpose of ob-

viating tlicse difhculties, and of i‘endering tlie

work accessible to eveiy scientitic student. It is
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hoped that the Notes which arc subjoined at the

end of cacli volume will tend to elucidate many

of the important results which ai’c merely an-

nounced in the text. The Translator is aware,

that to those readers who are conversant with

the Celestial Mechanics, many, if not all, of these

might be dispensed with
5
but when it is consi-

dered, that his object has been to render these

objects accessible to the generality of readers, he

trusts he will not be deemed /mneccssarily diffuse,

if’ he has insisted longer on some points than the

experienced reader would think necessary.

The decimal division of the circle, and of ibe

da)', (of which the origin is fixed at midnight,) is

adopted in the text. The lineal measures arc

referred to the metre, and all temperatures arc

estimated on the centigrade thermometer, the

height of the barometer being supposed equal

to 76 centimcti’cs, when this thermometer points

to zei’O at the parallel of t<5".

By means of the following table, any number

of decimal degrees, minutes, and seconds, may be

obtained in sexagesimal degrees, minutes, and

seconds, by simple multiplication :
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Decimal. Sexagesimal.

(
1« =z 54' z= 324"

< r = 32",

4

( 1" = 0",324

Sexages. Decimal.

1 ° = 1 “ 11 ' 11 " 11 '"

V = I', 85" 18"'. 51,&c.
1" = 3" 8'". ()4.

As it is frequently required to know the

values of the corresponding quantities, according

to the English standai’dof weights, measures, See.,

the following table is subjoined, by means of

which it is extremely easy to estimate the Freneh

measures in terms of the English, or vice versa.

1 fool = 12 indies,

3 Icei + 1 of an inch. 1 =

i
The zz 10,000,000 of the

clisliince of the [lole from (he

equator.

The litre, which is (he unit of)
capacity, (= iIkj cube of the >

tenth part ofllio metre,) )
'riie (jramnie, w4hcli is the umr

of weight, (zr the weiglit of

a cube of distilled water, of
wliidi one side is the 100th
part of tlio metre,

'riie are, whicli is the superficial

measurt',
\

1
=

12.785 indies.

3 (eet, or one yard, wliidi

is the Knglisli linear stand -

ard.

39.383 indies.

01.083 indies.

22.900 “lain^.

1 1 . 908 square y arils.

The following numerical values being of fre-

quent occurrence Avill likewise be useful to the

practical student : I denoting the logarithm of a

quantity in the Hyperbolic or Naperian system,

of which the modulus = 1, and L denoting the

logarithm of a quantity in the common system, of

which the base = 10, avc have c, the base of
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the Hyperbolic system z:: 7128 18^284 59045

2353(), &c., the modulus in the common system

=: Lc = 0, 43429, 44819 03251 827661 11289.

The ratio of the diameter to the periphery

of a circle, or tt the seraiperiphery of a circle, of

which the rad. is unity =
3. 14139 26rm 89793 2.384(5 2(5433 83279

L. ^ = 0, 49714 9IS72(5 94133 8-)(535 127
I. T = I 14172 988-')S 491<)() 17114 .342

In our division of the day", one second of time
T

is the 86400th part of the mean day. In the pre-

sent French division, one second is the 100,000th

part of the mean day, denoting hy^ the force

of gravity, and hyA the length of the pendulum

which vibrates seconds. In the latitude of Paris

we have

</. = 9'", 80875)3248 ) i (= 7", .32211 ')

I,.',/. 0, 9!) 1(11 3(5(590 .3 -3 3= 2 8(540381 f “£ S
A. = 0™, !)9383874 1(5 7 a s = -S = O'", 741887 ( ^ is I

L. A. = 1, 99731.392:i(5J (=1, 87033783 = I 4
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SYSTEM OF THE WORHD.

J\Ic veto pyhuum dulcea anic omnia musiC

Quarum sacyu ^ferot ingenU pcrcidsus amoiCy

Accipianty calujue vias ct sidera monstrent.

ViiiG. lib, 11, Geor.

Of Jill the iicitnral sciouces, astronomy is that

wlii(‘h jH’osouts the longest series of discoveries.

Tlie first appearance of the heavens is indeed far

removed from that enlarged vie^v, by which \ve

(‘omprehend at t]*c present day, the past and fu-

ture states of the system of the Avorld. To arrive

at this, it was nec^cssary to observe the heaveidy

bodies during a long succession of ages, to recog-

nize in their appearances the real motion of the

earth, to develope the laws of the planetary moti-

ons, to derive from these laws the principle of uni-

versal gravitation,and finally from this principle to

descend to the complete explanation of all the ce-

lestial phenomena in their minutest details. This

B
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U what the human understanding has atchieved in

astronomy. The exposition ofthese discoveries, and

of the most simple manner, in which they may

arise one from the other, will have the twofold ad-

vantage of furnishing a great assemblage of im-

portant truths, and of pointing out the true

method which should be followed in investigating

the laws of nature. This is the object which 1

propose in the following work.



BOOK THE FIRST.

Ot THU Vl'P\UlMr MOl’IONS Of IIIF. HEAM.NL\ BODll..

CHAP. I.

Of the diurnal motion of the heavens.

IF during a fine nigh<^ and in a place where the

view of the horizon is uninterrupted, the appear-

ance of the heavens be attentively (Observed, it

will he perceived to changeiit every instant. The
stars arc cither rising above or descending to-

wards the horizon
;
some appear towards the

esist, others disi^pear towards the west
;
several,

as the pole star, and the stars of the great Bear,

never reach the horizon in our climates. In these

various motions, the relative position of all the

stars remains the same : they describe circles

which diminish in proportion as they are nearer to

a point which seems to be im^ oveable. Thus the

heavens appear to revolve about two fixed pointW,

termed from this circumstance, poles of the world ;

and in this motion%cy are supposed to carry with

them, the entire system of the stars. The pole

which is elevated above the horizon is the rwrth

B 2



4 OF THE DIURNAL MOTION

pole. The opposite pole, which we imagine to be

depressed beneath the horizon, is the south pole.

Already several ^interesting questions present

themselves to be resolved. What becomes dur-

ing the day 'of the stai*s which hat^ been seen

in the nig^t ? From whence do those come which
begin to appear ? and where are those gone which

have disappeared ? An attentive examination of

the phenomena furnishes very simple answers to

these questions. In the morning the light of the

stars grows fainter, according as the dawn ad-

vances
; in the '^evening tliey become more bril-

liant, as the twilight diminishes
;

it is not there-

fore because they cease to shine, but because they

are effaced by the more vivid light of the twilight

and of the siMi> that we cease to perceive tJiem.

The fortunate diswvery of the telescope has

furnished us with the means of verifying this ex-

planation, for the stars seen through this instru-

ment are visible, even when the sun is at its

greatest elevation above the Horizon. Those
stars, which from their proximity to the pole, ne-

ver reach the horizon, are perpetually visible.

With respect to the stai-s which rise in the east

and set in the west, it is natural to suppose that

they complete under the horizon the circle, part

of'Which appeared to be described above it. This
truth become more obvious as we advance to-

wards the north, more and mdle of the stars si-

tuated in this part of the world are extricated

from beneath the horizon, till at length these

stars cease to disappear at all, while the stars
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which are situated towards the south become

entirely invisible. When we advance towards the

south pole, the contrary is observed to be the

case ;
stars which always continued above the

horizon, commence to rise and set alternately*

and new stars previously invisible begin to appear*

It appears from these phenomena that the surface

of the earth is not what it appears to be, namely,

a plane on which the celestial vault is supported.

This is an illusion which the first observers rec-

tified very soon, by considerations similar to the

preceding ;
they observed that the heavens sur-

round the earth on all sides, and that the stars

shine pcrpe^ally, describing every day their re-

spective circleii'. We shall have frequent occa-

sion to observe in the sequel, cases in which si-

milar illusions have been dissipated, and in which

even the real objects have been recognized in

their erroneous appearances, by means of astro-

nomy.

In order to form an accurate conception of the

motion of the stars, wc conceive an axis to pass

through the centre of the earth, and the two poles

of the world, on which the celestial sphere re-

volves. The great circle perpendicular to this

axis is called the Equator, the lesser circles which

the stars describe parallel to the equator, in con-

sequence of their diurnal motion, are termed pa-

rallel circles. The zenith of a spectator, is that

point of the heavens to which his vertical is di-

rected. The nadir is the point diametrically op-

posite. The meridian (a) is the great circle
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which passes through the zenith and the poUs \ it

divides into two equal paits the arcs described by

the stars above the horizon, so that when they

are on this circle, they are at their greatest or

least altitude. Finally, the horizon is the great

circle perpendicular to the vertical, or parallel to

the surface of stagnant water at the place of the

observer.

The elevation of the pole being an arithmetic

mean between tbe gveatest and least altitudes of

the stars which never set, an easy method is sug-

gested of determining the height of the pole. As

we atlvancc directly towards the pole, it is ob-

served to bo elevated very nearly in proportion (b)

to the space passed over
;
hence it is inferred that

tbe sui’face of the earth is convex, its figure dif-

fering little from that of a sphere. The curva-

ture of the terrestrial globe is very sensible on

the surface of the seas; the sailor in bis approaiih

towards the shore perceives first the most ele-

vated points, and afterwards the lower parts,

which Avei'e concealed from his view by the con-

vexity of the earth. It is also in consequence of

this curvature, that the sun at its rising gilds the

summits of the mountains before he illuminates

the planes.



CHAP. IL

Of the sun, and of its motions.

All the heavenly bodies participate in the di-

urnal motion of the celestial sphere, but several

have proper motions of their own, which it is in-

teresting to follow,* because it is by means of

these alone, that we can hope to arrive at the

knowledge of the true system of the world. As

in measuring the distance of an object, we ob-

serve it from two different positions, so in order

to discover the mechanism of nature, we must

consider her under different points of view, and

observe the development of her laws, in the

changes of appearance which she presents to us.

Upon the earth, we vary the phenomena by expe-

riments, in the heavens we cax*efully determine

all those which the celestial motions present to

us. By thus interrogating nature,’ and subjecting

her answers to analysis, we can by a train of in-

ductions judiciously man%ed, arrive at the gene-

ral phenomena, from whence these particular

facts arise. It is to discover these grand pheno-

mena, and to reduce them to the least possible

number, that all our efforts should be directed^ot

the first causes and intimate nature of beings trill

be for ever unknown.



H OF THE SUN, AND OF ITS MOTIONS.

The sun has a proper motion, of which tlie di-

rection is contrary to the diurnal motion. This

motion is recognised by the appearances which

the heavens present during the nights, which ap-

pearances change and are renewed with the sea-

sons. The stars situated in the path of the sun,

and which set a little after him, are very soon lost

in his light, and at length reappear before his

rising
; this star therefore advances towards them,

from west to east. It is thus that for a long time

his proper motion Avas traced, (which at present

can be determined with greaV precision), by ob-

serving every day, the meridian altitude of the

sun, and the interval of time which elapses be-

tween his passage, and that of the stars over the

meridian. By means of these observations, we
obtain the proper motions of the sun, in the di-

rection of the meridian, and also in the direction

of the parallels
;
the resultant of these motions is

the true motion of this star about the earth. In

this manner, it has been found that this star

moves in an orbit, which is called the eclijftic,

and which at the commencement of 1801, was

inclined to the equator at an angle of ^G'’,073l5.

The variety of seasons is caused by the incli-

nation of the ecliptic; to the equator. When the

sun in his annual motion arrives at the equator,

lie describes very nearly in his diurnal motion

this great carclc, which being then divided into

two <!^ual parts by all the horizons, the day is

equal to the night, in cveiy part of the earth.

The points of the intei’section of the equator and
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the ecliptic, are termed the equinoxes^ on account

of this equality. In proportion as the sun, after

leaving the equinox of spring, advances in his or-

bit, his meridian altitudes above our horizon in-

crease, the visible arc of the parallels, which it

describes every day, continually increases, and
this augments the length of the days, till the sun
has attained his greatest altitude. At this epoch,

the days are the longest in the year, and because

the variations of the meridian height of the sun,

are insensible, near the maximum, the sun (con-

sidering only the altitude on which the duration

of the day depends) appeai-s stationary, for which

reason, (c) this point of the maximum height has

been termed the summer solstice. The parallel

described by the sun on that day, is called the

summer tropic. This star then descends towards

f be equator, which it traverses again, at the au-

tumnal equinox, from tlu'iice it arrives at its

minimum of altitude, or at the winter solstice.

The parallel then described by the sun is the

winter tropic, and the corresponding day is the

shortest of the year
;
having attained this tOrm,

the sun again ascends and returns to the vernal

equinox, to recommence the same I'oute.

Such is the constant regular progi'css of the

sun and of the seasons. S]»ring, is the interval

comprised between the vernal e«]uinox, and the

summer solstice
5
summer is the interval from this

solstice to the autumnal equinox
; and the inter-

val from the autumnal equinox to the winter sols-

tice, constitutes the autumn j finally, winter is
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the interval of time from tlie winter solstice to

the vernal equinox.

The presence of the sun above the horizon being

the cause of heat, it might be supposed that the

temperature should be the same in summer as in

spring, and in the winter and autumn. But the

temjierature is not the instantaneous effect of the

presence of the sun, it is rather the result of its long

continued action. It docs not produce its maximum,

of effect, for each day, till some time after the

gi’catest altitude of this star above the horizon, nor

does it attain its maximum effect for the year, till

the igreatest solstitial altitude is passed.

The different climates exhibit remarkable va-

rieties, which we will now examine from the

equator to the poles. At the equator, the hori-

zon divides all the parallels into two equal parts
j

the day is therefore constantly equal to the night.

In the equinoxes the sun, at mid day, passes

through the zenith. The meridian altitudes of

this star, at the solstices, ari‘ least, and equal to

the coinphunent of the inclination of the ecliptic

to the equator. The solar shadows are then di-

rectly opposite, which is never the case in our

climates, where they are always at mid-day di-

rei^ted towards the north.

At the equator, therefore, properly speaking,

there are two summers and t\vo winters, everyyear.

This is also the case in all places, where the height

of the pole is less than the obliquity ofthe ecliptic.

Beyond this limit, as the sun never can be in the

zenith, there is only one summer and one winter iff
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each year
;
the dtiration ofthe longest day increas-

es and that of tlie shortest day diminishes as we ap-

proach the pole, and at the parallel the distance of

the zenith of which from the pole, is equal to the

obliquity of the ecliptic, the sun never (d) sets on

the day of the summer solstice, nor rises on the

day of the winter solstice. Still nearer to the pole,

the time of his presence, and of its absence, exceeds

several days, and even months. Finally, under the

pole, the horizon coinciding with the equator itself,

the sun is always above the horizon when on the

sam<i side of the Cijuator as the pole
;

it is con-

stantly below the horizon, when it is at the other

side of the equator
;
so that there is then but one

<lay and one night throughout the year, (e)

Let us trace more parti<ajlarly the ])ath of

the sun. it is at oiu-e apparent that tlu^ intei*-

vals which separate the equinoxes and the sol-

stices arc unequal, that from the A'crnal to the

autumnal equinox, is about eight days longer

than the interval between the autumnal and ver-

nal e<piinoxes; the motion is consequently not uni-

form : by means of accui’atc and repeated obser-

vations, it has been ascertained that the motion

is most rapid in a point of the solar orbit,

which is situated near the winter solstitje, and

that it is sloAvest in the opposite point of the orbit

near to the .siiinnier solstice. 1’he sun describes

in a day F,l.i‘4J7 in the first point, and only

1°,0591 in the second. Thus during the course

of the year its motion varies from the greatest to
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the least by three hundred aitd thirty-six ten

thousandtlis of its mean value.

Tliis variation produces, by its accumulation,

a very sensible inequality in the motion of the

sun. In order to determine its law, and in gene-

ral to obtain the laws of all the periodical inequa-

lities, it should be remarked that these inequalitie*

maybeproperly represented by thesines and cosines

of angles which become the same after the com-

pletion of every eircumference. (//) If therefore

all the inequalities of the celestial motions are

expressed in this manner, Ihcr only difficulty con-

sists? in separating them from each other, and in

determining the angles on which they depend.

As the inequality which w(^ are at present con-

sidering, performs the period of its changes in a

revolution of the sun, it is natural to make it de-

pend on the motion of the sun and on its multi-

ples. In this manner, it has been found that it

is expressed by means of a series of sines depend-

ing on this motion
;

it is reduced v(>ry nearly to

two t erms, of which the first is proportional to the

sine of the mean angular distance of the sun,

from the point in its orbit, where bis velocity is

greatest, and of which the second is about ninety

five times less than the first, and proportional to

the sine of double of this distamie.

It is probable that the distance of the sun from

the earth varies with its angulai* velocity, and this

has been proved by the measures of its apparent

diameter. This diameter increases and diminishes
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according to the same law as the velocity, hut in a

ratio only half as great. When the velocity is great-

est, the diameter is 6035,"8 and_it is observed to be

only 583G,"3, when this velocity is the least
j

therefore its mean magnitude is about 5936,"0.

The distance of the sun from the earth being

reciprocally proportional to his ap])arent diame-

ter, its increase follows the same law as the di.

rninution of this diameter. The point of the or-

bit in which the sun is nearest to the earth, is

termed the perigee, and the opposite point, in

which the sun is most remote, is called the apogee.

It is in the first of these points, that the apparent

diameter and also the velocity of the sun are

greatest
;

in the second point, the apparent di-

ameter and velocity are at their minimum.

It would be sufficient, in order to explain the

diminution of the sun’s apparent motion, to in-

crease his distance from the earth
j but if the va-

riation of the solar motion arose from this cause

only, and if the real velocity of the sun was con-

stant, its apparent velocity would diminish in the

same ratio as the apparent diameter. It diminish-

es in a ratio twice as great, therefore there is an

actual retardation in the motion of this star, when
it recedes from the earth. From the effect of this

retardation, combinedwith the increase of distance,

its angular motion diminishes as the square of the

distance increases, so that its product by this square

is very nearly constant. All the measures of the ap-

parent diameter of the sun, compared with the ob-

servations of his daily motion, confirm this result.
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Let ns eoiKHnve a right line joining the

centres of tlie sun and earth, whieli we will

call the radius ^factor of the sun, it is easy

to perceive that the small sector, or area de-

scribed in a day by this radius about tlie earth, is

proportional to the square of this radius into the

diurnal motion (//) of the sun. This area is

therefore constant, and the entire area described

by the radius vector, reckoning fi'oin a given

point, increases as the number of days, elapsed

since the epoch at which the sun was on this

radius. Therefore the areas described b;/ its ra-

diusa'ceior, are proportiomd to the timi.<i. 'I’liis

simple relation hetwc'cn the motion of tlie sun,

and its distance from the focus of this motion,

must be admitted as a finulamental law in its

theory, at least, until observations compel ns to

modify it.

If from the preceding data, the position aiid

length of the radius vector of the solar orbit be set

doAvn every day, and a curve be supposed to pass

through tbe extremities of all those radii, it will

appear that this curve will be somewhat elmigated

in the direction of the right line, which, passing

through the centre of the, earth, joins the points

of the greatest and least distance of the sun. The
resemblance of this curve with the ellipsi*, having

suggested the notion of comparing their together,

their identity was ascertained
;
from which it has

been inferred, that the solar orbit is an eJlipse^ of

which the centre of the earth occupies one. of the

foci, (i)
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The ellipse is one of those curves so celebrated

both in anticnt and modern geometry, Avhich be-

ing formed by the intersection of a plane with the

surface of a cone, have been therefore termed

conic sections. The extremities of a thread which

is stretched on a jdane, being fixed on two im-

movable points, called foci, any point which slides

along this thread describes the ellipse
;

it is evi-

dently elongated in the dir(?ction of the right line

Avhich joins the foci, and which being extended

on each sidi; to meet the emwe, forms the greater

axis, of which the length is eipial to that of the

thread. The lesser axis is the I’ight line drawn

through the centre perpendicularly to the greater

axis, and extended on both sides to meet the

curve : t he distance of the centre from one of the

foci is the excentricitj/ of tlui ellijise. When the

two foci are united in the same point, the ellipse

becomes a circle ; by increasing their distance the

ellipse gradually lengthens, and if the mutual

distance becomes infinite, the distance of the fo-

cus from the nearest summit of the curve, re-

mains finite, and the ellipse be«*omes a para-

bola.

The solar ellipse differs Init little from a circle ;

for the excess of the greatest above the least dis-

tance of the sun from the earth is equal to the

hundred and sixty ten thousandth part of this dis-

tance. This excess is the excentricity itself, in

which observations indicate a very slow diminu-

tion, and hardly perceptible in a century.

In order to have a just conception of the elliptic
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motion of the sun, let us conceive a point to

move uniformly on the circumference of a circle,

of which the centre coincides with the centre of

the earth, the radius being equal to the perigeon

distance of the sun
;
suppose moi’eover that tliis

point and the sun set off together from the pe-

rigee, and that the angular motion of the point

is equal to the mean angular' motion of the sun,

while the radius vector of this point revolves uni-

foi'mly about the earth, the radius vector of the

sun moves unequally, always constituting with

the distance of the pei'igee, and the arcs of the

ellipse, sectors proportional to the times. At

first, it precedes the radius vector of the point,

and makes witfi it an angle, Avhich after having

increased to a certain limit (k), diminishes, and at

length vanishes, Avhen the sun arrivi's at his

apogee. Tlic two radii will tlicn coincide with

the greater axis. In the second half of the ellipse,

the radius vector of the point jirecedes in its

turn, that of the sun, and makes Avith it angles

exactly equal to those, Avhich it made in the li’- t

half, at the same distance from the perigee, at

Avhich point it coincides again Avith the radius

vector of the sun, andAvith the greater axis of the

ellipse. The angle by Avhich the radius vector of

the sun precedes that of the point, is termed

the equation of the centre. Its maximum Avas

2°,13807 at the commencement of the present

century, i. e. at the midnight, on Avhich the first

of January 1801 commeneed. It diminishes by a

quantity equal to about 5^' for every century.
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From the duration of the sun’s revolution in its

orbit, the anj^ular motion of the point abo^ut tlie

earth may be inferred. The angular motion of

the sun will be obtained by adding to this motion,

the Cijuation of the centre. The investigation of

this equation is a very interesting problem of

analysis, whi(^h can only be resolved by ap-

proximation
;

but the small exe(^ntrieity of the

solar oi’bit leads to very converging series, which

are easily reduced to the form of tables.

The greater axis of the solar ellipse is not fixed

in the heavens
;

it has relatively to the fixed stars

an annual motion of about o()/' in the same di-

rection as that of the sun.

Tlie solar orbit appi’oaehes by insensible de-

grees to the equator; the secular diminution of

its obliquity, to the plam* of this great circle, may
be estimated at about 118".

The elliptic motion of the sun does not exactly

repiH'sent modern observations
;
their great pre-

cision has enabled us to perceive small inequa-

lities, of which it would have been impossible to

have developed tlu^ laws by observations alone.

The investigation of these inc^pialities appertains

to that branch of astronomy, which redeseends

from causes to the phenomena, and which will

constitute the subject of the fourth book.

The distance of the sun from the earth, has at

every period interested astronomers. Observers

have (/) endeavoui ed to determine it, by all the

means astronomy has successively furnished them

with. The most natural and simple is that which

c
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Geometers employ in measuring tlie distance of

terrestrial objects. At the two extremities of a

known base, tbe angles, which the visual rays of

an object make with it, are observed, and by de-

ducting their sum from two right angles, the

angle will be obtained which these rays form at

the point where tliey meet
j

this angle is termed

the parallax of the ohject, the distance of which

from the extremities of the base is easily obtain-

ed. In applying this method to the sun, the most

extensive Imsc whiidi can Ix' taken on the surface

of the earth should he selected. Suppose two

observers situated under the same merediau, and

observing at noon, the distance of the centre of

of the sun fi’om tlie north pole ; tin' difference

of these two observed distances will bo the

angle, whicli the line joining the ol»servers

would suhtend at this centre ; the differences of

the elevations of the pole gives this line in parts

of the terrestrial radius
;

it will therefore be easy

to infer from thence the angle under which the

semidiameter of the earth would appear at the

centre of the sun. This angle is the horizontal

of the sun
;
hut it is too small to be ac-

curately determined by this method, which only

enables us to judge that the distance of this star

is at least nine thousand diameters of the earth.

In the sequel, it will be seen, that the discoveries

in astronomy furnish other methods much more

accurate for determining the parallax, which we
now know to be about 527", very nearly, at its
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mean distance from the earth
;
hence it follows

that this distance is about ^23084^ terrestrial radii.

Black s])ots are observed on the surface of the

sun, of an irregular and variable form. Sometimes

they are very numerous, and of considerable ex-

tent
;
some liave been observed, of which tlie

magnitude was equal to four or five times that of

the earth- At oth<'r times, though rarely, tlie

surface of the sun has appeared pure, and with-

out spots for several successive years. Frequent-

ly the solar spots are enveloped by penumbras,

which are themselves surrounded by a more bril-

liant light than that of the rest of the sun, in the

middle of which these spots arc observed to form

and to disappear. The nature of these spots is

yet unknown, however they have maile us ac-

quainted with a remarkable phenoinenoii, namely,

the rotation of the sun. Amidst all the varia-

tions which they undergo in llieir position and

magnitude, we can discover regular motions

precisely the same as those of corresponding

points of the surface of tlie sim, if we suppose

it to have a motion of rotation in !he direction of

its motion round the earlh, on an axis almost

perpendicular to the ecliptic. From a continu-

ed observation of these spots, it has been infer-

red that the duration of an entire revolution of

the sun is about twenty-five days and a half, and

that the solar equator is inclined at an angle of

eight degrees and one third to the plane of the

ecliptic.

The extensive spots of the sun are almost al-

c 2
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ways comprised iu a zone of its surface, the

breadtli of wJiich, measured on the solar meridian,

does not extend beyond tliirty-four degrees on

each side of the equator
; liowever, spots have

been oliserved which were forty-four degrees from

this equator. There has been observed, particu-

larly about the vernal equinox, a faint light which

is visible before the rising and after the setting of

the sun, to wliich has been given the name of

zodiacal liijlit. Its colour is u bite, and its appa-

rent figure that of a spindle, the base of which

rests on the solar equator; sut*h as would b(^ the

appearance of an ellipsoid of revolution exlnmicly

flattened, the centre and jdano of t'cpiator coin-

ciding with those of the sun. The length of this

zodiacal light appears sometimes lo sulitend an

angle of mon' than on(^ hundred d(\gre(\s. The
fluid whiidi reflects this liglit to us, must be ex-

tremely rare, since the stars are sometimes visi-

ble through it. The most received opinion re-

spe(*ting its nature is, that this fluid is the atmos-

phere itself of the suii
;
but this atmosphere cer-

tainly docs not extend to so great a distance.—At

th(} conclusion of this work wo will suggest what

appears to us to be the cause of this light, which

is unknown, and has hitherto baffled our en-

quiries.



CHAR IIL

Of Time^ (Old of Us measure.

Timk is, relativ(‘ly to us, the impression whieh

a scries of evenis, ofwliicli we are assured that

the existence has l)een sacc(*ssive, leaves in tlie

memory. iMolion a proper measiin' of time
;

ibr siiici' a hody cannot l)e in several plaices at the

same time, u hen it niovos from one place to ano-

tluT, it must pass suc(*essively llironuh all the in-

termediates fpoints. Jl‘it is actuateMl hy th(^ same

force? at ev(?)*y point ol* the line, u liich it (l(?s(a*il)(*s,

its reiotion is nniform, and the several portions of

tins line' will measin’c the time' employed to des-

cribe them. Wlum a j>endnlmn, at the termina-

tion of eacJi oscillation, is in prenfisedy the same

circumstances as at the (^ommenctunent of tin?

motion, the durations of th(‘s(M)scillations are the

sauH', and tie' time may he measured hy their

numher. We may also employ for this measure-

ment, the revointions of the cu'lestial splnu'c, in

which the motions apjx'ar to he ja'idectiy nnifoJ*m
;

and juanlvind hav(' nniversally a^rec'd to make

us(' of the motion of tin' sun i'or this [)urpose, tln^

returns of whicli to the meridian, and to the same

equinox or the same solstice, constitute the day

and the year.
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In civil life, the day is the interval of tiiiuf

which lapses from the rising to the setting of the

sun : the night is the time, during which the

sun remains below tlie horizon. The astronomi-

cal day comprises llie entire duration of the diur-

nal revolution
;

it is the interval of time between

two successive noons or midnights. It is greater

than the duration of a revolution of the heavens,

which constitutes the sidereal day
;
for if the sun

and a star pass the meridian at the same instant,

on the following day the sun will pass later, in

consequence of its proper motion, by which it ad-

vances from west to east, and in the interval of a

year it will ])ass llie meridian once less than the

star. It is found by assuming the mean astrono-

mical day equal to unity, that tiie sidereal day is

o,yy72()!j.37.

The astronomical days are not equal
;
their dif-

ference arisi's from two causes, namely, the in-

equality of the ])roper motion of the sun, and the

obliquity of the ci^liplic. The effed of the first

cause is evident
;
thus, at the suimnej* solstice,

near to Avliicli tiu' motion of the sun is slowest,

the astronomical day ap])roa(dies more to the si-

dereal day than at the winter solstice, when the

motion is most rapid.

In ord(U' to conceive the effect of the s(‘cond

cause, it should be observed that the excess of the

astronomical over the sidereal day arises solely

from the proper motion of the sun reduced to the

equator. If we conceive two great circles to pass

through the [)oles of the world, and through t he
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extremities ofthe small arc which the sun describes

on the ecliptic each day, the arc of the equator,

which they intercept, is the daily motion of the sun

referred to the equator, and the time which this

arc takes to pass over the meridian, is the excess

of tlic astronomical over the sidereal day
;
but it

is evident that in the equinoxes, tlic arc of the

equator is less than the corresponding arc of the

ecliptic, in the ratio of the cosine of the obliquity

of the ecliptic to radius
;

i)i the solstices it is

greater in tlie ratio of radius to the cosine (m) of

the same obliquity ; therefore the astronomical

day is diminished in the first ease, and increased

in the second.

To obtain a mean <lay, independent of these

causes
;
we imagine a second sun, which moving

unifoi’inly in the ecliptic, passes always at the

same instant as tlie true sun the greater axis of

the solar orbit •, this will cause the inequality of

the proper motion of the sun to disappear. The

effc'ct arising from tite ol)liquity is then made

to disa})pear, by imagining a tliird sun to pass

through tlie ecpiinoxes at tlu! same moment as

the second sun, and to move on the equator in

such a manner, tliat tlte angular distances of

these two suns from the vernal equinox, may be

constantly equal to ea(di other. The interval of

time! between two consecutive returns of this third

sun to the meridian, consitutes the mean astro-

nomical day. Mean time is measured by tlie

number of these rotin’us, and the ti'ue time is
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measured by the number of returns of the true

sun to the meridian. The arc of the equator, in-

tercejited betw'eeu two meridians drawn through

the centres of the true sun, and of tiie third sun,

converted into time, in the proportion of the

entire circumference to one day, is what is term-

ed tlie (n) equnlioti of time.

The day lias been divided into twenty-four

hours, and its origin has been fixed at midnight.

The hour is divided into sixty minutes, the mi-

nutes into sixty seconds, the second into sixty

thirds, &c. But the division of the day into

ten iiours, of tlic hours into one hundred minutes,

of the minutes into one hundred seconds, will be

adopted in this work, as being much more con-

venient for astronomical purposes.

The second sun, whi<;h we have imagined, de-

termines by its returns to the equinoxes and the

solstices, the mean eijuinoxes and solstic,cs. The
duration of its returns to the same equinox, or

the same solstice, forms the trojAcaf year, of which

the actual length is about Obser-

vation shews us that the sun employs a longer

time to return to the same fixed stai’s. The
sidereal year is the interval between two of

these consecutive returns ; it exceeds a tropical

year by about (),'U1 l i 19. Therefore the equinoxes

have a retrograde motion on the ecliptic, or con-

trary to the proper motion of the sun, in conse-

quence of which they describe every year, an arc

equal to the mean motion of this star, in the in-

terval of about which is very nearly
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equal to 154",03. This motion is not exactly the

same ev(uy century, on which account, the du-

ration of tlie tropical year is subject to a small

inequality
;

it is now about 13' shorter than in

the time of Hipparchus.

It is natural that the year should be made to

commence at one of the equinoxes or solstices
;

but if the origin of the year was placed at the

summer solstice, or at the autumnal equinox, the

same operations and labours would be appropri-

ated to two dilfereiit y('ai-s. A like inconvenience

would arise if the daf was su])posed to commence
at noon, according to tin; custom of the old as-

tronomers. It s(‘(nns therefore most natural, that

the year should be made to (jojumence at the

vernal equinox, at wliicii period naliire begins to

revive; but it is equally natural to fix its com-

mencemciiit at tiie winter solstice, when, accord-

ing to the received opinion of all antiquity, the

sun begins to revive, and whi(*b is the middle

of the longest night in tlie year under the poles.

If the length of the civil yean* was eonstanlly

365 days, its commencement would always (o)

anticipate that of the true tropi(?al year, and it

would pass through the dilferent seasons with a

retrograde motion in a period of about 1508 years.

But this year (which was formerly in use in

Egypt; would deprive the calendar of the advan-

tage of attaching the months and festivals to the

same seasons, and of rendering them useful

epochs for the purposes of agriculture. This iit-

estimable advantage would be secured, by con-
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sidering the origin of the year as an astronomical

phenomenon, which should be Axed by compu-
tation to the midnight which immediately pre-

cedes the equinox or the solstice ; this has been

done in France at the end of the last century.

But then the bissextilc yeaiis being intercalated ac-

cording to a very complicated law, it would be

difficult to resolve any given number of years into

days, which would cause great confusion in his-

tory and chronology. Besides the origin of the

year, which is always required to be known in ad-

vance, Avould be uncertain .and arbitrary when
it ajiproa<;hed midnight, by a quantity less than

the error (p) of the solar tables. Finally, the or-

der of the bissextiles would be ditterent for dif-

ferent meridians, which would be an obstacle to

the adoption of the same calendar by all nations
;

indeed, when it is considered how pertinacious

different nations are in reckoning geogi’aphical

longitudes from their respective principal obser-

vatories, it cannot be su]>posed that they would

all concur in making the commencement of the

year to dcqiend on the same meridian. We are

therefore compelled to abandon the method point-

ed out by nature, and to recur to a mode of in-

tercalating, which, though artificial, is regular

and convenient. Tlie simplest of all is that which

Julius Caesar introduced into the Roman ca-

lendar, and which consists in intercalating (p) one

bissextile every four years. But if the short du-

ration of life was sufficient to make the origin of

the Egyptian years to deviate considerably from
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the solstice or the equinox, it only required a small

number of centuries to produce the same dis-

placement in the origin of the Julian year. This

renders a more complicated intercalation indis-

pensable. In the eleventh century the Persians

(5) adopted one remarkable for its accuracy. It

consists in rendering the fourth year bissextile se-

ven times successively, and to defer this change

on the eighth time to the fifth year. This

supposes that the tropical year is 36.5^^, which

is greater than the year as determined by obser-

vations by 0,00018^8, So that a great number
of centuries is requisite to pi’oduce a sensible dis-

placement in the origin of the civil year. The
mode of intercalating adopted in the Gregorian

calendar is less exact, but it furnishes greater

facilities in reducing the years and centuries into

days, which is one of the principal objects of the

calendar. It consists in intercalaling a bissextile

every fourth year, the bissextile at the end of each

century being suppri^ssed, to reestablish it at the

end of the fourth. Tlie length of the year which

this intercalation supjxises is about 3().'5,

days, or about 365, ‘ilHOGO, which is greater than

the true length by about 0,‘'000^I85. But if, ac-

cording to the analogy of this mode of interca-

lating, a bissextile is also supiu’cssed every four

thousand years, Ai'hich would reduce the number
of bissextiles in this interval to UGfj, the length

of the year would he 865“'.-,

;

or 365‘*,2422500,

which approaches so near to 365,2422419, which

is the length as determined by observation, that the
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difference may be rejected, particularly as there

exists some slight uncertainty about the true

length of the year, which besides is not rigorously

constant.

The division of the year into twelve months is

very ancient, and almost universal. Some nations

have supposed that all the months are equal, and

each to consist of thirty days, and they have com-

pleted the year by the' addition of an adequate

number of complementary days. Among other

nations the entire year is compri/ed in the in-

terval of twelve months, whh;h are supposed to be

unequal. The system of months, each consisting

of thirty days, h'ads naturally to their subdivision

into three decads. This }»eriod ('iiablcs ns to find

out with great facility how much of the month

has lapsed, but at the end of the y(>ar the (;oujple-

mentary days would derange the order tif things

appi'opviated to the different days of the decad,

which must necessarily embarras the measures of

governments. This ineonvenien(!e would Ix' ob-

viated by making use of a short period, equally in-

dependent of months and of years, such as the

week, which from the most remote antiquity in

which its origin is confounded, has uninterrupt(*dly

pervaded all nations, always constituting a part

of the successive calenders of different people. It

is very remarkahle that it is identically the same

over the entire earth, as Avcll relatively to the de-

nomination ("r) of its days, whieh has been regu-

lated by the most ancient systinn of astronomy, as

also with respect to their correspondence to the
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same physical instant. This is perhaps the most

ancient and most incontrovertable monument of

human attainments ; it seems to indicate acom-

mon origin from which they have been derived,

but the astronomical system on which they were

founded is a proof of their imperfection at this

commencement.

An interval of one hundred years constitutes a

century, which is the longest periotl over employ-

ed in the measurement of time ;
for the interval

which separates us from the most ancient known

events does not require a longer period.



CHAP. IV.

Of the motions of the moon, its phases, and eclipses.

After the sun, the moon, of all the heavenly

bodies, is that which most interests us
;
its phases

furnish a measure of time so remarkable, that it

hp,s been primitively made use of by all people.

The moon, like the sun, has a proper motion from

west to oast
;
the duration of its sidereal revolu-

tion was 27‘‘,3‘sJl 661423, at the commencement

of this century : it is not always .the same, and

the comparison of ancient with modern observa-

tions evinces incontrovertably an acceleration in

the mean motion of the moon. This acceleration,

though hardly sensible since the most ancient

eclipse on record, will be developed in the pro-

gress of time. But will it go on always increasing,

or will it cease to increase, and at length be

changed into a retardation ? This cannot be de-

termined by observations, except after a very

great number of ages. Fortunately, the discovery

of its cause has anticipated them, and shewn us

that it is periodical. At the commencement of

this century, the mean angular distance of the

moon from the vernal equinox, and reckoned

from this equinox in the direction of the proper

motion of this star, was 124,01321.
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The moon moves in an elliptic orbit, of which

the centre of the earth occupies one of the foci.

Its radius vector traces about this point areas

which are very nearly proportional to the times.

The mean distance of this star from the earth be-

ing assumed equal to unity, the excentricity of

its ellipse is 0,()54844^ii, which gives the greatest

equation of the centre equal («) to f),9851i : it ap-

pears to be invariable. The lunar perigee has a

direct motion, that is to say, in the direction of

the proper motion of the sun, the duration of its

sidereal revolution was, at the commencement of
»

this century, 3^232'', 575343, and its mean angular

distance from the vernal equinox was 2()5",68()37 .

Its motion is not uniform
;

it is retarded when

that of the moon is accelerated.

The laws of the ellipti<; motion are very far

from representing the observations of the moon
;

it is subji^ct to a great number of inequalities,

which have an evident connection with the posi-

tion of the sun. We shall indicate the three

principal.

The most considerable, and that which was

first recognised is, what has been termed the

evection. This inequality,, which at its maximum
amounts to l°,4907, is proportional to the sine of

double the distance of the moon from the sun,

minus the distance of the moon from its perigee.

In the oppositions and conjunctions (t) of the

moon with the sun, it is confounded with the

equation of the centre, which it constantly di-

minishes. For this reason the ancient observers,
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who only determined the elements of the lunar

theory, in order to be able to predict the pheno-

mena of the eclipses, found the equation of the

centre of the moon less than the true equa-

tion, by the entire quantity of the evection.

Another great inequality is also observed in

the lunar motions, which disajipears in the op-

positions and conjunctions of the moon, and also

in those points where these two stars are distant

from each other by a quarter of the circumference.

It arrives fit its ind.rimnm, whitdi is 0°,()G11, when
their mutual distance is fifty degrees ; hence it

has heen inferred that it is j)roportional to double

of the angular distance of the moon from the sun.

This inequality is termed (t) the variatkru ; as it

disappears in the eclipses, it could not have been

recognized by the observation of these pheno-

mena.

Finally, the motion of the moon is accelerated,

when that of the sun is retarded, and conversely j

hence arises an inequality which is denominated

the annual equation, the law of which is precisely

the same as that of the equation of the centre of

the sun, only affected with a contraiy sign. This

inequality, which at its maximum (w) amounts to

0“,2074-, is confounded with the equation of the

centre of the sun in the eclipses. In the compu-

tation of the moment at which these phenomena

occur, it is indifferent whether these two equa-

tions are considered separately, or whether the

annual equation of the lunar theory is suppressed,

in order to increase the equation of the centre of
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the sun. This is the reason why the ancient as-

tronomers assigned too great an excentricity to

the orbit of the sun
;
while they assigned too

small a one to the lunar orbit, in consequence of

the evection.

This orbit is inclined to the ecliptic at an angle

of 5°,7 185 : its points of intersection with the

ecliptic, which are called the nodes, arc not fixed

in the heavens
; they have a retrograde motion, or

contrary to that of the sun
;

this motion is easily

recognized by the succession of stars which the

moon meets with wh,en it ti’avei’ses the ecliptic.

The ascending node is that, in which the moon
ascends above the ecliptic towards the north pole,

and the deseending node is that in which it descends

below the ecliptic towards the south pole. The
duration of a sidereal revolution of the nodes

was at the commencement of this centuiy

6793‘‘,39108, and the mean (v) distance of the

ascending node from the vernal equinox, was

1.0°,46 117, but the motion of the nodes is retard-

ed from one century to another.

It is subject to several inequalities, of which the

greatest is proportional to the sine of double the

distance of the moon from the sun, and amounts

at its maximum to 1°810!2. The inclination of

the orbit is likewise variable, its greatest inequa-

lit)', which amounts to 0°, 16^27 at its maximum, is

proportional to the cosine of the same angle on

which the inequality of the motion of the nodes

depends ;
however the mean inclination appears

to be constant in different centuries, notwith-

D
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standing the secular variations of the plane of the

ecirptic.

The lunar orbit, and generally the orbits of

the sun and of all the heavenly bodies, have no

more a real existence than the paroholas des-

cribed by j)rojectiles at the surface of the earth.

In oi'der to represent the motion of a body in

space, we eoneeive a line to pass through all the

successive positions of its centre
;

this line is its

orbit, of which the fixed or variable plane is that

which passes througli two consecutive positions of

tlie body, and through the.point about which it

is supposed to move.

Instead of considering the motion of a body in

this manner, we may in imagination project it on

a fixed plane, and determine its curve of projec-

tion and height above this plane. This metliod,

which is extremely simple, has been adopted by

astronomers in the tables of the celestial motions.

The apparent diameter (w) of the moon changes

in a manner analogous to the variations of the lu-

nar motion
; it is 5438" at the greatest distance

of the moon from the eartli, and about 6207^'' at

the least distance, (x

)

Tlie same methods which were insufficient to

determine the parallax of the sun, in consequence

of its extreme smallness, have assigned lOGGl" for

the mean parallax of the moon
; consequently at

same distance at which the moon appeal's under

an angle of 58'iS", the earth would subtend an

angle of 21332 '

;
their diameters are therefore in

the ratio of these numbers, or in the ratio of
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three to eleven, very nearly
; and the volume of

the lunar globe is forty-nine times less than the

volume of the eartii.

The phases of the moon are one of the most

striking phenomena of the heavens. When it ex-

tricates itself in the evening from the rays of the

sun, it appears with a feeble crescent, which in-

creases according as it elongates itself from the

sun
;

and it becomes a perfect circle of light

when it is in 0})position with this star. When it

afterwards approaches this star, its phases dimi-

nish in the same pi’oportion as they had pre-

viously increased, until in the morning it is im-

mersed in the sun’s rays. The lunar crescent be-

ing always turned toivards the sun, evidently in-

dicates that it receives its light from that body,

and the law of the variation of its phases, which

increase neai'ly as the versed sine of the angular

distance of the moon (y) from the sun, proves that

it is spherical.

The recurrence of the phases depends on the

excess of the motion of the moon above that of

the sun, which excess (z) has been termed the

sy7wdic motion of the moon. The duration of

the synodic revolution of this star, or the pe-

riod of its mean conjunctions, is now about

29^530588710 : it is to the tropical year very

nearly in the ratio of 19 to 235, that is to say,

nineteen solar years are equivalent to about two

hundred and thirty-five lunar months.

The syrygies are the points of the orbit in

which the moon is in opposition or conjunction

D 2
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with the sun. In the first case the moon is said

to he new, it is called full moon in the second.

The quadratures are those points in which the

moon is elongated from the sun one hundred or

three hundred degrees, reckoning in the direction

of its proper motion.

In those points, which are called the first and

second quarters of the moon, we see the half of

its illuminated hemisphere
;

strictly speaking, we
see a little more

;
for when the exact half is pre-

sented to(«) us, the angular distance of the moon
from the sun is a little less than one hundred de-

grees. At this instant the line which separates the

illuminated from the darkened hemisphere, ap-

pears to be a right line, and the line drawn from

the observer to the centre of the moon is perpen-

dicular to the line which joins the centres of the

sun and moon. Therefore in the triangle formed

by the lines which join these centres and the eye

of tlie observer, the angle at the moon is a right

angle, and the angle at the observer is determin-

ed by observation, consequently the distance of

the earth from the sun may be determined in

parts of the distance of the earth from the moon.

The difficulty of determining, with precision, the

instant when the half of the disk of the moon is

observed to be illuminated by the sun, I’ondersthis

method not rigorously exact
;
we are indebted to it

nevertheless, for the fii’st just notions that have

been formed {h) concerning the immense magni-

tude of the sun, and its great distance from the

earth.
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The explanation of the phases of the moon is

connected with that of the eclipses, which, in

times of ignorance, have been an object of terror

to men, and of their curiosity in all ages. The
moon can only be eclipsed by an opaque body,

which deprives it of the light of the sun, and it is

evident that this body is the earth, because an

eclipse of the moon never happens except when it

is in opposition, or when the earth is between

this star and the sun. Tlie terrestrial globe pro-

jects behind it a conical shadow, of which the

axis is on the right line, which joins the centres of

the sun and of the earth, and which terminates

at the point where the apparent diameter of these

two bodies, w'ould be the same. Their diameters

seen from the centre of the moon in ojqmsition,

and at its mean distance, are nearly 5i)Q0" for the

sun, and for the earth : therefore the

length of the cone of the earth’s shadow is at least

three times and a half greater than the distance

of the moon from the earth, and its breadth at

the points where it is traversed by the moon is

about eight thirds of the diameter of the moon.

The moon would be therefore eclipsed every time

that it is in opposition to the sun, provided that

the plane of its orbit coincided with the ecliptic ;

but in (c-) consequence of the mutual inclination

of these j^lancs, the moon in its oppositions is

frequently elevated above, or depressed below the

cone of the earth’s shadow, and it docs notenter

into it except when it is near to its nodes. If

the entire disk of the moon is plunged in the
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shadow of the earth, the eclipse of the moon is

total

;

it is said to be partial if only a portion of

this disk is obscured j
and we may easily conceive

that a greater or less proximity of the moon to its

nodes, at the moment of opposition, may pro*

duce all the varieties (d) which are observed in

these eclipses.

Each point of the surface of the moon, before

it is eclipsed, loses successively the light of dif-

ferent parts of the sun’s disk. Its lirightness

therefore diminislies gradually, and at the mo-

ment when it penetrates into ‘the earth’s shadow

it is extinguished. The interval through which

this diminution has place is termed the jaewitwim,

the breadth of which is equal to the apparent di-

ameter of the sun, as seen from the centre of the

moon.

The mean duration of a revolution of the sun,

with respect to the node of the moon’s orbit, is

about 346‘',Gl9851 ;
it is to the duration of a

synodic revolution of the moon, very nearly in

the ratio of 223 to 19- Therefore, after a period

of 223 lunar months, the sun and moon return

to the SI me position relatively to the lunar orbit

;

the eclipses must consequently recur very nearly in

the same order, this circumstance suggests a simple

manner of predicting them, which was employed

by the ancient astronomers. But the inequalities in

the motions of the sun, and of the moon, ought

to produce very sensible differences j
besides

the return of these two stai’s to the same position

with respect to the node, in the interval of 223
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months, is not rigorously exact
;
and the devia-

tions which result, cliangc at length the ordo* of

the eclipses which have been observed during

one of these periods.

The circular foiTU of the earth’s shadow in the

eclipses of the moon, indicated to the first astro-

nomers that the figure of the earth was very nearly

spherical
;

m'c shall sec hereafter that the most

exact method of determining the compression of

the earth, is furnished by the great perfection to

which the lunar theory has been brought.

It is solely in the conjunctions of the sun and

of the moon, when this star, by being interposed

between the sun and the earth, deprives us of the

light of the sun, that the eclipses of the sun can

be observed. Althougli the moon is incomparably

smaller than the sun, y(*t on account of its prox-

imity to the earth, its apparent diameter differs

little from that of the sun
;

it even happens from

the variations of these diameters, that they sur-

pass each other alternately. Let us suppose the

centres of the sun and moon to be on the same

right line with the eye of tlie spectator, he will

observe the sun to be eclipsed ; and if the appa-

rent diameter of tiie moon exceeds that of the

sun, the eclipse will be total ; but if this diameter

be less, the observer will perceive a luminous

ring, formed by that part of the sun which ex-

tends beyond the disk of the moon, and then the

eclipse will be annular. If the centre of the

moon does not exist in the right line drawn from

the eye of the observer to the centre of the sun.
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the moon can only eclipse a part of the snn^s

disk, and the eclipse will be partial. Thus the

changes of distance of the sun and moon from the

centre of the earth, combined with the greater or

less proximity of the moon to its nodes, at the

moment of its conjunctions, ought to produce very

sensible changes in the eclipses of the sun. To
these causes may be added the elevation of

the moon above the horizon, which changes

the magnitude of its apparent diameter, and

which, by the cfliect of the lunar parallax, may so

inqrease or diminish the apjiarent distance of the

centres of these two stars, that of two observers

at some distam^e from each other, the one may
see an eclipse of the sun which will not be visi-

ble to the otlier. In this respect the eclipses of

the sun differ from eclipses of the moon, which

are the same to all places on the earth where the

two stars are elevated above the horizon.

We often see the shadow of a cloud, borne along

by the winds, to pass rapidly over the hills and

planes, and to deprive the spectators in those

places of the view of the sun, which is visible to

those who are out of the reach of its influence :

this is an exfict rejiresentation of a total eclipse of

the sun. We may perceive then about the disk

of the moon a crown of pale light, which is pro-

bably the solar atmosphere ; for its extent can-

not correspond to that of the moon, because it

has been ascertained, by eclipses of the fixed stars

and of the sun, that this last atmosphere is al-

most insensible.
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The atmosphere which may be supposed to

suiTOund the moon, inflects the ra3'^s of light to-

wards the centre of this star; and if, as ought to

be the case, the atmosplicrical strata are rarer in

proportion as they are farther removed from the

surface, these rays, according as tliey penetrate far-

ther into it, ought to be more inflected, and should

consequently describe a curve which is concave

to its surface. Hence it appears that a s|)ectator

on the surface of the moon, would not cease to

see the star till it was de|>ressed below the hori-

zon by an angle equaj to the horizontal refraction.

The raj's which emanate from this star seen

at the horizon, after having touched the surface

of the moon, continue their route, describing a

curve similar to that which they described in ap-

proaching the surface. I'hus, a second spectator

placed behind the moon, with respect to the star,

would still continue to perceive it in consequence

of the inflexion of its rays in the moon^s atmos-

phere. The diameter of the moon is (e) not sen-

sibly increased by the refraction of its atmosphere
;

therefore a star appears to be eclipsed later than

if this atmosphere did not exist, and for the same

reason it ceases to he eclipsed sooner, so that the

effect of the atmosphere of the moon is principally

apparent in the duration of the eclipses of the

sun, and of the stars, by the moon. Precise and

numerous observations have enabled us with dif-

ficulty to suspect its existence ; and it has been

ascertained that at the surface of the moon the

horizontal refi'action does not exceed four seconds.
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This refraction at the surface of the earth is at

least one thousand times greater ;
tlierefore the

li4nar atmosphere, if any such exists, is of an ex-

treme rarity, greater even tlian that which can be

produced on the surface of the earth by the best

. constructed air pumps. It may be inferred from this

thatno terrestrial animal could live or respire at the

surface of the moon, and that if the moon be in-

habited, it must be by animals of another species.

There is ground for supposing that all is solid at

its surface, for it appears in our powerful teles-

copes as an arid mass, qn which some have

thought they could perceive the effects, and even

the explosions of volcanoes.

Bouguer has found by experiment that the

light of the full moon {/) is three hundred thou-

sand times more feeble than that of the sun ; this

is the reason why this light, collected in the focus

of the most powerful mirrors, produces no sensi-

ble effect on the thermometer.

We may distinguish, especially near to the

new moons, that part of the disk of the moon
which is not illuminated by the sun. This feeble

light, which has been termed the lumiere cendree,

is supposed to be the effect of the light which the

illuminated hemisphere of the earth reflects on

the (jff) moon ;
and that which confirms this sup-

position is the circumstance of this light being

most sensible near to the new mopn when the

greatest part of this hemisphere is directed to-

H^ards this star. In fact, it is evident that the

eqrth exhibits to a spectator at the moon, phases
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similar to those which the moon presents to us,

but accompanied with a much stronger light, on
account of the greater extent of the earth’s

surface.

The disk of the moon presents a great number
of invariable spots, which have been carefully ob-

served and described. They prove to us that this

star always presents to us the same hemisphere

;

it revolves on its axis in a period equal to

that of its revolution about the earth
; for if a

spectator be placed at the centre of the moon,

supposed transparent, » he M'ill perceive the earth

and his visual ray to revolve about him
; and as

this ray transvcrses always the same point of the

moon’s surface very nearly, it is evident that this

point must revolve in the same time, and in the

same direction as the eartli about the spectator.

Nevertheless, a continued observation of the

moon’s disk indicates slight varieties in its ap-

pearances
;
spots are observed to approach and

recede alternately from its borders
;
those which

are very near to the borders, disappear and re-

appear successively, making periodical oscilla-

tions, which have been denominated tho. libration

of tJie moon. In order to form a precise idea of the

principal causes of this phenomenon, it should be

considered that the disk of the moon, as seen from

the centre of the earth, is terminated by the cir-

cumference of a circle of the lunar globe, which

is perpendicular to its radius (A) vector, it is on

the plane of this circle that the hemisphere of the

moon, which is directed towards the earth, is pro-
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jected, the appearances of which are connected

with the motion of rotation of this star. If the

moon had no motion of rotation, its radius vector

would describe on its surface, in each lunar revo-

lution, the circumference of a great circle, all the

parts of which would be successively presented to

us. But at the same time that the radius vector

tends to dcsci’ihc this circumference, the lunar

globe, by revolving, brings always very nearly the

same point of its surface to this radius, and con-

sequently the same hemisphere to the earth. The
inequalities of the motion of the moon produce

slight changes in its appearances
;
for as its mo-

tion of rotation docs not participate in a sensible

manner in these inequalities, it is variable rela-

tive to its radius vector, which thus meets its sur-

face in different points ; therefore the lunar globe

makes, relatively to this radius, oscillations which

correspond to the inequalities of its motion, and

which alternately deprive us of and exhibit to us

some parts of its surface.

Moreover, the lunar globe has another libra-

tion perpendicular to the preceding ; in conse-

quence of which the regions {i) which are si-

tuated near to the poles of rotation alternately

disai)i)ear and reappear. In order to conceive

this |)henomenon, let the axis of rotation, be

supposed perpendicular to the plane of the eclip-

tic. When the moon is in the ascending node,

its two poles will be in the southern and northern

extremities of the visible hemisphere. According

as it ascends above the ecliptic, the north pole
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and those parts which are contiguous to it, dis>

appear, whilst more and more of those parts

which border on the south pole are discovered,

until the moon having attained its greatest nor-

thern latitude, recommences to descend towards

the ecliptic. The preceding phenomena then

takes place in a reverse order ;
and after that the

moon, having arrived at the descending node, is

depressed below the ecliptic, the north pole will

present precisely the same phenomena as the

south pole had previously exhibited.

The axis of rotation of the moon is not exactly

perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic, and its

inclination pi'oduces appearances which may be

conceived by supposing the moon to move on the

plane itself of the ecliptic, in such a manner that

its axis of rotation remains always pai*allel to it-

self. It is manifest that then each pole will be

visible during one half of the revolution of the

moon about the earth, and invisible during the

other half, so that those parts which are conti-

guous to the poles will be alternately perceived

and concealed.

Finally, the observer is not at the centre, but at

the surface of the earth ; it is the visible ray

drawn from his eye to the centre of the moon,

which determines the middle of the visible hemis-

phere ; and on account of the lunar parallax, it

is evident that this radius intersects the surface of

the rnooti in points which depend on the height

of the moon above the horizon.

All these causes produce only an apparent li-
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bration in the lunar globe
;
they are purely optical,

and do not affect the real motion of rotation.

However, this motion may be subject to some

small inequalities, though they are not sufficiently

sensible to be discerned.

This is not the case with the variations of the

plane of the hinar equator. From an attentive

observation of the spots of the moon, Dominick

Casini inferred that the axis of this equator is

not exactly perpendicular to the plane of the

ecliptic, as had been supposed previous to his

time, and also that its successive positions are not

exhctly parallel. This celebrated astronomer was

led to the following remarkable result, one of his

most splendid discov(*ries, and which contains the

entire astronomical theory of the real libration of

the moon. If through the centre of this star a*

plane be conceived to pass perpendieular to

its axis of rotation, which plane coincides with

that of its equator
;

if moreover we conceive

a second plane to pass through the same centre

parallel to that of the ecliptic, and a third

plane, which is the plane of the lunar orbit, ab-

stracting from ibe periodic inequalities of its in-

clination and of the nodes, these three planes

have invariably a common intei*scctlon
;
the se-

cond situated between the two others, makes with

the first an angle of about 1“,G7, and with the

third an angle of 5®,7155; consequently the in-

tersections of the lunar equator with the ecliptic,

or its nodes, coincide always with the mean
nodes of the lunar orbit, and like them they liave
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a retrograde motion, of which the period is about

6793^391081. In this interval, the two poles of

the equator and of the lunar orbit describe small

circles parallel to the ecliptic, its pole being com-

prised between them, so that these three poles

exist always on the same great circle of the celes-

tial sphere.

There are mountains on the surface of the

moon, which rise to a considerable height
;

their

shadows projected on the planes, form sjiots

which vary with the position of the sun. At the

edges of the illuminated part of the lunar disk,

these mountains present the form of an indented

border, which extends beyond the line of light

by a quantity of which the measurement proves

that their height is at least three thousand metres.

From the direction of these shadows it has been

inferred that the surface of the moon is intei’sect-

ed by deep cavities, similar to the basons of our

seas. Finally, this surface seems to shew traces

of volcanoes
;
and the formation of new spots, and

the sparks which are observed in ils obscure part

appear to indicate (A) volcanoes in actual opera-

tion.



CHAP. V.

Of the Planets, and in particular ofMercury and

of Venus.

In the midst of the infinite number of shining

points wiiich are spread over the celestial vault,

and of which the relative jiosition is very nearly

constant, ten stars, always visible, except when
they are immersed in the rays of the sun, move
according to very complicated laws, the investiga-

tion of which constitutes one of the principal ob-

jects of astronomy. These stars, which have been

denominated are. Mercury, Venus, Mars,

Jupiter, and Saturn, which have been known
from the remotest antiquity, because they can he

observed by the naked eye; and likewise Uranus,

Ceres, Pallas, Juno, and Vesta, which have been

recently discovered by means of the telescope.

The two first planets never recede from the sun

beyond certain limits
;
the others are elongated

from it to all possible angular distances. The
motions of all these bodies are comprehended in

a zone of the celestial sphere, which is called the

zodiac, the breadth of which is divided into two

equal parts by the ecliptic.

The elongation of Mercury from the sun never

exceeds thirty-two degrees : when it begins to ap-
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pear in the evening, it is distinguished with diffi-

culty in the rays of twilight
;

it extricates itself

more and more on the succeeding days
; and after

it is elongated from the sun about twenty-five de-

grees, it returns towards him again. In this inter-

val, the motion of Mercury, with respect to the

stai-s, is direct ; but when in approaching t!ic sun,

its distance from this star is about twenty degrees

;

it appeal's stationary, (/) and afterwards the motion

becomes retrograde. Mercury still continues to

approach the sun, and at length in the evening is

again iuirnersed in hisj'ays. After continuing for

some time invisible, it is again seen in the morn-

ing, emerging from the sun’s rays, and receding

from him. Its motion is still retrogradt*, as it was

previous to the disappearance ; but when the planet

is twenty degrees elongated from the sun, it be-

comes again stationary, and afterwards resumes

a direct motion
;

its elongation from the sun con-

tinues to increase till it becomes equal to twenty-

five degrees, when the planet returns again, dis-

appearing in the morning in the light of the dawn,

and very soon after appearing in tlu> evening, after

which the same phenomena as befoi'e t'ake place.

The extent of the greatest digressions of Mer-

cury, or of his greatest deviations on each side of

the sun, varies from eighteen to about thirty-two

degrees. The duration of its total oscillations, (m)

or of its return to the same position relatively to

the sun, varies in like manner from one hundred

and six, to one hundred and thirty days. The
mean arc of retrogi'adation is about fifteen de«
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grees, and its mean duration is twenty-three

days ;
but these quantities differ considerably in

different retrogradations. In general, the motion

of Mercury is extremely complicated
;

it does not

take place exactly in the plane of the ecliptic

;

some time this planet deviates five degrees from it.

A long scries of observations was no doubt re-

quired to enable us to recognize the identity of

the two stars, which were alternately observed in

the morning, and in the evening, to recede from,

and approach to the sun ; hut as the one was ne-

ver seen until the otlier was invisible, it was at

last concluded that it was the same planet which

oscillated on each side of the sun.

The apparent diameter of Mercury is very

variable, and its changes arc evidently connected

with its position relatively to the sun, and with

the direction of its motion. It is a minimum,

either when the planet in the morning is immersed

in the sun’s rays, or when in the evening it is dis-

engaged from them. It is at its maximum, when

in the evening it is immersed in these rays, or

when it disengages itself from them in the morn-

ing. The mean apparent diameter is about 3.

Sometimes during the interval of its disappear-

ing in the evening, and its re-appearing in the

morning, the planet is seen projected in the form

of a black spot on the disk of the sun, of which it

describes a chord. It is recognized by its position,

by its apparent diameter, and by its retrograde mo-

tion, being exactly those which it ought to have.

Tiiese transits ofMercury are real annular eclipses
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of the sun, which prove to us that this planet de-

rives its light from the sun. When seen through

a powjTful telescope, it exhibits phases analagous

to those of the moon, and, like to them, directed

towards the sun, the variable extent of which, ac-

cording to the position of the planet with respect

to tlie sun, and according to the direction of its

motion, throws great light on the nature of its

orbit.

The planet Venus exhibits the same phenomena
as Mercury, Avith this «lifference, that its phases

are much more sensib).e, its oscillations more ex-

tensive, and their duration more considerable.

The greatest digressions of Venus vary from about

fifty to fifty-three degrees
;
and the mean duration

of its oscillations, or of its return to the same po-

sition Avith respect to the sun, is about five hun-

dred and eighty-four days. The retrogradation

commences, or terminates, Avhen the planet, ap-

proaching to the sun in the evening, or receding

from him in the morning, is elongated from this

star about thirty-two degrees. The arc of retro-

gradation is eighteen degrees very nearly, and its

mean duration is forty-tAvo days. Venus does not

exac tly move in the plane of the ecliptic, but

sometimes deA'iates from it scA’eral degrees.

The durations of the passages of Venus over the

disk, observed at places Avhich arc at considerable

distances from each other on the surface of the

earth, are very sensibly different, for the same

cause Avhich («) makes the durations of the same

eclipse of the sun different in different i>laces. In

E 2
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consequence of the parallax of this planet, different

spectators refer it to different points of this disk,

of whicli they observe it to describe chords of dif-

ferent lengths.

In tl»e transit, which took place in 17^9, the

difference of its duration, as observed atOtaheite in

the South Sea, and at Cajanibourgh in (o) Swedish

Lapland, amounted to more than fifteen minutes.

As these durations may he determined with very

great exactness, their differences determine very

accurately the parallax of Venus, and consequently

its distance from the earth' at the moment of its

conjunction. A remarkable law, which we (p)
shall explain at the end of onr account of the dis-

coveries which have made it known, connects this

parallax with that of the sun and of all the planets
;

Avhich circumstance rendei's these transits of pe-

culiar importance in astronomy. After (<7) suc-

ceeding each other in an interval of eight years,

they do not recur again for more than a century,

when they again succeed each other in the short

interval of eight years, and so on continually.

The two last transits happened on the fifth ofJune,

17hl,and on the third of June 17^9. Astronomers

were sent to different places where the observa-

tions could be made under circumstances the most

favourable for observing them, and from the result

of their observations it has been concluded, that

the parallax of the sun is about 2()",5'1. at its mean
distance from the earth. The two next transits

will take place on the eighth of December, 1874,

and on the sixth of December, 1882.
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The great variations of the apparent diameter

of Venus, prove that its distance from the earth is

very variable. This distam^e is least when it

passes over the disk of the sun, and the apj)arent

diameter is then about 189'''': the mean magnitude

of this diameter is, according to Arrago, about

52'', 173.

From the motion of some spots obseiwed on this

planet, Dominique Cassini concluded that it re-

volves in an interval somewhat less than a day.

Schroeter, by a continued observation of the va-

riations of its horns, and by that of some luminous

points near to the bordei’s of those parts which are

not illuminated, has confirmed this result, relative

to which some doubts were entertained. He has

determined the duration of its rotation to be

0‘‘,973
; and he has found, witli Dominique Cas-

sini, that the equator of Venus makes a consider-

able angle with the ecliptic, (r) Finally, he has in-

ferred from his observations that mountains of a

considerable height exist on its surface
; and from

the law of the degradation of light in the passage

from the obscure to the enlightened part, he in-

fei’red that the planet is surrounded by an exten-

sive atmosphere, of which the refracting power

does not differ much from that of the earth’s at-

mosphere. The great difficulty of observing these

phenomena even in the most powerful telescopes,

makes ita matterofextreme delicacytoobservethem

in our climate : they demand every attention from

those astronomers who, from their southern situa-

tion, enjoy a morefavourable climate. But it is very
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important, when the impressions are so feeble, to

guard against the effects of imagination, which

may considerably influence them
;
for then the

interior images wliich it suggests, frequently mo-

dify and change those whici) the contemplation of

objects produce.

Venus surpasses in brightness all the other stars

and planets
; it is sometimes so brilliant as to be

seen in full daylight, and with the naked eye. I'his

phenomenon, which depends on the return, of the

planet to the same position with respect to the

sun, recurs in the interval of nineteen months
t

very nearly, and its greatest brightness returns

after an interval of eight years. Although it is of

such frequent recurrence, it invariably excites sur-

prise in the minds of the vulgar, who in their cre-

dulous ignorance, always suppose that it is con-

nected with the most remarkable cotemporary

events.



CHAP. VI.

Of Mars.

The two planets which we have just considered,

seem to accompany the sun, like satellites ; and

their mean motion about the earth is the same as

that of this star. Tlie other planets recede from

the sun, to all possible angular distances, but

their motions are so connected with that of the

sun, that there can be no doubt of his influence

on these motions.

Mars appears to us to move from west to east

about the eal'th
;
the mean duration of his side-

real revolution is 037 days, very nearly; that of

his synodic revolution, or of his return to the

same position, relatively to the sun, is about 780

days. Its motion is very unequal
;
when it begins

to be visible in the morning, the motion is direct

and most rapid ;
it becomes gradually (s) slower,

and vanishes when the angular distance of the

planet from the sun is about 152®
; afterwards the

motion becomes retrograde, increasing in velocity

till the moment of opposition of Mai’s with the

sun. • This velocity having then attained its max-

imumi diminishes, and again vanishes, when
Mars ia approaching to the sun, is distant from it

by 152®. The motion after this becomes again
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direct, having been retrograde for the space of

seventy-three days, and in this interval the arc of

retrogradation described by the planet is about

eighteen degrees
;

continuing still to approach

the sun, it finally is immersed in the evening in

its rays. These remarkable phenomena are re-

newed at every opposition of Mars with the sun,

but with a considerable difference as to the ex-

tent and duration of the retrogradations.

Mars does not move exactly in the plane of the

ecliptic : it deviates sometimes several degrees

from it. The variations of jts apparent diameter

al*e very great
j

it is about 19",'1.0 at the mean
distance of the planet, and increases with the ap-

proach of the planet to opposition, where it

amounts to 5G'''',43. At this time the parallax of

Mars becomes sensible, and is nearly double of

that of the sun. The same law whicH subsists be-

tween the parallaxes of the sun and of Venus,

obtains also between the parallaxes of the sun and

of Mars, and the observation of this last parallax

had furnished a very near approximation of the

solar parallax, before that it was determined w’ith

greater precision by the transits of Venus.

The disk of Mars is observed to change its

form, and to become sensibly oval, according to

its position relatively to the (t) sun. These

phases shew that it receives its light from the

sun. From the .^pots which are observed on its

surface, it has been inferred that it revolves in a

period of l‘‘,0^i733, on an axis inclined to the

ecliptic in an angle of 66",33. Its diameter in

the (u) direction of the poles, is somewhat less
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than the equatorial diameter. According to the

measures of Arrago, these two diameters are in

the ratio of 18!^ to 194<, the preceding diameter

being the mean between these two.



CHAP. VII.

OfJupitert and of his Satellites,

Jupiter moves from west to east in a period of

43.i^2'',6 very neai'ly, the duration of his synodic

revolution is about It is subject to inequa-

lities similar to those of IVJars. Previous to the

opposition of this planet to the sun, and when its

elongation from this star is almost one hundred

and twenty-eight degrees, its motion becomes re-

trograde, its velocity increases till the moment of

opposition, it then diminishes, vanishes, and final-

ly resumes the direct state, when the distance

of the planet as it approaches the sun, is only

one hundred and twenty-eight degrees. The du-

ration of this retrograde motion is one hundred

and twenty-one days, and the arc of retrogradation

is about eleven degrees ; hut there are very per-

ceptible differences in the extent and in the dura-

tions of the different retrogradations of Jupiter.

The motion of this planet does not exactly take

place in the plane of the ecliptic
; it sometimes

deviates from it three or four degrees.

Several obscure belts* have been observed on the

surface of Jupiter
;
they are apparently parallel to

each other, and to the ecliptic
;
other spots have

also, been observed, the motion of which has indi-
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cated the rotation of this planet from west to east,

on an axis very nearly perpendicular, to the plane

of the ecliptic, and in a period {v) of 0'‘,4tl377*

From the variations of some of these spots, and

from the marked differences in the durations of

the rotation, as inferred from their motions, it has

been supposed that these spots do not adhere to

the surface of Jupiter
;
they appear to be clouds

which the winds transport with different velocities

in a very agitated atmosphere.

Jupiter is, after Venus, the most brilliant of the

planets, and even sometimes surpasses it in bright-

ness. Its apparent diameter is the greatest pos-

sible in the oppositions, when it amounts to 141'''',6,

its mean magnitude is 113
‘,
i» in the direction of

the equator; but it is not the same in every di-

rection. Tlie planet is evidently compressed at

the poles of rotation, and Arrago found, by very

accurate measurement, that the polar is to the

equatorial diameter, in the ratio of I67 to 177

very neai’ly.

Four small stars are observed to revolve about

Jupiter, and to accompany this planet constantly.

Their relative position changes every instant;

they oscillate on each side of this planet, and it is

by the extent of these oscillations, that their order

is determined ;
we term the Jint satellite, that of

which the oscillation is the least. Tliey are some-

times observed to pass over the disk of Jupiter,

and to project on it their shadow, which then de-

scribes a chord of the disk. It follows from this,

that Jupiter and his satellites are. opaque bodies^
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illuminated l»y the sun
;
and when they interpose

between the sun and Jupiter, they produce real

eclipses of the sun, precisely similar to those

which the moon causes on the earth.

The shadow which Jupiter projects behind him,

with respect to the sun, enables us to explain

another phenomenon which the satillites present.

They are observed frequently to disappear, al-

though at a considerable distance from the disk

of the planet : the third and fourth satillites re-

appear sometimes at the same side of this disk.

These disappearances arc altogether similar to

the eclipses of the moon, and indeed all doubt on

this head is removed by the conconntant circum-

stances. The satellites are always observed to

disappear on the side of the disk of Jupiter which

is opposite to the sun, and consequently on the

same side with that to which the shadow of the

cone is projected. The eclipse takes place

nearest to the disk, when the planet is nearest to

its opposition ; and finally, the duration of these

eclipses corresponds exactly to the time which

they should employ in travei’sing the cone of the

shadow of Jupiter. Consequently these satellites

move from west to east about this planet.

The observation of their eclipses furnish the

most exact means of determining their motions.

The durations of their periodical and synodical

revolutions about this planet are very pre-

cisely obtained, by comparing together eclipses

which are separated from each other by consi-

derable intervals, and which are observed near to
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the opposition of this planet. By this means it

has been ascertained that the motion of the satel-

lites of Jupiter is almost circular and uniform,

because this hypothesis satisfies very nearly those

ecli[>ses in which the planet is observed in the

same position, with respect to the sun ; therefore

the position of these satellites, as seen from the

centre of Jupiter, n»ay be always determined.

Hence results a simple and tolerably exact me-

thod ofcomparing together the distances of Ju|>itcr

and the sun from the earth, a method which the

antient astronomers did not possess ; for the pa.

rallax of Jupiter, when nearest to us, is insensi-

ble even to the precision of modern observations

;

they had no data from which that distance could

be judged of, except the duration of their revolu-

tions, these planets being supposed to be most

remote, the durations of whose revolutions were

longest.

Let us suppose that the entire duration of an

eclipse of the third satellite has been observed.

At the middle of the eclipse, the satellite, as seen

from the centre of Jupiter, is very nearly in

opposition to the sun
;
therefore its sidereal po-

sition such as would be observed from this centre,

and which it is easy to infer from the mean mo-

tion of Jupiter and of the satellite, is then the

same as that of the centre of Jupiter seen from

that of the sun. The position of the earth,

as seen from the centre of the sun, may be had

either from direct observation, or from the known
motion of this star ; therefore supposing a tri-
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angle to be formed by lines joigning the centres

of the earth, of Ihe sun and of Jupiter, the angle

at the sun will be obtained by what precedes ; the

angle at the earth will be given by direct obser-

vation ; therefore at the middle of the eclipse the

rectilinear distances of Jupiter from the earth

and from the sun will be given in parts of the

distance of the sun from the earth. It is found

by this means, that when the apparent diameter

of Jupiter is about he is at least five times

more remote from us than the sun. The diame-

ter of the earth would only {tppear under an angle

of 10",4, at the same distance
;
therefore the vo-

lume of Jupiter is at least one thousand times

greater than that of the earth.

The apparent diameters of the satellites being

insensible, their magnitudes cannot be measured

exactly. An attenij)t has been made to estimate

them, by the time which they take in penetrating

into the shadow of the jilanet
;

but there is a

great discordance in the observations which have

been made to ascertain this circumstance, Avhich

arise from the dift'erent powers of the telescope,

from the different degrees of perfection in the

sight of the observei's, from the state of the at-

mosphere, the heights of these satellites above the

horizon, their apparent distance from Jupiter,

and the change of the hemispheres which they

present to us. The comparative brightness of

the satellites is independent of the four first causes,

which only produces a proportional change in

their light
j it may therefore furnish some infor-
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mation concerning the return of the spots, which

the rotation of these bodies ought to present suc-

cessively to the earth, and consequently on the

rotation itself. Herscliell, who has been occupied

with this delicate investigation, observed that

they surpass each other successively in splen-

dor, a circumstance that enables us 'to judge of

the maximum and of the minimum of their light

;

and from a comparison of these maxima and

minima, with the mutual positions of these stars,

he has ascertained that they revolve on them-

selves, like the moon^ in a period equal to the

duration of their revolutions round Jupiter,

a result which Maraldi had concluded to obtain

in the case of the fourth satellite, from the returns

of the same spot observed on his disk in its pas-

sages over the j)lanct. The great distance of the

heavenly bodies renders the phenomena which

their surfaces present so cxtrcnjcly feeble, that

they are reduced to slight variations of light,

which cannot be perceived at the first view, and

it is only after frequent experience in this kind

of observation, that they become perceptible.

But this means of supplying the imperfection of

our organs, over which imagination has such

control, ought to be employed with the greatest

circumspection, to avoid being deceived respect-

ing the existence of those varieties, and also lest

wc should be bewildered as to the causes on

which they depend.



CHAP. vin.

Of Saturn, ofhis Satellites, and of his ring.

Saturn revolves from west to east, in a pe-

riod of 10759 days : the duration of his synodical

revolution is 378 days. Its motion, which is per-

/ormed very nearly in the plane of the ecliptic,

is subject to inetiualities similar to those of the

raotiotis of Mars and of Jupiter. Its retrograde

motion commences and terminates when the dis-

tance of the planet from the sun before and after

opposition is I'-Jl": the duration of this retrogra-

dation is about one hundred and thirty-nine days,

and the drc of its retrogradation is about seven

degrees. At the moment of opposition, the dia-

meter of Saturn is at its maximum : its mean
magnitude is about 50".

Saturn pi'esents a phenomenon which is unique

in the system of the world. It is frequently ob-

served in the middle of two small bodies which

seem to adhere to it, the figure and magnitude of

which arc very variable ; sometimes they are

changed into a ring, which seems to surround the

planet ;
at other times they disappear altogether,

and Saturn then appears round like the other

planets. By carefully following these remarkable

appearances, and by combining them with the
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positions of Saturn relatively to the sun and to the

earth, Huygens ascertained that they are produced

by a large and slender ring which surrounds the

globe of Saturn, and is every where detached

from it. This ring being inclined at an angle of

3r,85 to the plane of the eclijitic, always presents

itself obliquely to the earth, in the form of an

ellipse, of which the length when a maximum, is

verynearly double the breadth. The ellipse becomes

narrower in proportion asthe visual raydrawn from

Saturn to the earth, becomes less inclined to the

plane of the ring, of which the more remote arc

is at length concealed behind the planet, while

the anterior arc is confounded with it
;
but its

shadow, projected on the disk of Saturn, forms an

obscure band, which being perceived in powerful

telescopes, proves that Saturn and his ring are

opaque bodies illuminated by the sun. We
then only distinguish those parts of the rings

which are extended on each side of Satui’n
;
the

breadth of these parts diininislies gradually, and

they finally disappear, when the eai’th is in the

plane of the ring, the thickness of which is im-

perceptible. The ring is likewise invisible when
the sun being in its plane, only illuminates its

thickness. It continues to be invisible as long as

its plane is between the sun and earth, (z) and it

reappears when the sun and earth are on the

same side of this plane, in consequence of the re-

spective motions of the sun and of Saturn.

As the plane of the ring meets the solar orbit

at every semirevolution of Saturn ; the phe-
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nomena of the disappearance and reappearance

recur very nearly after the interval fifteen years, but

frequently under very different circumstances :

two disappearances and two reappearances may
occur in the same year, but never more.

During the disappearance of the ring, its thick-

ness reflects to us the light of the sun, but in too

small a quantity to be perceptible. However it

may be conceived that by increasing the power of

the telescope, it might be seen
;
and this is in

fact what Herschell experienced during the last

disappearance of the ring—which continued visi-

ble to him, when it had disappeared to other ob-

servers.

The inclination of the ring to the plane of the

ecliptic is measured by the greatest opening which

the ellipse presents to us : the position of its nodes

with the plane of the ecliptic, is easily determin-

ed from the position of Saturn, when the appear-

ance or disappearance of the ring, depends on the

meeting of its plane with the earth. Therefore

all the phenomena of this kind, which determine

the same sidereal position of the nodes, take place

when this plane meets the earth. When this

plane passes through the sun, the position of its

nodes determine that of Saturn, as seen from the

centre of the sun, and then the rectilinear dis-

tance of Saturn from the earth, may be determin-

ed in the same manner as the distance of Jupiter

is determined from the eclipses of his satellites.

In the triangle formed by the three lines which

join the centres of the sun, of Saturn, and of the
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earth, the angles at the eaith and sun are given,

hence it is easy to conclude the distance of the

sun from Saturn, in parts of the radius of the so-

lar orbit. It is thus found that Saturn is about

nine times and a half farther from us than the

sun, when his apparent diameter is 50".

The apparent diameter of the ring, at its mean
distance from the planet is, according to the ac-

curate measures of Arrago, equal to 118'',58
; its

apparent breadth is 17",858. Its surface is not

continuous
;
a black band, which is concentrical

with it, divides it into two parts, which appear

to form two distinct rings, the breadth of the ex-

terior being less than that of the interior. From
several black bands which have been -observed by

some astronomers, it would appear, that there is a

greater numberofthese rings. From theobservation

of some luminous spots of the ring, Herschell has

ascertained that it revolves from west to east in

a period of O'*,437, about an axis which is per-

pendicular to its plane, and passing through the

centre of Saturn.

Seven satellites have been observed to revolve

round this planet from, west to east, in orbits

nearly circular. The six first move very nearly

in the plane of the ring : the orbit of the seventh

approaches more to the plane ofthe ecliptic. When
this satellite is to the east of Saturn, its light be-

comes so feeble, that it is with very gi*eat difficulty

perceived*, this can only arise from the spots

which cover the hemisphere which is presented

to us. But in order that this phenomenon should

T 2
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occur always in the same position, it is necessary

that this satellite, fin this respect similar to the

moon, and to the satellites of Jupiter,) should re-

volve on its own axis, in a period equal to that

of its revolution about Saturn. Thus an equality

between the periods of rotation and revolution

appears to be a general law of the motion of the

satellites.

The diameters of Saturn are not equal to

each other. The diameter which is perpen-

dicular to the plane of the ring, appears less

by the eleventh part at least, than that which is

situated in this plane. From a comparison of

this compression with that of Jupiter, it may be

inferred with great probability, that Saturn re.

volves rapidly about the least of his diameters, and

that the ring revolves in the plane of his equator

;

this result has been confirmed by the direct ob-

servations of Herchell, which have indicated to

him that the motion of this planet, like that of the

other celestial bodies, is from west to east, and

that its duration is 0,4^8, which differs very lit-

tle from the duration of Jupiter’s rotation. It is

I’emarkable that this duration is very nearly the

same, and less than half a day, for the two largest

planets, while the planets which are less than

them, revolve on their axes in the interval of a

day very nearly.

Herchell has also observed on the surface of

Saturn five belts, which are nearly parallel to his

equator.



CHAP. IX.

Of Uranus and of his Satellites.

The planet Uranus escaped the observation of

the ancient Astronomers on account of its minute-

ness. Flamstead at the end of the last century,

Mayer and Le Monnier in the present, had already

observed it as a small star. But it was not till

178 1 that Herchell recognised its motion, and

shortly after, by following this star carefully, he

ascertained that it is an actual planet. Like to

Mars, Jtipiter and Saturn, Uranus moves from

west to cast about the earth. The duration of

its sidereal revolution is about 30687 days
; its

motion, which takes place very nearly in the

plane of the ecliptic, commences to be retrograde

previous to its opposition, when the distance of

the planet from the sun is 115"; its retrograde

motion terminates, after opposition, when the

elongation of the planet from the sun, as it ap-

proaches to this star,' is 115". The duration of

its retrogradation is about 151 days, and the arc

of retrogradation is four degrees.

If the distance of Uranus was to be estimated

from the slowness of its motion, it should be on

the confines of the planetary system. Its ap-

parent diameter is very small, and hardly amounts
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to twelve seconds. According to Herchel six satel-

lites revolve about this planet in orbits almost cir-

cular, and very nearly perpendicular to the plan

of the ecliptic. Telescopes of a very high mag-

nifying power are required to enable us to perceive

them ;
two only, the second and fourth, have

been recognized by other observers. The obser-

vations which Herchell has published relative to

the four others, are not sufficiently numerous to

enable us to determine the elements of their or-

bits, or even to be assured incontrovertably of

their existence (a).



CHAP. X.

Of the Tdescopic planets, Ceres, Pallas, Juno and
Vesta.

These four planets are so minute, that they

can be only perceived by means of very powerful

telescopes. The first day ofthe present century is

remarkable for the discovery which Piazzi made
at Palermo of the planet Ceres. Pallas was re-

cognized in 180S, by Olbers; Juno was dis-

covered in 18()3 by Hax’ding
;
and lastly, Vesta

was perceived in 1807 l>y Olbers. These stars,

like the other planets, move from west to east
j

and like to them, they are alternately direct

and retrograde. But in consequence of the short

time which has elapsed since their discovery,

we have not been able to determine with pre-

cision, the durations of their revolutions, and

the laws of their motions. We only know that

the durations of their sidereal revolutions differ

little from each other ;
and that those of the

three first are about four years and two thirds ;

the duration of the revolution of Vesta appears

to be shorter by a year. Pallas deviates con-

siderably more from the plane of the ecliptic

than the other planets, so that in order to com-

prize its deviations, we should enlarge considera-

bly the breath of the zodiac (V).



CHAP. XL

Ofthe motion of the Planets about the sun.

Had man restricted himself to a mere compi-

lation of facts, the sciences would present no-

thing hut a barren nomenclature, and a know-

ledge of the gi'eat laws of .nature would never

have been attained. It is from a comparison of

facts with each other, by attentively considering

their relations, and by this means reascending to

phenomena, which are continually more and

more extensive, that at length we have been

enabled to discover these laws, which are conti-

nually'impressed on the various effects which they

produce. Then it is, that nature by revealing her-

self, shews how the infinite variety of phenomena

which have been observed, may be traced up to a

small number of causes, and thus enables us

to determine antecedently those effects, which

ought to be produced
; and being assured that

nothing will derange the connexion between

causes and their effects, we can extend our thoughts

forwards to the future, and the series ofeventswhich

shall be developed in the course oftime, will be pre-

sented to our view. It is solely in the theoiy of

the system of the world, that the human mind

has, by a long train of successful efforts, attained
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to this eminence. The first hypothesis which Avas

devised to explain the phenomena of the planetary

motions, could only be an imperfect sketch of this

theory, hut by representing these phenomena in a

very ingenious manner, it furnished the means of

subjecting them to the calculus
;
and we shall now

see, that by making this hypothesis to undergo the

modifications which have been successively indicat-

ed by observation, it will be changed into the

true system of the world.

The most remarkable of the planetary appear-

ances is their change from a direct to a retrograde

motion, a change which can only arise from two

motions alternately conspiring together, andoppos.

ing their effects. The most natural hypothesis for

explaining them, was that devised by the an-

cient philosophei’s, and which consisted in mak-

ing the three superior planets to move in conse-

quentia on epicycles, of Avhich the centres des-

cribe circles in the same direction. It is manifest^

that if the planet be supposed to exist in the lowest

point ofthe epicycle, or that which is nearest to the

earth, it has in this position a motion contrary to

that of the epicycle, which is always moved parallel

to itself
j
therefore if the first of these motions be

supposed to predominate over the second, the

apparent motion of the planet will be retrogi’ade,

and at its maximum ; on the contrary, if the pla,

net be situated at the most elevated point of its

epicycle, the two motions conspire together, and

the apparent motion is direct, and the greatest

possible. In proceeding from the first to the sc-
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cond of these positions, the apparent motion of

the planet continues to be retrograde
;
however,

it constantly diminishes, till at length it va.

nishes, and then changes into a direct motion. It

appears from observation, that the maximum of

the retrograde motion obtains always at the mo-

ment of the opposition of the planet with the

sun ; it therefore follows that each epicycle is de-

scribed in the time of a revolution of this star,

and that the planet is at the lowest point, when
it is in opposition to the sun. Hence we may
see the reason why the apparent diameter of the

' planet is then at its maximum. With respect to the

two inferior planets, which never deviate from

the sun beyond certain limits, their alternate re-

trograde and direct motions may likewise be ex-

plained, on the hypothesis that they move in

consequentia on epicyles, of which the centres de-

scribe, each year, circles about the earth in the

same direction ; and by supposing likewise that

when the planet attains the lowest point of its

epicycle, it is in conjunction with the sun. The
preceding is the most ancient astronomical hy-

pothesis, which being adopted and brought to

perfection by Ptolemy, has been denominated

from this astronomer.

The absolute magnitudes of the circles and of

the epicycles are not indicated in this hypothesis

:

the phenomena only assign the relative magni-

tudes of the radii. In like manner Ptolemy did

not,attempt to investigate the respective distances

of the planets from the earth j he only supposed
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those superior planets to be farther from the

earth, of which the times of revolution were the

longest. He then placed the epicycle of Venus be-

low the sun, and that of Mercury the lowest of

all. In an hypothesis so indeterminate, it does

not appear why the arcs of retrogradation of the

superior planets are smaller, for those which are

most remote
;
and why the moveable radii of

the superior epicycles are parallel, to the radius

vector of this star, and to the moveable radii

of the inferior circles. This parallelism, which

Kepler had already introduced into the h3^othesis

of Ptolemy, is clearly indicated by all observa-

tions of the motion of the planets, parallel and

also in a direction perpendicular to the ecliptic.

But if these epicycles and circles be supposed

equal to the orbit of the sun, the cause of these

phenomena become immediately apparent. It is

easy to be satisfied that by such a modification of

the preceding hypothesis, all the planets are made

to revolve about the sun, which in his real or ap-

parent motion about the earth cairies along with

it the centres of their orbits. A disposition of the

planetary system so simple, leaves nothing un-

determined, and clearly points out, the relations

of the direct and retrograde motions of the pla-

nets, with the motion of the sun. It removes

from the hypothesis of Ptolemy, the circles

and epicycles which are described annually

by these planets, and likewise those which he in-

troduced in order to explain their motions per-

pendicular to the ecliptic. The relations which
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this astronomer liad determined to exist between

the radii of the two inferior epicycles, and

the radii of the circles described by their cen-

tres, express then the mean distances of the pla-

nets from the sun in parts of the mean distance of

the sun from the earth
;
and the same relations be-

ing reversed for the superior planets, express their

mean distances from the sun or from the earth.

The simplicity of this hypothesis should of itself,

induce us to admit it j but the observations which

have been made by means of the telescope, re-

move all doubts on this suhiect.

It has been already observed, how the distance

of Jupiter from the sun may be determined by

the eclipses of the satellites of this jdanet, from

which it appears that it describes about the sun,

an orbit almost circular. We have also seen, that

the appearances and disappearances of the ring of

Satum determine its distance from the earth to

be about nine times and a half gi-eater than the

distance of the earth from the sun
;
and accord-

ing to the determination of Ptolemy, this is very

nearly the relation which obtains between the

radius of the orbit of Saturn, and the radius of

its epicycle
;
hence it follows that this epicycle is

equal to the solar orbit, and that consequently

Saturn describes very nearly a circle about the

sun. From the phases which have been observed

in the two inferior planets, it follows that they

revolve about the sun. Let us for example fol-

low the motion of Venus, and the variations of its

apparent diameter and of its phases. When in
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the morning it commences to extricate itself from

the rays of the sun, it appears before the rising

of this star, under the form of a crescent, and its

apparent diameter is a maximum; it is then

nearer to us than to the sun, and very nearly in

conjunction with it. Its crescent increases, and

its apparent diameter diminishes according as the

planet elongates itself from the sun. When its

angular distance from this star is about fifty de-

grees, it approaches towards it again, exhibiting

to us more and more of its illuminated hemis-

phere : and the diminution of the apparent dia-

meter continues to the'moment, that in the morn-

ing it is immersed in the sun’s rays. At this in-

tant, Venus appears to us full, and its apparent di-

ameter is a minimum ; in this position it is farther

from us than the sun. After continuing invisible

for some time, this planet appears again in the

evening, and reproduces in an inverted order, the

phenomena which it exhibited previous to its dis-

appearance. More and more of its illuminated

hemisphere is averted from the earth : its phases

diminish, and at the same time its apparent diame-

ter increases with its increased elongation from the

sun. When its angular distance from this star is

about fifty degrees, it returns towards him : its

phases continue to diminish, and its apparent di-

ameter to increase, till it is again immersed in the

rays of the sun. Sometimes in the interval be-

tween its disappearance in the evening, and its

appearance in the morning, it is observed to move
on the disk of the sun, in the form of a spot. It
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is clear from these phenomena, that the sun is

very nearly in the centre of the orbit of Venus,

which it carries along with it, while it revolves

about the earth. As Mercury exhibits phenomena

which are similar to those of Venus, it follows

that the sun is likewise in the centre of its orbit.

We are therefore conducted by the phenomena

of the motions and of the phases of the planets,

to this general result, namely, that all these stars

revolve about the sun, which in his real or apparent

revolution about the earth, appears to carry with it

thefoci of their orbits. It is remarkable that this

’ result is derived from the hypothesis of Ptolemy,

by supposing the solar orbit to be equal to the cir-

cles and epicycles which are described each year,

in this hypothesis, which then ceases to be purely

ideal, and only proper to represent to the imagi-

nation, the celestial motions. Instead of making

the planets to revolve about imaginary centres, it

places in the foci of their orbits, those great bodies

which by their action can retain them in these

orbits, and by this means it enables us to get a

glimpse of the causes of the heavenly motions.



CHAP. XII.

Of the Comets.

Stars are frequently observed, which though at

first scarcely perceptible, increase in magnitude

and velocity, then diminish, and finally disappear.

These stars, which are called comets, appear

almost always accompanied with a nebulosity,

which increasing, terminates sometimes in a tail

of considerable length, and which must be ex-

tremely rare, as the stars are seen through its

immense depth. The appearance of the comets

followed by these long trains of light, had for a

long time terrified nations, who are always af-

fected with extraordinary events, of which they

know not the causes. The light ofscience has dis-

sipated these vain terrors which comets, eclipses,

and many other phenomena excited in the ages

of ignorance.

The comets participate, like the other stars,

in the diurnal motion of the heavens
; and this,

combined with the smallness of their parallax,

proves that they are not meteore generated in

our atmosphere. Their proper motions are ex-

tremelycomplicated
;
they have place in everydirec-

tion, and are not restricted, like the planets, to a

motion from west to east, and in planes very little

inclined to the ecliptic.



CHAP. XIII

OftJie Stars, and oftheir motions.

The parallax of ttie stars is insensible
;
(c) their

disks, viewed through the most powerful teles-

copes, are reduced to luminous points j in this

respect, these stars differ from planets, of which

the apparent magnitude (H) is increased by the

magnifying power of the telescope. The smallness

of the apparent diameter of the stars is particu-

larly evinced by their rapid disappearance in

their occultations by the moon, the time of which,

not amounting to a second, indicates that this

diameter is less than five seconds of a degree.

The vivacity of the light of the most brilliant stars

compared with the smallness of their apparent

disk, induces us to think that they are much
farther from us than these planets, and that they

do not, like them, borrow their light from the

sun, but are themselves luminous
;
and as the

smallest stars are subject to the same motions

as the most brilliant, and preserve the same

position relatively to each other ; it is extremely

probable that the nature of all these stars is the

same, and that they are so many luminous bodies

ofdifferent magnitudes
; and situated at greater or

less distances from the limits of the solar system.
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Periodical variations have been observed in

the intensity of the light of several stars, which

have been termed on that account changeable.

Sometimes stare have been observed to appear

suddenly, and then to vanish, after having shone

with the most brilliant splendor. Such was

the famous star observed in 1572 in the constel-

lation of Cassiopeia. In a short time, it sur-

passed the most beautiful stare, and even Jupiter

himself in brilliancy. Its light afterwards grew

feeble, and in sixteen months after its discovery

it disappeared, without having changed its place

in the heavens. Its colour experienced considera-

ble variations : it was first of a dazzling white,

afterwards ofa reddish yellow, and lastly, ofa lead

coloured white. What is the cause of these phe-

nomena ? The extensive spots which the stars

present to us periodically, in their revolution on

their axes, in the same manner very nearly as the

last satellite of Saturn, and perhaps the interposi-

tion of great opaque bodies which revolve about

them, are sufficient to explain the periodical varia-

tions of the changeable stare. As to those stare

which suddenly shine forth with a very vivid light,

and then immediately disappear, it is extremely

probable that great conflagrations, produced by ex-

traordinary causes, take place on their surface

;

and this conjecture is confirmed by their change

of colour, which is analogous to that which is pre-

sented to us on the earth by those bodies, which

arc set on fire, and then gradually extinguished.

A white light of an irregular figure, ((1) which

G
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has been deiiomiiiated the milky way^ sulTOUlK^^‘

the heavens in the form of a zone. As a very

great number of small stars has been discovered in

it by means of the telescope, it is very probable

that the milky way is nothing more than an as-

semblage of stare, which appear to us so near

as to constitute an uninterrupted band of light.

Small white spots, which are termed nebulse, have

also been observed in different parts of the hea-

vens ;
several of which appear to be of the

same nature as the milky way. When viewed

through a telescojic they likewise exhibit the union

of a great mumber of stars
;
others only display

a white and continuous light, perhaps on ac-

count of their great distance, which confounds

the light of the stars which compose them. It is

very probable that they arc formed of a very rare

nebulous matter, which is diffused in different

masses in the heavenly regions, of which the suc-

cessive condensation produces the nuclei, and

all the varieties which they exhibit. The re-

markable changes which have been observed in

some of them, and particularly in the beautiful

nebula of Orion, admit of a very easy explanation

on this hypothesis, and render it extremely jiro-

bable.

The immobility of the fixed stars with respect

to each other, has determined astronomers to re-

fer to them as to so many fixed points, the

proper motions of the other heavenly bodies } but

for this purpose it was necessary to classify

them, in order that they might be recognized
;
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and it is witii this view, that the heavens have

been distributed into various groups of stars call-

ed constellations. It was likewise necessary to

determine exactly the positions of the fixed stars

on the celestial sphere, which has been accom-

plished in the following manner ;

Let a great circle be conceived to pass through

tlic two poles of the world, and through the cen-

tre of any star
;
this circle, which is termed the

circle of declination, is perpendicular to the

equator. The arc of this circle, comprised be-

tween the equator and the centre of the star,

measures its declination, which is north or south^

according to the denomination of the pole, to

which it is nearest.

As all the stars situated in the same parallel

have the same declination, it was necessary to

introduce a new element in order to determine

their position. The arc of the equator, comprised

between the circle of declination and the vernal

equinox, has been selected for this purpose. This

arc, reckoned from the equinox in the direction of

the proper motion of the sun, i. e. from west to

cast, is termed the right ascension, consequently,

the position of the stars is determined by their

right ascension and declination.

The distance from the equator, or the right as-

cension, is determined by the meridian altitude

of the star compared with the height of the pole.

The determinations of its right ascenstion pre-

sented greater difficulties to the antient astrono-

mers, on account of the impossibility of compar-
G 2
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ing directly the fixed stars with the sun. As the

moon may be compared during the day with the

sun, and during the night, with the fixed stars,

they made use of it as an intermediate term, in

order to measure tlie difference between the right

ascension of the sun and ofthe fixed stars, having

regard to the proper motions of the sun and moon,

in the interval between the observations. The
theory ofthe sun afterwards giving its right ascens-

tion, they inferred from it that of some of the prin-

cipal stars, to which they compared the rest. It

was by this means, that Hipparchus formed the first

catalogue of fixed stars ofwhich we have any know-

ledge. A consitlerahlc time after, this method was

rendered much more precise, by employing, instead

of the moon, the planet Venus, which is sometimes

visible during the day, and of which during a short

interval the motion is slower aud less unequal than

the lunar motion. Now, that the important appli-

cation of the pendulum to clocks, furnishes a veiy

exact measure of time, we can determine directly,

and with much greater precision than the ancient

astronomers, the difference between the right ascen-

scion of the star and of the sun, by the interval

of time which elapses between their transits over

the meridian.

The position of the stai’s may be referred to the

ecliptic in a similar manner, which is particularly

useful in the theory of the moon and of the

planets. A great circle is supposed to pass

through the centre of the star, perpendicular to

the plane of the ecliptic, which is called a circle

of' latitude. The arc of this circle comprised
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between the ecliptic and the star, measures its lati-

tude, whichisnorth or south, accordingto the deno-

mination ofthe pole situated at the same side ofthe

ecliptic. The arc ofthe ecliptic comprised between

the circle of latitude and the vernal equinox, reck-

oned from this equinox, in the dii'ection ofthesun's

proper motion i, e, from west to east, is called the

longitude ofthe star, the position of which is thus

determined by its longitude and latitude. It

may be easily conceived that the inclination of

the ecliptic to the equator being known, the

longitude and latitude of a star may be deduc-

ed from its observed right ascension and declina-

tion.

An interval ofonly a few years, was necessary to

observe the variation of the fixed stars in right

ascension and declination. It was very soon re-

marked that while tliey changed their position

with respect to the equator, they preserved the

same latitude, from which it may be inferred that

the variations in right ascension and declination,

arise solely from a motion common to these stai-s

about the poles of the ecliptic. These variations

might also be represented by supposing the stars

immoveable, and by making the poles of the equa-

tor to move about those of the ecliptic. In this

motion the inclination ofthe equator to the eclip-

tic remains constant, and its nodes or equinoxes

regrade uniformly, at the rate of 154i",63 for

each year. It has been already remarked that

this retrogradation of the equinoxes, renders the

tropical somewhat shorter than the sidereal
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year. Thus the difference between the tropical and

sidereal years, and the variations of the fixed stars

in right ascension and declination, depend on this

motion, by which the pole of the equator describes

annually an arc of 154'',63 of a small circle of the

celestial sphere parallel to the ecliptic. It is (e)
in this, that the phenomenon known by the name
of the precession of the equinoxes, consists.

The precision of modern astronomy, for which
it is indebted to the application of telescopes, to

astronomical instruments, and to that of the pcn-

djulum to clocks, has rendered perceptible, minute
periodical variations in the inclination of the

equator to the ecliptic, and in the precession of the

equinoxes. Bradley, who discovered, and at-

tentively followed them for several years, has ob-

served their law, which may be geometrically

represented in the following manner. Let the

pole of the equator be supposed to move on the

circumference of a small ellipse, a tangent to the

celestial sphere, and of which the centre, which
may be regarded as the mean pole of the equator,

describes every year 154",63 of the parallel to the

ecliptic, on which it is situated. The greater axis

df this ellipse, always in the plane of the circle of

latitude, is equivalent to an arc of this great circle,

equal to 59'',56 ; and the lesser axis is equivalent

to an arc of this parallel, which is equal to lll'''',30.

The situation of the real pole of the equator on
this ellipse is determined in the following manner

:

Suppose a small circle to be described in the plane

of this ellipse, concentrical with it, and having its
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diameter equal to the greater axis
;
conceive also

a radius of this circle moved uniformly with a re-

trograde motion, so that this radius may coincide

with that half of the greater axis which is nearest

to the ecliptic, every time that the ascending node

of the moon's orbit, coincides with the vernal

equinox ; and lastly, from the extremity of this

moveable radius let fall a perpendicular on the

greater axis of the ellipse, the point where this

perpendicular intersects the circumference of the

ellipse is the place of . the true pole of the equa-

tor. This motion of, the pole is termed nuta-

tion.

The fixed stars, in consequence of the motions

which we have described, preserve an invariable

position relatively to each other j
but the illustri-

ous observer to whom we are indebted for the dis-

covery of the nutation, has discovered in all the

stars a general periodical motion, which produces

a slight change in their respective positions. In

order to represent this motion, each star is sup-

])osed to describe annually a small circumference*

parallel to the ecliptic, of which the centre is the

mean position of the star, and of which the dia-

meter, as seen from the earth, subtends an angle of

125", and that it moves on this circumference like

the sun in his orbit, in such a manner however,

that the sun is always more advanced than the star,

by one hundred degi’ees j this circumference, pro-

jected on the surface of the heavens, appears under

the form ofan ellipse more or less flattened accord-

ing to the height of the star above the ecliptic
;
the
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lesser axis of the ellipse being to the greater axis,

as the sine of this height is to the radius. Hence

arise all the varieties of that periodical motion of

the stars, which is called ahberration.

Independently of those general motions, seve-

ral stars have proper motions peculiar to them-

selves, very slow, but which the lapse of time has

rendered sensible. They have been hitherto

principally remarkable in Syrius and Arctums,

two of the most brilliant stars, but every thing in-

duces us to think that in succeeding ages similar

^notions will be developed in the other stars.



CHAP. XIV.

Of the figure of the earthy of the variation of gra-

vity at its surface, and of the decimal system of

weights and measures.

Let us now descend from the heavens to the

earth, and see what can be derived from observa-

tions relative to its dimensions and figure. It

has been already observed that the earth is very

nearly spherical
:
gravity being every where direct-

ed to the centre, retains bodies on its surface,

although in places diametrically opposite, which

are antipodes one to the other, they have directly

contrary positions. The sky and the stars appear

always above the earth ; for elevation and depres-

sion are only relative terms with respect to the

direction of gravity.

From the moment that man recognized the

spherical form of the globe which he inhabits,' he

must have been anxious to measure its dimen-

sions ; it is therefore extremely probable that the

first attempts to attain this object were made at

a period long anterior to those of which history

has preserved the record, and that they have been

lost in the moral and physical changes which the

earth has undergone. The relation which several

measures of the most remote antiquity have to
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each other, and to the terrestrial circumference,

gives countenance to this conjecture, and seems

to indicate not only that this length was very ex-

actly known at a very ancient period, but that

it has also served as the base of a complete system

of measures, the vestiges of which have been

found in Asia and in Egypt. Be this as it may,

the first precise measure of the earth, of which

we have any certain knowledge, is that which

Picard executed in France towards the end of

the seventeenth century, and which has been re-

jneatedly verified. It is easy to conceive this ope-

ration. As we advance towards the north, the

pole seems to be elevated more and more
;
the

meridian lieights of the stars situated towards

the north increases, and that of the southern stars

diminishes
;
some of them even become invisible.

The notion of the curvature of the earth was no

doubt suggested by observing these phenomena,

which could not fail to attract the attention of

men in the first ago of society, when the return of

the seasons was only distinguished by the rising

and setting of the principal stars, compared with

that ofthe sun. The elevation or the depression of

the stars makes known the angles, which verticals

raised at the extremities of the arc of the earth,

which has been passed over, make at the point

where they meet
;
for this angle is evidently equal

tothe difference ofthe meridian heights ofthe same

star, mivMs the angle which the arc described

would subtend at the centre of the star ; and we
are certain that this last angle is insensible. It
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is then only necessary to measure this space. It

would be a tedious and troublesome operation to

apply our measures to so great an extent ; it is

much simpler to connect its extremities, by means
of a series of triangles, with those of a base of

twelve or fifteen thousand metres j and consider-

ing the precision with which the angles of these

triangles may be determined, its length can be

obtained very accurately. It is tlms, that the arc

of the terrestrial meridian which traverses France

has been measured. The part of this arc ofwhich

the amplitude is the, Imndrcth part of a right

angle, and whose middle point corresponds to 50“,

of altitude of the pole, is very neai'ly one hundred

thousand metres.

Of all the re-entring figures, the spherical is

the simplest, because it depends only on one ele-

ment, namely, the magnitude of its radius. The
natural inclination of the human mind to attribute

that figure to objects, which it conceives with the

greatest facility, disposed it to assign a spherical

fonn to the earth. But the simplicity of nature

should not be always regulated by that of our con-

ceptions. Infinitely varied in her effects, nathre

is only simple in her causes, and her economy

consists in producing a great number of pheno-

mena, which are frequently very complicated, by

means of a small number of general laws. The
figure of the earth is the result of those laws, which

modified by a thousand circumstances, might

cause it to deviate sensibly from that of a

sphere. Small variations, observed in the length
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of the degrees in France, indicate these deviations

;

but the inevitable errors of observation left doubts

on this interesting phenomenon
j
and the Academy

of Sciences, in which this interesting question was

anxiously discussed, judged with reason, that the

difference of degrees, if it really existed, would

be principally evinced in a comparison of the

degrees at the equator and towards the poles.

And academicians were sent even to the equator

itself, where they found the degi’ee of the meri-

dian less than the degi’ee of France. Other aca-

demicians travelled toward* the north, where the

degree was observed to be greater than the de-

gree in France. Thus the increase of the degrees

of the meridian, from the equator to the poles,

was proved incontrovertably by these measures,

from which it was concluded that the earth ivas

not exactly spherical.

These celebrated voyages of the French Aca-

demecians having directed the attention of astro-

nomei’s towards this object, new degi’ees of the

meridian were measured in Italy, Germany, Afri-

ca, India and Pennsylvania. All these measures

concur in indicating an increase in the degrees,

from the equator to the poles.

The following table exhibits the values of the

extreme degrees which have been measured, and

also of the mean degree between the equator and

the pole. The first was measured in Peru, by

liouguer and La Condamine. The length of the

second has been inferred from the great operation

which was recently executed, in order to deter-
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mine the amplitude of the arc, which traverses

France from Dunkirk to Perpignan, and which

has been extended to the south, as far as Formen-

tera. It was joined towards the north with

the meridian of Greenwich, by connecting the

sides of France with those of England, by means
of a scries of triangles. This immense arc, which

comprises the seventh part of the distance of the

pole from the equator, has been determined with

the greatest precision. The astronomical and

geodesical observations have been made with re-

peating circles. Two bases, each of which is

more than twelve thousand metres, have been

measured, the one near Melun, the other near to

Perpignan, by a new process, which is free from

all uncertainty
;
and what confirms the accuracy

of these observations is, that the base of Pepignan

concluded from that of Melun, by the chain of tri-

angles which unites them, does not differ by a

third of a metre from its actual measure, al-

though the distance between those two places is

upwards ofnine hundred thousand metres.

In order to render this important observation

as perfect as possible, the height of the pple,

and the number of ocillations performed in a day

by the same pendulum, have been observed on

different points of this arc
;
from which the va-

riations of the degrees and of gravity have been

inferred. Thus this operation, the most accurate

and extensive of the kind, which has been under-

taken, will remain a monument of the state of

arts and sciences in this enlightened age. Lastly,
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the third degree was measured by M. Swaiiberg

in Lapland.

Height of the pole. Length of the degree.

0",00 : 99523™,9.

50”,08 100004<,3.

73°,71 100323,6.

The increase of the degrees of the meridian,

according as the height of the pole increases, is

even sensible in different parts of the great arc

already mentioned. In fact let us compare its

extreme points, and the Pantheon at Paris, which

IS one of the intermediate positions. It is found

by means of observation.

Distancesfrom Crcenwich in

Height of the pole> the direction of the meridian.

Greenwich 57,"1 97-53 O^’jO

Pantheon 5'l-,"27‘i31 292719,-3

Formentera '1i2,®96173 1423636,1

The distance from Greenwich to the Pantheon,

gives 100135"’,2 for the length of the degree, of

which the middle point corresponds to 55,°73592

of elevation of the pole ; and from the distance of

the Pantheon from Formentera, it is found that

the length of a degree, the middle point of which

corresponds to a latitude of 48,61804-, is equal to

99970'",3, from which it follows that in the in-

terval between these two points, the increment

of a degree is 23"', I67 .

The ellipse being after the circle, the most

simple of all the re-entring curves, the earth was

considered -as a solid of revolution formed by the
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revolution of an ellipse about its lesser axis. Its

compression in the direction of the poles, is a ne-

cessary consequence of the observed increase of

the meridional degrees, from the equator to the

poles. The radii of these degrees being in the

direction of gravity, they arc by the laws of the

equilibrium offluids, perpendicular to the surface of

the seas with which the earth, is in a great mea-

sure covered. They do not terminate, as in a

sphere, in the centre of the ellipsoid
;
they have

neither the same direction, nor the same magni-

tude, as radii drawn from the centre to the sur-

face, and wliich cut it obliquely every where except

at tlie equator and at the poles. The point where

two adjoining verticals situated in the same me-

ridian meet, is the centi’c of a small tcrestrial

arc comprized between tlnun
;

if tin’s arc ivas a

right line, tliese verticals would be parallel, ^. c.

they would meet at an intinite distance j
but in

jiroportion as they ai’e curved, they meet at a dis-

tance which is proportionally less as the curva-

ture is greater
;
thus the extremity of the lesser

axis being the point where the ellipse approaches

most to a right line, the radius of a degree of, the

pole, and consequently the degree itself, is of its

greatest length. It is the contrary at the extre-

mity of the greater axis of the ellipse, ^. e. at the

equator, where the curvature being the greatest,

the degree in the direction of the meridian is least

of all. In proceeding from the second to the first

of these extremes, the degrees continually in-

crease
j
and if the compression of the ellipse is
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inconsiderable, their increment is very nearly

proportional to the square of the sine of the height

of the pole above the horizon.

The excess of the equatorial axis, above that of

the pole, assumed equal to unity, is termed the

compression or ellipticity of the spheroid. The
measure of two degrees in the direction of the

meridian, is sufficient to determine it. A com-

parison of the arcs measured in France and Peril,

which from their extent, their distance from

each other, and from the accuracy and reputation

of the observers, deserve the preference, makes

the ellipticity of the terrestrial spheriod equal to

s-irr y
the semiaxis major equal to 6376606"", and

the semiaxis minor is equal to C356'^5“.

If the earth was elliptical, the same compres-

sion should be nearly obtained, from a compari-

son, two by two, of different measures of the ter-

restrial degrees
;
but their comparison gives, on

this point, differences which it is difficult to as-

cribe solely to the errors of observations. It

therefore appears that the earth differs sensibly

from the ellipsoid. This difference is even in-

dicated by the measures of different parts of the

great arc of the meridian which traverses France;

for it has been observed already, that the incre-

ment of its degrees is 23'",l67, which answers to

an ellipticity of which more inconsider-

able than the preceding ellipticity
;
there is

even reason to suppose that the two terrestrial

hemispheres are not similar on each side of the
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equator. The degree measured by La Caille at

the Cape of Good Hope, where the height of the

south pole is is (/) found to be equal to

100050™,5 ;
which is greater than that which was

measured in Pennsylvania, where the height of the

north pole is equal to 43“,56, the length of which

was equal to 997^^9™!! ; it even exceeds the degree

which was measured in France at an elevation of

the pole equal to 50°, yet the degree at the Cape
ought to be less than these degrees, if the earth

was a regular solid of revolution formed of two

similar hemispheres
;
.every thing therefore leads

us to think that this is not the case. But the con-

siderable errors which new measures have fre-

quently indicated in this kind of observation,

ought to make us very cautious in the conclusions

which we deduce from it, and to resolve to take

all possible precautions to avoid for the future

similar errors. Let us see then what is the na-

ture of the terrestrial meridians, the earth being

supposed to be any figure whatever.

The plane of the celestial meridian determined

by astronomical observations, passes through the

axis of the world and through the zenith of the

observer ; because this plane bisects the arcs of

all lesser circles parallel to the equator, which

are described by the stars above the horizon. All

places of the earth, which have their zeniths in

the circumference of this meridian, form the cor-

responding terrestrial meridian. Considering the

immense distance of the stars, verticals elevated

from each of these places may be supposed pa-

H
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rallel to the plane of the celestial meridian ; the

terrestrial meridian may therefore defined to

be that curve which is formed by the junction of

the bases of all the verticals parallel to the plane,

of the celestial meridian. This curve lies alto-

gether in this plane, when the earth is a solid

of revolution ; in every other case it deviates from

it, and generally it is one of those lines which

geometricians term curves of double curvature.

The terrestrial meridian is not exactly the line

which determines trigonometrical measurements

in the direction of the celestial meridian. The
T »

first side of the line which is measured, is a tan-

gent to the surface of the earth, and parallel to

the plane of the celestial meridian
;

if this side

be extended till it meets a vertical indefinitely

near to it, and if then this prolongation be bent

to the base of vertical, the second side of the

curve will be formed, and thus with all the others.

The line thus traced is the shortest which can be

drawn on the surface of the earth {'A) between any

two points assumed on this line ;
it does not lie in

the plane of the celestial, and is not confounded

with the ten'estrial meridian, except in the case

in which the earth is a solid ofrevolution ;
but the

difference between the length of this line and

that of the con*esponding arc of the terresti'ial

meridian is so small that it may be neglected

without any sensible error.

The figure of the earth being extremely com-

plicated, it is importaxit to multiply its measures
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in every direction, and in as many places as pos.

Bible. We may always at every point of its sur-

face suppose an osculatory ellipse, which sensibly

coincides with it for a small extent, about the

point of osculation. Terrestrial arcs measured in

the direction of the meridians, and of perpendi-

culars to the meridians, will make known the na-

ture and position of this ellipsoid, which may not

be a solid of revolution, and which varies sensibly

at great distances.

Whatever be the nature of the terrestrial me-
ridians, it is evident tt\at as the degrees dimi-

nish from the poles to the equator, the earth is

flattened in the direction (*) of the poles, L e. that

the axis of the earth is less than the diame-

ter of the equator. In order to explain this, let

us suppose that the earth is a solid of revolution

;

and let the radius ofa degree at the north pole, and

the series of those radii from the pole to the equa-

tor, which radii by hypothesis continually dimi-

nish, be supposed to be drawn, it is evident that

these radii form by their consecutive intersections

a curve, which at first touches the polar axis on

the other side of the equator relatively to the

north pole ;
it afterwards detaches itself from this

axis, turning its convexity towards this axis, and

continually raises itself towards the surface of the

earth, until the radius of the meridional degree

assumes a direction perpendicular to the primary

direction ;
it is then in the plane of the equator.

If the radios of the polar degree be supposed fiesc-

ible, and that.it involves successively the arcs of

H 2
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the curve which have been just described, its ex-

tremity will describe the terrestrial meridian, and

the part of it which is intercepted between the

meridian and the curve will be the correspond-

ing radius of the meridional degree. This curve

is what Geometricians term the evolute of the me-

ridian. Let the intersection of the diameter of

the equator and of the polar axis be assumed for

the present to be at the centre of the earth ; the

sum of the two tangents to the evolute of the me-

ridian drawn from this centre, the first in the

direction of the polar axis, and the second in the di-

rectionofthediameterofthe equator, will be greater

than the arc of the evolute comprised between

them
;
but the radius drawm from the centre of

the earth to the north pole is equal to the radius

of the polar degree minus the first tangent
;
the

semidiameter of the equator is equal to the radius

of the meridional degree at the equator plus the

second tangent > therefore the excess of the se-

midiameter of the equator above the terrestrial

radius of the pole, is equal to the sum of those

tangents, minus the excess of the radius of the

polar degree above the radius of the meridional

degree at the equator : this last excess is the arc

itself of the evolute, which arc is less than the

sum of the extreme tangents ; consequently the

excess of the semidiameter of the equator above

the radius drawn from the centre of the earth to

the north pole is positive. It can be proved

in the same manner, that the excess of this same
semidiameter of the equator above the radius

drawn to the south pole is positive, therefore the
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entire axis of the poles is less than the diameter

ofthe equator, or what comes to the same thing,

the earth is flattened in the direction of the

poles.

Each part of the meridian being regarded as a

very small arc of its osculatory circumference, it

is easy to see that the radius drawn from the cen-

tre of the earth to the extremity of the arc, which

is nearest to the pole, is less than the radius drawn
from the same centre to the other extremity

;

hence it follows that the terrestrial radii conti-

nually increase from the poles to the equator, if,

as all observations seem to indicate, the degrees

of the meridian increase from the equator to the

poles-

The difference of the radii of the meridional

degrees at the poles and at the equator, is equal

to the difference of the corresponding terrestrid

radii plus the excess of (^) twice the evolute above

the sum of the extreme tangents, which excess is

evidently positive ;
thus, the degrees of the me-

ridian increase from the equator to the poles in a

greater ratio than that of the diminution of the

terrestrial radii. It is evident that these demon-

strations are equally applicable in the case in

which the northern and southern hemispheres are

not similar and equal, and it is easy to extend

them to the case of the eartb^s not being a solid

of revolution.

Curves have been constructed at the principal

places in France, which lie on the meridian of the

observatory, traced, in the same manner as tills
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line, with this difference, that the first side, which

is always a tangent to the surface of the earth, in>

stead of being parallel to the plane of the celestial

meridian of the observatory of Paris is perpendicu-

lar to it. It is by the length of these curves, and

hy the distances of the observatory from the

points where they meet the meridian, that the

positions of these places have been determined.

This operation, the most useful which has been

undertaken in geography, is a model M'hich every

enlightened nation should hasten to imitate, and

which will very soon be extended to all Europe.

As the respective positions of places separated

by vast seas cannot be fixed by geodesical obser-

vations, we must have recourse to celestial obser-

vations, in order to determine them. The know-

ledge of these positions is one of the gi’eatest ad-

vantages which astronomy has procured. In or-

der to arrive at it, the method which was made use

of to form a catalogue ofthe fixed stars, was follow-

ed, by conceiving circles to be drawn on the surface

o.f ' the earth corresponding to those which have

been imagined on the celestial surface. Thus the

axis of the celestial equator intersects the surface of

the earth in two points diametncally opposite,which

have respectively one of the poles of the world in

their zenith, and which may be considered as the

poles of the earth. The intersection of the plane

of the celestial equator ndth this surface, is a cir-

cumfere&ce which may be regarded as the terres-

trial csjuator
; the intersections of all the planes

of'the celestial merk^ans* with the same surface
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are so many curved lines, which are reunited at

the poles, and which are the corresponding ter-

restrial meridians, if the earth be a solid of revo-

lution, which may be supposed in geography,

without any sensible error. Finally, small circles

traced on the earth parallel to the equator are

terrestrial parallels
;
and that of any place what-

ever, corresponds to the celestial parallel which
passes through its zenith.

The position of a place on the earth is deter-

mined by its distance from the equator, or by the

arc of the terrestrial meridian comprised between

its parallel and the equator, and by the angle

which its meridian makes with the first meridian,

of which the position is arbitrary, and to which

all others are referred. Its distance from the

equator depends on the angle comprized between

its zenith and the celestial equator, and this an-

gle is evidently equal to the height (l)oi the pole

above the horizon j this height is what in geogra-

phy is termed latitude. The longitude is the an-

gle which the meridian of a place makes with the

first meridian ;
it is the arc of the equator con-

tained between these two meridians. It is east-

ern or western, according as the place is to the

east or west of the first meridian.

An observation of the height of the pole deter-

mines the latitude ;
the longitude is determined

by means of a celestial phenomenon, which is ob-'

served simultaneously on the. meridians of which

the relative position is required* If the meridian

of which the longitude ie reqidred is to the- west
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of that from which the longitude is reckoned, the

sun will arrive sooner at the celestial meridian ;

if, for example, the angle formed by the terrestrial

meridian be a fourth part of the circumference,

the difference between the instants of noon, at

those meridians, will be the fourth part of the

day. Suppose, therefore, that a phenomenon is

observed on each of them which occurs at the

same physical instant for all places on the earth,

such as the commencement or termination of an
eclipse of the moon or of the satellites of Jupiter,

the difference of the hours which the observers will

iieckon at the moment of the occurrence of the

phenomenon, will be to an entire day as the angle

formed by the inclination of the two meridians is

to the circumference. Eclipses of the sun, and
the occultations of the fixed stars by the moon,
furnish the most exact means of obtaining the

longitude, by the precision with which the com-
mencement and termination of these phenomena
may be observed

; they do not in fact occur at the

same physical instant at every place on the earth,

but the elements of the lunar motions are suffi-

ciently well known to enable us to make an exact

allowance of this difference.

To determine the longitude of a place, it is not

necessary that the celestial phenomenon should

be observed at the same time on the firet meri-

dian. It is sufficient if it be observed under a me-
ridian of which the position with respect to the

first meridian is known. It is thus that by con-

neoUng meridians with each other, the respective
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positions of the most distant points on the surface

of the earth have been ascertained.

The longitudes and latitudes of a great number
of places have been already determined by astro-

nomical observations ; considerable errors in the

position and extent ofcountries a long time known,
have been corrected : the position of those coun-

tries, which the interests of commerce, or the love

of science have caused to be discovered, has been

fixed ; but though the voyages lately undertaken

have added considerably to our geographical

knowledge, much yet remains to be discovered.

The interior of Africa, and that of New Hol-

land, includes immense countries totally un-

known ; we have only uncertain, and frequently

contradictory accounts concerning several others^

of which geography hitherto abandoned to the

hazard of conjecture, only waits for more accu-

rate information from astronomy to fix and settle

their position unalterably.

The longitude and latitude are not sufficient to

determine the position of a place on the earth

;

besides these two horizontal coordinates, a ver-

tical coordinate must be introduced, which ex-

presses the elevation of the place above the level

of the sea ; this is the most useful application of

the barometer; numerous and accurate observa-

tions with this instrument would throw the same

light on the figure of the earth, (»?) with respect to

the comparative elevation ofplaces, that has been

already furnished by astronomy, on the other two

dimensions.
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It is principally to the navigator, when in

the midst of the seas he has no other guide

but the stars and his compass, that it is of con-

sequence to know his position, that of the place

fot* which he is bound, and of the shoals which

he may meet in his passage. He may easily know

his latitude by an observation of (n) the height of

the stars : the fortunate inventions ofthe octant and

of the repeating circle have i*endered observations

of this kind extremely accurate. But the celes-

tial sphere, in consequence of its diurnal motion,

presenting itself daily in yery nearly the same

manner to all the points of his parallel, it is dif-

ficult for the navigator to fix the poirtt to which

he corresponds. To supply the deficiency of ce-

lestial observations, he measures his velocity and

the direction of his motion, thence he infers his

progress in the direction of the parallels, and by

a comparison of it with his observed latitude, he

determines bis longitude relatively to the place of

his departure. The inaccuracy of this method

subjects him to errors, which might become fatal

when he abandons himselfduring the night to the

winds near the shores and banks which, in his es.

timation, he believed himself at a considerable dis-

tance from. It is to secure him., from these dan-

gers that, as soon as the progress of arts and of

astronomy led to the hope that methods might be

devised to obtain the longitude at sea, commer-

cial nations hastened to direct the views of scien-

tific men and of artists to this important object, by

powerful encouragements. Their expectations
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have been realised by the invention of chrono*

meters, and by the great accuracy with which the

tables of the lunar motions have been constucted
;

two methods, good in themselves, and which are

further improved by the mutual support which

they confer on each other.

A chronometer, well regulated in a port, the

situation of which is known, and which preserves

the same rate when carried on board a vessel,

would indicate, at every instant, the time which

was reckoned in this port.

This hour being eopipared with that observed

at sea, the relation of the difference of these

haul’s to the entire day would be, asfo

)

has been al-

ready observed, that of the corresponding differ-

ence of longitude to the circumference. But it

was difficult to obtain such watches ; the irregu-

lar motion of the ship, the variations of tempera-

ture, and the inevitable friction which is ex-

tremely sensible in such delicate machines, were

so many obstacles, all opposed to their accuracy.

These have been fortunately surmounted
; chrono-

meters are now made which (p)for several months

preserve a rate nearly uniform, and which thus

furnish the simplest means of obtaining the lon-

gitude at sea ; and as this method is always more

exact as the time is shorter, during which these

chronometers are employed, without verifying

their rate, they are particularly useful in deter-

mining the position of places very near to each

other. They have even, in this respect, some ad-

vaatt^es over 'asiKHiomiGid observations^ the ac«
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curacy of which is not increased by the proximity

of the observers to each other.

The frequent recurrence of the eclipses of Ju-

piter’s satellites would furnish an observer with an

easy method of obtaining his longitude, if he could

observe them at sea ;
but the endeavours which

have been made to surmount the difficulties which

the motion of the ship oppose to this kind of ob-

servations, have been hitherto fruitless
; notwith-

standing this, navigation and geography have de-

rived considerable advantages from these eclipses,

partieularly from those of the first satellite, of

which the commencement and termination can

be accurately observed. The navigator employs

them with success when he can land ; indeed, it

is necessary to know the hour at which the same

eclipse which he observes would be seen upon a

known meridian, since the difference of time,

which is reckoned on those two meridians, gives

the difference of longitudes
;
but from the great

improvement which has been made in the tables

of the first satellite in our time, the moment of

the occurrence of these eclipses is given with a

precision equal to that of observation itself.

The extreme difficulty ofobserving these eclipses

at sea, has obliged us to have recoui'se to other

celestial phenomena, among which the lunar mo-

tions are the only ones which can be made sub-

servient to the determination of terrestrial Ion.

gitudes. The position of the moon, such as

it would be observed from the centre of the

eartb> may be easily inferred from the measure
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of its angular distance from the sun and fixed

stars : the tables of its motion then give the hour

at the principal meridian when the same pheno>

menon is observed, and the navigator comparing

the time which he reckons on board his ship at

the moment of observation, determines his longi-

tude by the difference of time.

To appreciate the accuracy of this method, it

should be considered that from the errors of ob-

servation, the place, of the moon as determined

by the observer, does not exactly correspond to

the hour indicated by Jiis chronometer ; and that

in consequence of the errors of the tables this

same place docs not refer exactly to the corres-

ponding hour which the sun indicates on the first

meridian ; the difference of these hours would

not therefore be such as would be furnished by

an observation and tables rigorously correct.

Suppose that the error produced by this difference

is a minute. In this interval, forty minutes of

the equator is passed over the meridian
; this

is the corresponding error in the longitude of

the vessel, and which is at the equator about forty

thousand metres ; but it is less on the parallels*

besides it may be diminished by multiplying ob-

servations of the lunar distances from the sun

and stars, and repeating them during several days,

in order that the errors of observation and of the

tables may be mutually compensated and des-

troyed. It is obvious that the error in longitude

corresponding to those of observation and of the

tables are so much the less considerable, as the
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motion of the celestial body is more rapid ;
thus

observations made on the moon when in perigee,

are in this respect, preferable to those made when
the moon is in apogee. If the motion of the sun

be employed, which is thirteen times sloM'^er than

that of the moon, the errors in longitude will be

about thirteen times as great ;
from hence it fol-

lows, that of all the celestial bodies the moon is

the only one of which the motion is sufficiently

rapid to be employed for the determination of the

longitude at sea
;
we may consequently perceive

of what great importance it .is to render the tables

as perfect as possible.

It is much to he desired that all the nations

of Europe, instead of reckoning geographical lon-

gitudes from the meridian of their principal ob-

servatory, would concur in counting them from

the same meridian, which being furnished by

nature itself, might be easily found at all times.

This agreement Avould introduce into their geo-

graphy the same uniformity which their calendar

and arithmetic present, a conformity which being

extended to the various' objects of their mutual

relations, would constitute of these several nations

but one immense family. Ptolemy caused his first

meridian to pass through the Canaries, which

were then the western limit of the known world.

The reason of this selection no longer obtains, in

consequence 6f the discovery of America. But
one of these islands, presents One of the most re-

markable points on the siuface of the earth, in

ooQsequence of -its great elevation and of its in-
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sulation, namely, the summit of the peak of

Tenei’iffe. We might with the Hollanders assume

its meridian, from which to reckon tcirestrial

longitudes, by determining its position relatively

to the principal observatories, by means of a great

number of astronomical observations. But whe.

ther we agree or not as to a common meridian,

it will be extremely useful for future ages to know
accurately their position, with respect to some

mountains which may be always recognized by

their solidity and great elevation, such as Mount

Blanc, which towers ^ver the immense and im-

perishable woods of the Alpine regions.

A remarkable phenomenon, the knowledge of

which we owe to astronomical voyages, is the

variation of gravity at the surface of the earth.

This singular power acts in the same place, on

all bodies proportionally to their masses, and

tends to impress on them equal velocities in equal

times. It is impossible by means of a balance to

ascertain these variations, because they equally

affect the body weighed, and the weight to which

it is compared ;
but they can be determined by a

comparison of their weight with a constant force,

such as the elasticity of the air at the same tem-

perature. (q) Thus, by transporting to different

places, a manometer tilled with a column of air,

which elevates by its tension a column of mercury

in an interior tube, it is evident that an equili-

brum must always subsist between the weight of

this column and the elasticity ofthe air ;
its ele-
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vation, when the temperature is given, will he re-

ciprocally proportional to the force of gravity, the

variations of which it consequently indicates. A
very precise way of determining them is also fur-

nished hy observations of the pendulum ;
for it is

obvious that its oscillations must be slower in

those places where the gravity is less.

This instrument, the application of which to

clocks is one of the principal causes of the pro-

gress of modern astronomy and geogi-aphy, con-

sists of a body suspended at the end of a thread or

yod, moveable about a fixed point placed at the

other extremity. The instrument is drawn a little

from its vertical position, and being then remit-

ted to tVie action of gravity, it n)akes small oscil-

lations, which are very nearly of the same dura-

tion, notwithstanding the ditference of the arcs

described. This duration depends on the magni-

tude and figure of the suspended body, on the

mass and length of the rod ; but geometricians

have found general rules to determine by obser-

vations of the compound pendulum, of any figure

whatever, the length of a pendulum, the oscilla-

tions of which will be of a given duration, and in

which the mass of the rod may be supposed no-

thing with respect to that of (r) the body, consi-

dered as an infinitely dense point. It is to this

imaginary pendulum, termed the simple pendulum^

that all the experiments of the pendulum made in

different parts of the earth are referred.

Richer, sent in I672 to Cayenne, by the Aca
demy of Sciences, to make astronomical observe-
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tions there, found that his clock regulated to mean
time, at Paris, lost each day at Cayenne a per-

ceptible quantity.

This interesting observation fhrnished the first

direct proof of the diminution of gravity at the

equator. It has been carefully repeated in a great

number of places, taking into account the re-

sistance of the air and the temperature. It fol-'

lows from all the observed measures of a pendu-

lum vibrating seconds, that it increases from the

equator to the poles.

The length of the pendulum, which at the ob-

servatory of Paris makes one hundred thousand

vibrations in a day, being assumed equal to unity,

its length at the equator and at the level of the sea

is equal to 0,99669, and in Lapland at an eleva-

tion of tlie pole equal to 74,22, it is observed to

be 1,00137. Borda found by very exact and nu-

merous experiments, that the length at the ob-

servatory at Paris which represented unity, was

when reduced to a vacuum equal to 0,741887.

From a repetition of these experiments by Biot

and Mathieu, this length came out equal to

0,7419076, which differs very little from the pre-

ceding result. (s)

The increase in the length of the pendulum as we
proceed from the equator to the poles, is even sen-

sible on different points ofthe great arc of the meri-

dian which travei’ses France, as will appear from

an inspection of the following table, which gives

the result of numerous accurate experiments

made by Biot, Arrago and Mathieu.
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1

Places,

Height 0/ the

Pole*

Elevation above

the eea.

Observed length of

the pendulum

which vibrates

seconds.

Fromentera 42“, 9fi 196" 0”, 7412061

Bourdeaux 49, 82 0 0", 7412615

Paris 54, 26 65 0, 7419076

Dunkirk 56, 67 0 0, 7420865

llie observed lengths at Dunkirk and Bour-

deaux give by the method of interpolations,

0,7416274 for the length of the pendulum which

vibrates seconds on the coast ofFrance, at the level

' of the sea, and at an elevation of the pole equal to

fiftydegrees. This length,'and that ofthe meridional

degi ee, the middle point of which corresponds to

the same latitude, will enable us to recover our

measures, if in the course of time they should be

changed^

There is more regularity observed in the in-

crease of the length of the pendulum, than in

that of the meridional degrees: it deviates less

from the ratio of the square ofthe sine of the pole’s

elevation ; whether that its measurement being ea-

sier than that of degrees, it is less liable to error, or

that the causes which disturb (t) the irregularity of

the earth’s form produce less effect on gravity.

From comparison of all the observations which

have been made on this subject, in different parts

of the earth, it is foimd that if we assume

for unity the length of the pendulum at the equa-

tor, its increase, as we proceed from the equator

to the poles, is equal to the product of 0,005515

by the square of the sine of the latitude.
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There has been likewise remarked by means of

the pendulum, a small diminution of gravity on
the summit of high mountains. Bouguer insti-

tuted a great number of experiments on this sub-

ject. At Peru he found that the force of gravity

at the equator and at the level of the sea being

expressed by unity, it is 0,999249 at Quito, which
is elevated 2857” above this level j and it is

998816 at Pinchincha, the elevation of Avhich is

4744”. This diminution of gravity (n) being sen-

sible at elevations which are comparatively small

with respect to the earth's radius, is a ground
for supposing that it is considerable at great dis-

tances from the centre of the earth.

The observations of tbe pendulum furnishing a

length which is invariable, and easy to be re-'

covered at all times, has suggested the idea of

employing it as an universal measure. The pro-

digious number of measures in use, not only

among different people, but in the same nation

;

their whimsical divisions, inconvenient for calcii-

lation, and the difficulty of knowing and com-

paring them ; finally, the embarrassments and

frauds which they produce in commerce, cannot

be observed without acknowledging that the adop-

tion of a system of measures, of which the uni-

form divisions are easily subjected to calculation^

and which are derived in a manner the least ar-

bitrary, from a fundamental measure, indicated

by nature itself, would be one of the most impor-

tant services which any government could confer

on society. A nation which would originate such

a system of measures, would combine the advan-
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tage of gathering the first fruits of it with that

of seeing its example followed hy other nations,

of which it would thus become the benefactor

;

for the slow but irresistible empire of reason pre*

dominates at length over all national jealousies,

and surmounts all the obstacles which oppose

themselves to an advantage, which would be uni-

versally felt. Such were the reasons that deter-

mined the Constituent Assembly, to charge the

Academy of Sciences with this important object.

The new system of weights and measures is the

,
result of the labours of a committee appointed by

them, seconded by the zeal and abilities of several

members of the national representation.

The identity of the decimal calculus with that

of integral numbers, leaves no doubt as to the ad-

vantages of dividing every kind of measure into

decimal parts. To be convinced of this, it is only

necessary to compare the difficulties of complicat-

ed divisions and multiplications, with the facility

by which the same operations are performed on

integral numbers, which facility may be increased

by logarithms, the use of which might be rendered

veiy popular by simple and cheap instruments.

Indeed our Arithmetical scale is not divisible by

three and four, two divisors which, from their great

simplicity, are (w) ofvery frequent occurrence. This

advantage would be secured by the addition of two

new characters. But such a marked alteration

would be inevitably rejected, together with the

system of measures which would have been con-

formed to it. The duodecimal scale would be
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also subject to the additional inconvenience of re-

quiring us to remember the binary products of

the eleven first numbers, which surpasses the or-

dinary compass ofthe memory, to which the deci-

mal scale is well adapted ; lastly we could not re-

tain the advantage which probably gave rise to our

arithmetic, namely, that of making use of our fin-

gers in reckoning. The academy therefore, did

not hesitate in adopting the decimal division
; and

to render the entire system of measures uniform,

it was resolved that they should all be derived

from the same lineal measure, and from its deci-

mal divisions. The question was thus reduced to

the choice of this universal measure, which was

denominated the metre.

The length of the pendulum, and that of the

meridian, are the two principal means furnished

by nature itself to fix the unity of linear measures.

Both being independent ofmoral revolutions, they

cannot experience a sensible alteration except by

very great changes in the physical constitution of

the earth. The first means, though easily applied,

is notwithstanding subject to the inconvenience

of making the measure of distance to depend on

two elements which are heterogeneous to it,

namely, gravity and time, the measure of which

last is arbitrary ; and as it is divided sexagesimally,

it cannot be admitted as the foundation of a sys-

tem ofdecimal measures. The second means was

therefore selected, which appears to have been

employed in the remotest antiquity ; so natural is

it for man to compare itineraiy measures with the
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dimensions of the globe itself which he inhabits ;

so that in travelling he may know by the mere

denomination of the space he has passed over,

the relation of that* space to the entire circuit of

the earth. There is also the additional advantage

of making nautical and celestial measiu'es to cor>

respond. The navigator has frequent occasion to

determine the one by the other, the distance hehas

traversed, and the celestial arc included between

thezenithsoftheplaces ofhis departure and arrival;

it is therefore of consequence that one of these

.measures should be the expression of the other,

by nearly the difference of their unities. But

for this purpose, the fundamental unity of linear

measures should be an aliquot part ofthe terrestrial

meridian, which corresponds to one of the di-

visions of the circumference. Thus the choice

of the metre was reduced to that of the unity of

angles.

The right angle is the limit of the inclination

ofa line to a plane, and of the elevation of objects

above the horizon ; besides it is in the first qua-

drant of the circumference that the sines are form-

ed, and generally all the lines which are employed

in trigonometry, ofwhich the proportions to the ra-

dius have been, reduced into tables ; it was there-

fore natural to assume the right angle as the unity

of angles, and the quarter ofthe circumference for

the unity ,of their measures. It is divided into de-

pimal parts,.and in order to obtain corresponding

measures on the earth, the quarter of tlie terres-

trial meridian has been divided into the same
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parts, which had been done at a very ancient

period ; for the measure of the earth mentioned

by Aristotle, the origin of which is unknown, as-

signs a hundred thousand stadia to tlie quarter of

the meridian. It was then only necessary to ob-

tain its exact length. H^e two questions pre-

sent themselves to be resolved. What is the pro-

portion of an arc of the meridian measured at a

given latitude, to the entire circumference ? Are
all the meridians [similar ? In the most natural

hypotheses on the constitution of the terrestrial

spheroid, the difference of the meridians is in-

sensible, and the decimal degree of the middle

point answering to the fiftieth degree of latitude, is

the hundreth part ofthe quarter of the meridian.

The error of these hypotheses can only influence

geographicid distances, where it is of no conse-

quence. The length of the quarter of the meri-

dian may therefore be conclnded from that of the

arc which traverses France from Dunkirk to the

Pyrenees, and which was measured in 1740, by the

French Academicians. But as a (x) new measure

of a greater arc, in which more accurate methods

were employed, would excite an interest in favour

of the new system of measures calculated to ex-

tend its utility, it was resolved to measure the

arc of the terrestrial meridian contained between

Dunkirk smd Barcelona. This great arc extend-

ed as. far south as Formentera, and to the north

as far as the parallel of Greenwich, and ofwhich its

point of bisection, corresponds very nearly to the

mean parallel between the Pole and the Equator,
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has given for the length of the quarter of the me-

ridian 5130740 toises.

The ten millioneth part of this length was

taken for the metfe or the unity of linear mea-

sures. The decimal above this was too great,

and the decimal below it was too small, and the

metre, the length of which is 0,513074 toises,

supplies advantageously the place of the toise

and ell, which were two of our measures in most

common use.

All the measures are derived from the metre, in

,
the simplest possible mrnmer ; the linear mea-

sures are decimal multiplies and sub-multiplies of

it.

The unity of the measure ofcapacity is the cube

of the tenth of a metre ; it is called litre. The
unity of the superficial measure ofland is a square,

•the side ofwhich is ten metres ; it is called are.

A sUre is a volume of fire-wood, equal to a cubic

metre.

The unity of weight, which is termed gramme,

is the absolute weight of the cube of a millioneth

part of a metre of distilled water, when at its

maximum of density. By a remarkable pecu-

liarity, this maximum does not correspond to the

freezing point, but is above it by about four de-

grees ofthe thermometer. Water, as it falls below

this temperature, again dilates, and thus prepares

itself for that increase of volume, which it under-

goes in its passage from the fluid to the solid state.

Water has been selected as being one of the most
homogeneous substances, and which may be easily
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1-educed to a state of purity. Le Ferre Gineau has

determined the gramme by a long series of delicate

experiments on a hollow cylinder of brass, the vo>

lume of which he measured with extreme care

;

the result of these experiments is, that the livre

being supposed equal to the twenty-fifth part of

the pile of fifty marcs, which is preserved at the

mint of Paris, is to the gramme in the ratio of

489,5058 to unity. The weight of a thousand

grammes, which is denominated the kilogramme

or decimal livre, is consequently equal to the livre,

the weight of the marc multiplied by 2,04288.

In order to preserve the measures of length, and

the unity of weights, standards of the metre

and of the kilogramme, executed under the im-

mediate superintendence of the committee to

whom the determination of these measures was
intrusted, and verified by them, were deposited

in the national archives, and at the observa-

tory of Paris. The standards of the metre do

not represent it, except at a definite temperature.

The temperature of melting ice was selected as be-

ing the most invariable, and independent of the

modifications of the atmosphere. The standards

of the kilogramme do not represent its weight,

except in a vacuum, in which case the pressure of

the atmosphere is insensible. In order to be able

to recover the metre at all times, without having

recourse to the measure of the great arc which

furnished it, it was necessary to determine its

relation to the length of the pendulum which
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vibrates seconds ; this has been effected by Borda

in the most accurate manner.

As there was necessarily a constant comparison

of all these measures with the livre in money,

it was particularly important to divide it into de-

cimal parts. Its unity has been denominated

the silver franc, its tenth part, dedme, its hun-

dreth centieme. The values of golden pieces of

money, of gold and brass, have been referred to

the franc.

In order to facilitate the calculation of the fine

gold and silver contained in pieces of money, the

alloy was fixed at the tenth part of their weight,

and that of the franc has been made equal to five

grammes. Thus the franc being an exact multi-

ple of the unity of weights, it can be made use of in

weighing bodies, which is extremely useful in com-

merce.

Finally, the uniformity of the whole system of

weights and measures required that the day

should be divided into ten hours, the hour into

one hundred minutes, and the minute into one

hundred seconds. This division of the day, which

will be indispensable to astronomers, is of less

consequence in civil life, where there is little oc-

casion to imploy time as a multiplier and divisor.

The difficulty of adapting it to watches and clocks,

and our commercial relations with foreigners in

the sale of watches, will suspend its application

indefinitely. We may however be assured, that at

length the decimal division of the day will super-

sede its present division, which differs too much
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from the division of the other measures not to he

abandoned.
Such is the new system of weights and mea-

sures, presented by the Academy to the National

Convention, which immediately adopted it. This

system, founded on the measure of the terres-

trial meridians, corresponds equally to all na-

tions. It has no other relation with France

than what is furnished by the arc of the meridian

which traverses it. But the position of this arc is so

advantageous, that if the learned of all nations had

combined to fix an universal measure, they would

have selected it. To multiply the advantages of

this system, and to render it useful to the entire

world, the French government invited foreign

powers to participate in an object of such gene-

ral interest : many have sent eminent men of

science to Paris, who, in conjunction with the com-

mittee of the National Institute, have determined

by a discussion of observations and experiments,

the fundamental unites of weights and lengths ;

so that the determination of these unites may be

considered as a work common to the learned

who have assembled there, and to the people of

whom they are the representatives. It is there-

fore permitted to hope, that one day this system,

which reduces all measures and their computa-

tions to the scale, and to the simplest operations

of the decimal arithmetic, will be as universally

adopted as the system of numeration of which it

is the completion, and which, without doubt, had

to surmount the same obstacles which prejudices
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and long established habit oppose to the introduc-

tion of the new measures ; but when once intro-

duced, these measures will be maintained by

thia same power which, combined with that of

reason, secures to human institutions an eternal

duration.



CHAP. XV.

Of the flux and rflux of the sea, and of the daily

variation of its figure.

Although the earth, and the fluids which are

diffused over it, must long since have assumed the

state which corresponds to the equilibrium of the

forces which actuate them, nevertheless, the figure

of the sea changes every instant of the day, by
regular and periodical oscillations, which are de-

nominated, the ebbing and flowing of the sea. It

is a circumstance truly astonishing to behold, in

calm serene weather, the intense agitation of this

great fluid mass, of which the waves break with

violence against the shores. This phenomenon
gives rise to reflexions, and excites a strong desire

to penetrate the cause. But in order that we may
not be mislead by vague hypotheses, it is necessary

previously to know the laws of this phenomenon,

and to follow it in all its details. As a thousand

accidental causes may alter the regularity of these

phenomena, it is necessary to consider at once a

great number of observations, in order that the

effects of transient causes, mutually compensating

each other, the mean results may only indicate the

regular and constant effects. It is likewise ne-

cessary, by ajudicious combination of observations.
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to make each ofthese effects which we wish to de-

termine, as conspicuous as possible. But this is

not sufficient. The results of observations being

always liable to error, it is necessary to know
the probability that these errors are confined with-

in given limits. Indeed it is evident, that for

the same probability, these limits are more res-

tricted, as the observations are more numerous ;

and this is the cause why observers have been

at all times anxious to multiply the number of ex-

periments and observations. But the degree of

accuracy of the results is net indicated by this

general impression ; it does not make known the

number of observations necessary to obtain a

determinate probability. Sometimes even, it has

induced us to investigate the cause of phenomena
which arose from mere chance. It is by means

of the calculus of probabilities alone that we are

enabled to appreciate these objects, which ren-

ders its application in physical and moral sciences

of the greatest importance.

At the request of the Academy of Science, a

gi'eat number ofobservations were made in the be-

ginning of the last century, in our harbours : they

were continued every day at Brest during six

successive years. The situation of this port is

peculiarly favourable to this kind of observa-

tions. It communicates -with the sea by a vast and
long canal, at the extremity of which this port has

been constructed. The irregularities in the motion

ofthe sea, are consequently much diminished when
they arrive at this port

;
just as the. oscillations
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which the motion of a vessel impresses on a column

of mercury in the barometer, are considerably

lessened by the contraction of the tube of this in-

strument. Moreover, the tides being very sensi-

ble at Brest, the accidental variations constitute

but a very inconsiderable part of them j and if

we particularly consider, as I have done, the ex-

cess of the high water over the preceding and sub-

sequent low water, it will appear that the winds,

which are the principal cause of the irregularities

in the motion of the sea, have very little influence

on the results ; because if they raise the high

water, they elevate very nearly as much the pre-

ceding and subsequent low water ; so that a very

great regularity has been observed in these re-

sults, considering the fewness of the observations

which have been made. Struck by this regularity,

I requested the government to order a new series

of observations to be made in the harbour of

Brest, during the entire period of the motion of

the nodes of the lunar orbit. This has been ac-

cordingly done; they commenced in the year 1806,

and have been uninterruptedly continued each

successive day. All these observations being dis-

cussed, in the manner I previously made mention

of, the following results have been obtained re-

specting which there cannot remain any doubt.

The sea rises and falls twice in the interval of

time comprehended between two consecutive re-

turns of the moon to the meridian, above the

horizon. The mean interval of these returns is

l’’,035050,
j thus, the interval between two con-
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secutive high tides is 0**,517525, sa that there

are some solar days in which only one high tide

can be observed. The moment of low water

very nearly divides the extremities of this interval

equally at Brest, the sea is longer rising than

falling by above nine or ten minutes. Similar to (a)

all magnitudes,which are susceptible of a. maximum
or a minimum, the increase or diminution of the

tide near to these limits is propoitional to the

square of the time elapsed, since the moments of

high or low water.

r The elevation of the sea. at high tide is not al*

ways the same ; it varies every day, and its varia-

tions are evidently connected with the phases of

the moon. It is greatest about the time of full

or of new moon ; it then diminishes and be-

comes least near to the time of quadrature. The
highest tide at Brest does not take place exactly

the day of the syzygy, but a day and a half later,

so that if the syzygy happens at the moment of

high tide, the greatest tide is the third that fol-

lows. In like manner, if the quadrature happens

at the moment of high water, the third tide which

follows will be the least. This phenomenon is ob-

served to be very nearly the same in all the ports

of France, although the hours of high and low

water are very different.

The greater the elevation of the sea at high

water, the more will it fall at the low water

which succeeds it. A ioial tide is termed half

the sum of the heights of two consecutive high

waters, above the level of the intermediate low
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water. The mean value of this total high water

at Brest, at its maximum near to the syzygies, and

when the sun and moon are in the equator, and

at their mean distances from the earth, is about

five metres and a half. In the same circumstances

it is less by one half in the quadratures.

From an attentive consideration of these re-

sults, it appears that the number of high watera

being equal to the number of passages of the

moon over the upper or inferior meridian, this

star has the principal influence on the tides

;

but from the circumstance of the tides in the

quadratures, being fuller than those in syzygies,

it follows that the sun also influences this phe-

nomenon, and in some measures modifies the

efiect of the moon’s influence. It is natural to

think that each of these influences, if they ex-

isted separately, would produce a system of tides,

of which the period Avould be the same as that of

the respective stars over the meridian, and that

from the combination of the two systems, there

should arise a compound tide, in which the lunar

high water would correspond to the solar high

water near to the syzygies, and to the solar low

water near to the quadratures. The declinations

of the sun and of the moon have a remarkable in-

fluence on the tides
;
they diminish the total high

waters of the syzygies and of the quadratures ;

they increase by the same quantity the total high

waters of the solstices. Thus the received opinion

that the tides are greatest in the equinoctial sy-

zygies, is confirmed by an exact discussion of a

K
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great number of observations. However, several

philosophers, and especially Lalande, have questi-

oned the truth of this observation, because that

near to some solstices the sea rises to a considerable

height. It is here that the calculus of probabilities

is of such importance in enabling us to decide this

important question in the theory of the tides. It

has been found by applying this calculus to the ob-

servations, that the superiority of the syzygial

equinoctial tides and of the solstitial sides in qua-

dratures is indicated, with a probability much
greater than that on which .most of the facts re-

specting which there exists no doubt, rest.

Tile distance of the moon from the earth in-

fluences, in a very perceptible manner, the mag-

nitude of the high water. All other circum-

stances being the same, they increase and dimi-

nish with the diameter and lunar parallax, but

in a greater ratio. The variations of the distance

of the sun from the earth, influences the tides in

a similar manner, but in a much less degree.

It is principally near the maxima and minima

of the total tides, that it is interesting to know
the law of their variation. We have seen that

the moment oftheir maximum at Brest follows the

time of the occurrence of the syzygy by a day and

a half. The diminution of the total tides which

are neeir to it, is proportional to the square ofthe

time which has elapsed from that instant, to that

of the intermediate low water, to which the total

tide is referred. Near the instant of the minimum,

which follows the quadrature by a day and a half.
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the increment of the total tide is proportional to

the square of the time which, has elapsed since

this instant
; it is very nearly double of the di-

minution of the total tides near to their maximum.
The declinations of the sun and of the moon

sensibly influence these variations ; the diminu-

tion of the tides near the syzygies of the solstices

is only about three fifths of the corresponding di-

minution near the syzygies of the equinoxes
; the

increment of the tides near to the quadratures is

twice greater in the equinoxes than in the solstices.

But the effect of the ,
different distances of the

moon from the earth is still more considerable,

than that of the declinations. The diminution of

the syzygial high waters is nearly three times

greater near to the lunar perigee, than it is near

to its apogee.

A small difference has been obseiwed between

the morning and evening tides, which must depend
on the declinations of the sun and of the moon,
as the differences disappear when these stars are

in the equator. In order to recognize them, we
should compare the tides of the first and of .the

second day after the syzygy or the quadrature
;

the tides being then very near to the maximum
or the minimum, vary very little from one day to

another, which enables us easily to observe the

difference between two tides of the same day. It

is thus found at Brest, that in the syzygies of the

summer solstice, the tides of the morning of the

first and second day after the syzygy are smaller

than those of the evening by about a sixth of a

K 2
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metre very nearly j they are greater by the same

quantity in the syzygies of the winter solstice. In

like manner, in the quadrature of the autumnal

equinox, the morning tides of the first and second

day after the quadrature, surpass those of the

evening by about the eighth part of a metre : they

are smaller by the same quantity, in the quadra-

tures of the vernal equinox.

Such are, in general, the phenomena which the

heights of the tides present in our ports
;
their in-

tervals furnish other phenomena, which we now
pVoceed to develope.

When the high tide happens at Brest at the mo-

ment of the syzygy, it follows the instant of mid-

night, or that of the true mid day by 0‘*,1780, ac.

cording as it happens in the morning or in the

evening : this interval, which is very different in

harbours extremely near to each other, is termed

the hour of port, because it determines the houi-s

of the tides relative to the phases of the moon.

The high tide which takes place at Brest at the

moment of the quadrature, follows the instant of

midnight, or of mid day, by 0,3.58.

The tide which is near to the syzygy, advances

or retards 270" for each hour by which it pre-

cedes or follows the syzygy ; the tide which is

near to the quadrature, advances or retards 502''

for each hour it precedes or follows the quadra-

ture.

The hours of the high water in the syzygies

and in the quadrature, vary with the distances of

the sun and of the moon from the earth, and
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principally with the distance of the moon. In

the syzygies each minute of increase or diminu-

tion in the apparent semidiameter of the moon,

advances or retards the hour of high water by
354". This phenomenon obtains equally in the

quadratures, but it is there three times less.

In like manner the declinations of the sun

and of the moon influence the hours of high

water in the syzygies and in the quadratures. In

the solstitial syzygies, the hour of high water ad-

vances by about two minutes, and it is retarded

by the same quantity in, the cquinoctical syzygies ;

on the contrary, in the equinoctial quadratures,

the hour of high water advances by about eight

minutes, and it is retarded by the same quantity

in the solstitial quadratures.

We have seen that the retardation of the tides

from one day to another is about 0,03505, in its

mean state; so that if the tide happens at 0,1

after the true midnight, it will arrive on the

morning after but one at O'*, 13505. But this re-

tardation varies with the phases of the moon. It

is the least possible near the syzygies, when the

total tides are at their maximum, and then it is

only 0‘‘,02723. When the tides are at their mi-

nimum or near to the quadratures, it is the greatest

possible, and amounts to 0‘‘,05207. Thus, the

difference of the hours of the corresponding high

water, at the moments of the syzygy and of the

quadrature, and which by what precedes is

0",20642, increases, for the tides which follow in

the same manner these two phases, and becomes
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very nearly equal to a quarter of a day, relatively

to the maximum or the minimum of the tides.

The variations of the distances of the sun and

of the moon from the earth, and principally those

of the moon, influence the retardation of the

.tides from one day to another. Each minute of

increase or of diminution of the apparent semi-

diameter of the moon, increases or diminishes

this retardation by 258" towards the syzygies.

This phenomenon obtains equally in the quadra-

tures, but it is then three times less.

» The daily retardation of the tides varies also

with the declination of the two stars. In the sol-

stitial syzygies it is about one minute greater than

in its mean state
; it is smaller by the same quan-

tity in the equinoxes. On the contrary, in the

equinoctial quadratures it surpasses its mean mag-

nitude by about four minutes
;

it is less by the

same quantity in the solstitial quadratures.

The results which have been just detailed,

were deduced from a series of observations made
at Brest since the year 1807, up to the present day.

It was interesting to compare them with si-

milar results which have been deduced from ob-

servations made at the commencement of the last

century, I have found that all the results accord

with each other very nearly, their small differ-

ences being comprized within the limits to which

the errors of observations are liable. Thus, after

the interval of a century. Nature has been found

agreeing with herself.

Hence it appears that the inequalities of the
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heights and of the intervals of the tides have very

different periods, the one are equal to half a day

and to an entire day, others to half a month, to a

month, to half a year, and of a year
;
and finally

others are the same as those of the revolutions of

the nodes and ofthe perigee of the lunar orbit, the

position ofwhich influences the height of the tides

by the effect of the declinations of the moon, and

of its distances from the sun. These phenomena

obtain indifferently in all harbours and on the

shores ofthe sea, but local circumstances, without

making any change in the laws of the tides, have

a considerable influence on their height and the

hour of high water for a given port.



CHAP. XVI.

Ofthe terrestrial atmosphere, and of astronomical

refractions.

m

A RARE elastic and transparent fluid envelopes the

earth, and extends to a considerable height. It

gravitates (a) like all other bodies, and its weight

balances that of the mercury in the barometer. At
the parallel offifty degrees, the temperature being

supposed to be that of melting ice, and at the mean
height of the barometer at the level of the sea,

which height may be supposed to be 0'“,76, the

weight of the air is to that of an equal volume of

mercury, in the ratio of unity to 10477»9 ; (f)

hence it follows that if it be then elevated, by

l(y”4779, the height of the barometer will be de-

pressed very nearly one millimetre, and that if

the density of the atmosphere was uniform

throughout its entire extent, its height would be

7963 metres. But the air is compressible, and

if its temperature be supposed constant, its den-

sity, according to a general law for gases and

fluids reduced to vapours, is proportional to the

weight which compresses it, and consequently to

the height of the barometer. Its inferior strata

being compressed by the superior ones, are conse-

quently more dense than the latter, which become
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rarer according as we ascend above the earth’s

surface. The height of these strata being sup-

posed to increase in arithmetic progression, their

density would diminish in geometric progression,

provided that the temperature of these strata was
the same. In order to understand this, suppose

a vertical canal to traverse two atmospherical stra-

ta indefinitely near to each. The part of the

more elevated stratum through which the canal

passes, will be less compressed than the corres-

ponding part of the lower stratum, by a quantity

equal to the weight of .a small column of air in-

tercepted between these two parts. The tempe-

rature being supposed to be the same, the differ-

ence of compression of these two strata, is propor-

tional to the difference of their densities
; there-

fore this last difference- is proportional to the

weight of the small column, and consequently to

the product of its density by its length, at least if

we abstract from the variation of gravity accord-

ing as we ascend. The two strata being sup-

posed indefinitely near to each other, the den-

sity of the column may be supposed the same as

that of the inferior stratum ; hence the differen-

tial variation of this last density is proportional to

the product of this density by the variation of the

vertical height ; consequently if this height varies

by equal quantities, the ratio of the differential

(c) oi the density to the density itself will be con-

stant ;
which is the characteristic property of a

decreasing geometric progression, all the terms

of which are indefinitely near to each other.
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Hence it follows that the heights of the strata

increasing in arithmetical progresision, their den<

sities diminish in geometric progression, and their

logarithms, whether hyperbolical or naperian, will

decrease in arithmetic progression.

These data have been advantageously applied

to the measurement of heights by means of the

barometer. The temperature of the atmosphere

being supposed to be constant throughout its en-

tire extent, the difference of the heights of the

two stations will be obtained by multiplying, by a

constant coefficient, the difference of the logar-

ithms of the observed heights of the barometer at

each station. One sole observation is sufficient

to determine this coefficient. Thus we have seen

that at zero of temperature, the height of the

barometer being 0“,760©0 at the inferior station,

and 0",75999 at the superior station, this last sta-

tion was elevated 0”,104779 above the first
; con-

sequently the constant coefficient was equal to this

quantity divided by the difference of the tabular

logarthims of the numbers 0"’,76000, 0”,75999,
which renders this coefficient equal to 18336”.

But this rule for measuring heights by means of

the barometer, requires several modifications,

which we proceed to develope.

ilTie temperature (c?) of the atmosphere is not
uniform

; it diminishes according as we ascend.

The law of this diminution changes every in-

stant i but a
,
mean result between several nbser-

Tations gives sixteen or seventeen degrees for the

diminution of the temperature relative to an
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height of three thousand metres. Now the air,

like all other bodies, expands by heat, and con-

tracts by cold
’f
and it has been found by very ac-

curate experiments, tha^ its volume being repre-

sented by unity, at the temperature of zero, it

varies like that of all gazes and vapours by
0,00375 for (f) each degree of the thermometer j

it is therefore necessary to take these variations

into account in the computation of heights, for it

is evident that in order to produce the same de-

pression in the barometer, it is necessary to

ascend so much the higher, as the stratum of air

through which we must pass is rarer. But as it

is impossible to know accurately the variation of

the temperature, the simplest method of proceed-

ing is to suppose this temperature uniform, and a

mean between the temperatures of the two sta-

tions Avhich are considered. The volume of the

column of air comprised between them being

increased in the ratio of this mean temperature,

the height due to the observed depression of the

barometer must be increased in the same ratio,

which comes to multiplying the ctefficient 18336®,

by unity plus the fraction 0,00375, taken as often

as there are degrees in the mean (g) temperature.

As the aqueous vapours which are diffused through

the atmosphere are less dense than the air at the

same pressure and temperature, they diminish the

density of the atmosphere, and every thing else

being the same, they are more abundant when the

heat is greater ;
this effect will be partly taken into

account, by increasing a little the number 0,00375,
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which expresses the dilation of the air for each

degree of the thermometer. It has been ascer-

tained that the observations are sufficiently well

satisfied by making this fraction equal to

0,004 ;
we may therefore make use of this last

number, at least until by a long series ofobserva-

tions on the hygrometer, we are enabled to intro-

duce this instrument in the measurement of

heights by the means of the barometer.

Hitherto the force of gravity has been supposed

to be constant, but it has been already observed

that it is less according as -we ascend in the at-

mosphere
;
this circumstance also contributes to

increase the height due to the depression of the

barometer, consequently this diminution of gra-

vity will be taken into account, if the constant

factor be increased by a small quantity. From a

comparison of a great number of observations of

the barometer, made at the base and at the sum-

mit of several mountains, the heights of which

were previously ascertained by trigonometrical

means, Raymond has determined this factor to

be equal to 18393"*. But if the (h) diminution of

gravity be taken into account, a comparison of

the same data would only give this factor equal to

18336*". This last factor gives 10477»9 for the

ratio of the weight of mercury to that of an equal

volume of air at the parallel of fifty degrees ; the

temperature as indicated by the barometer being

zero, and the height of the mercury in the baro-

meter being 0'",76. Biot and Arrago having care-

fully weighed known measures of mercury and of
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air, found this ratio to be 1046G,6 reduced to the

same parallel. But they made use of very diy

air, while that of the atmosphere is always mixed

with a greater or less quantity of aqueous vapour,

the actual quantity of which is determined by

means of the hygrometer : this vapour is lighter

than the air in the ratio of ten to seventeen very

nearly
;

consequently direct experiment ought to

assign a less specific gi’avity to mercury than that

determined by barometrical observations. These

experiments reduce the factor 1833G” to 18316™.

In order that it should be supposed equal to the

number 18393™, which is given by observations of

the barometer, when the variation of gravity is

not taken into account, we should assign to the

mean humidity of the atmosphere a value much
too great

;
thus the diminution of gravity is even

sensible in barometrical observations. The factor

18393 corrects very nearly the effect of this di-

minution, but another variation of gravity, name-

ly, that which depends on the latitude, ought also

to influence this factor. Wc have determined it for

a parallel of which the latitude may without sensi-

ble error be supposed equal to 50" : it should there-

fore be increased at the equator where the gravity

is less (i) than at this latitude. In fact, it is evi-

dent that it should be elevated more, in order to

pass from a given pressure of the atmosphere to

a pressure which is smaller by a determined quan-

tity ;
because in this interval the weight of the air

is less, the coefficient 18393™ must therefore vary

as the length of the pendulum which vibrates se-
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conds, which is greater or less according as the

gravity diminishes or increases. It is easy to in-

fer from what has been previously stated relative

to the variations of this length, that the product

of 26”,164 hy the cosine of twice the latitude,

must be added to this coefficient.

Finally, a slight correction should be applied to

the heights of the barometer, depending on the

difference of temperature of the mercuiy of the

barometer at the two stations. In order to deter,

mine this difference accurately, a small mercurial

thprmometer is inchased in,the frame"^of the ba-

rometer, so that the temperature of the mercury

of these two instruments may be very nearly the

same. In the colder station the mercuiy is den-

ser, and consequently the column of mercury of

the barometer is diminished. In order to reduce

it to the length which it would have, if the

temperature was the same as at the warmer sta-

tion, it should be increased by its 5412”'” part,

as often as there are degrees of difference be-

tween the temperatures of the mercuiy at the

two stations.

Hence the following appcai-s to be the simplest

and most exact rule for measuring heights by

means of the barometer. First, the height of the

barometer in the colder station must be corrected

in the manner just specified. Then to the factor

18393”, should be added the product of 26,164

by the cosine of twice the latitude. This fac-

tor, thus corrected, should be multiplied by the

tabular logarithm of the ratio of the greatest to
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the least corrected height of the barometer. Fi-

nally, this product must be multiplied by twice

the sum of the degrees of the thermometer which
indicates the temperature of the air at each sta-

tion, and this product, divided by one thousand,

should be added to the preceding
; the sum will

give very nearly the elevation of the superior sta-

tion above the inferior, especially if the observa-

tions of the barometer are made at the most fa-

vourable time of the day, which appears to be at

noon.

The air is invisible, in small masses, but the

rays of light reflected by all the strata of the ter-

restrial atmosphere, produce a sensible impression.

They (/) give it a blue shade which diffuses a tint

of the same colour over all objects perceived at a

distance, and whicli forms the celestial azure.

This blue vault, to which the stars appear to be

attached, is therefore very near to us : it is only

the teiTestrial atmosphere, beyond which these

bodies are placed at (in

)

immense distances. The
solar rays, which its particles reflect to us in

abundance before the rising and after the setting

of the sun, produce the dawn and twilight, which,

extending to more than twenty degrees of distance

from this star, proves that the extreme particles

of the atmosphere are elevated at least sixty thou-

sand metres. If the eye could distinguish and re-

fer to their true place, the points of the exterior

surface of the atmosphere, we should see the

heavens like the segment of a sphere formed by

the portion of the surface which would be cut off
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by a plane tangent to the earth ; and as the

height of the atmosphere is very small relatively

to the radius of the earth, the sky would appear

to us under the form of a flattened vault. But

although the limits of the atmosphere cannot

be distinguished, yet as the rays which it trans-

mits come from a greater depth at the horizon

than at the zenith, we ought to consider it as

more extended in the first direction. To this

cause must be also combined the interposition of

objects at the horizon, which contributes to in-

cjrease the apparent distance of that part of the

sky we refer to it
;
the sky therefore should ap-

pear to us very much flattened, like a small portion

of a sphere. A star, elevated twenty-six degrees

above the horizon, appears to divide into two

equal parts the length of the curve which the

section of the surface of the sky by a vertical plane

forms from the horizon to the zenith
j
hence it

follows that if this curve be an arc of a circle, the

horizontal radius of the apparent celestial vault

(n) is to its vertical radius very nearly as three

fourths is to unity
;
but this ratio varies with the

causes of the illusion. As the apparent magnitudes

of the sun and of the moon are proportional to

the angles under which they are seen, and to the

apparent distance of the point of the sky to which

they are referred, they appear gi’eater at the ho-

rizon than at the zenith, although they subtend a

smaller angle.

The rays of light do not move in a right line

through the atmosphere, they are continually
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inflected towards the earth. As an observer be-

holds objects in the direction of the tangent to

the curve which they describe, he sees them more

elevated than they really are, so that the stars

appear above the horizon when they are depressed

below it. By this means the atmosphere, by in.

fleeting the rays of the sun, lengthens the time

during which he appears to us, and thus prolongs

the duration of the day, which is further increased

by the morning dawn and twilight. It is extreme*

ly important to astronomers, to know the laws

and quantity of the refraction of light in our at-

mosphere, in order to be able to detennine the

position of the stars. But before we present

the result of their researches on this subject, we
shall briefly explain the principal properties of

light.

A ray of light, in passing from one transparent

medium into another, approaches to, or recedes

from the perpendicular to the surface which se-

parates them, in such a manner, that the sines of

the two angles which its directions make with this

perpendicular, the one before and the other after

its entrance into the new medium, are in a con-

stant (p) ratio, whatever be the magnitude of

these angles. But light, when refracted, presents

a remarkable phenomenon, which has led to the

discovery of its nature. A ray of solar light re-

ceived into a dark chamber forms, after its pas-

sage through a prism, an oblong image variously

coloured ; this ray is a pencil of aninfinite number
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ofrays of different colours, which are separated by

the prism in consequence of their different refran-

gibility. The most refrangible ray is the violet,

then the indigo, the blue, the green, the yellow,

the orange and the red. But though we only

distinguish seven species of rays, the continuity

of the image proves that there exists an infinite

variety of shades, which approach each other

by insensible gradations of colours and refrangi-

bility. All these rays being collected by means

of a lens, reproduce the Avhitc light of the sun,

which is therefore only a jn^ture of all the ho-

mbgeneous or simple colours in determined pro-

portions.

When a ray of an homogeneous colour is per-

fectly separated from the others, it does not

change eithei’ its refrangibility or colour, what-

ever reflexions or refractions it may undergo

;

therefore its colour is inherent in its nature, and

not a modification Avhich light receives in the me-
dia which it traverses. However, a similitude of

colour does not prove a similitude of light. If

several of the differently coloured rays of the so-

lar imRge, decomposed by the prism, be mixed to-

gether, a colour perfectly similar to one of the

simple colours of this image will be formed
; thus

the mixture of the homogeneous red and yellow

produces an orange similar in appearance to the

homogeneous orange. But by refracting the rays

of this mixture by a second prism, the compo-

nent colours can be separated and made to re-

appear, while the rays of the homogeneous orange
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Temain unaltered. The rays of light ai’e reflected

iV’hen they fall on a mirror, making, with the per-

pendicular to its surface, the angles of reflexion

equal to the angles of incidence. The refractions

and reflections which rays oflight undergo in drops

of rain, produce the rainbow, thO explanation of

which, founded on a rigorous computation which

satisfies all the phenomena, is one of the most
beautiful results of natural philosophy.

Most bodies decompose the light which they

receive ; they absorb one part and reflect the

other in every directicfn ; they appear blue, red,

green, &c. according to the colour of the rays

which they reflect. Thus the white light of the

sun diffusing itself over all (/>) natural objects,

decomposes and reflects to our eyes an infinite

variety of colours.

After this short digression, we return to astro-

nomical refractions. From very accurate experi-

ments it has been ascertained that the refraction

ofthe air is almost independent of its temperature,

and proportional to its density. In passing from a

vacuo into air, of which the tempei’ature is equal

tothat ofmelting ice, and under a pressure measur-

ed by a height of the barometer equal to 76 centi-

metres, a ray oflight is so refracted that the sine of

incidence is to thesine ofrefraction as 1 ,00029^332

1

to 1. Therefore in order to determine the rout of

arayof light through the atmosphere, it is sufficient

toknow the law of the densityof its strata
j but this

law, which depends on their temperature, is very

eomplicated, and varies for every instant of the'

L 2
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day. We liave seen already, that when the at-

mosphere is throughout at the temperature of

zero, the density of the strata (^) diminish in

geometric progression ;
and it has been found by

analysis, that the height of the barometer being

0”,76, the refraction is then 7891" at the horizon.

It would be but 5630" if the density of the strata

diminished in arithmetic progression, and va-

nished at the surface. The horizontal refraction

which is observed is about 6500", a mean between

these limits. Consequently the law of the dimi-

nution of the density of the atmospherical strata

is very nearly a mean between these two pro-

gressions. By adopting an hypothesis which

participates of the two, we are enabled to repre-

sent at once all the observations of the baro-

meter and thermometer, according as we ascend

in the atmosphere, and also the astronomical

refractions, without having recourse, as some

natural philosophers have done, to a particular

fluid, which, being combined ivith the atmosphe-

ric air, refracts the light.

When the apparent altitude of the stars above

the horizon exceeds eleven degrees, their refrac-

tion depends only sensibly on the state of the ba-

rometer and thermometer at the place of the ob-

server, and it is very nearly proportional to t,he

tangent of the apparent zenith distance of the star,

diminished by three times and one fourth of the

refraction corresponding to (r) this distance at the

temperature of melting ice, the height of the ba-

rometer beiqg 0'",76. It follows from the pre-
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ceding data that at this temperature, and when
the height of the barometer is seventy-six centi-

metres, the coefficient, which multiplied by this

tangent gives the astronomical refraction, is

187'',24
; and what is very remarkable, a compa-

rison of a great number of astronomical observa-

tions gives the same result, which must there-

fore be supposed' extremely accurate
;

but it

varies with the density of the air. Each degree

of the thermometer increases by 0,00375 the vo-

lume of this fluid, its unity being assumed at

zero of the temperature, it is therefore necessary

to divide the coefficient 187",24 by unity, plus the

product of 0,00.375 into the number of degrees

indicated by the thermometer; moreover, the

density ofthe air is, every thing else heingthc same,

proportional to the height of the barometer ;
it is

therefore necessary to multiply the preceding

coefficient by the ratio of this height to 0”,76, the

column of mercury being reduced to the zero of

temperature. By means of these data a very

exact table of refractions may be constructed, from

eleven degi'ees of apparent altitude to the zenith,

in which interval almost all astronomical observa-

tions are made.

This table will be independent of all hypo-

theses relative to the diminution of the density of

the atmospherical strata, and might as well be

applied at the summit of the highest mountains

as at the level of the sea. But as the gravity va-

ries with the elevation and latitude, it is evident,

that as at the sametemperature, equal heightsofthe
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barometer do not indicate an equal density in the

air, this density must be less in those places where

the gravity is less. Thus the coefficient 187",24<,

determined for the parallel of 5Q°, must at the sur.

face of the earth («) vary as the weight, il is

therefore necessary to subtract from it the pro-

duct of 0",53 by the cosine of twice the latitude.

The table of which we have been speaking, sup-

poses that the constitution of the atmosphere is

every where and always the same, which has

been proved by direct experiment. It is now as-

certained that our atmosphere is not an homo-,

geneous substance, and that in every hundrodparts,

it contains 79 parts of azotic gas, and 21 parts of

oxygen gas, a gas remarkably respirable, which

is indispensably necessaiy for the combustion of

bodies (t] and the respiration of animals, which

is in fact but a slow combustion, the principle

source of animal heat ; three or four parts of car-

tonic acid air are diffused in a thousand parts of at-

mospheric air. This air, taken at all seasons, in

the most remote climates, on the summits of the

highest mountains, and even at greater heights,

has been most carefully analyzed, and it has al-

ways been found to contain the same proportions

of azotic and oxygen gas. A slight envelope filled

with hydrogen gas, the rarest of all elastic fluids,

ascends with the bodies which are attached to it,

until! it meets with a stratum of the atmosphere

sufficiently rare for it to remain (»/) in equilibrium.

By this means, for the fortunate discovery of

which we are indebted to the French philosophers.
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man has extended his power and sphere of ac-

tion; he may launch into the air, traverse the

clouds, and interrogate nature in the elevated re-

gions of the atmosphere formerly inaccessible.

The ascent from which the greatest advantages

have been derived to the sciences, was that of

Gay-Lussac, who ascended to a height of seven

thousand and sixteen metres above the level of the

sea, the greatest height to which an aei'onaut has

hitherto attained, and which is higher than the top

ofChiniboraco, one ofthebighestknown mountains,
by about five hundred hietres. At this elevation,

he measured the intensity of the magnetic force,

the inclination of the magnetized needle, which

he found to be the same as at the surface of the

earth. At the instant of his departure from Pa-

ris, near to ten o’clock A. M. the height of the

barometer was 0“‘,765!^, • the thermometer indi-

cated 30°,7, and a hygrometer made of hair, 60®,

Five horn’s after, at the gi’catest height to which

he ascended, the same instruments indicated re-

spectively 0'",3288 ;—9“,5 and 33®. A balloon hav-

ing been filled with the air ofthese elevated strata,

and its contents being then carefully analyzed,

the contents were found to be precisely the same

as those of the lowest strata of the atmosphere.

It is not more than half a centuiy since astro-

nomere introduced the consideration of the heights

of the barometer and thermometer, into the tables

of refi’actions. The great precision which is now

required in instruments and astronomical' obser-

vations, makes it a matter of importance to as-
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certain whether the humidity of the atmosphere

has any influence on the refracting force, and con*

sequently to know whether it is necessary to take

into account the indications of the hygrometer.

In order to supply the defect of direct experi-

ment on this subject, let us suppose (r) that the

action of water and vapour on light are propor-

tional to their densities, which hypothesis is ex-

tremely probable from the circumstance, that

changes in the constitution of bodies much more

essential, than the reduction of liquids into va-

pours do not alter in a sensible degree the relation

oftheir action on light, to their density. In this hy-

pothesis, the refracting power of the aqueous va-

pour may be infeired from tlie refraction which a

ray of light experiences in passing from air into

water, which refraction has been exactly mea-
sured. It has been thus ascertained that this re-

fracting power surpasses that of air reduced to the

same density as the vapour
; but at equal pres-

sures, the density of the air surpasses that of va-

pour in very nearly the same ratio ; hence it fol-

lows that the refraction due to the aqueous va-

pour diffused through the atmosphere, ia very

nearly the same as that of the air of which it oc-

cupies the place, and that consequently the effect

of the humidity of the air on the refraction is

insensible. Biot has confirmed this result by
direct experiments, which shew moreover that the

temperature does not influence the refraction,

except so far as it produces a change in the den-

sity of the air. Finally, Arrogo ascertained, by
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aiv ingenious and accurate method, that the in*

iluence of the humidity of the air on itis refraction*

is altogether insensible.

It is supposed in the preceding theory that the

atmosphere is perfectly calm, so that the density

is every where the same at equal heights above

the level of the sea. But this hypothesis is at
fected by winds and inequalities of temperature,

which must influence in a very sensible manner
the astronomical refractions. However perfect

astronomical instruments may be rendered, the

effect of these perturbating causes, if it is consider-

able, will be always an obstacle to the extreme

accuracy of observations, which should be multi-

plied considerably in order to annihilate them.

Fortunately Ave are assured that this effect can

never exceed a small number of seconds.

The atmosphere Aveakens the light of the stai-s,

especially near the horizon, where their rays

transverse through a greater extent of it. It fol-

loAvs, from the experiments of Bouguer,that when

the height of the barometer is seventy- six centi-

metres, if the intensity of the light ofa star at its

entrance into the atmosphere be represented by

unity, its intensity when it arrives at the observer,

the star being supposed to be in the zenith, Avill

be reduced 0,812S. The height of the homoge-

neous atmosphere, of which the temperature was

zero, would in ' this case be 794'5”‘. (x) Now it

is natural to suppose that the extinction of a ray

of light which traverses the atmosphere, is the

same as in this hypothesis, since it meets with
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the same number of aerial particles, consequently a

stratum ofair ofthe preceding density, and ofwhich

the thickness was 7945™, would reduce the force

of light to 0™,8 123. It is easy to determine from

hence the diminution of light in a stratum of air

of the same density, and of any given thickness
j

for it is evident that if the density of light is re-

duced to a fourth in traversing a given thickness,

an equal thickness will reduce this fourth to a

sixteenth of its primitive value
;
hence it appears

that while the thickness increases in arithmetical

progression, the intensity *'of light decreases in

geometrical progression ; consequently its lo-

garithms are proportional to the thickness. Thus
in order to obtain the tabular logarithm of the

intensity of light after it has travei'scd any given

thickness, it is necessary to multiply—0,0902835

(which is the tabular logarithm of 0,8123J by the

ratio of this thickness to 7945™
;
and if the den-

sity of the air is greater or less than the preceding,

it is necessary to diminish this logarithm in the

same ratio.

In order to determine the diminution of the

light of the stars with respect to their apparent

altitude, we may suppose the luminous ray to

move in a canal, the air in this canal being re-

duced to the preceding density. The length of

the column of air thus reduced, will determine the

extinction of the light of the star which is con-

sidered
;
now we may suppose that from twelve

degrees of apparent elevation to the zenith, the

path of the light of the stars is rectilineal, and we
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can, in this interval, consider the atmospherical

strata as planes parallel to each other; then

the thickness of each stratum in the direction of

the ray of light, is to its thickness in a vertical di>

rection, as the secant of the apparent distance of

the star from the zenith, (y) is to radius. There-

fore if this secant be multiplied by —0,0902835,

and by the ratio of the height of the barometer to

O'",76, and if this product be then divided by unity

plus 0,00375 multiplied by the number of degrees

in the thermometer, we shall have the logarithm

of the intensity of light of the star. This rule,

which is extremely simple, will determine the ex-

tinction of the light of the stars on the summit of

mountains and at the level of the sea, and may be

usefully applied, both in correcting the observa-

tions ofthe eclipses of .Jupiter’s satellites, and also

in estimating the intensity of solar light in the fo-

cus of burning glasses. It ought however to be

observed, that vapoui's floating in the air influence

considerably the extinction of light. The serenity

of the sky and the rarity of the air make the light

of the stars more brilliant on the tops of elevated

mountains, and if we could transport our great

instruments to the summit of the Cordilieres, there

is no doubt but that we should observe several

celestial phenomena, which a thicker and less

transparent atmosphere renders invisible in our

climates.

The intensity of the light of the stars at small

altitudes like to their refraction, depends on the

density of the elevated strata of the atmosphere.
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If lihe tetnperatare every where the saihe,

tfte logarithms of the intensities of light would be

proportional to the astronomical refractions (z

)

divided by the cosines of the apparent heights

;

and then this intensity at the horizon would he

reduced to about the four thousandth part of its

primitive value ; it is on this account that the sun,

whose splendour at noon is too dazling to he

borne, can he contemplated without pain at the

horizon.

We can by means of these data determine the

influence of our atmosphere"in eclipses. As it re-

fracts the rays of the sun which traverse it, it in-

flects them into the cone of the teirestrial sha-

dow, and as the horizontal refractions surpasses

the semi sum of the parallaxes of the sun and

moon, the centre of the lunar disk supposed to ex-

ist on the axis of the cone, receives from the up-

per and lower limbs of the earth the rays Avhich

issue from the same point of the sun’s surface

;

this centre would be therefore more illuminated

than in full moon, if the atmosphere did not in a

great measure extinguish the light Avhich reaches

it. If the light of this point at full moon he taken

for unity, it is found by applying the analysis to

the preceding data, that the light is 0,02 in the

central apogean eclipses, and only 0,0036, or about

six times less, in the central perigean eclipses. If

it then happens by an extraordinary concurrence

of circumstances, that the vapours absorb a con-

sidferahle part of this feeble light, when it traverses

the atmosphere (a) in passing from the sun to the
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moon, this last star will be altogether invisible.

The history of astronomy furnishes us with 'CK-

amples, of rare ocourrence indeed, of the total

disappearance of the moon Jn eclipses. The rod

colour of the sun and moon at the horizon shews

that the atmosphere gives a free passage to the

rays of this colour, which, on this account, is that

of the moon when eclipsed.

In eclipses of the sun, the obscurity which th^
produce is diminished by the light reflected by the

atmosphere. Suppose in fact, the spectator to be

placed in the equatoi’,, and that the centres of the

sun and moon are in his zenith. If the moon
was in perigee, the sun would be in the direction

of the apogee
;
in this case the obscurity would be

very nearly the most profound, and its duration

would be about five minutes and a half. The di-

ameter ofthe shadow projected on the earth willbe

the twenty-two thousandth partofthat of the earth,

and six times and a half less than the diameter

of the section of the atmosphere by the plane of

the horizon, at least if wc suppose the height of

the atmosphere equal to a hundreth part of the

earth’s radius, which is the height inferred from

the duration of twilight j and it is very probable

that the atmosphere reflects sensible rays from

still greater heights. It appears therefore, that in

eclipses, the sun illuminates the greater part of

the atmosphere which is above the horizon. But

it is only illuminated by a portion of the sun’s

disk, which increases according as the atmosphe-

rical molecules are more distant from the ze-
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nith
; in this case the solar rays traveree a greater*

extent of the atmosphere, in passing from the

sun to these molecules, and after this in return-

ing by reflexion to the observer, they are suffi-

ciently diminished in intensity to enable us to

perceive stars of the first and second magnitude.

Their tint, participating ofthe blue colour of the

sky, and of the red colour of twilight, diffuses

over all objects a sombre colour, which combined

with the sudden disappearance of the sun, fills

all animals with terror.



BOOK THE SECOND.

OF THE REAL MOTIONS OF THE HEAVENLY BODIES.

Provcliimur portu, terra: urbesque recedunt.

A COMPARISON of the principal appearances

of the heavenly bodies, of which the exposition

has been given in the preceding book, has led us

to make the planets move round the sun, which

in its revolution round the earth, carries along

with it the foci of their orbits. But the appear-

ances would be precisely the same, if the earth

was transported, like the other planets, about the

sun : then this star would be the centre ofthe pla-

netory motions in place of the earth. It is conse-

quently of the greatest importance to the progress

of astronomy, to ascertain which ofthese two cases

obtains in nature. We therefore proceed, under

the guidance of induction and analogy, to deter-

mine, by a comparison of phenomena, the real

motions which produce them, and thence to

ascend to the laws of these motions.



CHAP. I.

Of tlw motion of rotation of the earth.

When we reflect on the diurnal motion to which

all the heavenly bodies are subject, we evidently

recognize the existence one general cause

which moves, or appears to move them about the

axis of the world. If it he considered that these,

bodies are detached from each other, and placed

at very different distances from the earth; that

the sun and stars are much more removed than

the moon, and that the variations of the appa-

rent diameters of the planets indicate great

changes in their distances ; lastly, that the

comets ti’averse the heavens freely in all possible

directions, it will be extremely difflcult to con-

ceive that one and the same cause impresses on

all these bodies, a common motion of rotation :

but since the heavenly bodies present the same

appearances to us, whether the firmament carries

them about the earth, supposed immoveable, or

whether the earth itself revolves in a contrary di-

rection, it seems much more natural to admit

this latter motion, and to regard that of; the hea-

vens as only apparent.

The earth is a globe, of which the radius is

only about four thousand metres
;
the magnitude

of the sun is, as we have seen, incomparably

greater. If its centre coincided with that of

the earth, its volume would embrace the orb of
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the moon, and extend as far again
;
from which

we may form some judgment of its immense mag-

nitude, besides its distance from us is about twenty-

three thousand times the semidiameter of the

earth. Is it not infinitely more probable to sup-

pose that the globe which we inhabit revolves on
an axis, than to imagine that a body so consider-

able and distant as the sun, should revolve with

the rapid motion which it should have in order

that it might revolve in a day, about the earth ?

What immense force must it not then require to

keep it in its orbit, ar\d to counterbalance its cen-

trifugal force. Each of the stare presents similar

difficulties, all of which are removed by suppos-.

ing the earth to revolve on its axis.

It has been already observed, that the pole of

the equator appears to mov,e slowly about that

of the ecliptic, from wlicnce results the pre-

cession of the equinoxes. If the earth be im-

moveable, the pole of the equator will be equally

so, because it always corresponds to the same
point of the earth’s surface ; consequently the ce-

lestial sphere moves round the poles of the eclip-

tic, and in this motion, it carries along with it all

the heavenly bodies. Thus the entire system,

composed of so- many bodies, differing from each

other,, in their magnitudes, their motions, and
their distances, would be again subject to a gene-

ral motion, which disappears, and is reduced to

a mere appearance, if the axis of the earth be

supposed to move round the poles of the ecliptic.

Carried along with a motion in. which all the

M
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sttiTounding bodies participate, we are like to a

mariner borne by the winds over the seas. He
supposes himself to be at rest, and the shore, the

hills, and all the objects situated beyond the ves*

sel, appear to him to move. But on comparing

the extent of the shore, the plains, and the height

of the mountains, with the smallness of his ves<

sel, he is enabled to distinguish the apparent mo-

tion of these objects from a real motion to which

he himself is subject. The innumerable
.
stars

distributed through the celestial regions are, re-

latively to the earth, what„the shore and moun-

tains are with respect to the navigator
;
and the

very same reasons which convince the navigator

of the reality of his own motion, evince to us that

of the earth.

These arguments are • likewise confirmed by

analogy. A motion of rotation has been observ-

ed in almost all the planets, the direction of

which is from west to east, similar to that

which the diurnal motion of the heavens seems

to indicate in the earth. Jupiter, whose mag.

nitude is considerably greater than that of the

earth, revolves on an axis, in less than half a

day. An observer on his surface would suppose that

the heavens revolved round him in that time
j
yet

that motion would be only apparent. Is it not

tlierefore reasonable to suppose that it is the same
with that which we observe on the earth ? What
confirms, in a very striking manner, this analogy

is, that the earth and Jupiter are flattened at the

poles. In fact, we may conceive that the centri-
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fugal force which tends to make every particle of

a body recede from its axis of rotation, should

flatten it at the poles and elevate it at the equa-

tor. This force should likewise diminish that of

gravity at the equator ;
and that this diminution

does actually take place, is proved by experiments

which have been made on the lengths of pendu-

lums. Every thing therefore leads us to conclude

that the earth has really a motion of rotation,

and that the diurnal motion of the heavens is

merely an illusion which is produced by it ; an il-

lusion similar to that w^ich represents the heavens

as a blue vault to which all the stars are attach-

ed, and the earth as a plain on which it rests.

Thus astronomy has surmounted the illusions of

the senses, but it was not till after they were dis-

sipated by a great number of observations and

computations, that man at last recognized the

motion o. the globe which he inhabits, and its

true position in the universe.



CHAP. If.

Of the motion ofthe earth almtt the sun.

Since it appears from the preceding chapter that

the diurnal revolution of the heavens is an illu-

sion produced hy the rotation of the earth, it is

natural to think that the annual revolution of the

sun, carrying with it all the planets, is also an il-

lusion arising from the motion of translation of

the earth about the sun. The following consi-

derations remove all doubt on this subject.

The masses of the sun and of several of the

planets are considerably greater than that of the

earth
j

it is therefore much more simple to make
the latter to revolve about the sun, than to put

the whole solar system in motion about the earth.

What a complication in the heavenly motions

would the immobility of the earth suppose ? What
a rapid motion must be assigned to Jupiter, to

Saturn, (which is nearly ten times farther from

the sun than we are) and to Uranus (which is

still more remote,) to make them revolve about

us every year, while they move about the sun. ?

This complication and this rapidity disappear en-

tirely by supposing the earth to revolve about the

sun, which motion is conformable to a general
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law, according to which the smaiJ celestial bodies

revolve about the larger ones, which are situated

in their vicinity.

The analogy of the earth with the planets, con*

firms the supposition of the earth’s motion
; like

Jupiter it revolves on its axis, and is accompanied

by a satellite. An observer at the surface of Ju>

piter, would suppose that the whole solar system

revolved about him, and the magnitude of the

planet would render this illusion less improbable

than for the earth. Is it not therefore natural to

suppose that the motioq of the solar system round

us, is likewise only an illusion ?

Let us transport ourselves in imagination to the

surface of the sun, and from thence let the earth

and planets be contemplated. All these bodies

would appear to move from west to east
; this

identity in the direction is an evident proof of the

motion of the earth
;
but what evinces it to a de-

monstration, is the law which exists between the

times of the revolutions of the planets, and their

distances from the sun. The angular motions are

glower for those bodies which are more removed

from the sun, and the following remarkable rela-

tion has been observed to exist between the times

and the distances, namely, that the squares of the

times are as the cubes of their mean distances from

this star. According to this remarkable law, the

duration of the revolution of the earth, supposed

to move above the sun, should be exactly a side-

real year. Is not this an incontestable proof that

the earth moves like the other planets, and that
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it is subject to the same laws? Besides, would it

not be absurd to'suppose that the terrestrial globe,

which is hardly visible at the sun, is immoteible

amidst the dther planets which are revolving about

this star, which would itself be carried along with

them about'the earth ? Ought not the force which

balances ' th^ centrifugal force, and retains the

planets in their respective orbits, act also on the

earth, and must not the earth oppose to this ac-

tion the same centrifugal force ? Thus the con-

sideration of the planetary motions, as seen from

tt|e sun, removes all doubt of the real motion of

the earth. But an observer placed on this body,

has besides a sensible proof of this motion, in the

phenomena of the aberation which is a necessary

consequence of it, as we shall now explain.

About the close of the 17th century, Roemer
observed that the eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites

happened sooner than the computed time near

the oppositions Cf this {ilanet with the sun, and

that they occurred later towards the conjunc-

tions ; this led him to suspect that the light was not
transmitted instantaneously (a) from these stars

to the earth, and that it employed a sensible in'

terval in passing over the diameter of- the orbit-of

the sun. In fact, Jupiter being in the opporitions*.

nearer to us than in the conjunctionsj by a quan^

tity equal to this diameter, the eedipses must
happen sooner in the first ctdse'thmi in the second;,

by the time which; the light takes to .tmverse.the

solar orbit. TheJaw of the -retardation observed

in these eclipses, oprresponde so exaetly to this
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hypothesis, that it is impossible to refuse our as-

sent to it. It follows therefore that light employs

S'jV'y in coming from the sun to the earth.

Now an observer at rest would see the stars in

the direction of their rays, but this is not the case,

on the hypothesis that he moves alongLi the

earth. In order to reduce this case to that of a

spectator at rest, it would be sufficient to transfer

in a contrary direction both to the stars, to their

light, and to the observer himself, the motion

with which he is actuated, which does not make
any change in the apparent position of the stars

;

for it is a general law of optics, that if a common
motion be impressed on all the bodies of a sys>

tern, there will not result any change in their ap-

parent situation. Suppose then that at the in-

stant a ray of light penetrates the atmosphere, a

motion equal and contrary to that of the observer

be impressed on the air and the earth *, and let

us consider what effects this motion ought to pro-

duce in the appai'ent position of the star from

which the ray emanates. We may leave out of

the question the consideration of the motion of

rotation of the earth, which is about sixty times

less at the equator itself, than that of the earth

about the sun, and we may also, without sensible

error, suppose that all the rays of light which

each point of the star’s disk transmits to us, are

parallel to each other, and to the rays which

would pass from the centre of the stai' to that of

the earth, on the hypothesis that it ivaa trana,

parent Thus the phenomena which these stars
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would present to a spectator situated at the

centre of the earth, and which depend solely on

the motion of light combined with that of the

earth, are very nearly the same for each observer

on its surface. Finally, we may neglect the small

eccentricity of the earth’s orbit. This being pre.

mised, in the interval of S']!'', that light takes to

traverse the radius of the earth’s orbit, the earth

describes a small arc of this orbit equal to 6S"5

;

now it follows from the composition of motions,

that if through the centre of the star a small circle

parallel to the ecliptic be described, the diameter

of which subtends in the heavens an arc of 125",

the direction of the motion of light, when com-

pounded with the motion of the earth applied in

a contrary direction, meets this circumference

at the point where it is intersected by a plane

drawn through the centre of the star and of the

earth tangentially to the terrestrial orbit, the star

must therefore appear to move in this circumfer-

ence, and to describe it in (c) a year, in such a

manner that it is always less advanced by one

hundred degrees, than the sun in his apparent

orbit.

This is precisely the phenomenon which has

been explained in the eleventh chapter of the first

book, from the observations of Bradley, to whom
we are indebted for its discovery and that of its

cause. The true place of the stars is the centre

of tlie small circumference which they appear to

describe
; their annual motion is only an illusion

produced by the combination of the motion of
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light with that of the earth. From its evident

relations with the position of the sun, it might he

justly supposed that it was only apparent ; but

the preceding explanation proves it to a demon-

stration. It also furnishes a sensible proof of the

motion of the earth about the sun, in the same

manner as the increase of degrees and of the

force of gravity from the equator to the poles,

proves the rotation of the earth on its axis.

The aberation of light affects the positions of

the sun, the planets, the satellites, and the co-

mets, but in a different manner from the fixed

stars, in consequence of their respective motions.

In order to divest them of this, and to obtain the

true position of the stars, we should impress at

each instant, on all these bodies, a motion equal

and contrary to that of the earth, which by this

means becomes immoveable, and which, as has

been already observed, neither changes their re-

spective positions, nor their appearances. It is

evident then that the star, at the moment that it is

observed, has not the direction of the rays of light

which strike our eye ; it deviates from it in con-

sequence of its real motion combined (d) with that

of the earth, which we suppose to be impressed on

it in a contrary direction. The combination of

these two motions, when observed from the earth,

produces the apparent, or as it is termed thegeocen-

trick motion. Therefore the true position of the

star will be obtained by adding to its observ-

ed geocentrick longitude or latitude, its geocen-

trick motion in longitude and . in latitude, in the
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interval of time which light takes to come from

the star to the^ earth. Thus the centre of-ihe sun

alwaTS appe^to 'us leas advanced in its orbit by

QSf'fSi than stf thedight was transmitted to us in*

stahtaneously.'

The abeirationchanges the apparent relations of

the celestial' phenomena with respect both to their

situation and duration. At the moment we see

them they no longer exist. The satellites of Ju.

piter have ceased to be eclipsed twenty-five or

thirty minutes, when we observe the termination

of |;he eclipse ;
and the variations of the change-

able stars precede by several years, the instant at

which they are observed. But the cause of all

these illusions being well understood, we can al-

ways refer the phenomena of the solar system, to

their true place and exact epoch.

The consideration of the celestial motions leads

us, then, to displace the earth fi*om the centre of

the world,' where we had placed it, deceived by

appearances, and by the natural propensity of

man to regard himself as the principal object of

nature. The globe which he inhabits is a planet

in motion on itself and about the sun. ^yhen it

is considered in this point view, all the phe-

nomena are explained in the simplest manner

;

thelaws'of the celestialmotions are rendered uni-

form, and the analogies are nil observed. Thus*

like Jupiter, Saturn and {Jraaus, the earth is ac>

companied by a satellite j it revolves on an axis

likeVenui^ Macs, Jupiter and Saturn,- end' pro-

bably all the 'Otho? planets i tike tiipm it borrows.'
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its light from the sun, and revolve about him in

the same direction, and according to the .amne

laws. Finally, the hypothesis of the earth*s mo*

tion combines in its favour simplicity, analogy,

and generally every thing which diaracterises the

true system of nature. We shall see, by following it

in all its consequences, that thecelestial phenomena

are reduced in their minutest details to one sole

law, of which they are the necessary develope-

ments. The motion of the earth will thus ao
quire all the certainty of which physical truths

are susceptible, and lyhich may result either from

the greatnumber and variety of phenomena whicdi

it explains, or from the simplicity of the laws on

which it is made to depend. No branch of na.

tural science combines in a higher degree these

criterea than the theory of the system of the

world, founded on the motion of the earth.

This motion enlarges our conceptions of the

universe, by furnishing for a measure of the dis-

tance of the heavenly bodies, an (e) immense base,

namely, the diameter of the earth’s orbit ; by
means of this, the dimensions ofthe planetary or-

bits have been exactly determined. Thus the mo-
tion of the earth, after having, by the illusions of

which it was itself the cause, retarded our know-
ledge the planetary motions for a great length

of time, has at last conducted us to a knowledge of
them, and that in a more accurate manner tlmn

if we had been placed at the focus of these mo-
tions. Nevertheless the annual parallax of the
fixed stats, or the angle which the dmmeter ofthe
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earth’s orbit would subtend at this centre, is in-

sensible, and does not amount to 6", even rela-

tively to those stars wh.ich(f) from their great bril-

liancy appear to be nearest to us ; they are there-

fore at least two hundred thousand times farther

from us than the sun. Their great brilliancy, at

such an immense distance, proves to us that they

do not, like the planets and satellites, borrow their

light from the sun, but that they shine with their

own proper light ; so that they may be considered

as so many suns distributed in the immensity of

space, and similarly to our own, may be the foci

of so many planetary systems. It would in fact

be sufficient to place oui'selves at the jiearest of

those stars, in order to see the sun as aluminous

star, the diameter of which was less than the

thirtieth part of a second.

It follows from the immense distances of the

stars, that their motions in right ascension and

declination are only apparent, and that they are

produced by the motion of the earth’s axis of ro-

tation. But some stars appear to have motions

proper to themselves, and it is probable that all

of them are in motion as well as the sun,

which carries with it in space the entire system

of the planets and comets, in the same manner

as each planet carries along with it, its satellites

in their motions about the sun.



CHAP. m.

Of Hue appearances which arisefrom the motion of

the earth.

FiioM the point of view in which a comparison of

the celestial phenomena has placed us, let us con*

sider the stars, and shew the perfect identity of

their appearances with those which we observe.

Whether the heavens revolve about the axis of

the world, or the earth revolves on its axis in a

contrary direction to the apparent motion of the

heavens, supposed to be at rest, it is clear that

the appearances of the stars, on either hypothe-

sis will be precisely the same. The only diflFer-

ence will be, that in the first case they will place

themselves over the different terrestrial meri.

dians, which, in the second case, will place them-

selves under these stars.

The motion of the earth being common to all

bodies situated on its surface, and also to the

fluids which cover it, their relative motions are

the same as if it was immoveable. Thus, in a

vessel transported with an uniform motion, every

body moves as if it was in a state of rest. A pro-

jectile thrown directly upwards falls on the same

spot from which it was projected ; it appears to

those in the vessel to describe a vertical line, but
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to « ^ectater on tbo shore, it will appear to move
obliquely to the horizon, and to describe a curve

which is sensibly parabolic. However, the real

velocity which arises from the rotatory motion of

the earth beii^‘somewhat less at the bottom than

at the top of an elevated tower, if a body be let

fall freely from this top, it is evident that in con-

sequence of the excess of its real velocity of rota-

tion above that of the bottom of the tower, it

should not fall exactly at the point where the

plumb line from the summit of the tower meets

the surface of the earth, but a little to the east.

In fact, it appears from analysis that its deviation

from this point towards the east, is proportional

to the sesquiplicate ratio of the height of the

tower, and to the cosine oflatitude, (a) and that at

the equator it is but for one hundred

metres of height. We may therefore, by means

of very accurate experiments on falling bodies,

render the rotation of the earth sensible. Those

which have been already instituted with this view

in Germany and Italy, agree sufficiently well with

the preceding results; but these experiments

which require the most delicate manipulation,

ought to be repeated with still greater precision.

The rotation of the earth is principally indicated

at its surface, by the effects of the centrifugal

force, which flattens the terrestrial spheroid at the

poles, and diminishes the gravity (&) at the equator,

two phenomena, which the measures of the pen-

dulum and of the degrees of the meridian, have

made known to us.
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In the revolution of the earth about the suiiy

its centre and all the points of its axis of rotation

move with equal and parallel velocities ;
this axis

therefore remains (c) always paraViri to itself. If

at every instant, a motion equal and contrary to

that of the earth’s centre be impressed on the hea*

venly bodies, and also on all tiie parts of the

earth, this centre would remain immoveable, as

also its axis of rotation ; but this impressed mo-

tion does not change at all the appearances of

that of the sun, it only transfers to this star, and

in a contrary directipn, the real motion of the

earth ; the appearances are consequently the

same, whether the earth be supposed to be at

rest, or to revolve about the sun. In ord«p to

trace more particularly the identity of these ap-

pearances, let us conceive a radius drawn from

the centre of the earth to that of the sun ; this

radius will be perpendicular to the plane which

separates the enlightened from the darkened he-

misphere of the earth. The sun is vertical to

the point where it intersects the surface of the

earth, and all the points of the terrestrial paral-

lel, which this ray meets successively, in conse-

quence of the diurnal motion have this star in

their zenith at noon. But whether the sun re-

volves about the earth, or the earth about the sun

and on its own axis, as it always preserves its

parallel position, it is evident that this radius

will trace the same smve on the surface of the

earth ; in each case it intersects the same terres-

trial parallels. When the apparent longitude ofthe
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«un is the same, this star will be equally elevated

above the horizon, and the duration of the days

will be equal. Thus, the seasons and the days

are precisely the same, whether the sun be suppos*

ed to be at rest, or to revolve about (d) the earth ;

and the explanation of the seasons, which has been

given in the preceding lK>ok, is equally applicable

to the first hypothesis.

The planets all move in the same direction

about the sun, but with different velocities
; the

durations of their revolutions increase in a greater

r^atio than their distances from this star
;
for in-

stance, Jupiter employs nearly twelve years to

perform its revolution, but the radius of the orbit

is only five times greater than the radius of the

earth’s orbit j its real velocity is consequently

less than that of the earth. This diminution of

velocity in the planets according as they are more
distant from the sun, obtains generally from

Mercury, which is the nearest, to Uranus, which

is the most remote from this star ; and it follows,

from the laws which we shall hereafter demon-

strate, that the mean velocities of the planets are

reciprocally as the square roots of (e) their mean
distances fi*om the sun.

Let us consider a planet of which the orbit is

surrounded by that of the earth, and follow it

from its superior to its inferior conjunction : its

apparent or geocentric motion is the result of its

real motion combined with that of the earth, es-

timated in a contrary direction. In the superior

conjunction, the real motion of the planet is
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contrary to that of the earth ; therefore its geo-

centrick motion is then equal to the sum of these

two motions, and it has the same ^ii'ection as

the geocentrick motion of the sun, which re.

suits from the motion of the earth transferred to

this star in a contrary direction ; consequently

the apparent motion ofthe planet is direct. In in-

ferior conjunction, the direction of the motion of

the planet is the same as that of the earth, and as

it is greater, the geocentrick motion preserves the

same direction, which consequently is contrary to

the apparent motion of the sun j therefore the

planet is then retrograde. It is easy to conceive that

in the passage from the direct to the retrograde mo-
tion, it must appear without motion, or stationary,

and that this will happen between the greatest

elongation and inferior (f) conjunction, when the

geocentrick motion of the planet resulting from
its real motion and that of the earth, applied in a
contrary direction, is in the direction of the visual

ray of the planet. These phenomena are entirely

conformable to the motions that are observed to

take place in the planets Mercury and Venus.
The motion of the planets, whose orbits com-

prehend that of the earth, has the same direc-

tion in their oppositions, as the motion of the
earth, but it is less, and being combined with
this last motion applied in a contrary direction,

the direction of the motion which it assumes is

opposed to its primitive direction, therefore in
this position, the geocentrick motion of these pla-
nets is retrograde, it is direct in the conjunctions

N
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like the motions of Venus and of Mercuiy, which

are also direct in their superior conjunctions.

If the motion of the earth he transferred to the

stara in a contrary direction, they must appear to

describe in the interval of a year, a circumference

equal and parallel to the terrestrial orbit, the di-

ameter of which would subtend at the star, an

angle equal to that under which the diameter of

this orbit would appear (^) from their centre. This

apparent motion is very similar to that which re-

sults from the combination of the motion of the

'earth with that of light, in- consequence of which

the stars appear to describe annually, a circum-

ference parallel to the ecliptic, the diameter of

which subtends an angle equal to but it dif-

fers from it in this, that in the first circumference

the position of the stars is precisely the same as

that of the sun, whereas in the second circumfer-

ence they are less advanced than this star, by one

hundred degrees. It is by means of this eircum-

stance that we are able to distinguish between

these two motions, and that we are assured that

the first is at least extremely small, as the

immense distance of the fixed stars renders the

angle, which the diameter of the earth’s orbit

subtends when seen from this distance, almost

insensible.

As the axis of the world is the prolongation

of the axis of rotation of the earth, the motion

of the poles of the celestial equator, indicated

by the phenomena of precession and nu-

tation (which have been explained in the Xlllth
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Chapter of the first book), must be referred to

this last axis. Therefore at the same time that the

earth revolves on its axis and about the sun, its

axis of rotation moves very slowly about the poles

of the ecliptic, making very small oscillations, the

period of which is the same as the motion of the

nodes of the lunar orbit. Finally, this motion is

not peculiar to the earth, for it has been observed

in the IVth Chapter of the first book, that the

axis of the moon moves in the same period, about

the poles of the ecliptic.



CHAP. IV.

Ofthe laws ofmotion of the planets about the suUy

and of thefigure of their orbits.

Nothing would be more easy than to calculate

from the preceding data, the position of the pla-

'nets at any given moment,' if their motions about

the sun were circular and uniform. But they

are subject to very sensible inequalities, the laws

of which constitute one of the most important

objects of Astronomy, and the only clew which

can conduct us to a knowledge of the general

principle of the heavenly motions. In order

to recognize these laws in the appearances

which the planets present to us, we must

divest their motions of the effects of the motion

of the earth, and refer to the sun, their position

as observed from different points of the earth’s

orbit. The dimensions of this orbit must be

therefore first of all determined, and the law of

the motion of the earth.

It has been shewn in the second Chapter of the

first book, that the apparent orbit of the sun is

an ellipse of which the earth occupies one of the

foci, but as the sun is really immoveable, he

should be placed in the focus, and the earth in the

circumference of the ellipse. The motion of the
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sun will be the same, and in order to obtain the

position of the earth as seen from the centre of

the sun, we should increase the position of that

star, by two right angles.

It was also observed, that the sun appears to

move in his orbit in such a manner that the ra>

dius vector, which connects its centre with that of

the earth, traces about it areas proportional

to the times in which they are described, but

in reality these areas are traced about the sun*

In general, every thing that has been stated

in the chapter already* cited, relative to the ex*

centricity of the solar orbit and its variations, and

respecting the position and motion of its perigee,

may be also applied to the terrestrial orbit,

with this sole exception, namely, that the earth’s

perigee is distant by two right angles from the

perigee of the sun. The figure of the earth’s or*

bit being thus known, let us examine how those

of the other planets may be determined. For ex-

ample, let us consider the planet Mars, which,

from the great excentricity of its orbit, and its

proximity to the earth, is peculiarly well adapted

to make known the laws of the planetary mo-
tions.

The orbit of Mars and its motion about the sun

would be known, if the angle which its radius

vector makes with an invariable line passing

through the centre of the sun be known at any

instant, and also the length of this radius. In

order to simplify the problem, we select those

positions of Mars, in which one of these <|uan-
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titles can be found separately
; and this is very

nearly the case in the oppositions, when the pla-

net is observed to correspond to the same point of

the ecliptic, to which it would be refeiTed from
the centre of the sun. From the difference be-

tween the angular motions of the earth and Mars,

this planet corresponds to different points of the

heavens in successive oppositions, therefore by
comparing together a great number of observed

oppositions, we are enabled to discover the law

^
which exists between (a) the time and the angular

motion of Mars about the sun, which is termed
his heliocentrick motion. The different methods
which are furnished by analysis, are considerably

simplified in the present case, by considering that

as the principal inequalities of Mars become the

same at the termination of each sidereal revolu-

tion, their sum may be (5) expressed by a rapidly

converging series of the sines of angles which are

multiples of its mean motion, the coefficients of

which series may be easily determined by means
of some select observations.

The law of the radius vector ofMars may after-

wards be obtained, by comparing observations of
this planet madenear its quadratures, in which case
the angle which this radius subtends is the gi’eatest.

In the triangle formed by lines which join the cen-

tres ofthe earth, ofthe sun and of Mars, the angle

at the earth is determined by direct observation, the
law of the heliocentrick motion (c) of Mars, fur-

nishes the angle at the sun, hy means of which we
may determine the radius vector of Mars in parts of
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the radius of the earth, which is itselfdetermined

in parts of the mean distance of the earth from the

sun. By comparing together a great humber of

radii vectores thus determined, the law of their

variations corresponding to the angles which they

make with an invariable right line, may be de-

termined, by which means the figure of the orbit

can be traced.

It was by a method very nearly similar, that

Kepler discovered the lengthened form of the orbit

ofMars; he conceived the fortunate idea ofcompar-

ing its figure with that of an ellipse, the sun being

in one of the foci ; and the numerous observations

of Tycho exactly represented in the hypothesis of

an elliptic orbit, left no doubt as to tho truth of

this hypothesis.

The extremity of the greater axis of the orbit

which is nearest to the sun, is called the

and the aphelion is the extremity which is farthest

from the sun. The angular velocity of Mars about

the sun is greatest at the perihelion
; it diminishes

according as the radius vector increases, and it is

least at the aphelion. A comparison of this ve-

locity with the pow'crs of the radius vector, shews

that it is reciprocally proportional to its square,

from which it follows, that the product id) of the

daily helioecentrick motion of Mars, into the

square of its radius, is constant. This product is

double of the small vector, traced by if,s ra-

dius about the sun, therefore the area which it

describes departing from an invariable line pas.

sing through the centre of the sun, increases as
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the number of days which have lapsed since the

epoch when the planet was upon this line ; con-

sequently the areas described by the radius of

Mars are proportional to the times. These laws of

the motion ofMars, which have beendiscovered by

Kepler, are the same as those of the apparent mo-

tion of sun, which have been developed in the se-

cond Chapter of the first book, they equally obtain

in the case of the earth. It was natural to extend

them to the other planets ; Kepler therefore es-

tablished as fundamental laws of the motions of

these bodies, the two following, which all subse-

quent observations have fully confirmed.

The orbits ofthe planets are ellipses, of which

the centre of the sun occupies one of the foci.

The areas described about this centre by the radii

vectores of the planets, are proportional to the times

oftheir description.

These laws are sufficient to determine the mo-

tion of the planets about the sun
; but besides it

is necessary to know for each of them, seven quan-

tities, which have been called the elements of

elliptic motion. Five of these elements respect the

motion in the ellipse, and are, 1st, the duration

of the sidereal revolution ; 2d, the semiaxes ma-

jor of the orbit, or the mean distance of the pla-

net from the sun ; 3d, the excentricity, from

which may be obtained the greatest equation of

the centre ; ith, the mean longitude of the pla-

net at a given epoch ; 5th, the longitude of the

perihelion at the same epoch. The two other

elements are relative to the position of the orbit
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itself ; and are 1st, the longitude at a given epoch,

of the nodes of the orhit, or of its points of inter-

section with a plane which is usually assumed to

be that of the ecliptic. 2d, The inclination of the

orbit to this plane. Therefore, for the seven pla-

nets which were known previous to the present

century, there were forty-nine elements to be de-

termined. The following table exhibits all those

elements for the first instant of the present cen-

tury, i. e. for the first of January, 1801, at mid-

night, according to the mean time of Paris.

The examination of this table shews that the

durations of the revolutions of the planets increase

with their mean distances from the sun. Kepler,

for a long time, sought the relation which' existed

between the distances and periods ; after a g^eat

number of trials, continued during sixteen years,

he at length recognized that the squares (e

)

ofthe

limes of the planets’ revolutions, are to each

other as the cubes of the major-axes oftheir orbits.

Such are the fundamental laws of the planetary

motion, which by exhibiting atronomy under a

new aspect, have led to the discovery of universal

gravitation.

The planetary ellipses are not invariable j their

major axes appear to be always the same ; but their

excentricities, theirinclinations toa fixedplane, the

positions of their nodes and perihelions, are subject

to variations, which hitherto appearto incre^epro-

portionally to the time. As (f) these variations

do not become sensible until after the lapse of

ages, they have been denominated secular inequa-
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There can be no doubt of their existence ;

but modern observations are not sufficiently re-

moved from each other, nor are the ancient ob-

servations sufficiently exact to enable us to deter-

mine exactly their precise quantity.

There have been likewise observed periodic in-

equalities, which derange the elliptic motions of

the planets. That of the earth is a little affected
;

for it has been before observed, that the apparent

elliptic motion of the sun appears to be so. But

these inequalities are principally apparent in the

two larger planets, Jupiter^and Saturn. From a

comparison of ancient Avith modern observations,

astronomers have infeiTed a diminution in the du-

ration of Jupiter’s revolution, and an increase in

that of Saturn. A comparison of {g) modern obser-

vations with each other furnishes a contrary result

;

which seems to indicate in the motion of these

planets, great inequalities of very long periods.

In the preceding century, the duration of the re-

volutions of Saturn seemed to be different, ac-

cording as the departure of the planet is supposed

to take place from different points of its orbit

;

its returns to the vernal equinox, have been more

rapid than to the autumnal. Finally, Jupiter and

Saturn experience inequalities, which amount to

several minutes, and which seem to depend on

the situation of these planets, either among them-

selves,_^r with respect to their perihelions. Thus,

every^thing indicates that in the planetary sys-

tem, independently of the principal cause which

makes the planets to revolve in elliptic orbits
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about the suu ; there existe several paiticular

causes, which derange their motions^ and at

length change the elements of their ellipses.

TABLE OF THE ELLIPTIC MOTION OF
THE PLANETS.

Durations of their sidereal revolutions.

• days.

Mercury 87, 96925804

Venus 224, 70078690

The Earth 365, 25638350

Mars . . 686, 9796458

Jupiter 4332, 5848212

Saturn 10759, 2198 I74
Uranus 30686, 8208296

Semiaxes axes majores of their orbits, or their

mean distances.

Mercury » » 0,3870981

Venus • • 0,7233316

The Earth • • 1,0000000

Mars . • • 1,5236923

Jupiter • • 5,202776

Saturn • • 9,5387861

Uranus • • 19,1823901
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Ratio of the excentricities to the semiaxes ma.

jores at the commencement of 1801.

Mercury 0,20551494

Venus 0,00686074

The Earth 0,01685318

Mars 0,0933070

Jupiter 0,048162160

Saturn 0,05615051

Uranus 0,0466108

The mean longitude for the midnight, which

separates the 31st of Deceihber, 1800, and the 1st

of January, 1801, mean time at Paris.

Mercury 182,‘’l5647

Venus 11,93259

The Earth 111,28179

Mars 71,24071

Jupiter 124,68251

Saturn 150,35354

Uranus 197,55589

Mean longitude of the perihelion, at the same
epoch.

Mercury 82I6256

Venus 143,0349

The Earth 110,5571

Mars 369,3323

Jupiter 12,3810

Saturn . 99,0647

Uranus 186,1500
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The sidereal and secular motion of the perihe-

lion, (the sign — indicates a retrogade motion.)

Mercury 1801,22

Venus 826,76

The Earth 3646,61

Mars 4882,70

Jupiter 2054,44

Saturn 5978,67

Uranus 740,98

The inclination of ‘the orbit to the ecliptic at

the commencement of 1801.

Mercury 7,78058

Venus 3,76807

The Earth 0,00000

Mars 2,05746

Jupiter . 1,46029

Saturn . 2,77027

Uranus 0,86069

The secular variation of the inclination to the

true ecliptic, (the sign -— indicates a diminu-

tion.)

Mercury

//

56,12

Venus 14,05

The Earth 0,00

Mars 0,81

Jupiter 69,77
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Saturn • •

//

47,88

Uranus • • 9,73

The longitude of the ascending node at the

commencement of 1801.

Mercury 4 • 51,0651

Venus • • 83,2262

The Earth • • 0,0000

Mars • • 53,3344

Jupiter . • • 109,3762

Saturn . • • 124,3819

Uranus • 81,1035

The sidereal and secular motion of the node

on the true ecliptic (the signs — indicates a re-

trograde motion,)

Mercury

//

2414,39

Venus 5775,92

The Earth 0,00

Mars 7187,50

Jupiter 4880,97

Saturn . 5995,35

Uranus 11107,43

The elements of the orbits of the four planets

recently discovered cannot be yet obtained with

precision, as'the time during which they have been

observed has been very short
;
besides the consi-
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derable perturbations which they experience,

have not as yet been determined. Underneath

are presented the elliptic elements which best

satisfy the observations hitherto made, but they

ought only to be considered as a first sketch of

the theory of the planets.

Durations of their sidereal revolutions.

days.

Ceres 1081,3931

Pallas
•

1086,5388

Juno . 1592,6608

Vesta 1325,7431

Semi axes-majores of their orbits.

Ceres . 2,767245

Pallas 2,77^886

Juno 2,669009

Vesta 2,36787

atio of the excentricity to

major.

the semiaxis

Ceres . 0,078439

Pallas 0,241648

Juno 0,257848

Vesta . 0,089130
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Mean longitude at the midnight commencing

1820.

Ceres

Pallas

Juno

Vesta

Longitude

Ceres .

Pallas .

Juno

Vesta .

136,8461

120,3422

222,3989

309,2917

at the same

163, 4727

134, 5754

59, 5142

277, 2853

of the perijielion

epoch.

Inclination of the orbit to the ecliptic.

Ceres

Pallas

Juno

Vesta

11,8044

38,4344

11,5215

7,9287
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JLongitude of the ascending node at the com-

mencement of 1810

Ceres
,

87“6557

Pallas 191,8416

Juno 190,1421

Vesta , , , J14,69p8



CHAP. V.

Of the figure of the orbits of the comets, and of the

laws of their motion about the sun.

The siin being at the focus of the planetary orbits,

it is natural to suppose that he is also in the focus

of the< orbits of the comets.' But as these stai’s dis-

appear after having been visible some months at

most, their orbits, instead of being nearly circular,

like those of the planets, are very excentric, and

the sun is very near to that part in which they are

visible. The ellipse, by means of the infinite va-

rieties which it admits of from the circle to the

parabola, may represent these different orbits.

Analogy leads us then to suppose that the comets

move in ellipses, of which the sun occupies one of

the foci, and to consider them as moving accord-

ing to the same laws as the planets, so that the

areas traced by their radii vectores are equal in

equal times.

It is almost impossible to know the duration of

the revolution of a comet, and consequently the

greater axis of its orbit, by an observation ofonly

one of its appearances •, hence the area which its

radius vector describes in a given time, cannot

be determined rigorously. But it should be

considered that the small portion of the ellipse.
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described by the comet during its appearance,

may be supposed to coincide with a parabola, and

that thus its motion may be calculated in this in-

terval, as if it was parabolical.

According to the laws of Kepler, the sectors,

traced in equal times by the radii vectores of

two planets, are to each other as the areas of ('/)

their ellipses, divided by the times of their revolu-

tions
; and the squares of these times are to each

other as the cubes of their greater semiaxes. It

is easy to infer from this, that if a planet he sup-

posed to move in a circular orbit, of which the

radius is equal to the perihelion distance of the

comet, the sector, described by the radius vector

of the comet, will be to the corresponding sector

described by the radius vector of the planet, in the

ratio of the square root of the aphelion (b) dis-

tance of the comet to the square root of the semi-

axis major of its orbit, which ratio, when the

ellipse changes into a parabola, becomes that of

the square root of two to unity
;
by this means,

the ratio of the sector of the comet to that of the

fictitious planet may be obtained
; and it is easy

by what precedes to obtain the ratio of this sector

to that which the radius vector of the earth traces

in the same time. We can therefore determine

for any instant whatever, the area traced by the

radius vector of the comet, commencing with the

moment of its passage through the perihelion,

and fix its position in the parabola, which it is

supposed to describe.
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Nothing more is necessary but to determine,

by means of observations, the elements of the

parabolick motion, that is to say, the perihelion

distance of the comet, in parts of the mean dis-

tance of the sun from the earth, the position of

the perihelion, the instant of the passage through

the perihelion, the inclination of the orbit to the

ecliptic, and the position of its nodes. The in-

vestigation of these five elements presents gi’eater

difficulties than that of the elements of the

planets, which being always visible, may be com-

pared* in positions the mos’i, favourable to the de-

termination of these elements, while on the other

hand, the comets are only visible for a short time,

and almost always in circumstancs, in which their

apparent motion is extremely complicated by the

real motion of the earth, which we transfer to

them in a contrary direction. Notwithstanding

all these obstacles, we have succeeded by dif-

ferent methods, in determining the orbits of tiie

comets. Three complete observations are more
than sufficient for this purpose ; all the others

servo only to confirm the accuracy of these ele-

ments, and the truth of the theory which we have

explained. More than one hundred comets, of

which the numerous observations, are exactly re-

presented by this theory, remove all doubt as to

its accuracy. Thus, the comets, which for a long

time were regarded as meteors, are stars similar

to the planets
;
their motions and their returns

are regulated by laws similar to those which in-

fluence the planetary motions.
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Let us take notice here, how the true system

of nature, according as it developcs itself, re-

ceives more confirmation. The simplification of

the celestial phenomena, on the hypothesis that

the earth moves, compared with their great com-

plexity, on the hypothesis of its immobility, ren-

ders the first of these hypotheses extremely pro-

bable. The laws of elliptic motion, common then

to the planets and to the comets, increase this pro-

bability considerably, which becomes still greater

from the consideration that the motions of the

comets are subject to the sumo laws.

These stars do not all move in the same direc-

tion, like the planets. Some have an actual direct

motion, the direction of the motion of others is

retrograde ; the inclinations of their orbits are not

confined within a narrow zone like those of the

planetary orbits
;
they exhibit all varieties of in-

clination, from the orbit situated on the plane of

the ecliptic, to an orbit perpendicular to this

plane.

A comet is recognized when it reappears, by

the identity of the elements of its orbit with those

of the orbit of a comet already observed. If the

perihelion distance, the position of this perihe-

lion and of its nodes, and the inclination of its

orbit be very nearly the same, it is then extremely

probable that the comet which appears is that

which had been observed before, and which after

having receded to such a distance that it was in-

visible, returns into that part of its orbit which is

nearest to the sun. As the durations of the revo-
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lutions of comets are very long, and as it is not

quite two centuries since these stars have been

carefully observed, the period of the revolution of

only one comet is known with certainty, namely,

that of 1759, which had been before oliserved in

1682, 1607, and 1531. This comet returns to

its perihelion in about seventy-six years. Thei*e-

fore if the mean distance of the sun from the earth

be assumed equal to unity, the greater axis of its

orbit is very nearly 35,9 j
and as its perihelion

distance is only 0,58, it recedes firom the sun, at

least thirty-five times farther than the earth, de-

scribing an extremely excentric ellipse. Its return

to the perihelion was longer by thirteen months

from 1531 to I607, than from I607 to 1682 ; and

it was eighteen months shorter, from I6O7 to

1682, than from 1082 to 1759. It appears there-

fore that causes similar to those which derange

the elliptic motion of the planets, disturb also

that of the comets in a much more sensible

maimer.

The return of some other comets has been sus-

pected
; the most probable of these returns was

that of the comet of 1532, which was supposed to

be the same with that of 166 1 , the time of the revo-

lution of which has been fixed at 129 years, but

this comet not having appeared in 1790, as was ex-

pected, there is great reason to believe that these

two comets, were not the same, and we shall not

be surprized at this, if we consider the inaccuracy

of the observations of Appian and Frucastor, from

which the elements were determined in 1532.
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These observations are so rude, that according to

Mechain, who has carefully examined them, they

leave an uncertainty of 41®, on the position of the

node, of 10“, on the inclination, of 22®, on the po-

sition of the perihelion, and of 0,255 on the pe-

rihelion distance.

The elements of the orbit of the comet observ-

ed in 1818, correspond so exactly with those of

the orbit of the comet observed in 1805, that it

has been inferred that these comets are the same,

which would assign the short period of thirteen

years for the time of*revolution, provided that

there was no intermediate return of the comet to

its perihelion'; but M. Enk has ascertained by

a careful discussion of the numerous observations

of this star in 1818 and 1819, that its revolution

is still less by 1203® very ncai’ly
;
he concluded that

it should reappear in 1822 : and in order to faci-

litate to observers the means of finding it again,

he computed the position which it aught to have

on each day of its approaching appearance. From
the southern declinations of the comet during the

time of this appearance, it is almost impossible to

observe it in Europe. Fortunately it has been ob-

served at New Holland by M. Rumker, an expert

Astronomer, who was brought there by General

Brisbane, who is himself an able Astronomer,

and has interested himself very much in the ad-

vancement of this science. M. Rumker observed

it for each successive day, from the 2d to the 23d of

June 1822, and its observed positions accord so

well with those which M. Enk had previously
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calculated, that there cannot remain any doubt

on this return of the comet, predicted by M*
Enk.

The nebulosity with which the comets are al-

most always surrounded, seems to be formed by

the vapours which the solar heat excites from

their surface. In fact, the great heat which they

experience near to their perihelion, may be sup-

posed to rarify the particles which have been con-

gealed by the excessive cold of the aphelion.

This heat is most intense for those comets, whose
perihelion distance is very ‘small. The perihelion

distance of the comet of 1680, was one hundred
and sixty-six times less than the distance of the

sun firom the earth, and consequently it ought to

experience a heat twenty-seven thousand five hun-

dred times greater than that which is communi-
cated to the earth, if, as every thing induces

us to think, the heat is proportional to the inten-

sity of its light. This excessive heat, which is

much greater than any which we could produce,

would volatilise, according to all appearances, the

greater number of terrestrial substances.

Whatever be the nature of heat, we know that

it dilates all bodies. It changes solids into flu-

ids, and fluids into . vapours. These changes of

form are indicated by certain phenomena which
we will trace from ice. Let us consider a volume
of snow or of pounded ice in an open vessel sub-

mitted to the action of a great heat. If the tem-
perature of this ice be below that of melting ice,

it will increase up to zero of temperature. After
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having attained tliis (e) point, the ice will melt

by new additions of heat ; but if cftre be taken to

agitate it, until all the ice is melted, the water

into which the ice isjconverted, will always remain

at the same temperature, and the heat communi-

cated by the vessel will not be sensible to the

thermometer immersed in it, as it will be entirely

occupied in converting the ice into water. After

all the ice is melted, the additional heat will con-

tinually raise the temperature of the water and of

the thermometer till the moment of ebullition.

The tliermometer will* then beeome stationary a

second time
;
and the heat communicated by the

vessel will be entirely employed in reducing the

water into steam, the temperature of which will

be the same as that of boiling water. It appears

from this detail, that the water produced by the

melting of ice and the vapours into which boiling

water is converted, absorb at the moment of

their formation a considerable quantity of caloric,

which reappears in the reconversion of aqueous

vapours to the state of water, and of water to the

state of ice
;
forthese vapours,when condensedon a

coldbody, communicate much moreheat to it than

it would receive from an equal weight of boiling

water ; besides we know that water can preserve

its fluidity, though its temperature may be several

degrees below zero ;
and that in this state, if it

is slightly agitated, it is converted into ice, and

the thermometer, when plunged in it, ascends to

zero, in consequence of the heat given out during
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this change. All bodies which we can make pass

from a solid to a fluid (f) state, present similar

phenomena ; but the temperatures at which their

fusion and ebullition commences, are very dif-

ferent for each of them.

The phenomenon which has been just detailed,

although very universal, is only a particular case

of the following general law, “ in all the changes

ofcondition which a body undergoesfrom the action

ofcaloric, a part of this caloric is employed in pro-

ducing them, and becomes latent, that is to say, in-

sensible to the thermometer^ hut it reappears when,

the system returns to its primitive state.*- Thus

when a gas contained in a flexible envelope is dila-

ted by an increase oftemperature, the thermome-

ter is not affected by the part of the caloric which

produces this effect, but this latent part becomes

sensible when the gaz is reduced by compression

to its original density.

There are bodies which cannot be reduced to a

state of fluidity, by the greatest heat which we can

produce. There are othei’s which the greatest

cold experienced on earth is unable to reduce to

a solid state : such arc the fluids which compose

our atmosphere, and which, notwithstanding the

pressure and cold to which they have been sub-

jected, have still maintained themselves in the

state of vapours. But their analogy with aeriform

fluids, to which we can reduce a great number of

substances bythe application ofheat, and their con-

densation by compression and cold, leaves no
doubt but that the atmospheric fluids are extremely
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volatile bodies, which an intense cold would re-

duce to a solid state. To make them assume this

state, it would be sufficient to remove the earth

farther from the sun, as it would be sufficient in

order that water and several other bodies should

enter into our atmosphere, to bring the earth

nearer to the sun. These great vicissitudes take

place in the comets, and principally on those

which approach very near to the sun in their pe-

rihelion. The nebulosities which surround them,

being the effect of the vaporisation of fluids at

their surface, the cold which follows ought to mo-

derate the excessive heat which is produced by

their proximity to the sun ; and the condensation

of the same vaporised fluids when they recede from

it, repairs in part the diminution of temperature,

which this remotion ought to produce, so that the

double effect of the vaporisation and condensation

of fluids, makes the difference between the ex-

treme heat and cold, which the comets experience

at each revolution, much less than it would other-

wise be.

When the comets are obseiwed with very pow-

erful telescopes, and under circumstances in which

we ought only to perceive a part of the illumi-

nated hemisphere, we are not able to discover any

phases. One only, comet namely, that of 1682,

presented them to Hevelius and La Hire.

We shall see in the sequel, that the masses of

the comets are extremely small, the diameters of

their disks must therefore be nearly insensible,

and what is termed their miclms is most
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probably made up in a great part, of the den-

sest strata of the nebulosity which surrounds

them. Thus Herschel has discovered by means of

very powerful telescopes in the nucleus of the

comet of 1811, a brilliant point which he judged

with reason to be the disk of the cornet. These

strata are extremely rare, in as much as the stars

have been sometimes observed through them.

It appears that the tails which accompany the

comets, are formed by the most volatile particles,

whi(?h are excited at their surface by the heat of

the sun, and which are dispersed indefinitely by the

impulsion of its rays. This may be inferred from

the direction ofthese trains of vapour, which are al-

ways beyond the comet relatively to the sun, and

which continually increasing according as these

stars approach to this luminary, do not attain

their maximum till after these bodies have passed

through the perihelion. From the extreme te-

nuity of the molecules, the ratio of the surfaces

to the masses is increRsed, so that it may render

sensible the impulsion of the solar rays, (ff) which

ought then to make each particle to describe an

hyperbolic orbit, the sun being in the focus of the

corresponding conjugate hyperbola. A succession

of molecules moving on these curves from the head

of the comet, form a luminous train directed from

the sun, and forming a small angle with that part

of the comet’s orbit which it has passed over
; this

is in fact what observation indicates. From the

quickness with which these tails inci’ease, we may
form some estimate of the rapidity of ascension of
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their molecules. It is possible to conceive that

differences of volatility, of magnitude, and of den-

sity, in the molecules, may produce considerable

differences in the curves which they describe,

which must cause great varieties in the form, the

length, and the magnitude of the tails of the co-

mets. If these effects be combined with those

which may arise from a rotatory motion in these

stars, and from the illusions of the annual paral-

lax, we may be able to account for the singular

appearances which their nebulosities and tails ex-

hibit to us.

Although the dimensions of the tails of the co-

mets may be several millions of myriametres, still

they do not sensibly dim the light of the stars,

which are seen through them ; they are therefore

extremely rare, and it is probable that their mas-

ses are less than those of the smallest mountains

of the earth. Consequently in the event of their

meeting with this planet, tho y' cannot produce any

sensible effect. It is extremely probable that they

have several times enveloped it without its being

observed. The state of the atmosphere has a con-

siderable influence on their appaient length and

magnitude; between the tropics they appear

much greater than in our climates. Pingre states,

that he observed a star which appeared in the tail

of the comet of 1769, and which receded from it

in a few moments. But this appearance is only

an illusion, which is produced by the clouds float-

ing in our atmosphere, which are sufficiently

dense to intercept the feeble light of this tail, at
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the same time that they are sufficiently rare to

enable us to perceive the more vivid light of

the star. It cannot (?i) be supposed that the

molecules of the vapours of which the tails

are composed, make such rapid oscillations, of

which the extent surpasses a million of myria-

metres.

If the evaporable substances of a comet dimi-

nish at each of its returns to the perihelion,

they ought after several revolutions to be entirely

dissipated in space, and the comet ought only to

exhibit afterwards the appearance of a solid

neucleus ;
those comets whose revolution is short,

will arrive at this state sooner than others. The

comet of 1682, the time of whose revolution is

only seventy-six years, is the only one which has

as yet exhibited appearances which correspond to

this state of fixity. If the neucleus be too small to

be perceived, or if the evaporable substances which

remain at its surface, are in too small a quantity

to constitute by their evaporation, a sensible head

to the comet
j
the star will be for ever invisible.

Perhaps this is one of the reasons, which renders

the reappearances of the comets so rare
;
perhaps

it is on thi# account that the comet of 1770 has

totally (luappeared, though during the time of its

appearance it described an ellipse in a period of

five years and a half
; so that if it has continued

to describe this curve, it must since that epoch

have returned at least five times to its (0 peri-
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helion. Perhaps finally this is the cause, why

several comets whose routs we can trace in the

heavens by means of the elements of their or-

bits, have disappeared sooner than might be ex-

pected.



CHAP. VI.

Of the laws of the motion of the satellites about their

respective primary planets.

We have explained in the sixth chapter of the

first book the laws of the motion of the satellite

of the earth, it now remain^ to consider those of

the motions of the satellites of Jupiter, of Saturn,

and of Uranus.

If the semidianieter of the equator of Jupiter,

which is supposed to be 56",702 at the mean dis-

tance of Jupiter from the suftf be assumed equal

to unity, the mean distances of the satellites from

its centre and the durations of their sidereal revo-

lutions will be (a) as follows

;

Mean distances. Durations.

days.

1. Satellite 6,04853 1,769137788148

II. Sat. . . 9,62347 3,551181017849

III. Sat,,. . . 15,35024 7,154552783970

IV. Sat. . . 26,99835 16,688769707084

It is easy to infer the dui'ations of the synodic

revolutions- of the satellites, or the intervals be-

tween the return of their mean conjunctions with

Jupiter, from the durations of their sidereal re-

volutions, and firom that of the revolution of Ju-
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piter. From a comparison of their mean dis-

tances with the durations of their sidereal revolu-

tions, it appears that the same beautiful proportion

which has been observed to obtain between the du-

rations of the revolutions of the planets and their

mean distances from the sun, obtains also in the case

of the satellites, namely, that the squares of the

times ofthe sidereal revolutions of the satellites are

as the cubes of their mean distances from^he cen-

tre of Jupiter. The frequent recurrence of the

eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites, has furnished astro-

nomers with the means? of tracing their motions

with a precieision, which could not be obtained by

observing their angular distance from Jupiter.

They have enabled us to recognize the following

results : ,,

The ellipticity of th’fe orbit ofthe first satellite is

insensible ;
its plane coincides very nearly with

the plane of Jupiter’s equator, the inclination of

which to the plane of the orbit is about 4“,4352.

The ellipticity of the orbit of the second satel-

lite is also insensible, its inclination to Jupiter’s

orbit is variable, as is also the position of its

nodes. All these variations may be very nearly

represented, by supposing the orbit of the satel-

lite to be inclined in an angle of 5152" to the

equator of Jupiter, and by making its nodes to

move on this plane with a retrograde motion, of

which the period is thirty Julian years.

A slight ellipticity has been observed in the or-

bit of the third satellite, the extremity of its

g^reater axis which is nearest to Jupiter, and which

has been termed its perigovet has a direct motion,

p
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but of a variable quantity. The excentricity of

the orbit is also subject to very sensible variations

near the close of the last century, the equation of

the centre had attained its maximum, and amount-

ed to 2458" very nearly : it afterwards diminish-

ed, and near to 1777 it was at its minimum, when

it amounted to 949''. The inclination of the orbit

of this satellite to that of Jupiter, and the posi-

tion of fts nodes are variable ; all these variations

may be very nearly represented, by supposing the

orbit to be inclined at an angle of 2284", to the

equator of Jupiter, and by assigning to its nodes

a retrograde motion on the plane of this equator,

in a period of 142 years. Notwithstanding this,

astronomers who have determined by the eclipses

of this satellite (h) the inclination of the equator

of Jupiter on the plane of its orbit have found

that it is invariably nine or ten minutes less

than what is assigned by the eclipses of the first

and of the second satellite. The orbit of the

fourth satellite has a very visible ellipticity
; its

perigove moves in consequentia with an annual

motion amounting to 7939". The inclination of

this orbit to that of Jupiter is about 2®,7. It is in

consequence of this inclination, that the fouitli

satellite passes frequently behind the planet rela-

tively to the sun without being eclipsed. From
the discovery of the satellites until the year 1760,

the inclination appeared to be constant, and the

annual motion of the nodes on the orbit of Jupi-

ter, has been direct and about 788''. But, since

1760, the inclination has increased, and the mo-
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tion of the nodes has diminislied in r vory sensi-

ble manner. We shall resume the consideration

of these inequalities, after their cause shall

have been explained.

Independently of these variations, the satellites

are subject to inequalities, which derange their

elliptic motions, and render their theory extreme-

ly complicated. They are principally sensible in

the three first satellites, of which the mot^ns ex-

hibit very remarkable relations.

It appears from a comparison of the times of

their revolutions, that the period of the first sa-

tillite is only about half the duration of the period

of the second, which itself is only half of that of

the period of the third satellite. Thus, the mean
motions ofthese three satellites follow very nearly

a geometric progression, of which the ratio is one

half. If this proportion obtained accurately, the

mean motion of the first satellite, plus twice the

mean motion of the third, would be precisely

equal to three times the mean motion of the se-

cond. But this equality is much more accurate

than the progression itself so that we are in-

duced to consider it as rigorously true, and to re-

ject the very small quantities by which it deviates

from it, as arising from the errors of observa-

tion ; at least we can affirm that it will subsist

for a long series of ages.

A result which is equally remarkable, and which

is given by observation with equal precision, is,

that from the discovery of the satellites, the mean
longitude of the first minus three times that of

p 2
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the second, plus twice that of the third, does not

differ from two right angles, by any perceptible

quantity.

These two results also obtain, between the

mean motions, and the mean synodic longitudes

;

for as the synodic motion of a satellite is the ex-

cess of its sidereal motion above that of the pla-

net, if in the preceding results, the synodic mo-

tions bd substituted in place of the sidereal mo-

tions, the mean motion of Jupiter disappears, and

these results remain the same. It follows from

this, that for a great number ofyears at least, the

three first satellites of Jupiter cannot be eclipsed

together, but in the simultaneous eclipses of the

first and third, the first will be always in con-

junction with Jupiter ; it will be always in oppo-

sition, in the simultaneous eclipses of the sun^

produced at Jupiter by the two other satellites.

The periods and the laws of the principle in-

equalities of these satellities are the same. The
inequality of the first advances or retards its eclip-

ses, by 223'',.5 of time at its maximum. A com-

parison of its quantity, in the respective positions

of the two fiist satellites, shews that it disappears

when these satellites seen from the centre of Ju-

piter, are at the same time, in opposition, to the

sun
; that it afterwards increases, and becomes

the greatest possible, when the first satellite at the.

moment of its opposition is 30° more advanced

than the second
; that it vanishes again when it is

more advanced by 100 than the second, and that

beyond this, it is affected with a contraiy sign
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and retards the eclipses ; that it increases until the

distance of the planets from each other is 150",

when it is at its negative maximum ; that then it

diminishes, and disappears when this distance is

200"
; finally, in the second half of the circum-

ference, it runs through the same series of changes

as in the first. From this it has been inferred,

that there exists in the motion of the first satellite

about Jupiter, an inequality, which at its maxi-

mum is 5O5O",0 of a degree, and proportional to

the sine of double of the excess of the mean lon-

gitude of the first satellite above that of the se-

cond, which excess is equal to the difference of

the mean synodic longitudes of the two satellites.

The period of this inequality is only four days

}

but how is it transformed in the eclipses of the

first satellite into a period of 437'’,0592 ? this is

what we proceed to explain.

Suppose that the first and second satellite de-

part together from their mean oppositions with

the sun. After the description of each circum-

ference, the first satellite will be, in virtue of its

mean synodic motion, in its mean opposition with

the sun. If we suppose an imaginary star, of

which the angular motion is equal to the excess

of the mean synodic motion of the first satellite,

above twice that of the second ;
then twice the

difference of the mean synodic motions of the two

satellites will be, in the eclipses of the first, equal

to a multiple of the circumference plus the mo-

tion of the imaginary star ; consequently the sine

of this last motion will be proportional to the in-
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equality of the first satellite in the eclipses, and

may represent it. Its period is equal to the dura-

tion of the revolution of the imaginary star, which

duration is, from the mean synodic motions ofthe

two satellites about 437‘‘,6592 ; it is thus deter-

mined with greater accuracy than by direct ob-

servation.

The law of the inequality of the second satel-

lite, is precisely the same as that of the first, with

this difference, that it is always of a contrary

sign
;
at its maximum it advances or retards the

eclipses by about 1059",^ of a degree ; from a

comparison of the respective positions of the two

satellites, it appears that it vanishes when they are

at the same time in opposition to the sun
; that it

then retards the eclipses of the second more and

more, until those two satellites are at the mo-
ment of the occurrence of the phenomena, elon-

gated from each other one hundred degrees
;
that

this retardation diminishes and becomes nothing

a second time, when the mutual distance of the

two satellites is two hundred degrees
;
finally, that

beyond this time, the eclipses advance as they had

previously retarded. From these observations it

has been inferred, that there exists -in the motion

of the second satellite, an inequality of 11 920^,7 at

its maximum; and that it is proportional to, and

affected with a contrary sign, to the sine of the

mean longitude of the first satellite over that of

the second, which excess is equal to the difference

of the mean synodic motions of the two satcl-

lite.
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If the two depart together from their mean op-

position to the sun, the second will be in its mean
opposition after the completion of each circumfer-

ence, which it will have described in consequence

of its mean synodic motion. If, as in the case of

the first satellite, we conceive a star of which the

angular motion is equal to the excess of the mean
synodic motion of the first satellite, over twice

that of the second, then the difference of the

mean synodic motions of the two satellites will

be, in the eclipses of the second equal to a multi-

ple of the circumference, plus the motion of the

fictitious star ; consequently the inequality of the

second satellite will, in its eclipses, be propor-

tional to the sine of the motion of this imaginary

star. Hence we see the reason why the period

and the law of this inequality, are the same, as

those of the inequality of the first satellite.

The influence of the first satellite, on the in,

equality of the second is very probable. But if

the third produces in the motion of the second,

an inequality similar to that which the second

seems to produce in the motion of the first, that

is to say, proportional to the sine of double of the

difference of the mean longitudes of the second

and thiid satellite ; this new inequality will be

confounded with that which arises from the firat

satellite, for in consequence of the relation which

exists between the mean longitudes of the three

first satellites, and what has been already explain-

ed, the difference of the mean longitudes of the

two first satellites is equal to the same circumfer-
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encc plus, twice the difference between the mean
longitudes of the second and third satellites, so

that the sine of the first difference is the same as

the sine of twice the second difference, only affect-

ed with a contrary sign. The inequality pro-

duced by the third satellite, in the motion of the

second, would thus have the same sign, and

would follow the same law as the inequality ob-

served in this motion ; it is thei'efore extremely

probable that this inequality is the result of two

inequalities depending on the first and third sa-

tellite. If in the progress of time, the preceding

relation between the longitudes should cease to

exist; these two inequalities which are now
blended together would be separated, and we
might by observation determine their respective

values. But we have seen that this relation must

subsist for a very long time, and in the fourth

book it will appear, that this relation is rigorously

true. Finally, the inequality relative to the third

satellite in its eclipses, compared with the respec-

tive positions of the second and third, presents

the same relations as the inequality of the se-

cond, compared with the respective positions of

the two first satellites. Consequently there exists

in the motion of the third satellite, an inequality

proportional to the sine of the excess ofthe mean
longitude of the second satellite above that of the

third, which inequality at its maximum is 808", of

a degree.- If we conceive a star of which the angu-

lar motion is equal to the excess ofthe mean syno-
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die motion of the second satellite above twice the

mean synodic motion of the third, the inequality

of the third satellite in the eclipses will be propor-

tional to the sine of the motion of the imaginary

star; but in consequence of the relation which

subsists between the mean longitudes of the three

first satellites, the sine of this motion is with the

exception of the sign, the same as that of the mo-

tion of the first imaginary star which has been

considered. Thus the inequality of the third sa-

tellite in its eclipses has the same period, and fol-

lows the same laws, as’the inequalities of the two

first satellites.

Such are the periods of the principal inequali-

ties of the three first satellites of Jupiter, which

Bradley seems to have suspected, but which Var-

genten has since detailed with the greatest accu-

raey. Their correspondence and that of the mean
motions and mean longitudes of these satellites,

appear to eonstitute a sepai’ate system of these

three bodies, actuated according to all appearance

by common forces, from which arise those rela-

tions, which they have in common.

If the apparent semidiameter of the equator of

this planet, at its mean distance from the sun,

which is about 25% be assumed as unity, the mean

distances of the satellites from its centre, and the

durations of their sidereal revolutions are

:
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Mean distances. Durations.

I. . . 3,351 . . . 0,94271.

II. . . 4,300 . . . 1,37024.

III. . . 5,284 . . . 1,88780.

IV. . . 6,819 . . . 2,73948.

V. . . 9,524 . . . 4,51749.

VI. . . 22,081 . . . 15,94530.

VII. . . 64,359 . . . 79,32960.

By comparing the durations of the revolutions

of the satellites, with their mean distances from

the centre of Saturn, we recognize the beautiful re-

lation discovered by Kepler relatively to the pla-

nets, and which we have already observed to ex-

ist in the system of the satellites of Jupiter, i, e.

that the squares of the times -of the revolutions of

the satellites of Saturn, are as the cubes of their

mean distances from the centre of this planet.

The great distance of the satellites of Saturn,

combined with the difficulty of observing their po-

sition, has not enabled us to recognize the ellip-

ticity of their orbits, and still less the inequalities

of their motions. However, the ellipticity ofthe

orbit of the sixth satellite is perceptible.

If we assume as unity, the semidiameter of

Uranus, which is 6", when seen from the mean

distance of the planet from the sun ; the mean

distances of the satellites from its centre, and the

durations of their revolutions are, according to the

observations of Herchell

:
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Mean distances. Durations.

I. . . 13,120 .

II. . . 17,022 .

III. . . 19,845 .

IV. . . 22,762 .

V. . . 45,507 .

VI. . . 91,008 .

. 5,8926.

. 8,7068.

. 10,9611 .

. 13,4559.

. 38,0750.

. 107,6944.

These durations, with the exception of the se-

cond and fourth, have been inferred from the

greatest observed elongations, and from the law ac-

cording to which the squares ofthe periods are pro-

portional to the cubes of their mean distances from

the planet, which law is confirmed by observa-

tions made on the second and fourth satellite, the

only ones which are sufficiently well known
; so

that it may be considered as a general law of the

motion of a system of bodies which revolve about

a common focus.

It may now be asked what are the principal

forces which retain the planets, the satellites and

the comets in their respective orbits? what

particular forces derange their elliptic mo-

tions; what cause makes the equinoxes to re-

grade, and produces the rotation of the earth and

moon about their axes ;
finally, by the action of

what forces, are the waters of the sea raised twice

each day; the supposition of one sole princi-

ple on which all these laws depend, is worthy

of the majestic simplicity which pervades all

nature. The generality of the laws which the
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celestial motions present, seems to indicate*its ex-

istence j even already we may suspect that such a

principle is in existence, from the connection be-

tween these phenomenaand therespective positions

ofthe bodies of the solar system. But in order

that we may be able to place it in the clearest

light, the laws of the motion of matter must be

known.



BOOK THE THIRD.

OF THE LAWS OF MOTION.

At nunc per maria terras sublimaque caeli

Multa modis multis varia ratlone moveri

Cemimus ante oculos.

Lucret : lib. 1.

Surrounded as we are by an infinite variety

of phenomena, which continually succeed each

other in the heavens and on the earth, philoso-

phers have succeeded in recognizing the small

number of general laws to which matter is sub-

ject in its motions. To them, all nature is obe-

dient ; and every thing is as necessarily derived

from them, as the return of the seasons
; so that

the curve which is described by the lightest atom
that seems to be driven at random by the winds, is

regulated by laws as certain as those which confine

the planets to their orbits. The importance of
these laws, on which we continually depend,

ought to have excited the curiosity of mankind in

all ages
;
yet by the effect of an indifference but

too common to the human mind, they were ut-

terly unknown, until the commencement of the
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17th century, at which epoch Gallileo laid the

first foundations of the science of motion by his

beautiful discoveries on the descent of bodies.

Geometricians, following up the steps of this great

man, have finally reduced the whole science of

mechanics to general formula, which leaves no-

thing to be desired but to bring the analysis to

perfection.



CHAP. I.

Offorces, of their composition, and of the equili-

brium ofa materialpoint,

A BODY appears to us to move, when it changes

its situation relatively to a system of bodies which

we suppose to be at rest. Thus in a vessel which

moves in an uniform manner, bodies seem to us

move, when they correspond successively to its

different parts. This motion is only relative j for

the vessel moves on the surface of the sea, which

revolves round the axis of the earth, the centre of

which moves about the sun, which is itself car-

ried along in the regions of space, together with

the earth and the planets. In order to conceive

a term to those motions, and to arrive at length

at some fixed points, from which we may reckon

the absolute motion of bodies, we conceive a

space without bounds, immoveable, and penetra-

ble to matter ; and it is to different parts of this

space, whether real or imaginary (a) that we in

imagination refer the position of bodies ; and we
conceive them to be in motion when they cor-

respond successively to different points of this

space.^

The nature of that singular modification, in

consequence of which a body is transported from
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one place to another, is, and always will be, un-

known. It has been designated by the name of

Porce ; but we can only determine its effects and

the law of its action.

The effect of a force acting on a material

point, is, if no obstacle intervenes, to put it in

motion. The direction of the force is the right

line, which it tends to make the point described.

It is evident that if two forces act in the same di-

rection, their effect to move the point is the sum

of the forces, and that when they act in opposite

directions, the point is moved by a (h) force re-

presented by their difference, so that if the forces

were equal, the point would remain at rest.

If the directions ofthe two forces make an an-

gle with each other, a force results, the direction

of which is intermediate between the directions

of the composing forces, and it can be demon-

strated by geometry alone, that if from the point

of concourse of these forces, and in their respec-

tive directions, right lines he assumed (c) which

represent them, and if then the parallellogram of

which these lines are adjacent sides, be com-

pleted, its diagonal will represent their resul-

tant, both in quantity and in direction. We may
substitute in place of the two composing forces,

their resultant, and conversely we can in place

of any force whatever, substitute two others, of

which it is the resultant, consequently any force

may be resolved into two others parallel to two

axes perpendicular to each other, and situated in

a plane which passes through its direction. To
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effect this, it is sufficient to draw through the first

extremity of the line which represents this force,

two lines respectively parallel to these axes, and
to form on these lines a rectangle, the diagonal

of which represents the force to be decom-

posed. The two sides of the rectangle will re-

present the forces, into which the given force

may be decomposed parallel to these axes.

If the force he inclined to a plane given in

position, then by assuming to represent it, a line

in its direction, the extremity of which is in the

point where it meets the plane ; the perpendicu-

lar demitted from the extremity of this line on

the plane, will be the primitive force resolved

perpendicularly to this plane. The right line

drawn in this plane, connecting the line repre-

senting the given force and the perpendicu-

lar, will be the primitive force, decomposed paral-

lel to the plane. This second partial force

may itself he resolved into two others parallel

to two axes situated in this plane, and at right an-

gles to each other. Consequently every force

may be resolved into three others, respectively

parallel to three axes perpendicular to each

other.

Hence arises a simple method of obtaining

the resultant force of any number of forces,

which act on a material point ; for by resolving

each of them into three others parallel to three

axes given ill position, and at right angles to

each other, it is evident that all the forces

parallel to the same axis are reducible to a sin^

Q
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gle force, equal to the sum of those which act

in one direction, minus the sum of those which

act in a contrary direction. Consequently the

point will be acted on by three forces, perpen-

dicular to each other ;
if then three right lines

in their respective directions be assumed to re-

present them, reckoning from their point of con-

course, and a rectangular parallelepiped be form-

ed on these three lines, its diagonal will re-

present the quantity and direction of {d) the

force resulting from all those which act on the

point.

Whatever may be the number, the magnitude,

and the directions these forces, if the position

of the point be varied in any manner by an inde-

finitely small quantity, the product of the re-

sultant into the quantity by which the point ad-

vances in its direction, is equal to the sum of

the products of each force into the corresponding

quantity. The (e) quantity by which the point

advances in the direction of any force, is the pro-

jection of the line connecting the two positions

of the point, on the direction of the force
; if the

point advances in the opposite way from this

direction, this quantity should be taken nega-

tively.

In a state of equilibrium the resultant of all

the forces vanishes, provided the point be free.

If it is not, the resultant should be perpendicular

to the surface, or to the curve on which the point

is constrained to exist \ and then, when the posi-

tion of the point is changed by an indefinitely
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small quantity, the product of the resultant into

the quantity by which the point advances in its

direction, vanishes
;
this product is therefore always

equal to (/) nothing, whether the point be sup-

posed to be altogether free, or whether it be con-

strained to exist on a curve or surface. Conse-

quently in all cases, in which the equilibrium ob-

tains, the sum of the products of each force, into

the quantity by which it advances in its direc-

tion, when an indefinitely small change is made
in its position, vanishes ; and if this condition is

satisfied, the equilibrium subsists.



CHAP. II.

Of the motion of a matei'ial point.

A Point in I’epose cannot excite any motion

in itself, because there is nothing in its nature

to determine it to move in one direction in pre-

ference to another. When sollicitcd l)y any

force, and then abandoned to itself, it will move

constantly and uniformly in the direction of

that force, if it meets with no resistance
;
that is

to say, at every instant its force and the direc-

tion of its motion are the same. This tendency

of matter, to persevere in its state of rest or of

motion, is what is termed its inertia ; it is the first

law of the motion of bodies.

The direction of the motion in a right line,

follows necessarily from this, that there is no

reason why the body should deviate to the right,

rather than to the left of its primitive direction
;

hut the uniform ity of its motion is not equally

evident. The nature of the moving force being

unknown, it is impossible to know a priori,

whether this force should continue without in-

termission or not. Indeed, as a body is incapa-

ble of exciting any motion in itself, it seems

equally incapable of producing any change in
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that which it has received, so that the Jaw of

inertia is at least the most simple, and the most

natural that can be imagined. It is likewise con>

firmed by experience ; in fact, we observe that

motions are perpetuated on the earth, in pro-

portion as the obstacles which oppose them
are diminished

;
which induces us to think that

if these obstacles were entirely removed, the

motions would never cease. But the inertia of

matter is most remarkable in the heavenly

bodies, which for a great number of ages have

not experienced any perceptible alteration. For

these reasons, we shall consider the inertia of

bodies as a law of nature
;
and when we observe

any change in the motion of a body, we shall

suppose that it arises from the action of some

extraneous cause.

In uniform motions, the spaces described are

proportional to the times
;
but the time employ-

ed in describing a given space, is longer or

shorter according to the intensity of the moving

force. These differences have suggested the idea

of velocity, which in uniform motions is the ratio

of the space to the time employed in describing

it. In order to avoid the comparison of time and

space which are heterogeneous quantities, we as-

sume an interval of time, a second for example,

as the unity of time, and in like manner a portion

of space, such as a metre, for the unity of space.

Time and space become then abstract numbers,

which express how often they contain units of

their species, and thus they may be compared
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one with another. By > this means, the velocity

becomes the ratm of two abstract numbers, and

its unity is the velocity of a body which describes

a metre in a second. By reducing in this man-

ner, the space, time, and velocity to abstract num-

bers, it appears that the space is equal to the pro-

duct of the velocity into the time, which latter is

consequently equal to the space divided by the

velocity.

Force being known to us by the space which

it causes to be described in a given time, it

'
is natural to assume thil^ space as its measure.

But this supposes that several forces, acting in

the same direction, would cause to be described in

a second of time, a space equal to the sum of the

spaces which each would have caused to be de-

scribed separately in the same time, or in other

words, that the force is proportional to the velo-

city ; but of this we cannot be assured a priori,

fa) in consequence of our ignorance of the nature

of the moving force. Therefore it is necessary,

on this subject, also to have recourse to experi-

ments ; for whatever is not a necessary conse-

quence of the few data which we possess on the

nature of things, must be to us the result of ob-

servation.

The force may be expressed by an infinity of

functions of the velocity, which do not imply a

contradiction. There is none, for instance, in

supposing it proportional to the square of the ve-

locity. In this hypothesis, it is easy to determine

the motion of a point solicited by any number of
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forces, the velocities of which are known ; for if

we assume on the directions of these /orces, right

lines representing their velocities, reckoning from

their point ofconcourse, and iffrom the same point

other lines be- taken which are to each other as

the squares of the first assumed lines, these lines

will represent the forces themselves. By com-

pounding them according to the rules already laid

down, we shall obtain the direction of the result-

ing force, and also the right line which represents

it
;
and which will be to the square of the corres-

ponding velocity as the*right line which represents

one of the composing forces, to the square of its

velocity. By this it appears how the motion of

a point may be determined, whatever be the func-

tion of the velocity which expresses the force.

Among all the functions mathematically possible,

let us examine which is that of nature.

It is observed on the earth, that a body sollicit-

ed by any force whatever moves in the same man-

ner, whatever be the angle which the direc-

tion of this force makes with the direction of the

motion which is common to the body, and to the

part of the terrestrial surface to which it corres-

ponds. A slight change in this respect, would

produce a very sensible difference in the dura-

tions of the oscillations of a pendulum, according

to the position of the vertical plane in which it

it oscillates ;
but it appears from experiment,

that in all vertical planes, this duration is exactly

the same. In a ship which moves uniformly,

a moveable body subjected to the action of a
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spring, of ' gi'avity, or of any other force, moves

relatively to the parts of the ship, in the same

manner, whatever may be the velocity and the

direction of the vessel. It may therefore be es-

tablished as a general law of terrestrial motions,

that if in a system of bodies which participate in

a common motion, any force be impressed on one

of them, its] relative or apparent motion will be

the same, whatever be the general motion of the

system, and the angle which its direction makes

that of the impressed force.

' The proportionality of the force to the velocity,

results from this law supposed rigorously exact
;

for if we suppose two bodies moving on the same

right line with equal velocities, and that by im-

pressing on one of them a force which is added

to the primitive force, its velocity relatively to the

other body is the same as if the two bodies had

been originally in a state of rest ;
and it is evident

that the space described by the body in conse-

quence of the primitive force, and of that which

is added to it, is then equal to the sum of the

spaces which each of them would have caused it

to describe in the same time, which supposes that

the force is proportional to the velocity.

And conversely, if the force be proportional to

the velocity, the relative motions of a system of

bodies actuated by any forces whatever, are the

same .whatever be their common motion ; for this

motion being resolved into three others, parallel

to three fixed axes, only increases "by the same

quantity, the partial velocities of each body pa-
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rallel-to these axes ; and since the rekitive velo>

cities depend only on the difference of-thd partial,

it is the same, whatever may be^ the motion com.

moil to all the bodies. It is therefore impossible

to judge of the absolute motion of a system, of

which we make a part, by the appearances which

ai’e observed, which circumstance characterises

this law, the ignorance of which has so long re-

tarded our knowledge of the true system of the

world, by the difficulty of conceiving the relative

motions of projectiles above (cJ the surface of the

earth, which is itself ‘carried along by a double

motion, of rotation round its own axis, and of

revolution about the sun.

But considering the extreme smallness of the

most considerahle motions which we can impress

on bodies, compared with that which they have

in common with the earth, it is sufficient for the

appearances of a system of bodies to be independ-

ent of the direction of this motion, that a small

increase in the force by which the earth is actuated

mey be to (d) the coiTesponding increase of its ve-

locity, in the ratio of the quantities themselves.

Thus our experiments only prove the reality of

this proportion, which if it really obtained, what-

ever the velocity of the earth might be, would

give the law of the velocity proportional to the

force. It would likemse give this law, if the

function of the velocity which expresses it was

composed of only (e) one tenm. If then the ve-

locity be not proportional to the force, we must

suppose that in nature the function of the velocity

which expresses the force, consists of several
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tenns, which is very improbable. Moreover, we
must suppose that the velocity of the earth is ex-

actly ^uch as corresponds to the preceding pro-

portion, which is contrary to all probability.

Besides, the velocity of the earth is different, in

different seasons of the year ; it is about one thir-

tieth greater in winter than in summer : this

variation is still more considerable, if, as every

thing appears to indicate, the solar system itself

is in motion in space ; for according as this pro-

gressive motion conspires with that of the earth,

or is contrary to it, there should result great vari-

ations in the course of the year in the absolute

motion of the earth, and this should alter the

proportion of which we are speaking, and the

ratio of the impressed force, to the relative velo-

city which results from it, if this proportion and

this relation were not independent of the absolute

velocity.

All the celestial phenomena serve to confirm

these proofs. The velocity of light, determined

by the eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites, is combined

with that of the earth, exactly according to the

law of the proportionality of the force to the

velocity ; and all the motions of the solar system,

computed according to this law, are entirely con-

formable to observations. Hence it appears that

we have two laws of motion, namely, the law of

inertia, and that of the force proportional to the

velocity, both furnished by observation ; they are

the most simple and the most natural that can be

imagined, and are, without doubt, derived from
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the nature itself of matter ;
but this nature being

unknown, these laws are to us only observed

facts, and the only ones which the science of

mechanics borrows from experience.

The velocity being proportional to the force,

these two quantities may be represented the one

by the other ; therefore, by what goes before, we
can obtain the velocity of a point solicited by

any number of forces, the respective directions

and velocities of which are known.

If the point is solicited by a number of forces

which act in a continued manner, it will describe

with a motion incessantly variable, (/) a curve,

the nature of which will depend on the forces by

which the point is solicited. To determine it,

we must consider the curve in its elements, exa-

mine how they arise the one from the other, and

ascend from the law of the increase of the ot-

dinates to their Unite expression. This is precisely

the object of the infinitesimal calculus, the for-

tunate discovery of which has produced so many
advantages to mechanics ; hence we may perceive

the utility of bringing to perfection this powerful

instrument of the human mind.

We have, in the case of gravity, a daily exam-

ple of a force which seems to act without inter-

mission. It is true, we cannot determine whether

its successive actions are separated by intervals of

time, the duration of which is insensible, but

the phenomena being nearly the same, on this

hypothesis and on that of a continued action

;

geometricians have adopted the former, as the
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most simple and commodious. Let us investigate

the laws of these phenomena.

Gravity seems to act in the same, manner on

bodies, whether they are in a stat0 of rest or of

motion. In the first instant a body remitted to

its (£f) action, acquires an indefinitely small de-

gree of velocity ; in the second instant, an addi-

tional degree of velocity is added to the first, and

so on successively j so that the velocity increases

in the ratio of the times.

If we imagine a right angled triangle, one of the

sides of which represents the time and increases

with it, while the other side represents the velocity.

The element of the area of this triangle, being

equal to the product of the element of the time

into the velocity, it will represent the element of

the space which gravity causes a body to describe
;

this space will be therefore represented by the

entire area of the triangle, whieh as it increases

in the ratio of the squares of one of its sides,

shews that in motion accelerated by the action of

gravity, the velocities increase as the times, and

the heights through which bodies fall from a state

of rest, vary as the squares of the times, or of

the last acquired velocities. Therefore if the

space through which a body descends in the first

second, be represented by unity, it will descend

through four unities in two seconds, through nine

unites' in three seconds, and so on
;
so that in

thesuccessivc seconds, itwill describe spaces which

increase as the odd numbers, 1, 3, 5, 7>

The space which a body actuated by the velo-
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city acquired at the end of ite fuU, will describe

in a time equal to that of thd fall, will be repre-

sented by the product of this tiihe into its velo-

city; this product is double of the area of the

triangle, therefore, a body moving uniformly

with its last acquired velocity, will describe in a

time equal to that of its fall, (K) a space double

of that through which it has fallen.

The ratio of the last acquired velocity to the

time, is constant for the same accelerating force ; it

increases or diminishes according as these forces

are greater or less ; it may therefore serve to ex-

press them. As the product of the time into the

velocity is double of the space described, the ac-

celerating force is equal to double, of the space

described divided by the square of the time ; it is

also equal to the square of the time divided by

this double space. These three formulee for ex-

pressing the accelerating forces (€), are useful on

various occasions ;
they do not give the absolute

values of these forces, but only their ratio to

each other, which is all that is required in me-

chanics.

On an inclined plane, the action of gravity is

decomposed into two others
;

the one perpen-

dicular to the plane which is destroyed by its re-

sistance ;
the other parallel to the plane, which is

to the primitive force of gravity, as the height of

the plane to its length. Therefore the motion

on an inclined plane is uniformly^accelerated

;

but the velocities and the spaces described, are to

the velocities and spaces described in the same
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time, in the direction ofthe vertical, as the height

of the plane to its length. It ihllows from this,

that all the chords of circles, which are (k) ter-

minated in one of the extremities of the vertical

diameter, are described by the action of gravity,

in the same time as its diameter.

A body projected in the direction of any right

line whatsoever, deviates from it continually,

describing a curve concave to the horizon, of

which this right line is the first tangent. Its mo-

tion when referred to this right line by vertical

’ ordinates, is uniform, but it is accelerated in the

direction of the verticals, according to the laws

already explained; therefore, if from (/) every

point of the curve verticals be extended to meet

the first tangent, they will be propoilional to

the squares of the corresponding intercepts of this

tangent, which is the characteristic property of

the parabola. If the force of projection is in the

direction of the vertical itself, the parabola is

confounded with the vertical line, and thus the

formulae for parabolic motion give those for ac-

celerated or retarded motions, in the direction of

the vertical.

Such are the laws of the descent of heavy

bodies discovered by Gallileo
;
at the present day,

it seems to require no great power of mind to

have discovered them
;

but since they eluded

the investigations of philosophers, although per-

petually presented to them by the phenomena, it
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must no doubt hftve required an extraordinary

genius to have developed them.

We have seen in the first book, that a material

point suspended at the extremity of a straight line

supposed without mass, and firmly fixed at its

other extremity, constitutes the simple pendulum.

This pendulum, when removed from its vertical

position, tends to return by its gravity, and this

tendency is very nearly proportional to this devia-

tion, when it is not considerable. Suppose that

two pendulums of the same length, depart at the

same (m) instant from’the vertical position, with

very small velocities. In the first instant, they

will describe arcs proportional to their velocities j

at the commencement ofthe second instant, equal

to the first, the velocities will be retarded propor-

tionally to the arcs described, and consequently to

the primitive velocities ;
therefore the arcs describ-

ed in this instant will be also proportional to these

velocities, and this will be likewise true for the

arcs described in the third, fourth, &c. instants
;

thus at every instant the velocities, and the arcs

measured from the vertieal, will be proportional to

the primitive velocities, consequently the pendu-

lums will aiTive at the state of rest, simultaneously.

They will return again to the vertical with a mo-
tion accelerated, according to the same laws by

which their velocites had been previously retarded,

and they will reach it at the same instant, and with
their primitive velocity. They will oscillate in

the same manner on the other side of the vertical,

and they would thus continue to oscillate for ever.
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but foi* the resistances they meet with. It is evi-

dent that the extent of their oscillations depends

on their primitive velocities, but the duration of

these oscillations is the same, and consequently

independent of their amplitude. The force which

accelerates or retards the pendulum, is not ex-

actly proportional to the arc measured from the

vertical
;
so that when a body moves in a circle (n)

the isochronism relatively to the small oscillations

of a heavy body, is only approximative. But it

is rigorously exact in a curve, in which the gravity

resolved parallel to the tangent, is proportional to

the arc reckoned from the lowest point of the

curve, which immediately gives its differential

equation. Huygens, to whom we are indebted for

the application of the pendulum to clocks, was

the first who investigated the nature of this curve.

He found that it was a cycloid, the plane of which

was vertical, the vertex being the lowest point

;

and in order that a body suspended at the extremity

of an incxtensible thread, should describe this

curve, it was only required that the other ex-

tremity should be fixed at the point of concourse

of two cycloid^ equal to that to be described, and

situated vertically in an opposite direction, in

such a manner that the thread in its vibration

might envelope alternately each of these curves.

But whatever ingenuity may have been displayed

in,. these investigations, a long, experience has

given th6 preference to,the circular pendulum, as

being more simple* and sufficiently accurate to

be applied even to the astronoinical compute-
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lions. But the theory of evolutes which has been

suggested by them, is become very important by

its applications to the system of the world.

'

The duration of the very small oscillations of

a circular pendulum, is to the time of a body’s de-

scent through a height equal to double of the

length of the pendulum, as the semi-circumference

is (o) to the diameter. Consequently the time

of descent through a small arc terminated by the

vertical diameter, is to the time of descent down
the diameter, or what,comes to the same thing,

to the time required to describe the chord of the

arc, as the fourth part of the circumference to the

diameter ; therefore the riffht line connecting two

given points, is not the .line of quickest descent

from the one to the other. The investigation of

this line has excited the attention of geometers,

and they have (p) found that it is a cycloid, the

origin of which coincides with the most elevated

point.

The length of the simple pendulum which vi-

brates seconds, is to twice the height through

which liodies fall by the force of gravity in the

same time, as the square of the diameter to the

square of the (q) circumference. As this length

may be measured with great precision, the time

which heavy bodies take to descend through a

determinate space may be obtained by this 'theo-

rem much more accurately than by direct experi-

ments. It has been observed in the first book,

that by means of very exact experiments, the

length of the pendulum vibrating seconds at Paris,

has been determined to be 0”'741887, hence it fol-
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lows that gravity causes bodies to fall through

3”,66107, in the first second. This connection

between the time of oscillation, the duration of

which may be precisely observed, and the rectili-

near motion of heavy bodies, is an ingenious re-

mark, for which we are also indebted to Huygens.

The durations of very small oscillations of pen-

dulums of different lengths, and actuated by the

same force of gravity, vary as the square roots of

these lengths. If the length of the pendulums be

the same, but actuated by different forces, the

times of their oscillations will be reciprocally as

the square roots of the force of gravity. It is by

means of these theorems that the variation of

the force of gravity at the surface of the earth,

and on the* summit of mountains, has been de-

termined. From observations made on pendu-

lums, it has been likewise inferred, that gravity

depends (r) neither on the figure nor on the sur-

face of bodies
;

but that it penetrates their

inmost parts, and tends to impress on them
equal velocities in equal times. To be assured of

this, Newton made several bodies of the same

weight, but of different figures and matter, to os-

cillate, by placing them in the interior of the same

surface, in order that they may experience the

same resistance from the air. And though he in-

stituted these experiments with the greatest ac-

curacy. possible, he was never able to perceive

the smallest difference in the length of simple

pendulums, vibrating seconds, as inferred from

the durations of the oscillations of these bodies

;

hence it follows, that if bodies did not experience
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any resistance in their fall, the velocity which

they would acquire by the action of gravity, would

be always the same in equal times.

We have likewise in circular motion, an in*

stance of a force which acts without intermission.

The motion ofmatter abandoned to itselfbeing uni-

form and rectilineal, it is evident that a body which

moves on a curve must perpetually tend to recede

from the centre in the direction of the tangent.

The effort which it makes for this purpose is

termed centrifugal force; and the force directed

to the centre is called a central or centripetalforce.

In circular motion the central force is equal

and directly contrary to the centrifugal force
;

it

tends incessantly to draw the body from (s') the

centre to the circumference, and in ah extremely

short interval of time its effect may be measured

by the versed sine of the small arc described.

We are enabled by this result, to compare the

force of gravity with the centrifugal force which

arises from the rotatory motion of the earth. At

the equator, bodies describe in consequence of

this rotation in each second of time, an arc

of 40",1095 of the periphery of the terrestrial

equator. As the radius of this equator is very

nearly 6876606”, the versed sine of this arc will be

0”,01265.59- The force of gravity causes bodies

to descend through 3”,64930 in a second at the

equator ;
therefore the central force necessary to

retain bodies at the surface of the earth, and conse-

quently the centrifugal force arising from the rota-

tory motion, is to the force ofgravity at the equator,

n 2
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in the ratio of 1 to 288.4. As.the centrifugal force

acts in opposition to gravity at the equator, it dimi-

nishes it, and bodies descend to the earth by the

difference only between these two forces ;
therefore

if the entire weight which would subsist without

this diminution be called gravity, tbe centrifugal

force at the equator is very nearly the " part of

gravity. If the rotation of the earth was seven-

teen times more rapid, the arc described at the

equator in a second, would be seventeen times

greater, and its versed sijie would be 289 times

» more considerable, consequently the centrifugal

force would be equal to the force of gravity, and

bodies at the equator would cease to gravitate to

the earth.

In geneitil, the expression of a constant accele-

rating force which acts always in the same direc-

tion, is equal to twice the space which it causes

to be described, divided by the square of the time,

every accelerating force, in an extremely short in-

interval of time, may be considered constant and

acting in the same direction j
moreover, the

space which the central force causes to be de-

scribed in circular motion, is the versed sine of

the arc described, and this versed sine is very

nearly equal to the square ofthe arc divided by the

diameter
;
the expression of this force is therefo|p

the square of the arc described, divided by the

square of the time, and by the radius of the cir-

cle. The arc divided by the time is the velocity

itself of the body ; consequently the central force,
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and likewise the centrifugal force, are equal to the

square of the velocity divided by the radius.

A comparison of this result, with that found

above, according to which the gravity is equal to

the square of the acquired velocity divided by

twice the space described in the direction of the

(<) vertical, shews that the centrifugal force is

equal to the force of gravity, when the velocity of

the revolving body is the same as that acquired

by a heavy body, in falling through a height

equal to half the radius of the described circum-

ference.

The velocities of several bodies moving in cir-

cles, are equal to the circumferences which they

describe divided by the times of their revolu-

tions
;
the circumferences being as the radii, the

squares of the velocities are as the squares of the

radii divided by the squares of the times. The
centrifugal forces are therefore as the radii of the

circumferences divided by the squares of the

times of the revolutions. It follows from this,

that on the different terrestrial parallels, the cen-

trifugal force arising from the motion of rotation

of the earth, is proportional to the radii of those

parallels. These beautiful theorems discovered by

Huygens, conducted Newton to the general theory

of curvilinear motion, and thence to the law of

universal gravitation.

A body which describes any curve whatever,

tends to deviate from it in the direction of the

tangent : now we can easily conceive a circle to

pass through two consecutive elements of the
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curve ;
this circle is termed the osculating circle,

or the circle of curvature ; the body may he con-

ceived in two consecutive instants to move on the

circumference of the circle ; its centrifugal force

is therefore equal to the square of its velocity di-

vided hy the radius of the osculatory circle
;
but

the magnitude and position of this circle are con-

stantly varying.

If the curve be described by ’ the action of a

force directed to a fixed point *, this force may be

resolved into two, one in the direction of the ra-

dius of the osculating circle, the other in the di-

rection of the element of the curve. The first

is in equilibrio with the centrifugal force, the se-

cond increases («) or diminishes the velocity of

the body, therefore this velocity continually va-

ries, but it is always such, that the areas describ-

ed hy the radius vector about the origin of the

forcey are proportional to the times. Con-

versely, if the areas traced by the radius vector

about a fixed point, increase proportionally to

the times, the force which solicits the body, is

constantly directed towards this point. These

fundamental propositions in the theory of the

system of the world, are easily demonstrated in

the following manner.

The accelerating force may he supposed to aet

only at the commencement of each instant, dur-

ing which the motion of the body is uniform ;
the

radius vector will thus describe a small triangle.

If the force should cease to act in the following

instant, the radius vector will trace in this second
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instant a small triangle equal to the first
; be-

cause the vertices of these two triangles being at

the fixed point, which is the origin of the force,

their bases, which exist in the same right line,

will be equal
;
as being deseribed with the same

velocity, during two equal and consecutive in-

stants. But at the commencement of the se-

cond instant, the accelerating force combined

with the tangential force of the curve, causes the

body to describe the diagonal of a parallelogi'am,

of which the adjacent sides represent these foi'ces.

The triangle which the. radius vector describes in

consequence of the action of this combined force,

is equal to that which would , have been de-

scribed without the action of the accelerating

force
}
for these two triangles arc situated on the

same base, namely, the radius vector of the end of

the first instant, and their vertices exist on a right

line parallel to this base
;

therefore the areas

traced by the radius vector in two consecutive in-

stants, are equal j and consequently the sector

described by this radius increases as the number

of these instants, or as the times. It is evident

that this only obtains when the accelerating force

is directed towards the fixed point }
otherwise the

triangles which we have considered will not have

the same altitude. Tlierefore, the proportion-

ality of the areas to the times, demonstrates

that the accelerating force is constantly directed

to the origin of the radius vector.

In this case, if we suppose a very small sector

to be described in a very short interval of time,
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and if from the first extremity of tlie arc of this

sector, a tangent to the curve he drawn, and the

radius vector drawn from the origin of the force

to the other extremity of the vector be prolonged

to meet this tangent, it is evident that the part of

this radius intercepted between the curve and the

tangent, will be the space which the central force

would cause the body to describe. If twice this

space be divided by the square of the time, we
obtain an expression for this force ;

hut since the

sector is proportional to this time, the central

force is proportional to the part of the radius

Vector intercepted between the curve and the

tangent, divided by the square of the sector.

Strictly speaking, the central force in different

points of the curve is not proportional to these

quotients, but the accuracy is always greater ac-

cording as the sectors are taken smaller, so that

it is exactly proportional to the limits of these

quotients. When the nature of the curve is

known, this limit may he obtained in a function

of the radius vector, by means of the differential

analysis, and then that function of the distance

to which the central (v) force is proportional will

he determined.

If the law of the force be given, the investiga-

tion of the curve described presents greater diffi-

culties. But whatever be the nature of the forces

by which a body is actuated, the differential

equations of its motion may be determined in the

following manner : let us imagine three axes per-

pendicular to each other j
the position of a body
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at any instant will be determined by three coordi-

nates parallel to these axes. Each force which

acts on the point being resolved into three others

parallel to the same axes, the product of the re-

sultant of all the forces, parallel to one of the

coordinates, into the element of time during

which it acts, will express the increment of the

velocity parallel to this coordinate ; but this ve-

locity being equal to the element of the coordi-

nate divided by the element of the time, the dif-

ferential of the quotient of this division, is equal

to (x) the preceding product. The consideration

of the two other coordinates furnishes two similar

equations
;
thus the determination of the motion

of a body, becomes an investigation of pure ana-

lysis, which is reduced to the integration of these

differential equations.

In general, the element of time being sup-

posed to be constant, the second differential of

each coordinate divided by the square of this ele-

ment, represents a force, which being applied to

the point, in an opposite direction constitutes an

equilibrium with the force which solicits it in the

direction of this coordinate. If the difference of

these forces be multiplied by the arbitrary varia-

tion of the coordinate, the sum of the three si-

milar products relative to the three coordinates

will be equal to cypher by the condition of equi-

librium. If the point he free, the variations of

the three coordinates will be all arbitrary, and by

putting the coefficient of each of them respec-

tively equal to cypher, the (y) three differential
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equations relative to the motion of a point \vill be

obtained. But if the point is not entirely free,

there will be given one or two relations between

the three coordinates, which will furnish a corres-

ponding number of equations between their arbi-

trary variations. If then a like number of varia-

tions be eliminated by means of these relations,

the coefficients of the remaining variations will

be respectively equal to cypher ; and the differen-

tial equations of motion will be obtained, which

being combined with the relations existing be-

tween the coordinates, will determine the posi-

tion of the point, for any instant.

The integration of these equations is easy when
the force is directed to a fixed point, but very of-

ten it becomes impossible from the nature of the

forces. Nevertheless the consideration of the dif-

ferential equations leads to some interesting prin-

ciples of mechanics, such as the following. The
differential of the square of the velocity of a point

subject to the action of accelerating forces, is

equal to twice the sum (^r) of the products of each

force into the small space advanced by the body

in the direction of this force ; from which it is

easy to infer, that the velocity acquired by a heavy

body descending along a line or a curved surface,

is the same as it would acquire in falling vertically

through the same height.

Several Philosophers, struck with the order

which prevails in nature, and with the fecundity

of its means in the production of phenomena,

have supposed that she always accomplishes her
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ends in the simplest manner possible. In extend-

ing this conjecture to mechanics, they have inves-

tigated what was the economy of nature in the

employment of forces and of time. Ptolemy as-

certained that reflected light passed from one

point to another, by the shortest possible route,

and consequently in the least time, the velocity

of the luminous ray being supposed to be always

the same. Fermat, one of the most original men
that France ever produced, generalized this prin-

ciple, by extending it to the refraction of light.

He supposed therefore that it passes from a point

assumed without a diaphonous medium to an in-

terior point, in the shortest possible time ; then

supposing that the velocity is less in this medium
than in a vacuo, which is extremely probable, he

investigated the law of the refraction of light in

these hypotheses. By applying to this problem

his beautiful method de maximis and de minimis,

(which should be considered as the true origin of

the differential calculus,) he found agreeably to ex-

perience, that the sines of (aa) incidence and of

refraction ought to be in a constant ratio, greater

than unity. The ingenious manner in which New-

ton deduced this ratio from the attraction of the

media which the rays traverse, indicated to Mau-
pertius,that thevelocity oflight increases in diapha-

nous media, and that consequently it is not, as Fer-

mat supposed, thesum of the quotients ofthe spaces

described in a vacuo and in the medium, divided by

their corresponding velocities, but the sum of the

products of these quantities which should be am«we-
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iuum. Euler extended this hypothesis to motions

which are every moment variable, and he demon-

strated by. several examples, that of all the curves

that a body may describe in passing from one

point to another, it always selects that in which

the integral of the product of its mass, into its

velocity and the element of the curve, is a mini-

mum. Thus the velocity of a point which moves

on a curved surface, and is not actuated by any

force, being constant, it passes from one point to

another by the shortest line (bb) which can be

traced on this surface. The preceding integral

h'as been tei’med the action of the body, and the sum

of all the similar integrals relative to each body of

the system, has been called the action of the sys-

tem. Therefore Euler has demonstrated that this

action is a minimum, so that the economy of na-

ture consists in sparing this action ; this is what

constitutes the principle of least action, the dis-

covery of which is certainly due to Euler
;
though

Lagrange has since derived it from the primor-

dial laws of motion. But this principle is only at

bottom a x'emarkable result of those laws, which

are, as we have seen, the most simple and the

most natural that can be conceived, and which

seem to be derived from the very essence of mat-

ter. All laws mathematically possible between

the force and the velocity, furnish analogous

results, provided that we substitute in this prin-

ciple, instead of the velocity, that function of the

velocity by which the force is expressed. There-
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fore the principle of the least action ought not to

be elevated to the rank of a final cause, for so far

from having given birth to the laws of motion,

it has not even contributed to their discovery,

without which we would still dispute about

what was to be understood by the last action of

nature.



CHAP. III.

Of the equilibrium ofa system of bodies.

The simplest case of equilibrium between several

bodies, is that of two material points meeting

each other, with equal and directly contrary ve-

locities. Their mutual impenetrability, that pro-

perty of matter which prevents two bodies from

occupying the same place at the same instant,

evidently annihilates their velocities, and reduces

them to a state of rest. But if two bodies of dif-

ferent masses impinge on each other, with op-

posite velocities, what relation exists between the

velocities and the masses in the case of an equili-

brium ? In order to solve this problem, suppose

a system of contiguous material points arranged

in the same right line, and actuated by a common
velocity, in the direction of this line

; suppose also

a second system of contiguous material points,

situated on this same line and actuated also by a

common velocity, but in a direction opposite to

the preceding, so that the two systems, after im-

pinging on each other, may constitute an equili-

brium. It is evident, that if the first system con-

sisted of only one material point, each point in
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the second system would destroy in the striking

point, a part of its velocity equal to the velocity

of the second system
; therefore in the case of

equilibrium, the velocity of the striking point

should be equal to the product of the velocity of

the second system into the number of material

points composing it, and thus we may substitute

for the first system, one sole point actuated by a

velocity equal to this product. We may likewise

substitute in place of the second system, a mate-

rial point actuated by a velocity, equal to the pro-

duct of the velocity of the first system, into the

number of its material points. Thus in place of

the two systems we shall have two points which

will sustain each other in equilibrio with contra-

ry velocities, of which one will be the product of

the velocity of the first system into the number of

its points, and of which the other will be the pro-

duct arising from multiplying the velocity of the

points of the second system by their number;

therefore in the case of an equilibrium these pro-

ducts should be equal to each other. The mass

of a body is the aggregate of its material points.

The product of the mass by the velocity is termed

the quantity of motion ; this is also what is under-

stood by the force of a body. In order that two

bodies, or two systems of points, which impinge

on each other in opposite directions, may be in

equilibrio, the quantities of motion or the oppo-

site forces should be equal, and consequently the

velocities should be inversely as the masses.

Two material points cannot act, the one on the
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other, except in the direction of the right line

which connects them : the action which the first

exercises on the second communicates to it a cer-

tain quantity of motion ;
now we may conceive

that previous to the action, the second body is ac-

tuated by this quantity, and by another which is

equal and directly opposite to it, the action of the

first body is therefore employed (a) in destroying

this last quantity of motion, but to effect this, it

must employ a quantity of motion equal and con-

trary to that which is to be destroyed. Hence it

qppears generally, that in the mutual action of

bodiq^, the reaction is always equal and directly

contrary to the action. It likewise appears, that

this equality does not imply the existence of any

particular force inherent in matter, but results

ffij^ this, that a body cannot acquire motion

from the action of another, without depriving it

of a portion of its motion
;

in the same manner,

as a vessel can only be filled at the expence of

another which communicates with it.

The equality between action and reaction ma-

nifests itself in all the actions of nature ; iron at-

tracts the magnet as it is attracted by it
; the same

is observed in electric attractions and repulsions,

and even in the developement of animal forces

;

for whatever be the nature of (he prime motive

power in man and animals, it is clear that they

experience, from the reaction of matter, a force

equal and contrary to that ^i^ch they communi-

cate to it, and that consequently when they are
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considered in this point of view, they subject

to the seme laws as inanimate beings.

The reciprocity of the velocity to the mass in

the case of equilibrium, enables us to determine

the ratio of the masses of different bodies. Those
of homogeneous bodies are proportional to their

volumes, which geometry teaches us to measure

;

but all bodies are not homogeneous, and from the

differences which exist either in their integrant

molecules or in the nuiuher and magnitil^e of the

intervals or pores which separate those molecules,

there artse very considerable diversities in the

masses which are contained under the same vo-

lume. Geometry then becomes inadequate to

determine these masses, and we arc necessarily

obliged to have recoui’se to mechanics.

If we conceive that in two globes composed of

different substances, their diameters are so vartlH,

that they may constitute an equilibrium when

they meet with equal and directly opposite velo-

cities, we may be assured that then thay contain

the same number of matei’ial points, and- that

consequently their masses are equal. The ratio

of the volumes of these substances, the masses be-

ing equal, will thus be obtained ;
and afterwards,

we can determine by geometry, the ratio of the

masses of any two volumes of the same substance.

But this method would be extremely troublesome

in the numerous comparisons which are continu-

ally required in the various relations of com-

merce. Fortunately, nature furnishes, in the
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weight of bodies, a sijnple method of comparing

their masses.

It has been observed in the preceding chapter,

that every material point in the same place on the

earth, tends to move with the same velocity by

the action of gravity. The sum of these tenden-

cies is that which constitutes the weight of a bo-

dy
;
therefore (b

)

the weights are proportional to

the masses. It follows from this, that if two bo-

dies suspended at the extremities of a thread,

which passes over a pully, are in equilibria when

an equal portion of the thread is on each side of

•the pully, the masses of those bodies are equal,

because tending to move with the same velocity

by the action of gravity, their mutual action on

each other is precisely the same, as if they im-

pinged on each other, with equal and directly

cbntraiy velocities. Likewise if two bodies

placed in a balance, of which the arms and

plates are perfectly equal, be in equilibrio, we
may be assured of the equality of their masses.

The ratio between the masses of different

bodies may thus be obtained by means of an
exact and sensible balance, and of a great nilga-

ber of small equal weights, by determining hpw
many of these weights are necessary to retain

these masses in equilibrio.

The density of a body depends on the number
of its material points, included in a given volume

;

it is therefore proportional to the ratio ofthe mass
to the volume.

The density of a substance destitute of pores
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Would be the greatest possible ; arid a comparison

of its density with that of other bodies, would give

the quantity (c) of matter which they contain.

But as we are not acquainted with any such sub-

stance, we can only obtain the relative densities

of bodies ;
these densities are in the proportion

ofthe weights when the volumes are the same, for

the weights arc proportional to the masses : as-

suming therefore as unity, the density of any sub-

stance, at a constant tempei'ature, for instance,

the maximum of the density of distilled water, the

density ofa body will be the ratio of its weight to

that ofan equril volume of water reduced to its

maximum density. This ratio is termed its

specific gravity.

What has been said seems to suppose that mat-

ter is homogeneous, and that bodies only differ

from each other in the figure and magnitude of

their pores and of their integrant molecules. It

is however possible that there may be essential

differences in the very nature of these molecules

;

and it is not repugnant to the limited information

which we possess of matter, to suppose the ce-

lestial regions filled with a fluid devoid of pores,

and btill of such a nature as not to oppose any

sensible resistance to the planetary motions ; we
may thus reconcile the uniformity of these mo-

tions, which is (dT) evinced by the phenomena, with

the opinion of those philosophers who regard a va-

cuum as an impossibility *, but this is of no conse-

querice in mebhanics, which takes into account no
other prripertibS of matter, but extension and mo-

s 2
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tion. We may therefore, without any appre-

hension of error, assume the homogeneity of

the elements of matter, provided that by equal

masses vve understand masses which being sol-

licited by equal and directly contraiy velocities,

constitute an equilibrium.

In the theory of the equilibrium, and motion

of bodies, we abstract from the consideration of

the number and figure of the pores which arc

distributed through them. But we may have re-

gard to the differences of their respective densi-

ties, by supposing them to be constituted of ma-
' terial points more or less dense, which in fluids

arc perfectly free, and which in hard bodies are

connected by inflexible straight lines, destitute of

mass, and which in elastic and soft bodies, are

connected by flexible and extensible lines. It is

evident that in these hypotheses, bodies should

present the appearances which they actually ex-

hibit.

The conditions of the equilibrium of a system of

bodies may be always determined by the law of

the composition of forces, which has been explain-

ed in the first chapter of this book
;

for we rxtfty

conceive the force by which every material point

of the system is actuated, to be applied to that

point of its'direction where all the forces whi<;h

destroy it concur, or which by combining with

it, constitute a resultant, which in the case of

equilibrium is destroyed by the fixed points of the

system. Let us consider, for example, two ma-

terial points, attached to the extremities of an in-

flexible lever, and suppose that the forces which
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sollicit them exist in the plane of the lever ; these

forces being supposed to meet at the point of con-

course of their directions, their resultant should,

in order to constitute an equilibrium, pass through

the fulcrum, wliich can alone destroy it
;

(e)

and according to the law of the composition

of forces, the two composing forces should be re-

ciprocally proportional to perpendiculars demitted

from the fulcrum or point of support, on their di-

rections.

If we suppose two heavy bodies to be attached

to the extremities of a rectilinear inflexible lever,

of which the mass is indefinitely small, relatively to

the masses ofthese bodies, tiio directions resjiective •

ly parallel to that of the gravity, may be conceived

to meet at an infinite distan<!e. In this case, the

forces by which each body is actuated, or what

is the same thing, their Avcights must be in the

case of equilibrium reciprocally proportional to

perpendiculars let fall from the fulcrum on the

directions of these forces ; these perpendiculars

are proportional to the arms of the levers, conse-

quently the Aveights of two bodies are, in the case

of equilibrium, reciprocally proportional to the

arms of the lever to Avhich they are attached.

A very small weight may therefore sustain a

very considerable one in equilibrio, and in this

manner we can raise an enormous weight by a

very slight effort but for this purpose the arm

of the lever to which the poAver is attached, must

be very long with respect to that Avhich elevates

the Aveight, so that the power must describe a

great space to elevate the Aveight a small height,
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Consequently what is gained in force, is lost in

time, and this is the case universally in all (/)
machines. But we may almost always dispose of

time at pleasure, when we can only employ a

very limited force. In other cases where it is re-

quired to produce a great velocity, it may be ef-

fected by applying the force to the shorter arm of

the lever. It is in this possibility of augmenting,

according to circumstances, the mass or the velo-

city of the bodies to be moved, that the principal

advantage of machinery consists.

From a consideration orthe lever has been sug-

gested the notion of moments. By the moment of a

force to m'ake a system turn about a point, is un-

derstood the product of this force, into the distance

ofthepoint from itsdirection. Therefore in the case

of the equilibrium of a lever, to the extremities of

which two forces arc applied, the moments of

these forces with respect {g) to the fulcrum or

point on which it turns, must be equal and con-

trary, or what comes to the same thing, the sum
of the moments relatively to this point must be

equal to cypher.

The projection of a force on a plane drawn
through a fixed point, multiplied into the distance

of the point from this projection, is termed tife

moment of the force to make the system to re-
'

volve about an axis which passes through the
fixed point, and is perpendicular to the plane.

The moment of the resultant of any number of
forcea, with respect to a point, or any axisj is
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equal 1»the sum of the corresponding moments
of the' CMnposing forces.

Parallel forces may be supposed to meet at an

indnite distance, they are therefore reducible to

an unique force, equal and parallel to their sum

;

therefore if each force be resolved into two, one

of which exists on a given plane, the other being

perpendicular to this plane, all the forces situated

in the plane are reducible to a unique force, as

likewise all the forces which are perpendicular to

this plane. There exists always a plane passing

through the Axed poiift, such that the resultant

ofthe forces which are perpendicular to it, either

vanishes or passes through this point: in these

two cases the (h) moment of this resultant va-

nishes relatively to the axes which have this point

for the origin, and the moment of the forces ofthe

system, with respect to these axes is reduced to the

moment of the resultant situated in the plane in

question. The axis about which this moment is a

mctximum, is that which is perpendicular to this

plane, and the moment of the forces relative to

an axis, which passing through the fixed point

makes any angle with the axis of greatest mo-

ment, is equal to the greatest moment of the sys-

tem, multiplied into the cosine of this angle ;
so

that this moment vanishes for all axes situated in

the plane to which the axis of the greatest mo-

ment is perpendicular.

The sum of the squares of the cosines of the

angles, made by the axis of greatest moment, with

any three axes perpendicular to each (t) other
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and passing through the fixed point being equal

to unity
;

the squares of the three sums of the

moments of the forces, with respect to these axes,

are equal to the square of the greatest moment.

In order that a system of bodies connected in

an invariable manner, and which revolves about

a fixed point, may be in equilibrio, the sum of the

moments of the forces must vanish with respect to

any axis passing through this point. It follows

from what goes before, that this will always be

the case if the preceding sum be equal to cypher,

relatively to three fixed axes, perpendicular to

'each other. Ifthere is no fixed point in the sys-

tem, it is required in addition to the preceding

conditions, in order to insure an equilibrium, that

the three sums of forces resolved parallel to these

axes, be respectively (A) equal to cypher.

Let us considsr a system of ponderable points

firmly connected, referred to three planes at

right angles to each other, and connected with
the system. The action of gravity being resolved

parallel to the intersections of these planes, all

the forces parallel to the same plane may be re-

duced to an unique resultant parallel to this

plane and equal to their sum. The three result-

smts relative to the three planes must concur

in the same point ; for the action of gravity on the

several points of the system being parallel, they

b.ave an unique resultant, which is obtained by
first combining two of these forces, and after-

wards 4heir resultant with the third force; the

resultant of the three forces with a fourth, and
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so on. The situation of this point of concourse

with respect to the system, is independent of the

inclination of the planes to the direction of gra-

vity
;
for a greater or less inclination can only

change the (/) values of the three partial re-

sultants, without altering their position with re-

spect to the planes
;
therefore this point being

supposed fixed, all the efforts of the weights of the

system will be annihilated in all the positions

which it can assume in revolving about this point,

which for this reason has been termed ^/le centre

ofgravitg of the system'. Let us conceive the po-

sition of this centre, and that of the different

points of the system to be determined by coordi-

nates parallel to three axes at right angles to each

other. The actions of gravity being equal and

parallel, and the resultant of those actions pas-

sing in all positions of the system through its

centre of gravity ;
if this resultant be supposed to

be successively parallel to each of the three axes,

the equality of the moment of the resultant to the

sum of the moments of the composing forces gives

any one of these coordinates, multiplied by the

entire mass of the system, equal to the sum of

the products of the mass of each point into its

corresponding coordinate. Thus the determina-

tion of this centre, of which gravity first suggest-

ed the idea, is independent of it. The consider-

ation of this centre extended to a system of bo-

dies ponderable or not, free or connected in any

manner whatever, is extremely useful in me-

chanics.
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'The theorem which was. given at the close o£

tfae> first chapter on the equilibriuiH of a poinh

when generalized, leads to the following theoremv

which contains, in the most general manner, the

conditions of the equilibrium of a system of mate-

rial points actuated by any forces whatever.

If an indehnitely (m) small change be made in

the position of the system, in a manner compati-

ble with the connection of its parts, each mate-

rial point will advance in the direction of the force

which sollicits it, by a quantity equal to the part

of this direction, comprised“between the first po-

sition of the point and the perpendicular let hill

from the second position of the point on this di-

rection
;
this being premised, in the case of equi-

librium, the mm of the products of each farce mlo

the quarUityhy which the point to which it is appli*

ed advances in its direction, is equal to cypher

;

and conversely if this sum is equal to cypher, what-

ever may be tJte variation oj the system, it is in

equilibrio. It is in this that the ])rinciple of vir-

tual velocity consists, for which we indebted to

John Bernoulli, but in applying it, it should be

observed, that those products must be taken ne-

gatively, of which the points in the change of po-

sition of the system, advance in a direction con-

trary to that of their forces : it shoidd be likewise

recollected, that the force is the product of the

mass of a material point, into the velocity with

which it would mov^ if entirely free.

If we conceive the position of each point of the

system, to be determined by three rectangular ca*
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ordinjotes, the,sum of the products, of each force

into the quantity advanced in its direction by the

point which it sollicits, when an indefinitely small

change is made in the system, will be expressed

by a linear function of the variation of the coordi-

nates of its several points ; these variations have

with each other relations, which depend on the

manner in which the parts ofthe system are con-

nected together, therefore in reducing the arbitra-

ry variations to the least possible number by

means of these relations in the preceding sum
which should be equal to cypher, in the case

of equilibrium
;

it is necessary, in order that the

equilibrium may take place in every direction, to

make the coefficient of each of the remaining va-

riations separately equal to cypher, which will

furnish us with as many* equations as there are

arbitrary variations. These equations, combined-

(w) with those which are furnished by the con-

nection of the parts of the system, will contain

all the conditions of its equilibrium.

There are two states of eqiiilibrium, which are

essentially different. In one, if the equilibrium

be a little deranged, all the bodies of the system

only make small oscillations about their primitive

position ; and then the equilibrium is firm or

stable. This stability is absolute, if it obtains

whatever may be the oscillations of the system
;

it is only relative, if it only obtains with respect

to oscillations of a certain species. In the other

state of equilibrium, when the system is disturbed.
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the bodies deviate more and more from their pri-

mitive position. We may form a just notion of

these two states, by considering an ellipse situ-

ated vertically on a horizontal plane. If the el-

lipse be in equilibrio on its lesser axis, it is clear

that by making it to deviate a little from this si-

tuation by a slight (o

)

motion on itself, it tends

to revert, making oscillations which will be

soon annihilated by the friction and resistance of

the air. But if the ellipse be in equilibrio on

its greater axis
;
when it once deviates from this

situation, it continually deflects from it more

and more, and is at length upset on its lesser

axis. Consequently the stability of the equili-

brium depends on the nature of the small oscilla-

tions, which the system, when deranged in any

manner, makes about this state. In order to de-

termine generally in what manner the different

states of stable and tottering equilibrium succeed

each other, let us consider a curve returning into

itself, situated veilically in a position of stable

equilibrium. When it is a little deranged from

this state, it tends to revert to it
;
this tendency

varies as the deviation increases, and when it va-

nishes, the curve is found in a new position of

equilibrium, but which is not stable, for the curve

previous to its arrival tended to revert to its pri-

mitive position. Beyond this last position, the

tendency to the first state, and consequently to

the second, becomes negative, until it vanishes

a second time, and then the curve is in a po-

sition of stable equilibrium. By pursuing this
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illustration, it appears that the states of stable and

tottering equilibrium succeed each other alter-

nately, like the maxima and minima of the ordi-

nates of curves. The same reasoning may he

easily extended to the different states of equili-

brium of a system of bodies.



CHAP. IV.

Of the equilibrium offluids.

The characteristic property of fluids, whether

elastic or incompressible, is the extreme faci-

lity with which each of their molecules yields

'to the slightest pressure which it experiences on

one side, rather than on the other. We proceed

therefore to establish on this pi’operty, the laws

of the equilibrium of fluids, by considering them

as constituted of molecules perfectly moveable

among each other.

It follows immediately from this mobility, that

the force by which a molecule of the free surface

of a fluid, is actuated, must be perpendicular to

this surface, for if it was inclined to it, by re-

solving the force into two others, one perpendi-

cular, and the other parallel to this surface, the

molecule wo^ld glide on the surface (d) in con-

sequence of this last force. Gravity is conse-

quently perpendicular to the surface of stagnant

waters, which is on this account horizontal
; for

the same reason, the pressure which each fluid

molecule exerts against a surface, must be per-

pendicular to it.

Each molecule in the interior of a fluid mass,
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experiences a .pressure, which in the atmosphere

is measured hy the height of the barometer, and

which may be estimated in a similai* manner for

every other iluid. By considering each molecule

as an {b

)

indefinitely «nall rectangular prism, the

pressure of the ambient fluid will be perpendicu-

lar to the faces of this prism, which will conse-

quently tend to move pOTpendioiilarly to each face,

by virtue of the difference of pressures, which the

fluid exerts on two opposite laces. From these

different pressures arise three forces perpendicu-

lar to each othei*, which must be combined with

the other forces which sollicit the molecule. It

is easy to rfiew from this, that in the state of equi-

librium the d.ifferential of the pressure is equal to

the density (e) of the fluid molecule multiplied in-

to the suma of the products of each force by the

element of its direction
; therefore if the fluid be

incompressible and homogeneous, this sum will

be an exact differential, this important result was

first announced by Clairaut, in his beautiful trea-

tise on the figure of the earth.

When the forces arise from attractions, which

are always a function of the distance from the at-

tracting centres, the product of ea<# force into

the element of its direction is an exact differen-

tial ; therefore the density of the fluid molecule

must be a function of the pressure, for the diffe-

rential of the (d) pressure divided by this density

is equal to an exact differential. Consequently

all the strata of the fluid mass, in which the pres-

sure is constant, are of the same density throughout
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their entire extent. The resultant of all the

forces which actuate each molecule at the surface

of these strata, is perpendicular to this surface,

on which the molecule would glide if this resul-

tant was inclined to it. In consequence of this

property these strata have been termed strata of

level.

The density of a molecule of atmospheric air,

is a function of the pressure and of the tempera-

ture
i

its gravity is very nearly a function of its

height above the surface of the eai'th. If its tem-

perature was likewise a function of this height,
' the equation of the equilibrium of the atmosphere,

would be a differential equation between the pres-

sure and the elevation, and consequently the equi-

librium (d) would be always possible. But in

nature, the temperature of the different regions

of the atmosphere depends also on the latitude,

on the presence of the sun, and on a thousand

variable or constant causes which ought to produce

in this great fluid mass, motions ofteq very con-

siderable. In consequence of the mobility of its

molecules, a heavy fluid may produce a pressure

much more considerable than its weight, ^or

example, 4|Small column of water, terminate by

a large horizontal surface, presses the bnl#''On

which it is incumbent, as much as a cylinder

of water of the same base and height. In

order to evince the truth of this paradox, sup.

pose a fixed cylindrical (e) vase, of which the ho-

rizontal base is moveable ;
and let this vase be

filled with water, its base is sustained in equilibrio
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by a force equal and contrary to the pressure

which it experiences. It is evident that the equi-

librium would still obtain, in the case in which a

part of the water was to consolidate and unite

itself with the sides of the vessel ;
for the equili-

brium of a system of bodies, is not deranged

by supposing that in this state, several of them

unite or become attached to fixed points. We
may in this manner form an infinity of vessels of

different figures, having all the same height and

base as the cylindrical vessel, and in which the

water will exert the sanje pressure on the move-

able base.

In general, when a fluid acts only by its weight,

the pressure which it exerts against a surface, is

equivalent to the weight of a prism of this fluid,

of which the base is equal to the pressed surface,

(J") and of which the height is equal to the dis-

tance of the centre of gravity of this surface, from

the plane of the level of the fluid.

A body plunged in a fluid, loses a part of its

weight equal to the weight of a volume of the dis-

placed fluid *, for before the immersion, the sur-

rounding fluid was in equilibrio with the weight

of volume of the fluid, which may be sup-

posed^ yvjthout deranging the equilibrium, to have

formed itself into a solid mass, the resulting force

of all the actions of the fluid on this mass must

therefore be in equilibrio with its weight, and pass

through its centre of gravity
; now it is clear that

(^) the same actions are exerted on a body which

occupies its place; consequently the action of the

T
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fluid destroys a part of the weight of this body,

equal to the weight of the volume of the displaced

fluid. Hence it follows that bodies weigh less in

air than in a vacuo ; the difference, though for the

most part hardly perceptible, should not be ne-

glected in very delicate experiments.

By means of a balance, which carries at the

extremity of one of its arms a body which

can he plunged in a fluid, we can estimate ex-

actly the diminution of weight which the body ex-

periences in this immersion, and determine its

specific gravity

t

or its density relative to that ‘ of

fluid. This gi'avity is the ratio of the weight of

the body in a vacuo, to its loss of weight, when it

is entirely immersed in the fluid. It is thus that

the specific gravities of bodies have been deter-

mined, by comparing them with distilled water at

its maximum density.

In order that a body which is lighter than a

fluid may be in equilibrio at its surface, its weight

must be equal to the volume of the displaced fluid.

It is moreover necessary, that the centres of

gravity of this portion of the, fluid and of the body

should exist in the same vertical line
;
for the re-

sultant of the actions of gravity on all the mole-

cules of the body, passes through its centre of

gravity, and the resultant of all the actions of the

fluid on this body passes (Ji)

'

through the e^Mare

of gravity Of the volume of the displaced fluid

;

and as these resultants must be on the same right

line in order to destroy each others effect, the

centres of gravity must exist in the same vertical.
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But in order to secure the stabUUy of the equili-

brium, it is necessary that other conditions, be-

sides the t\FO preceding, should be satisfied. It

may be always determined by the following rule.

If through the centre of gravity of the section

of a floating body on a level with the water, we
conceive a horizontal axis, such that the sum of

the products of each element of the section, into

the square of its distance from this axis be less

than a similar sum relatively to any other hori-

zontal axis drawn through the same centre, the

equilibrium will be stable in every direction, when
this sum is greater than the product of the volume

of the displaced fluid, into (i) the height of the

centre of gravity of the body, above the centre of

gravity of this volume. This rule is principally

useful, in the construction of vessels to which it

is necessary to give sufficient stability, in order

to enable them to resist the efforts of storms and

waters which tend to submerge them. In a ship the

axis drawn from the stern to the prow is the line,

relatively to which, the above mentioned sum is a

minimum

;

it is therefore easy by means of the

preceding rule, to determine the stability.

Two fluids contained in a vessel, dispose them-

selves in such a manner that the heaviest occu-

pies (Ji) the lowest part of the vessel, and thesur-

fac^rhich separates them is horizontal.

lAwo fluids communicate with each other by

means of a bent tube, the surface which separates

them ill a state of equilibrium is nearly horizon-

tal, when the tube is very large
j
their heights

T 2
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above this surface, are reciprocally proportional to

their specific gravities. The entire atmosphere

being therefore supposed to be ofa uniform density,

equal to that of the air at the temperature of

melting ice ;
its height will be 796S“, when com-

pressed by a column of mercury of seventy-six

centimetres ;
but because the density of the at-

mospheric strata diminishes, as they are more

elevated above the level of4he seas, the height of

the atmosphere is much greater.



CHAP. V.

Of the motion ofa system of bodies.

Let us consider first, the action of two material

points of different masses, which moving in the

same right line impinge on each other. We may
conceive immediately before to the shock, their

motions to be decomposed in such a manner, that

they may have a common velocity, and two op-

posite velocities, such that if they were actuated

by these alone they would have remained in equi-,

librio. The velocity common to the two points,

is not affected by their mutual action, and there-

fore it will subsist alone after the shock. To de-

termine it we shall observe, that the quantity of

i^otion of the two points arising from this com-

mon velocity, plus the sum of the quantities of

motion which are due to the velocities, which arc

destroyed, represent the sum of the quantities of

motion previous to the shock, provided that the

quantities of motion arising from the opposite ve-

locities, be taken with contrary signs
j

but {a) by

the conditions of equilibrium, the sum of the

quantities of motion produced by the destroyed

velocity vanishes; hence, the quantity of mo-

tion arising from the common velocity, is equal

to that which existed in the two points previous
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to the impact
;
and consequently this velocity is

equal to the sum of the quantities of motion,' di-

vided by the sum of the masses.

The impact of two material points is purely

ideal, but it is easy to reduce to it that of any

two bodies, by observing that if these bodies im-

pinge in the direction of a right line passing

through their centres of gravity, and perpendicular

to their surfaces of contact, they will act oh each

other as if their masses were condensed into

these centres
;
therefore motion is communicated

between them, as between two material points,

of which the masses are respectively equal to these

bodies.

The preceding demonstration supposes, that

after the shock, the two bodies must have the

same velocity. We may readily suppose that this

must be the case for soft bodies, in which the

communication of motion is made successively,

and by insensible gi’adations
;

for it is evideftt^j

that from the instant when the struck body' ha^
the same velocity as the striking body, all velo-

city between them ceases. But between two bo-

dies of absolute hardness, the shock is instan-

taneous, and it does not appear to be necessary

that their velocities should be (b) afterwards the

same ; their mutual impenetrability solely re-

quires that the velocity of the striking body should^

be less; in other respects it is indeterminate.

This indetermination demonstrates the absurdity

of an absolute hardness. In fact, in nature the

hardest bodies, if they are not elastic, have an
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imperceptible softness, which nendens Uieir Hia>

tual action successive, although its duration is in-

sensible.

Where bodies are perfectly elastic, it is neces-

sary, in order to obtain their velocity after fl»e

shock, to add or subtract from the common velo-

city which they would have, if they were desUtute

of elasticity, the velocity which they would gain

or lose ’in this hypothesis ; for the perfect elasti-

city doubles these effects, by the restitution of tl»e

springs which were compressed by the shock

;

therefore the velocity of each body after the shock

will be obtained by subtracting its velocity before

the shock, from twice this common velocity.

Hence it is easy to infer, that the sum of the

products of each mass by the square of its velo.

city, is the same before and after the shock of the

two bodies
;
which obtains universally in the im-

pact of any number of perfectly elastic bodies,

however they may be supposed to act on each

diheK

Such are the laws of the communication of

motion by impulse, laws which have been con-

firmed by experience, and which may be mathe.

matically deduced from the two fundamental laws

of motion, explained in the second chapter of this

book. Several philosophers have endeavoured to

determine them from the consideration of final

causes. Descartes, supposing that the quantity

of motion in the universe should always remain

the same without any regard to its direction, has

deduced from this false hypothesis erroneous
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laws of the communication of motion, which fur-

nish a remarkable example of the errors to which

we are liable, when we endeavour to develope the

laws of nature, by attributing to her, particular

views.

When a body receives an impulsion, in a di-

rection which passes through its centre of gravity,

all its parts move with an equal velocity. If this

direction is at one side of this point, the velocities

of different parts of this body will be unequal, and

from this inequality arises a motion of rotation of

the body about its centre ^)f gravity, at the same

,
time that this centre is carried forward with the

velocity with which it would have moved if the

direction of the impulsion had passed through

this point. This (c) case is that of the earth, and

of the planets. Thus to explain the double mo-
tion of rotation and of translation of the earth, it

is sufficient to suppose that in the beginning, it

received an impulse of which the direction w£^ at

a small distance from its centre of gravity,,^and

supposing this planet to be homogeneous, this dis-

tance is very nearly the hundreth and sixtieth

part of its radius. It is extremely improbaUe

that the primitive direction of the planets; the

satellites and comets, should pass exactly through

their centres of gravity ; all these bodies should

therefore revolve round their axes.

For the same reason the sun, which revolves

on an axis, must have received an impulsion,

of,^^ii|y^ - the direction not passing accurately

throiipi its centre of gi’avity, carries it along in
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space with the planetary system, unless an im-

pulse in a contrary direction should have de-

stroyed this motion, which is not at all pro-

bable.

The impulsion given to an homogeneous sphere,

in a direction which does not pass through its

centre, causes it to revolve constantly round a

diameter perpendicular to a plane passing through

its centre, and through the direction of the im-

pressed force. New forces which sollicit all its

points, and of which the resulting force passes

through its centre, do not alter the parallelism

of the axis of rotation. It is tlmsthat weexplain how
the axis of the earth, remains always very nearly

parallel to itself in its revolution about tho suii,

without assuming with Copernicus, an annual

motion of the poles of the earth about those of the

ecliptic. If the body be of any figure whatever,

its axis of rotation may vary at every instant : the

investigation of these variations, whatever be the

forces which act on the body, is one of the most

interesting problems in the science of mechanics

which relates to hard bodies, in consequence ofits

.connexion with the procession of the equinoxes

and the libration of the moon. Its solution has

led to this curious and useful result, namely, that

in every body there exist three axes, perpendi-

cular to each other, about which it may revolve

(ie) uniformly, when it is not sollicited by any ex-

ternal force. These axes have on this account

been termed the principal axes of rotation. They
possess this remarkable property, that the sum of
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tho products of each molecule of the body, into

the square of its distance from the axis, is a

maximum with respect to two of these axis, and a

minimum with respect to the third. If we sup-

pose the body to revolve round an axis which is

inclined in a very small angle to either of the two
first, the instantaneous axis of rotation will always

deviatefrom either of them byan indefinitely small

quantity ;
therefore the rotation is stable relatively

to the two first axes ; it is not so with respect

to the third principal axis, and if the instanta-

neous axis deviates from it,, by ever so small (/)

a quantity, this deviation will increase and become

continually greater and greater.

A body, or a system of bodies of any figure

whatever, oscillating about a fixed horizontal axis,

constitutes the compound pendulum. These are

the only species of pendulums which really exist

in nature, and the simple pendulums, which have

been noticed in the second chapter, are purely geo^^»

metrical conceptions which have been {g) devised

in order to simplify the subject. It is easy to re-

duce to themthecompound pendulums, ofwhich all

the points are firmly connected together. If the

length of the simple pendulum, the oscillations -of

which are of the same duration as thoseof thecom-

pound pendulum, be multiplied by themass of this

last pendulum, and by the distance of its centre of

gravity from the axis of oscillation,the product will

be equal to the sum of the products of each mole-

cule of the compound pendulum, into the square of

its distance from the same axis, it is by means of
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this rule, which was discovered hy Huygens, that

experiments on compound pendulums makeknoim
the length of the simple pendulum which vibrates

seconds.

Conceive a pendulum to make very small oscil-

lations, all of which exist in the same plane, and

suppose that at the moment of its greatest devia-

tion from the vertical, a small force is impressed

on it, perpendicular to the plane of its motion ; it

will describe an ellipse about the vertical. In or-

der to represent this motion, we may conceive a

fictitious pendulum which continues to vibrate as

the real pendulum would do, if the new force had
not been impressed on it ; while the real pendu-

lum, in virtue of the impressed force vibrates at

each side of the ideal pendulum, as if this ficti-

tious pendulum had been immoveable and verti-

cal. Thus it appears, that the motion of the

real pendulum (A) is the result of two simple

bscillations co-existing and perpendicular to each

other.

This manner of considering the small oscilla-

tions of bodies, may be extended to any system

whatever. If we suppose the system to be de-

ranged from its state ofoquilibrium by very small

impulsions, and that afterwards new ones are im-

pressed on it, it will oscillate relatively to the suc-

cessive states which it would have assumed in vir-

tue of the first impulsions, in the same manner
as would vibrate with respect to its state of equi-

librium, if the new impulsions had been solely

impressed in this state. Therefore the very small
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oscillations of a system of bodies, however com-

plicated, may be considered as made up of sim-

ple oscillations, perfectly similar to those of the

(i) pendulum. In fact, if we conceive the sys-

tem to be primitively in repose, and then very

little disturbed from its state of equilibrium, so

that the force which sollicits each body may tend

to reduce it to this state, and may moreover be

proportional to the distance of the body from this

point, it is evident that this will be the case

during the oscillation of the system, and that at

each instant the velocity,of the different points

'will be proportional to their distance from the po-

sition of equilibrium. They will therefore attain

this position at the same instant, and they will

vibrate in the same manner as the simple pen-

dulum. But the state of derangement which

Avc have assigned to the system, is not unique.

If one ofthe bodies be elongated from the position

of equilibrium, and if then the situations of the

other bodies which satisfy the preceding conditions

be investigated, we arrive at an equation of a de-

gree equal to the number of the bodies of the sys-

tem, which are moveable between themselves

;

which furnishes for each body, as many species of

simple oscillations, as there are bodies. Let us

conceive that the first species of oscillations exists

in the system ; and at any given instant, let all

the bodies be supposed to be elongated from their

position, proportionally to the quantities which

are relative to the second species of oscillations.

In virtue of the coexistence of the oscillations, the
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system will oscillate with respect to the consecu-

tive states, which it would have assumed in con-

quence of the first species of oscillation, as it would

have oscillated about its state of equilibrium, if the

second species had been solely impressed on it

;

its motion will therefore be made up of the two

first species of oscillation : we may in like man-
ner combine with this motion, the third species

of oscillations, and so by proceeding in this man-

ner combine all these species in the most general

manner j we can thus synthetically compound all

possible motions, which may be impressed on a

system, provided that ‘they be very small, and

converselywe may by analysing these motions, re-

solve them into simple oscillations. Hence arises

an easy method of recognizing the absolute sta-

bility of the equilibrium of a system of bodies.

If in all positions relative to each species of

oscillations, the forces tend to reduce the bodies

to a state of equilibrium, this state will be stable

;

this will not be the case, or the stability will be

only relative, if in any one (Jt

)

of these positions,

the forces tend to encrease the distance of the bo-

dies from the position of equilibrium.

It is evident that this manner of viewing the

very small oscillations of a system of bodies, may
be extended to fluids themselves, of which the

oscillations are the result of simple oscillations

existing simultaneously, and frequently of an in-

finite number.

We have a very sensible example of the exist-

ence of very small oscillations, in the case of
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waves, when a point of the surface of stagnant

water is slightly agitated ;
circular waves are ob-

served to form and to extend themselves about it.

If the surface be agitated at a second point, new

waves are observed to arise, and mix themselves

with the former
j
they are superimposed over the

surface agitated by the first waves, as they would

be (0 dispersed on this surface, if it had remained

tranquil, so that they are perfectly distinct in

their commingling. What is observed by the eye

to be the case with respect to, waves, the car per-

ceives with respect to sounds or the vibrations of

^he air, which are propagated simultaneously

without any alteration, and make very distinct

impressions.

The principle of the coexistence of simple oscil-

lations, for which we ai’e indebted to Daniel Ber-

noulli, is one of these general results which as-

sists the imagination, by the facility with which it

enables us to exhibit phenomena and their suc-

cessive changes.

It may be easily deduced from tbe analytical

theory of the small oscillations of a system of bo-

dies. These oscillations depend on linear diffe-

rential equations,|of which the complete integrals,

are tlie sum of the {m

)

particular integrals. Thus

the simple oscillations are disposed one on the

other, to form the^motion of the system, as the

particular integrals which represent them, are

combined together to constitute the complete in-

tegrals. It is interesting to trace in this manner,

the intellectual truths of analysis in the pheno-
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mena of nature. This correspondence, of which

the system of the world furnishes us with nu-

merous examples, constitutes one of the great

charms of mathematical speculations.

It is natural to reduce the laws of the motion

of bodies to a general principle, in the same man-

ner as the laws of their equilibrium have been re-

duced to the sole principle of virtual velocities.

To effect this, let us consider the motions of a

system of bodies acting the one on the other,

without being sollicited by accelerating forces.

Their velocities change, at every instant, but we
may conceive each velocity at any instant to be

compounded of the velocity which it would have

at the following instant, and of another velocity

which ought to be destroyed at the commence-
ment of this new instant. If the velocity

destroyed be known, it would be easy, by the

law of the resolution of forces, to determine the

velocity of the body at the second instant
j now it

is evident, that if the bodies were only actuated

by the velocities which are destroyed, they

would mutually constitute an equilibrium
; thus

the laws of equilibrium will give the relations of

the velocities which are destroyed, imd it will be

easy to determine from thence the velocities which

remain, and their (n) directions. Therefore

by means of the indnitismal analysis we shall

have the successive variations of the motion of the

system, and its position at every instant. It is

evident that if the bodies are actuated by accele-

rating forces, the same resolution of velocities
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may be employed, but then, the equilibrium

ought to obtain between the velocities destroyed

and these forces.

This method of reducing the laws of motion to

those of equilibrium, for which we are princi-

pally indebted to d’Alembert, is very luminous

and universally applicable. It would be a matter

of surprise that it had escaped the notice of geo-

meters, who had occupied themselves with the

principles of dynamics previously to its discovery,

if we did not know that the simplest ideas are

almost always those whick are the last suggested

'to the human mind.

It still remained to combine the principle which

has been just explained, \Vith that of virtual ve-

locities, in order to give to the science of mecha-

nics all the perfection jof which it appears to be

susceptible. This is what Lagrange has atchiev-

ed, and by this means has reduced the investiga-

tion of the motion of any system of bodies, to the

integration of differential equations. The object

of mechanics is by this means accomplished, and

it is the province of pure analysis to complete

the solution of problems. The following is the

simplest manner of forming the differential equa-

tions of the motion of any system whatever. If

we imagine three fixed (oj axes perpendicular to

each other, and that at the end of any instant the

velocity of each material point of a system of bo-

dies is resolved into three others parallel to those

axes; we may consider each partial velocity as being

uniform during this instant ; we can then suppose
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that at the end of this instant, the point is ac-

tuated parallel to one of these axes by three velo-

cities, namely, by its velocity during this instant,

by the small variation which it receives in the fol-

lowing instant, and by this same variation applied

in a contraiy direction. The two lii*st of these

velocities exist in the following instant ; the third

must therefore be destroyed by tlie forces which
sollicit the point, and by the action of the other

points of the system. Consequently, if the in-

stantaneous variations of the partial velocities of

each point of the systerfi, be applied to this point

in a contraiy direction, the system should be in

equilibrio, in consequence of all these variations,

and of the forces which actuate it. The equa-

tions of this equilibrium will be obtained by means

of the principle of virtual velocities
;
and by com-

bining them with those which arise-from the con-

nection of the parts of the system, the differen-

tial equations of the motion of each of these

points will be obtained.

It is evident that we can in the same manner,

reduce the laws of the motion of fluids to those of

their equilibrium. In this case, the conditions re-

lative to the connection of the parts of the system

are reducible to this, namely, that the volume of

any molecule of the fluid remains always the same,

if the fluid be incompressible, and that it depends

on the pressure exerted according to a fnj given

law, if the fluid be elastic and compressible. The
equations which express these conditions, and the

variations of the motion of the fluid, contain the

u
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partial differences of the coordinates of the mo-

lecule, taken either relatively to the time, or with

respect to the primitive coordinates. The in-

tegration of this species of equations presents great

difficulties, and we have as yet been only able to

succeed in some particular cases, relative to the mo-

tions of ponderable fluids in vases, to the theory

of sound, and to the oscillations of the sea and

of the atmosphere.

The consideration of the differential equations

of the motion of a system of bodies, has led to the

,
discovery of several very general and useful prin-

ciples of mechanics, which are an extension of

those already announced in the second chapter

of this book, relative to the motion of a point.

A material point moves uniformly in a right line,

if it is not subjected to the action of extraneous

causes. In a system of bodies which act on each

other without being subjected to the action of ex-

terior causes, the common centre of gravity

moves uniformly in a right line, and its motion

is the same, as if all the bodies were united

in this point, all the forces which actuate them
being immediately applied (q) to it ; so that the

direction and the quantity of their resultant, re-

main constantly the same.

We have seen that the radius vector of a body,

sollicited by a force, which is directed to a fixed

point, describes areas which are proportional to

the times. If we suppose a system of bodies act-

ing on each other, in any manner, and sollicited

by a force directed to a fixed point ; and iffrom this
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point, radii vectorcs drawn to each of them, be

projected on an invariable plane passing through

this point, the sum of the products of the mass
of each body into the area which the projection

of its (r) radius vector traces, is proportional to

the time. It is in this that the principle of the

conservation of areas consists. If there is no fixed

point, towards which the system is attracted, and

if it be only subjected to' the mutual action of its

parts, we may then assume any point whatever,

for the origin of the radii vectores.

The product of the mass of the body into the

area described by the projection of its radius vec-

tor in an unit of time, is equal to the projection

of the entire force of this body multiplied into the

perpendicular let fall from the fixed point, on

the direction of the force thus projected
j
this last

product is the moment of the force to make the

system revolve about an axis passing through

the fixed point, and perpendicular to the plane

of projection j the principle of the conser-

vation of areas is therefore reduced to this,

namely, that the sum of the moments of the finite

forces to make the system revolve about any

axis passing through the fixed point, which sum
vanishes in the state of equilibrium, is constant in

the state of motion. When it is announced in this

manner, this principle is applicable in all possi-

ble laws between the force and velocity.

The vis viva of a system, is the sum of the

products of the mass of each body, by the square

of its velocity. When the body moves on a curve
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or on>a surface, without being subject to a foreign

action, its vis viva is always the same, because

its velocity is constant
;

if the bodies of the sys-

tem experience no other action, but such as arise

from their mutual tractions and pressures, either

directly or by the intervention of rods and inex-

tensible and unelastic threads, the vis viva of the

system remains constant, even though several of

the bodies should be constrained to move on

curved lines or surfaces. This (s') principle, which

has been termed the pi'inciple of the conservation

fiflivingforces, is applicable to all possible laws be-

tween the force and the velocity, provided that

by the vis viva or living force of a body, is under-

stood twice the integral of the product of its velo-

city, into the differential of the finite force by

which it is actuated.

In the motion of a body sollicited by any forces

wbatevei’, the variation of the vis viva is equal

to twice the product of the mass of the body, by

the sum of the accelerating forces multiplied re-

spectively by the elementary quantities, by which

the body advances towards their origins. In the

motion of a system of bodies, twice the sum of

all these products, is the variation of the living

force of the system. Let us conceive that in tlte

motion of the system, all the bodies arrive at the

same instant in the position, in which it would be

in equilibrio in consequence of the accelerating

forces which sollicit it : by the principle of vir-

tual velocities the variation of the living force

vanishes *, therefore the vis viva will then have
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attained its maxinmm or minimum. If (be 8ys<>

tem be moved by one sole species of simple oscil*

lations, tbe bodies after departing from tbe po-

sition of equilibrium will tend to revert to it, if

tbe equilibrium be stable ; therefore, tbeir velo-

cities diminish in proportion as tlieir distance

from this position is increased, and consequently

in this position, tbe vis viva will be a max-

inrnm. But if tbe equilibrium be not stable, tbe

bodies in proportion as their distance from this

position is increased will tend to deviate more
from it, and tbeir velocities will continue to in-

crease, consequently tbeir vis viva will be in

this case a minimum. Hence we may infer, that

if the vis viva be constantly a maximum^ when
tbe bodies simultaneously attain the position of

equilibrium, whatever that velocity may be, the

equilibrium will be stable, and on the contrary,

the stability will be neither absolute or relative,

if the vis viva in this position of the system,

be constantly a minimum.

Finally, we have seen in the second chapter,

that the sum of the integi’als of the product of

each finite force of the system, by the element of

its direction, which sum vanishes in the state of

equilibrium, becomes a miiumum in the state of

motion. It is in this (fy t^t the principle of

least action consists, which -principle differs -from

those of the. uniform motion of the centre gra-.

vity, of the consei'Vation of areas and of living

forces, in this, that these prinoijdes are the real

integrals of the differential equations of the mo-
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tion of bodies }
whereas that of the least ae>

tion is only a remarkable combination of these

same equations.

The finite force of a body, being the product

of its mass into its velocity, and the velocity mul-

tiplied into the space described in an element of

time, being equal to the product of this element

by the square of the velocity, the principle of the

least action may be announced in the following

manner : the integral of the vis viva of a sys-

tem, multiplied by the clement of the time,

is, a minimum f so that tiie true economy of

nature is that of the vis viva. To produce this

economy ought to be our object in the con

struction of machines, which are more per-

fect in proportion as less vis viva is requir-

ed, to produce a given effect. If the bodies are

not sollicited by any accelerating forces, the vis

viva of the system is constant
; consequently

the system passes from one point to another in

the shortest time.

Another important remark remains to be made

relative to the extent of these different principles.

That ofthe uniform motion ofthe centre ofgravity,

and the principle of the conservation of areas, sub-

sist even when by the («) mutual action of the

bodies of the system they undergo sudden changes

in their motions, which renders these principles ex-

tremely useful in several circumstances , but the

principle of the conservation of the vis viva and of

the least action require, that the variations of the

motions of the system be made by insensible gra-

•dations.
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When the system undergoes sudden changes,

either from the mutual action the of bodies qf the

S3rstem, orfrom meeting with obstacles, ihevisviva

experiences at each of these changes, a diminution

equal to the sum of the products ofeach body^into

the square of the velocity destroyed, conceiving the

velocity previous to the change to be resolved into

two, of which one subsists after the shock, the

other being annihilated, the square of which is

evidently equal to the sum ofthe squares ofthe va-

riations which the c!' nge makes the decomposed

velocity to experience,*^ irallel to any three coordi-

nate axes. All these principles would still obtain,

regard being had to the (v) relative motion of the

bodies of the system, if it was carried along by a

general motion common to the foci of the forces,

which we have supposed to be fixed. They ob-

tain likewise in the relative motions of bodies on

the earth, for it is impossible, as has been already

observed, to judge of the absolute motion of a

system of bodies, by the sole appearances of its

relative motion.

Whatever be the motion of the system and the

variation which it experiences from the mutual

action of its parts, the sum of the products of

each body, by the area which its projection traces

about the common centre of gravity, on a plane

which passing through this point remains always

parallel to itself, is constant. The plane on
which this sum is a maximum, preserves its rela-

tive position (x) during the motion of the sys-

tem, the same sum vanishes for every plane which
passing through the centre of gravity, is perpeu'
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dicular to that just mentioned; and the squares of

the three similar sums relative to any three planes

drawn through the centre of gravity, and perpen-

dicular to each other, are equal to the square of

the sum which is a maximum. The plane which

corresponds to this sum, posesses also the follow-

ing remai'kable property, namely, that the sum

of the projections of the areas traced by bodies

about each other, and multiplied respectively by

the product of the masses of the two bodies which

are connected by each radius vector, is a maximum

op this plane, and on all planes which are parallel

to it. We may therefore find at all times a plane

which passing through any one of the points of

the system preserves always a parallel situation ;

and as by referring the motion of the bodies of the

system to it, two of the constant arbitrary quanti-

ties of this motion disappear, it is as natural to

select this plane for that of the coordinates, as it

is to fixtheir origin, at the centre of gravity of the

system.
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[d) The meridian is therefore a secondary both to tlie

equator and to the horizon; and as from Napier’s rules

the sine of the elevation of any point of the equator above

the horizon is equal to the sine of the inclination of the

equator to the horizon multiplied into the sine of the arfc of

the equator, intercepted between the given point and the

horizon ;
it follows, that as the inclination of the equator is

constant in the same place, the elevation of the point is

greatest when it is 90° from the horizon, i. e, when it is

on the meridian ; in which case also the sine of the greatest

elevation of the equator, (which is equal to the complement

of latitude,) is equal to the sine of the inclination of the

equator to the horizon, and as the most elevated point of

the equator exists on the meridian, the most elevated points

of all parallels to the equator exist also on the meridiau.

As the star is always at the same distance from the

pole, when it is on the meridian, it is as much below the

pole in one observation as it is above it in the other

;

hence, the three elevations constitute an arithmetic pro-

gression. This observation gives us at the same time the

declination, for this last quantity is equal to 90°, minus

half the difference between the greatest and least heights;

X
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however, this method requires some corrections for re-

fraction, &c. as will be hereafter specified ; indeed it has

been employed to determine the quantity of refraction

when the latitude is known from other considerations,

(see Brinkley’s Astronomy, Chap. 4*.) ; the nearer the star

is to the pole the less will be the error from the hypothe-

sis, that there is no refraction ; those stars never set, of

which the distance from the pole is equal to the comple-

ment of the elevation of the pole above the horizon.—

Note (d). Chap. 2.

{b) The actual magnitude of the earth, considered as

spherical, may be determined from this circumstance, for

if we proceed north or south until the pole is elevated or

, depressed a degree, we know that we must have travelled

over a degree on the earth's surface, the number of miles

in which being measured and multiplied by 360, gives the

number of miles in the earth’s circumference, by means of

which it is easy to determine the number of miles in the

earth’s radius ; what is stated in the text shew^s, that the

earth is convex at the place of the spectator ; the circum-

navigation of the globe in various directions proves, that

it is a curved surface returning into itself, and likewise the

circumstance of the boundary of the earth’s shadow in a

lunar eclipse being always circular, proves that it is

globular or round.

(c) The sun’s motion is always performed in the same

plane ; for the sine of right ascension bears to the tangent

of declination an invariable ratio, it follows consequently

that the plane passingthrough the sun and the vernal equi-

nox must always make the same angle with the equator, the

radius being to the tangent of this angle in the given invaria-

ble ratio; it is also observed, that the difference between the

right ascensions of those stars, which are near to the sun

at the commencement of spring and at the commencement
of autumn, is 1 80, hence it follows, that the two intersections

of the equator and ecliptic are 1 80® distant ; and if the
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points of the horizon, when the sun sets in the beginning

of summer and winter, be accurately marked, it will be

found that they are equally distant from the east and west,

hence, and as all the points of the orbit are always in the

same plane, it follows, that the ecliptic is a great circle.

{d) U I denotes the latitude, d the declination, and h

the horary angle from noon, we have, when the sun is

rising or setting, cos. A=ztang. L tang. d\ when the height

of the pole and d are of the same denomination cos. h is

negative, and •*. h > than 90, •*. the day is longer than

the night; when I or </, or both, vanish, A= 90°, therefore,

the day is always equal to the night ; when tang. ^=cot. d,

or vice versd^ ^=0, .*« the sqn does not set.

{e) The horizon of spectators situated at the equator

passes through the poles, hence the horizon, being in this

case a secondary to the equator must pass through the cen-

tres of all circles parallel to the equator, and bisect them all

at right angles ; hence, as also appears from the preceding

note, the days are always equal to the night ; such a posi-

tion of the sphere is called a right sphere. To a spectator

situated at the pole, the equator and horizon coincide,

consequently the planes of all the diurnal circles are

parallel to the plane of the horizon, so that when the

sun is at the northern side of the equator, he does not set

for six months; this position of the sphere is called a

parallel sphere. In all places intermediate between the

equator and poles, the length of the day is different at

different periods of the year. Such positions of the sphere

are called oblique spheres; what is staled here is imme-

diately apparent from the preceding part of this note {d).

If by means of the observed declinations and right ascen-

sions of the sun, the daily increments of longitude be com-

puted, it will be found that they are not proportional to

the intervals of time which separate the consecutive pas-

sages of the sun over the meridian ; the greatest difference

exists in two points of the ecliptic, of which one is situated
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iiear to the summer, and the other near to the winter sof^

slice ; these two points are in the same line, though

situated on opposite sides of the equator, and their right

ascensions differ by 180r

{J

)

Consequently the mean relocity between these two

. P, 1327 +1^0591
extremes is = 1°,0959.

(g) The angles being supposed to increase propor-

tionably to the times, their sines will be periodical;^ for

the bine, which at the commencement is cypher, increases

with the arc and becomes equal to radius when the arc

= 90^, it then decreases and finally becomes = to cypher

when the arc becomes equal tq ISO; the sine then passing

to the other side of tl>e diameter changes its sign, and

runs through the same series of changes in this semicir-

cumference. It may be retnarked here, that it appears

from analysis that all the inequalities of the heavenly bodies

may be expressed by the sines and cosines ofangles, which

increase proportionally to the time. No other function

of the circle occurs in the expressions for these inequalities..

See Vol. 2, Book 6, Chap. 2.

(h) In fact, as it is a matter of observation that the an-

gular motion of the sun varies as the square of the apparent

diameter, it follows, as a general law, that the angle de-

scribed each day by the sun multiplied by the square of

the distance is constant, i, e. if r and r' represent the dis-

tances, and dr, (l;v^ the angles described by the sun at the

two different epochs, we have dv. ? *= (/ v'. ; but the areas

described at these points are respectively = —^ »

hence it follows, that equal areas are described in

equal times*

Otherwise thus, let v and represent the angular motions

of the sun in two different points of the orbit, a and a' the

small diurnal arcs described by the sun at these points, rand
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^•+ Sr, the corresponding distances, and d, d' the correspond-

infif apparent diameters, the small sectors described by the

, . ,
r.a

,
(r+Sr).a^

sun arc equal respectively to and ^ , or as a=zvr,

. , _ , , ,
r^.v (r+Sr)*.u'

a^=zv ,{r+Sr)j these sectors are equal to q

now by means of very exact measurements of the apparent

diameter of the sun made with a micrometer, it is found

that the apparent angular motions vary as the squares of the

apparent diameters, i. e. d'*, or I :(r+ Sr)*: r*,

.•.t;r*=t/.(r+8r)*, hence the small sectors are always pro-

portional to the times.

( 2
) In fact, suppose lines to be drawn in a plane passing

through a given point, •(which represents the common
centre of the earth and of the celestial sphere,) so that

their angular distances may be equal to the diurnal motion.

These lines will represent the visual rays, which are drawn

to the sun each successive day. I^ay off from the fixed

point in the direction of these rays the corresponding dis-

tances of the sun from the earth, (which may be estimated

from the diurnal motion, one of these distances being as-

sumed equal to unity,) the points which are determined

in this manner will indicate the place of the sun for each

day, and the curve which is traced by uniting these points

will be similar to the sun’s orbit. It is evident, that if the

angles described by the sun each succsssive day be deter-

mined by means of its observed longitudes, the ratio of

the distances will be obtained ; for, from the equation

t;r*=A, it follows, that these distances are reciprocally

as the square roots of the angular motions. But in order

to ascertain whether the ’ curve indicated by the observa-

tions of the sun is an exact ellipse, we should assume the

indeterminate equation of any ellipse, and make it to satisfy

some of these observations ; and when the elements have

been determined by this condition, we can investigate and

try whether it equally represents the other observations.
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z. e. if it assigns for the distances of the sun from the

earth in different longitudes, values equal to those which

have been deduced from observation.

We might have inferred from an observation of the

sun’s apparent diameter that his apparent orbit is an

ellipse, for if m be his mean, and m—

n

his least apparent

diameter, then this diameter at any other point is observed

to be equal to m—n. cos. v, v representing his angular dis-

tance from the point where his diameter is least; now, as

the distance varies inversely as the apparent diameter,

g
which is an equation of the same form asm—w.cos.e’ ^

— ^*(1

—

l+^.cos.w’

Or thus, let D, D' represent the greatest and least

diameters of the sun, which have been already given

in numbers in the text; it is found that if d denote

any other diameter, and v the angular distance of the

sun when the diameter is d, from the point in the ellipse

where the diameter is D, we have D— D' : D— dll

I—cos. 180 (i. e. 2) : 1— cos. v, (D— D') (1— cos.v) =

2. (D-d) and d=D— +

l-ff.C08.V ~
this IS the equation oi an ellipse whose major

axis passes through the points where the apparent diameter

is greatest and least*

(^) This point may be easily determined in the case of

any elliptic orbit. About the focus of the ellipse, as

centre* describe a circle, of which the radius is a mean
proportional between the .semiaxes of the ellipse ; this cir«

cle is equal to the ellipse, and if a body be conceived to

revolve in thU oirele with the mean angular motion of the
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stin, its periodic time will be equal to the periodic time

of the sun. Conceive this imaginary body to set off from

the same radius as the sun, at the same time that the sun

begins to move from the apogee. As the sun’s velocity in

this point is less than his mean angular velocity, the ficti-

tious body will precede the sun, and it will continue to pre-

cede this star by greater quantities perpetually, till the an-

gular motion of the sun becomes equal to the angular mo-

tion of this body, afterwards the angular motion of the sun

becoming greater than the mean angular motion, the sun

will begin to gain on the body, and will overtake it, when
it arrives at perigee; hence it is evident, that the body pre-

cedes the sun by the greatest quantity, when its angular

motion is equal to the mean angular motion ; now it ap-

pears from the equation vr^szAy that the angular motions

vary as the synchronous areas directly, and inversely as

the squares of the distance, but the synchronous areas are

equal in the ellipse and circle, for they are ns the whole

areas divided by the respective periodic times, i, e. in a

ratio of equality, hence, the angular motions are equal

when the distances are equal, i. e. when the distance of

the sun from the focus is a mean proportional between the

semiaxes.

The radius of the circle whose arerf is equal to that

of the ellipse a*—e*.

(/) This parallax is given with great accuracy by theory,

as we shall see in the sequel, (see Book 4*, Chap. 4,) the

reason why it is so particularly interesting to determine

the parallax is, because our knowledge of the absolute

magnitude of the solar system depends on it.

If the exact time when the spots describe right lines

was known, the longitude of the sun or earth at this in-

stant would determine flie place of the nodes. However,

this place is best determined by means of corresponding

observations, made before and after the passage through
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the nodes when the openings of the ellipse is the same,

but in opposite directions.

Calling X the heliocentric longitudes of the earth

and spot, y the heliocentric latitude, and B the geocentric

latitude, A the sun’s semi-diameter, r the distance of spot

from centre of the sun, and R the distance of spot from

centre of the earth, which is very nearly equal to the dis-

tance of the centre of the sun from earth, we have

T
r : R X sin.B ; sin.3^, as sin. A = we have sin.^=:

R .
sin.B

-7' sin. B = —;r ,
likew’ise r.cos.^: R. cos. B expresses the

t' sin. ^
ratio of the curtate distances of the spot from the centres of

the sun and earth, which is also expressed by that ofsin.E:

sin. {/

—

x% E being equal to the difference between the geo-

centric longitudes of the centre of the sun and spot, we

have r. cos.j/: R.cos.B w sin.E;sin.(/—.r), hence sin.(/

—

x)

sin.E.cos.B R sin.E.cos.B
. . . ^= *

-=<.os.j/:sin:A
=(l>y substituting for cos.y

sin.E. cos. B
hence w’e

cos.^ r

^sin.*A—sin.*B\
its value TuTi: )

sin. A / ^ sin.*A—fein.*B*

can determine x.

Observing three positions of the same spot, we are given

by what precedes’^lheir distances, /, Z', from the pole of

the ecliptic or their co-latitudes. We can also, by what

precedes, determine their differences of longitude; hence in

the three spherical triangles, which are formed by drawing

lines from the pole of the ecliptic to the three observed

positions of the spot, we have in each of them, respectively,

two sides and the included angle, which enables us to de-

termine the remaining sides. A, A', A", (or the arcs con-

necting the three positions of the spot), and also the base

angles, and consequently their sum ; now as the spot moves

parallel to the solar equator, its distances from the pole of

this equator are the same, consequently a perpendicular

from this pole bisects the arcs connecting the different
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positions of the spots; and from the consideration of these

triangles it is evident, that we are given the of the sum

of the cosines of the angles, which an arc from the pole of

the sun’s equator makes with the connecting arcs, to the dif-

ference of the cosines of these angles, u e, we are given

the ratio of the cotangents of half the angle made con-

necting arcs to the tangent of half the difference of the

preceding angles; having determined tins difference we can

obtain the angle which the arc from the pole of the equator

makes with connecting arc, and hence we obtain, by sub-

traction, the angle formed by arcs drawn from a given

position of the spot to the poles of equator and ecliptic,

and as we have these arcs we can obtain the third 'side,

which measures the inclination of the equator to ecliptic;

and as we also know the angle formed by /, and the

time, ty in which it is described, we can obtain the time of

revolution for t \ T I* a : 360°.

CHAPTER III.

This position, with respect to the equality which sub-

sists between the duration of each oscillation of a pendu-

lum, is, in fact, the principle of sufficient reason which

was first propounded as a general axiom by Leibnitz,

though it was long before virtually assumed by Archimedes

in demonstrating some of the first principles of mechanics.

The sun in the course of the year passes the meridian

once less than the star, because the sum of all the retar-

dations in that time is equal to 360°, being equal to the

sum of the arcs described by the sun in the year, u c. to

360.

It may be remarked here, that in consequence of the

Y
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precession of the equinoxes, the star takes a longer time to

return to the meridian than the revolution of the earth on

its axis ;
however, the difference is not appreciable, for

supposing that the annual precession in right ascension is

50"1, which it is very nearly for stars near the equator, this

converted into time gives 3,3 seconds, by which the star

passes the meridian later at the end of a year, which being

distributed over the entire year is altogether insensible.

(m) Let I be the obliquity of the ecliptic, I the longitude

of the sun, and A the right ascension; then if cos. 1^=6',

tang. we have, by Napier’s rules, sa:=tang. A,

s.dxy i. e. «//.(!+ 0?*). 5 = £^A(1 + tang.* A), or sdx z=

5.d/.sec. /= f/A. sec. A, that is, jrzr and since
cos.*/ cos.*A

cos. /= cos.A. cos. D, (D being equal to the declination,)

we obtain
dLs dk

cos.»A.cos.»D=^^ 5 therefore, dA (which

converted into time determines the variation of the

astronomical day,) is equal to d.1. sec.*D; and as dl and
s are constant, d^. varies as sec.*D, and therefore it

is greatest at the solstice, and least at the equinox
; for

d\= dl.s at the equinox, and at the solstice dA=~,
dA at the equinox is to dA at the solstice as s* : 1, con-
sequently dl is a mean proportional between the incre-

ment in the equinoxes and in the solstices
; I is evidently

equal to the right ascension of the fictitious sun s", which
is supposed to move in the equator with a motion equal

to, the sun’s mean motion in the ecliptic; /. I—

A

is

equal to the separation of s" from s', and tan.(Z—A)=
tan./

—

tan.A x—sx x
1 +tan./. tan.A“T+7^*~^* *^‘7+7^’ ’* -A) =

/I \ I
sx*)

^

(I

—

s) dx,
? which is a maximum when 1=^^;*,

tlijit is, tan./=:^^;
7==, and consequently ^cos. I=:tan.Ai
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hence A= 4‘3%43', 56", and /=46°, 14', and /-—A when

a maximum = 2^, 28', 20"
; it appears from this that the

greatest separation of 5" from s' is greater than the great-

est separation of s' from s on the equator, corresponding

to the greatest equation of the centre, for the latter is only

2®, 6', when the greatest equation is 1°, 55'33"; besides

this greatest separation happens about the 8th of May,

which is later than when the radius vector of the solar

orbit is a mean proportional between the semiaxes, that is,

when the equation of the centre is maximum.—See Note (^),

page 302.

(m) Hence, as the second and third sun’s depart from the

equinox together, the one describing the equator, and the

other the ecliptic, with the same uniform motion; the dis-

tance of the latter (which is equal to the mean longitude of

the true sun) will be equal to the right ascension of the third

sun. Hence the equation of time may be defined to be the

difference between the true sun^s right ascension and his mean

longitude^ corrected bij the equation ofthe equinoxes in right

ascension ; therefore, naming e the equation of the centre,

V the increments in longitude and right ascension which

result from the nutation, r the reduction to the equator,

or the difference between the longitude and riglit ascen-

sion, X', X the true and mean longitudes of the sun, p' p
the true and mean right ascensions, and p the effect pro-

duced by the perturbations of the planets, we have

X'= X + e +7? -f- /Lt, p:=X+ Vy p'=X'+p= X+ ^+p+/Li-f-^,

.‘./o'

—

p^c+p+r+p—v; we will see hereafter that t;=

g. cos. € (€ being the obliquity) and /i= 18". sin. (^.de-

pending on the : situation of the lunar orbit), therefore jt,

. . - . e+p+r IS.sin.^
,

the equation of time, =— ( 1 — cos.e) ;

since, therefore, both e and r arc variable in this expression,

the equation must (without taking into account the dis-

turbing force p or p) be variable from these two causes

;

and as e and r are not the same on corresponding days of
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two different years, in •consequence of the secular distur-

bances, it follows, that the equation of time is continu-

ally varying.

There are four times in the year in which the equa-

tion of time vanishes, for denoting the true sun, the sun

which moves with a mean motion in the ecliptic, and the

sun which moves with a mean motion in the equator by

5, s', respectively. As s' precedes s from apogee to peri-

gee, and precedes s' from the autumnal equinox to the

solstice, the order of the sun’s near the winter solstice is

s, s', s” ; at the solstice s' coinciding with the order is

s,
I ^ I

immediately after s' passes s'', (as appears from

^what has been established above respecting the increments

of dA, at the equinox and at the solstice), after the sol-

stice the order is s, s", s'; at the perigee, which is very

little beyond the solstice, s coincides with s'; it must

have passed s" in order to effect this, for s" does not over-

take s' till their arrival at the vernal ccjuinox; hence, at

the moment when s passed s", the equation of time vanish-

ed. After the perigee the order of the sun’s is s"s's,

which continues to the vernal equinox, therefore in that in-

terval the equation of time does wo/ vanish ; after the equi-

nox s" begins to precede s', and the order becomes s's"s; very

near this point the distance from tlie focus of the solar

ellipse is a mean proportional between the semiaxes, e,

the true angular motion is equal to the mean angular

motion, and therefore s' is at the greatest distance from s.

But the greatest separation of s" from s' is subsequent to

this, and as it is greater in quantity than the deviation of

s from s', it follows, that previous to the greatest separa-

tion of s" from s', the order of the sun’s Is not s's"s but

s'ss" ; therefore s" must have passed s, consequently the

equation of time must have vanished; but at the summer
solstice s" joins s', and as s' does not join s till after the

time of the solstice, when the sun is in the apogee, this
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junction of s" with s' must have been effected by repass-

in^ 5j
this caused the equation of time again to vanish,

previous to the time of the solstice ; after this takes place

tlie order of the sun is s's'^s^ at the solstices s' coincides

with s", and after this the order becomes s"s's till the sun

arrives at apogee. Immediately after y moving with a

greater angular motion than s, the order becomes s"ss';

now as s cannot overtake s' till it arrives at perigee,

whereas s'^ reaches s' at the equinox, it follows, that pre-

vious to this s" must have passed s, and at the instant of

passing, the equation of time vanishes. If the apogee and

perigee coincided with the solstices, the equation of time

would vanish in these points, which was the case in the

year 1250; but as the aphides continually prograde, the

points, at which the equation of time vanishes, continually

vary. As the moments when the equation from each

cause separately is a maximum, do not coincide, the

greatest equation can never be equal to the sum of the two

equations arising from each cause separately
; when the

equation of time is a maximum^ its increment is cypher,

i, e. the mean and true day have the same length, when

the equation of time vanishes, their difference is the

greatest possible.

(o) The reason why the day was divided into 21* hours,

and the hours into 60 minutes, and the minutes into 60

seconds, was, because these numbers admitted many dif-

ferent divisors.

If the year was exactly =365-|-|, in four years the

commencement of the year would have regraded an entire

day, and in 1460 Julian years the commencement would

have regraded an entire Julian year, for dividing 1460 by

by 4, the quote wdll be S65, 1460 Julian are equivalent

to 1461 Egyptian years, but as the year is accurately only

= 365,2422640, in order that the difference between this

and 365 may produce a tropical year, it is necessary that

1508 years should be accomplished ; this period of 1460
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is called the sothiac period. The Egyptians supposed all

their months to consist of 30 days, and they added at the

end of the year five days, which were called kirayofxiva*

See Vol. 2, Book 4*, Chap. 3.

(/j) Suppose that the moment of the solstice or equinox

preceded midnight by a quantity less than the errors of

the tables, then according to the tables the moment would

happen after' midnight, and as the commencement of the

year is reckoned from the midnight which precedes the

solstice as determined by the tables^ this origin would

differ nearly by an entire day from the true origin.

(p) In the Julian arrangement of the year, it is supposed

that 365+^= R, a revolution of the sun; consequently,

though there is not an integral number of days in one re-

volution^ still four years may be made equal to four revo-

lutions of the sun, and ^Rs^.SSiS+ l =3.365+ 363; now

as the true length of the year is not 365.25, but 365.242264,

which Is less than the former by 11', 15'^; before a new

year has commenced, the sun has passed the point in the

ecliptic where the last year began, by a small fraction

= 11', 15" X 59', 8"
; therefore, the Julian reckoning and

the course of the seasons fall behind the sun, and in 132

years this difference is very nearly a day, hence in 3.132

or 396, which is nearly equal to four centuries, their

loss would be three days ; this is the reason why
Gregory proposed to omit the intercallary day at the

commencement of three successive centuries, which would

be, in the Julian arrangement, intercallary years, and to

retain it on the fourth century, and two hours fifteen

mintites is all that remains uncorrected ; for 11', 15", the

annual error = .007736, which in a century is .7736, and

in four centuries it is equal to 3.0944, of which the deci-

mal part .0944, which is not corrected, = 2**, 15'; now
this part becomes equal to an entire day in 4237 years,

and therefore it would be corrected nearly by omitting, as
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is suggested in the text, a bissextile every four thousand

years.

{q) The Persian intercalation was more correct than the

Julian, for Omar proposed to delay to the 33d year the

intercalation which ought regularly to take place on the

32d, and by this means the Julian intercalation would be

altogether omitted in the 128th year; but it has been

before observed, that the Julian intercalation is too much

by one day in 1 32 years, this method is therefore more exact

than that proposed by Gregory, for it differs from the truth

only by one minute in 120 years; (in fact, if we determine

the series of continued fractions which express the ratio

between 5*' 48' 49" and 24\the first terms of the series are

/tjj 73 j tVb 5
among the terms of this series the ratio,

which would exist according to the intercalation proposed

by Gregory, does not occur
; ^ is greater than the true dif-

ference, and less, therefore, as the fractions converge

towards the true value, the correction proposed by

Omar is more accurate than CeesaPs or Gregory’s).

—

See Vol. 2, Book 6, page 220.

(r) The order of the planets, according to the ancients,

is Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury, Moon;

now the names of the planets are imposed on the days

&o rtffffapwv, u e. as the sun is the fourth from Saturn

inclusively, he denominates the first day of the week
; the

moon being the fourth from the sun, denominates the

second day of the week, and so on. An astrological rea-

son has also been assigned ; for as the planets were sup-

posed to preside over each hour of the day, and as the planet

gave its name to that day, over the first hour of which it

presided, if the sun would have the first hour it would have

also the 8th, the 15tb, and in general all those of the form

1 +7w ;
Venus would preside over the second hour, and in

general all those ofthe form 7n+ 2 ; Mercury over all those

of the form 7w+ 3 ; the moon over those of the form 7w+4;

Saturn over those of the form 7w+5; Jupiter over those of
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the form 7?2+G ;
Mars over those of the form 7^+7= 7.(w+1 ).

The general formula is 7w+ «= 24'7w+ ], therefore a— 1 =
—7w if 7^^-|'^= ^ 5 = ^ 5 a= l; the first day belongs

to the sun; 7w+a= 25, n must be equal to 3, therefore

24 77*—7w= 4, therefore the moon presides over the second

day; if 777+^ = 73; a= 7S— 7.10, therefore flf= 3, and

the fourth day "will be that of Mercury ;
and after the

seven planets are exhausted, the days will return in the

same order as before; for let 77/+«= 169, therefore

«zz 169—7.24= 1, therefore the eighth day belongs also to

the sun as well as the first.

CHAPTER IV.

Calling M the diurnal motion of the moon, jn the

diurnal motion of the sun, (M—/n) will be the relative

motion with which the moon regains the sun, we shall

360°
have M—jul :

1° ^ 360 : L= as we know very nearly

the duration of a synodic revolution, we know the number

of synodic revolutions in a given interval N ; hence, ifn re-

present this number, we have 7i. = N, therefore

^-j^^*360°=M—fly which is the relative motion, hence

/ 360 \
we can determine M and -

j
;
now if /tz represent the

mean motion of the sun, 7z.360+77z:360 : : N:

©
y. 360

n. 360-t-»*

n-
-=© =P=

71. 360
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llie revolution in longitude of the moon, in order to de-

termine P', the sidereal revolution, we have 360°—

p

:

3<io' :: P:P'=-^ = P. (>+5fe+(4)’ +&«•). (P

^ 360«

being the precession in a tropical month), if M represent

the motion of the apsis during P, we have 360°—

M

•

P
360 : : P : P" the anomalistic revolution, = ^ —

^ (^))
— represent the motion

of the node, and as it regrades we have 360+ M' : 360 :

!

/ M' / M \
P:P"'=P.(l—^ —&c.j hence it appears 1k)w

all these different periods may be readily inferred from

the synodic revolution, which may be accurately deter-

mined by means of two eclipses separated by a consider-

able interval from each other.

The orbit of the moon may be proved to be elliptical in

thesame manner as the sun’s orbit was shewn to be elliptical.

(s) Let D, D' represent the greatest and least apparent

D—D'
diameters of the moon, the eccentricity = pJ

j
l

'
jjM and if

p be the horizontal parallax when the moon’s apparent

7?. D
diameter is d, the parallax at the least distance

p.
and at the greatest distance ==—^ , therefore the least

distance and the greatest distance — con-

sequently the mean distance on the bypothesiis that the

orbit is elliptical ^ represents the ra-

dius of the earth, supposed spherical ; but on the suppo-

sition that the earth is an ellipsoid, r is the radius corres-

z
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ponding to the latitude, of which the square of the sine

= j-. See Chap. 4.

From the eccentricity, the equation of the centre

may be inferred by means of the formula

(2e— e^). sin. 7ii+ (-| + tV^ • )• ^+

(If e^). sin. 3 w /+ &c.

Notes to Book 2, Chap. 3. Hence it is easy to shew

when it will be a maximum.

(0 If (L be the mean longitude of the moon, and 0 that

of the sun, the mean anomaly being w/, as before, this in

equality is

(P.21, 5^^'5) sm.2( (T _o)_w/) );

hence, as ([ —@=0, or 180°, in the oppositions or con-

junctions of the moon with the sun, the argument in these

positions is

—

nt^ which renders the evection negative, if

wMs < 180, and positive if w/ is > 180, contrary to what

happens in the equation of the centre, as is evident from

an inspection of its value ;
therefore, in both cases it is

diminished. The period of the evection may be inferred

from the rate of increase of its argument, which is

1 P.31 66 per day, its period therefore is

31°.8119. The evection may be considered as an in-

equality in the equation of the centre, arising from an

increase of the eccentricity at the quadratures, and a dimi-

nution of it at the syzygies ; it appears from its argument

that it depends on the position of the axis major of the

moon’s orbit, with respect to the line connecting the sun

and earth.

—

See Princip. Math. Lib. I., Prop. 66, Cor. 9.

(0 This inequality may therefore be 'represented by the

formula (35' 42")* sin. 2(^ —@). Its period is evidently

equal to 1 4*^.7655, or half a lunar month. Mayer has

added to the preceding value of the variation two other
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terms, which are respectively proportional to sin. 3 ( ([ —o ),

sin. 4( d—

o

).—See Notes to Vol. II. Chap. 4.

(ti) The argument of this inequality is sin. mean.

Anom. o- Hence, in the eclipses it is confounded with

the equation of the centre of the sun. This equation

arises from the variation of the sun’s distance from the

earth .—See Notes to Vol. II. Chap. 4.

(t;) During eac/i revolution of the moon the nodes ad-

vance, and re^'ade alternately
; but the quantity of the

regress exceeding that of the advance, the nodes during a

revolution may be said on the whole to regrade, as the

excess of the arc of regression above the arc, during the

description of which the nobles advance, is twice the dis-

tance of the node from syzygy, the regress of the nodes

will increase in the passage of the nodes from syzygy to

quadrature, and again decrease in the passage from quad-

rature to syzygy.

Let /, V represent two latitudes of the moon on succes-

sive days, before and after passing the node, X, X' the cor-

responding longitudes, and n the longitude of the node,

and I the inclination, we have \ l\ X—X'
: n—X=

—
> hence we get w, and as by Napier’s rules

sin.(X—7i)= tan.^. cot. I, we obtain cot.Izzsin.(X

—

n\e,Q\.,U

I might also be obtained by observing the moon’s latitude

on several days near to its maximum, for the greatest lati-

tude is evidently =1.

Since the argument of the greatest inequality is pro-

portional to the sine of double the distance of the. sun

from the ascending node of the lunar orbit, its period

must be equal to a semi-revolution of the sun with respect

k» the nodes of the moon.

(tci) It was from the variation of the moon’s apparent

diameter that Newton inferred that the areas were pro-

portional to the times—See Priiicip. Lib. 3, Prop. 3.

(r) The lunar inequalities have been distinguished into
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three classes, namely, those which affect the longiiucle,

those which affect the latitude, and those which affect the

radius vector of the moon. The reason why it was so

easy to discover them, was because their periods were of

such different durations. With respect to the inequalities

which affect the longitude of the moon, three, namely, the

evection, variation, and annual equation, have been known

to the ancient astronomers ; but there are several others,

the existence and form of which have been indicated by

theory, and which may be considered as so many correc-

tions to be applied to the above mentioned inequalities, in

order to determine the position of the moon with the ac-

curacy required by the precision of modern observations.

It is the same with with respect to the inequalities which

affect the latitude and the radius vector of the moon.

The forms of the inequalities are determined by physical

astronomy ; the coefficients are determined by observing

when they attain their greatest values, for then the angu-

lar functions into which they are multiplied are equal to

unity.

{y) The greatest breadth of the illuminated part of the

moon's surface is observed to vary as the versed sine of

the moon’s elongation ; but if the moon was spherical, the

illuminated part would vary as the versed sine of the ex-

terior angle at the moon, which differs very little from the

angle of elongation. Strictly speaking, the illuminated

portion varies as the versed sine of the exterior angle at

the moon =E, (the angle of elongation) +(S) angle at

the* sun ; this last quantity, or its sine, which is nearly the

same thing, =sin.E X into the -h- of the moon’s distance

into the sun’s distance from the earth, sin.E, where

r represents the rad. of the earth, d the distance of sun

from earth, but
^
= 8".4-7 the sun’s parallax, therefore S=

8'.47. sin.E and P=A versed sine (E+ 8'.47. sin.E)
; now
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from Napier’s rules cos. E=tcos./. cos. ( ])—©)

;

I and D

,

Oj representing the same as in the preceding notes, in

conjunction D—0=0 and E=/; therefore P=^ ver5.

8ine(/+8'4j7. sin./), unless the moon is in its node, the

illuminated part does not vanish ; when E+8'.l 7. sin.E=
90% P= A^, .*• half the disk is illuminated; in this case E
is less than 90% as stated in the text, when J)—0=90,
E= 90% and Pis greater than A; when D—© = 180,P=A.
versed sin. (180°

—

I— 8'4?7. sin. /) ; and when I vanishes,

c. at the node, P=2A; calling 2 A' the apparent disk

of the earth as seen from the moon, 180°—E is the ex-

terior angle at the earth, and P' the illuminated part

= A', ver. sin. (180— E) = A'- (I +cos. E), but P= A. ver.

sin. (S+E)= A.(l—COS.E), nearly; hence, when E= 0,

P= 0, and P'=2A', and when E= 180% P=2A, P'=0.

If the angular motion of the moon was exactly equal

to that of the sun, the lines drawn from the earth to the

sun and moon would preserve the same relative position,

and the moon would invariably present the same aspect,

the quantity of the illuminated surface being always the

same.

(
2;) It appears, therefore, that the period of the phases is

the time required to describe four right angles with an

angular motion, equal to the difference between the angu-

lar motion of the sun and of the moon, it is consequently

greater than the time of tropical revolution.

(fl) This is the method employed by Aristarchus to

determine the distance of the sun from the earth, and is

the first attempt on record to determine this distance.*

(c) Half the angle of this cone is equal to semid. ©—pa-

rallax O ; therefore, if r be the radius of the earth, s the

apparent semidiaineter, and p the horizontal parallax of

the sun, the height of this shadow reckoned from the

earth’s centre
’"sin.(s—P)*

and the semiangle of the sec-
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tion of the shadow =P+/?

—

s; P representing the hori-

zontal parallax of the moon.

(d) The ecliptic limits, or the greatest distance from the

node at which an eclipse can happen, is determined by

computing the moon’s distance from the node, when she

just touches the earth’s shadow ; we might by a similar

manner compute the limits of a ioial eclipse.

When the angle at the moon is 90, the moon must

be dichotomized, and therefore the boundary of the illu-

minated part is a right line; and conversely when the

boundary is a right line, the angle at the moon is a right

angle, therefore in this case the sun’s distance from earth

is to moon’s distance from earth, /. e, moon’s parallax :

sun’s parallax as 1 : cos. elongation.

The rad. of the penumbra P + ^ + ^, therefore we

might compute the time of the moon’s entering and emerg-

ing from the penumbra. As the earth’s atmosphere inter-

cepts some of the rays of light coming from the sun, it

causes the shadow of the earth to appear somewhat greater

than it would be if there was no atmosphere, the parallax

of the moon ought, according to Mayer, to be increased its

sixtieth part.

The ecliptic limits for the sun may be computed in a

manner similar to that for computing the ecliptic limits of

the moon, and as they are greater than those of the moon,

there are more solar eclipses than lunar in a year,

though more lunar eclipses are visible at any given

place.

(e) The ray of light at its entrance into the lunar

atmosphere is inflected towards the perpendicular, and it

sulfers an equal deflection from the perpendicular at its

egress ; each of these deviations is equal to the horizontal

refraction of the lunar atmosphere, so that the entire in-

flection of the ray equals very nearly twice the horizontal

refraction. Hence the star continues visible some time

after the moon has been actually interposed between the
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star and observer; and it is also, for the same reason, seen

some time before it ought to be visible, from which it fol-

lows, that the duration of an occullatipn of a fixed star by

the moon is less than if there was no lunar atmosphere j

however, as the entire duration is never lessened eight se-

conds of time, the beginning of the occultation will not be

retarded, nor the end of it accelerated by four seconds of

time ;
if the retardation was four seconds of time, the ho-

rizontal refraction would be two seconds of space, for the

moon moves over 2" of space in of time ; therefore as

the densities are proportional to the horizontal refractions,

the density of the lunar atmosphere is 1000 times less

than the density of the terrestrial atmosphere, which is a

density much less than what can produced in the best

constructed air pumps. And as without the pressure of the

terrestrial atmosphere, all the liquids which at present

exist on its surface would be dissipated into vapours, (see

Chap. 16, Book 1,) : the pressure of the lunar atmosphere

being so very inconsiderable, it follows, that if there was any

large collection of water on its surface, it would long since

have been dissipated. Besides, if there was a quantity of

water spread over the lunar surface, wdienever the circle

of light and darkness passed through it, it would exhibit

a regular curve.

[f) Bouguer found that if the light of the sun, when

elevated 31° above the horizon, and introduced into a dark-

ened chamber, be made to pass through a concave mirror,

it would be dilated into a space of 108 lines of diameter, or

weakened 11664' times, and in this state it was equivalent to

the light of a candle 16 inches distant. The light of the

moon when full, and at the same elevation above the hori-

zon, was found to be dilated into a space of eight lines of

diameter, or weakened 64 times, which is equivalent to

the light of the same candle when it is distant fifty feet.

Thus the light of the sun when enfeebled 1 1 664 times,

was still 443 times stronger than the light of the moon
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when rendered weaker only .^64 times. Hence the ratio

of the one one to the other is about that of 1 to 268000.

Other observations made the ratio that of 1 to 300,000,

which is very nearly the mean of several observations. A
different estimation is given in Smith’s Optics .—See

Young’s Analysis, p. 305.

{g) The part of the moon in which this light is visible

corresponds exactly to the part of the moon which is not

illuminated by the sun ; which is exactly equal to the part

of the earth which would appear to a spectator on the

moon illuminated by the sun.

(Ji) If the axis of rotation of the moon was in the plane

of the moon’s orbit, every part of the moon would be suc-

cessively presented to the earth, though the moon revolved

on her axis in the time of her revolution about the earth

;

so that the perpendicularity of the axis of rotation to the

plane of the orbit is a condition, which must be combined

with the equality of the times of rotation and revolution,

in order that the same face may be always presented to

us. If the axis of rotation was exactly perpendicular to

the plane of the moon’s orbit, the libration in longitude

would be a maximum at the point where the equation of

the centre was greatest, (see page 303). From apogee

to this point parts of the western edge of the moon
come into view, and from this point to perigee these parts

are gradually restored ; the contrary takes place in the

other half of the orbit. The libration of a spot towards

the centre of the lunar disk, is much more sensible than

the libration of a spot near to the border.

It"appears from what is stated in the text, that there are

four' kinds of librations of the moon ; three apparent, one

real.

(i) The axis of rotation remains parallel to itself, mak-
ing with the plane of the ecliptic an angle of 88^°, and

therefore with the plane of its orbit, which is inclined to

that of the ecliptic in an angle of 5®, 10', an angle of 83®
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at its greatest latitude. The descending node of the

lunar orbit coincides with the ascending node of the

moon’s equator. The axis of the earth being inclin-

ed to the plane of the ecliptic at an angle of 66% 23', the

earth must exhibit to a spectator at the sun, appear-

ances similar to those which the moon presents to

us, i, e, at the time of the summer solstice a portion of

its disk about the north pole of 23% 28' extent, would be

visible, which would contract according as the earth ap-

proached to the equinox, after which a like extent of its

southern disk would be successively developed till the

moment of the winter solstice. This spectator would
therefore suppose that there existed in the earth a motion

of libration. •

{Ic) It may be objected to this explanation, that in con-

sequence of the great rarity of the lunar atmosphere, no

explosion would be visible ; but in answer it is sufficient

to observe, that there are several substances which deve-

lope during their ignition the oxygen gas, which is re-

quired in order that they may burn.

CHAPTER V.

(/) l and L denoting the heliocentric longitudes of. the

planet and earth, X the geocentric longitude of the planet,

we have

r. cos. I—p. cos. X= cos. L, and i\ sin. I—p. sin. X= sin. L,

therefore,

A A
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r. sin. /—sin. L
tan* —

^ j^9
and

(/X

cos.*X

(r.cos./— cos. L) (r.cos. Idl—cos.LrfL)+(r.sin./— sin. L)

(?\ sin. /. cll—sin. L. dL) ~ (r. cos. L—cos. L)*

equal by concinnating to

[r^—r. cos. (L

—

/)] ,dl+ [l—r. cos. (L

—

l)}.dL^

(r. cos. /—cos. Ly

but as the mean motions which are proportional

to dLf dl^ are inversely as the periodic times, we

haVe dh : dlWr'^ : I, unity denoting the radius of the

3 1

earth’s orbit, therefore (/L= rf/, .*. if ,— r
7’. cos. L—cos. JLi

P
be put equal to — - we shall have f/X=P*.(r* +r^)

—

(r+ 7*^). cos. (L—/). dl ; in inferior conjunction or oppo-

sition L—/= 0
, therefore f7X= P^. r.(r+r^

—

1—r‘^).dl-=.

A . .

V^. 7\{r— 1 )( 1—7'^).dly which is always negative, hence

the motion of the planet is always retrograde, in superior

conjunction L—/=180, therefore cos. L—/=

—

1 , hence X

must be positive, therefore the motion is direct; when </X

=

0 ,

the planet appears stationary from the earth, and then
1

y -j-

we have cos. L—/z=
5 • If 77/, ??i' represent the daily

1 + r2

motions in longitude, we have Li=;/j/, Izzzm'lf and L—/=
{m—m')/, t being the time when the longitude was the

same, /. e. the time of syzygy, therefore as t in this case=
L—

/

the planet will be retrograde while it describes

L—/ . L—

/

2 w. 7, and direct while it describes 360®

—

2m. 7»m— 7n—

m
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hence it appears, that the greater the difference between

m and the less the arc of retrogradation. The preceding

investigation goes on the supposition that Ihe orbits are

circular, whicli is not the case, tlierefore it is that the arc

of regression, and also the duration, are not always of the

same magnitude.

(jn) The illuminated portion of a planet varies as the

versed sine of the exterior at the planet, /. e* as I +cos. 0,

where 0 is the angle at the planet, when ^ is a maximum,

/. e. when siii.0= - the planet is most gibbous, which is

evidently in quadrature for a superior planet, in superior

conjunction and opposition ^=0, therefore the whole disk

is illuminated; for an inferfor planet, 0 = 180 in inferior

conjunction, hence in this position 1+ cos. 0= 0, and the

disk is invisible.

(m) M and m representing the angular velocities of the

earth, t the time between two conjunctions, we have

,
360 ' 360

, ^ /I—M) = 350, 7w= “, and M= -p-, therefore —
1 \ ,

Pp
pj. i= l, and t =

(w) It is the parallax of Venus which is obtained by this

method ;
however as its ratio to the parallax of the sun is

known from having the ratio of the distances, which latter

is given from the observed periods of the sun and Venus,

we obtain the parallax of the sun ; the transit of an in-

ferior planet over the disk of the sun is a phenomenon of

exactly the same kind as that of a solar eclipse, and may

be calculated in precisely the same way. The parallax of

the sun may be also inferred from theory.— Book 4,

Chap. 5, Vol. 2.

(o) It was originally proposed to observe the difference

between the times of total ingress of Venus, as seen from

two different places on the earth ;
this requires that the

difference of longitudes of the two places should be known
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accurately ;
besides it supposes that the spectators are

either accurately, or very nearly in the plane of the orbit

of Venus; to avoid this it was suggested, that by compar-

ing the difference of duration of the transits, as seen from

the different places, we might determine the parallax.

From an approximate knowledge of the sun’s parallax, wc

Can compute the difference of duration at any place, com-

pared with what it would be as seen from the centre of

the earth. Hence, comparing the difference of duration

at two distant places, at one of which the duration is short-

ened, and at the other lengthened, we get a double effect

of parallax. It is, therefore, a matter of considerable im-

portance to select places where the effects of the increase

of’the duration, or of its diminution, is greatest, and it is

clear that with respect to the first, the duration is most

lengthened when the commencement is near sun-set, and

the end near to sun-rise ; but in order to secure this it is

evident, that the place must have a very considerable

northern latitude ; the duration would be evidently most

shortened when the commencement was near sun-rise, and

the termination near sun-set; hence, as the duration is

only six hours, and as the time of the occurrence of the

last transit was in June, it was necessary that the place

should be to the south of the equator, where the days

were then shorter than the nights; in places where the

complement of latitude was less than the sun’s declination,

the sun w^ould not set, consequently in such places the en-

tire transit is visible, and the sun’s elevation being then incon-

siderable, the effect of the parallax would be very great

;

and also as Venus is depressed, the duration is increased.

(/?) The lav/ here adverted to is that which connects

the periods and distances, namely, that the squares of the

periods are as the cubes of the distances.

(7) Calling X the number of revolutions made by the

earth, and y the number made by Venus in the interval

between two conjunctions, we must have P, P'
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being the periods of the earth and planet, hence we must

a: P'
have -zr-pr, and by substituting for P', P, we find, by

means of the principle of continued fractions, that the

numbers expressing this ratio are ^75 ffa'j

does not necessarily follow that a transit will happen at

these intervals, for it is likewise requisite that the least

distance of the sun and Venus must be less than the sum

of their semi-diameters, and as the nodes of Venus’s orbit

regrade, we cannot be ascertained of this without compu-

tation.

(? )
The rotation of Mercury is not stated in the text

;

however Schroeter thoufjht that certain periodical in-

equalities observed near the /ior?is of his disk seemed to

indicate a revolution in 24?*’, 5', 30'^ on an axis, which

coincided very nearly with the plane of his orbit. It

was by a continued observation of the horns of Venus

that he ascertained its rotation. The asperities of this

planet, and the different situations of the shades which

they project from the side opposed to the sun, change

the form of the horns in the course of 23\2l,'29";

this can only be explained by the circumstance of its ro-

tation, and that the horns resume always the same form at

the end of a revolution. The compressions of Venus and

Mercury ought not, if the time of their rotation be nearly

the same as that of the earth, sensibly to differ from that of

the earth, however the observed compression of Venus is

nearly insensible.

Schroeter observedwhen the planet was dichotomized^ that

a bright spot moved very nearly in the line of the horns,

hence he inferred, that the motion was very nearly perpen-

dicular to the ecliptic ; however, some uncertainty rests on

this matter. Hence it appears, that since the mean length

of a revolution is nearly the same for Mercury, Venus, and

the Earth, there must be a much greater variation in the

length of the days, and also in the seasons for Venus and
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Mercury, as the inclination oftheir equator to their ecliptic,

is considerably greater ; indeed their torrid zone must em-

brace very nearly 150 or 180®; in fact, as the sun ranges to

within 15° of one pole, the cold and darkness experienced

at the other must be very great. It was to a mountain,

situated near to the southern horn of Venus, that Schroeter

directed his observations ;
strictly speaking, the line of the

horns should be always a diameter, and those of a cres-

cent should be very pointed ; however, Schroeter remark-

ed, that this was not always the case with respect to

Venus, the horn of the northern extremity was always

pointed, but the southern horn appeared sometimes ob-

tuse, or blunted, which indicates the existence of a moun^

tain, which covers a part with its shade.

To find the position of a planet when brightest, let r,

and (j) denote the distances of the sun and earth, the sun and

planet, the earth and planet, and x angle at the pla-

net, the quantity of light received at the earth will vary

as
1 + cos. X

cos.x
P

2pr

2rp
and 1 + cos. x =

consequently the quantity of light will vary

{r^pY—/c^
as

p
, therefore differentiating this we obtain

0= p*+ 4?pr—(3P—r*); and p =

—

2r^^ + hence

we obtain the value of cos-x-

CHAPTER VL

(s) The motions of Mars are subject to more variations

than those of any other planet, which circumstance in-

duced Kepler to direct his observations more particularly
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to thU planet. The position when stationary, and also

the duration of his direct and retrograde motion, is com-

puted in the same manner as for an inferior planet. The
cause of the differences which are observed in the quan-

tity and duration of the retrogrations, arises from the ellip-

ticity of the orbit.

(0 The brilliancy of a fixed star when approaching this

planet was observed to become sensibly faint, hence it was

inferred, that Mars was environed by a dense atmosphere,

which was the cause of this faintness. Besides, from a

continued observation of the spots, particularly two, which

are near to the poles, there was observed a periodical in-

crease and diminution, according as they are exposed to

the action of the sun's rays*in a more or less oblique man-

ner ; from this circumstance it has been conjectured, that

they are like the collections about our polar regions of

the earth.

(u) The inclination being very nearly the same as the in-

clination of the earth’s axis to the ecliptic, the variations

of seasons must be also nearly the same.

CHAPTER VII.

{v) The duration of Jupiter’s rotation is the shortest,

and his magnitude and mass are the greatest of any of the

planets. This great rapidity of rotation may compensate

for the greater weight which bodies experience at the sur-

face of this planet, {see Vol. 2 , Chap. 8
,
page 14?3 ); in fact,

a point on the surface of Jupiter moves twenty-six times

faster than a point on the earth’s surface.

In consequence of the inclination being so inconsider-
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able, it follows, that there is no great variety in the sea-

sons.

(w) If the commencement and termination of an eclipse

be accurately observed, then the middle of the eclipse is

found, which is nearly the time when Jupiter is in oppo-

sition with respect to the satellite ; let the time of another

opposition, separated by a considerable interval from the

first, be found in the same manner, calling r this interval,

and 71 the number of oppositions which have occurred in

r, we have T the time of a synodic revolution =-, hence,

if P' be the periodic time of Jupiter, we shall have P, the

P'T
period of the satellite, =p7Ipp’ See Notes to Chap. 9,

Book 2.

It has been also inferred, from the circumstance of

the greatest elongations of the satellites, when measured

with a micrometer at their mean distances from the earth,

being always the same, that the orbits are Q. P. circular,

and it is in this manner that the distances are found in

terms of the radius of Jupiter’s equator; however, as in

a comparison of a great number of observations, we must

modify a little the laws of circular motion for the orbit of

the third satellite; it follows, that this orbit is elliptical.

—

See Chap. 10, Book 2.

Calling Jupiter’s geocentric longitude X, /, the lon-

gitude ofthe satellite, as seen from Jupiter, and 0 the longi-

tude of the sun, the angle at the earth is equal to X—@,

that at Jupiter, =/—X, and r : 1 : : sin. (X—0 )

:

sin. (Z—X).

(j/) From this circumstance of their alternately surpassing

each other in splendour, it is probable that certain parts

of their surface reflect more light than others, and then

the epochs of the maximum or minimum of illumination

ought to happen when the very same parts of the satellites

are turned towards us; from a comparison of these returns

with the positions of the satellites relatively to Jupiter
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he ascertained that they always present the same face to

this planet, hence he inferred, that they revolve on their

axes in the time of their revolution about Jupiter.

Naming T the durations of the longest and shortest

eclipse of the same satellite, and r the radius of Jupiter’s

7*. t

equator, we have T : / : : r : =c, half the chord of the

arc described in the shortest eclipse, consequently d its

/ F'
distance from the centre of Jupiter =r.V i —^ ; but

7* : 360 II T : L, (a synodic revolution of the satellite,)

360'
. T T / t*—

, hence d=“j— 360®.V i

—

7^^, and•r=—jj— , nence soir.'v i— ana calling
»

71 the longitude of the satellite, and I that of Jupiter, we

have in the right angled spherical triangle, of which the

hypothenuse is n—/, and d a side about the right angle

(

360® F \
sin. j=sin.(w—/).sin. N, (N being

the inclination which consequently can be found), n is

found by observing the position of Jupiter when the dura-

tion of the eclipse is the greatest possible, for the helio-

centric longitude of Jupiter and of his node are in this

case precisely the same.

CHAPTER VIII.

(s) The circular ring must always appear as an ellipse, as

the eye of the spectator invariably looks at it obliquely,

being never raised 90® above the plane of the ring, there-

fore the major axis of the ellipse is to the minor as radius

to the sine of the angle at which the line drawn from

n D
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the earth to the centre of the ring, is inclined to its plane,

consequently if A represent the geocentric longitude of Sa-

turn, the longitude of the earth as seen from Saturn =180

+ A, and if the longitude of the ring’s node =;z, B being the

geocentric latitude of Saturn, and consequently —6 the

latitude of the earth as seen from the planet, we can, from

knowing 180+ A— B, and also v the inclination of the

plane of the ring to the ecliptic, compute 0, and thus ob-

tain the ratio of the axes of the ellipse = sin. 0= sin. v. cos.

B. sin. [71
—A)+ sin. B. cos. t?, if sin. ^ =0, i.e. if the earth is

in the plane of the ring, we shall have sin. (n

—

A)= tan. B.

cot. V, in this case the thickness ofthe ring is turned towards

us, which being inconsiderable^is therefore invisible; this oc-

curs twice during each revolution of Saturn, i.e. every fif-

teen years ; if the plane of the ring passes through the sun

it will disappear, because its thickness is then only illumi-

nated 5 naming the elevation of the sun above the plane

of the ring, H h the heliocentric longitude and latitude of

Saturn, we have sin. v'= sin. 0'. cos. h. sin. (H—N)—cos. v.

sin, //, and therefore sin (FI—N)=cot.t;. tan.^, when ^'=0,

/. e, when the ring disappears. When have the same

sign, the earth will see the illuminated part, and the ring

will be visible; when they have contrary signs the ring

will be invisible, for the ring will turn one of its faces

towards the earth, and the other towards the sun ; but as A

and H never differ by 5°, which is described by Saturn in

five months nearly, this difference ofsign cannot last longer

;

it is in this interval that the phenomena of the appear-

ances and disappearances occur, Saturn being near to his

nodes, similar phenomena occur at the following node;

if the ring disappears a short time before Saturn becomes

stationary, the earthwill meet it soon again, since Saturn be-

comes retrograde after the second occurrence, the ring

will again become visible as sin^^ and sim then have the

same sign, shortly after sin. vanishes,the plane ofthe ring

passing through the sun, and as afterwards sin. ift' changes
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its sign, when the ring continues to be invisible until a short

time after the planet becomes direct, when sin. 0 vanishes,

and consequently the plane of the ring passes through the

earth, afterwards as sin. ^changes its sign, it will be the same

as sin. 0', and consequently the ring will be visible for

fifteen years ;
if when the plane of the ring passes through

the sun, the angular distance of the earth fmm the ascend-

ing node of the ring, as seen from the sun, is greater than

90, and less than 180, there will be only one disappear-

ance, which commences when the sun passes through the

plane of the ring, and ends when the earth meets it, con-

sequently it will last less than three months ; if the preced-

ing angle is > 180 and < 270, the earth meets the plane

shortly before this plane passes through the sun, after this,

sin. 0, sin. will have the same sign, consequently the ring

will be visible, consequently in this case as well as the pre-

ceding, the invisibility lasts three months; if this angle be

> 270 and <360, there will be two disappearances, name-

ly, when the earth meets the plane of the ring a little be-

fore it passes through the sun, after this the earth again

meets the plane of the ring, consequently there will be a

second disappearance. If this angle be between 0 and 90,

there are two disappearances also, namely, when the earth

meets the ring before opposition ; secondly, when the ring

passes through the sun after opposition, after the second re-

appearance, the ring becomes visible for fifteen years. The

most favourable circumstances for seeing the ring are when

the plane passes through the sun and earth at the same time,

the earth being in conjunction ; then the earth is always

on the illuminated side of the ring, which only ceases to

be visible in consequence of the plane passing through the

sun, if the plane passes through the earth and sun at the

same time, the planet being in opposition, the circum-

stances for seeing the ring are the most unfavourable, in

this case the ring is invisible nine months, four months

before the passage of the plane through the sun, and
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five months after. If sin.^ be positive, we see the nor«

them face of the ring; the semi-ellipse, which will be

visible, will be below the centre of Saturn, and theotherhalf

will be behind the planet; if sin.^ be negative we see the

half above the centre. The inclination of the ring to the

ecliptic, or the angle v = the angle at the earth -f the

angle which a visual ray from the earth makes with the

border of the ring, this last angle =r 30°, the first angle

= the geocentric latitude of Saturn + the angle which

the minor semi-axis subtends.

Sin. ^=-, therefore according as the earth ascends

above the plane of the ring, the ellipse increases, when
^^asin. 0=^ diameter of Saturn, its extremities coin-

cides with those of its disk, in this case evidently sin. 0=^,

if n—A =90, - = sin. ^ = sm. v. cos. g— cos. v. sin. g =
sin. (u—g), therefore —g, and since w=90+X, we
have the place of the ascending node. As the phenomena of

the disappearances recur after a complete revolution of Sa-

turn, it follows, that these two positions of the ring always

correspond to the same points of the orbit of Saturn, and

consequently the plane remains always parallel to itself,

therefore its inclination to the ecliptic is invariable
, or ifwe

substitute for tan. A its value tan. I', sin. (H—N'), V and

being the inclination and longitude of the node of the

orbit of Saturn, we have

sin.(H—N)=cot. v, tan. v'. sin. (H—N')j

therefore,

,
sin. (H—N) sin. H. cos.N—cos. H. sin.N

tan. vr. cot (H—N')“8in. H.cos. N'—cos. H. sin.N'

tan. H. COS.N— sin. N
tan. H. cos. N'—sin. N'

’

therefore,
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tan.
tan.v^ cot.t;. ain.N'—sin.N

tan. i/. cot. V. cos. N'—cos.N
’

hence we find H, which is very nearly constant. When
the plane of the ring passes through the sun, the helio-

centric longitude of Saturn on the orbit = N, V the place

of the nodes of the ring on the orbit is determined, or

vice vei'sa^ which is found to be the same always j let be

this longitude reduced to the ecliptic, the angle at the sun

between rad. of earth and curtate distance of Saturn =:

N,+ 180—O, the angle at the earth subtended by curtate

distance = ©— rad. of earth = at, we have curtate dis-

a. sin. (O

—

z)

sin. {z— Ny)

custate distance , , . i «= {z = the geocentric longitude of
cos. 0

Saturn).

The apparent headth of the ring is equal to the distance

of its interior border from the surface of Saturn, as is in-

deed evident from what has been already observed, and it

revolves in a time equal to the periodic time of a satellite

whose distance from Saturn would be the same as that

of the ring.

tance = ^and radius vector of Saturn

CHAPTER IX.

(a) In determining the elements of the planetary orbits,

a great number ofobservations is supposed to be made about

the time ofopposition or conjunction, and also the periodic

times of the planets are supposed to be known ; but as

this last element is most accurately determined by means
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of a great number of complete revolutions, and as the

motion of this planet is so slow as to preclude the possi-

bilityofobserving more than one opposition in eighty years,

a considerable time must elapse before the elements of

Uranus can be known with the same accuracy as those of

the other planets. However, as will be shewn in the third

Chapter of jhe second Book, the very extreme slowness of

the observations enables us to make a tolerably accurate

approximation to a knowledge of the elements.

In the consequence of the p. perpendicularity of the

planes of the orbits of the satellites of Uranus to that of

their primary, they must experience considerable disturb-

ance from the action of the sun ; indeed the investigation

of the sun’s action would be a new case in the problem of

the three bodies, for in general the inclinations are as-

sumed to be inconsiderable.—See Vol. ii. p. 51.

CHAPTER X.

(5) These planets are so small that they belong to that

class of stars which are termed telescopic, the volume of

all the four taken together does not surpass the magnitude

of the moon, therefore, though nature has elevated them

above the rank of satellites, as far as their magnitude is

concerned, they are below these bodies. These circum-

stances of their extreme smallness, and of their being at

the same distance very nearly from the sun, have induced

philosophers to think that they are the fragments of one

planet divided into parts ; indeed an explosion with a ve-

locity twenty times greater than that of a cannon ball,

would be sufficient to make these detached fragments de-
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scribe orbits similar to those described by these planets

;

such an hypothesis explains why the excentricities and in-

clinations of these planets are so considerable, and also

why they are moved in such various directions, and with,

such different velocities.—See Vol. ii. p. 250.

The elements of these planets cannot be known with

the same precision as those of the other planets, for as

not more than five revolutions of them have been ob-

served, their periodic time, a most important element,

cannot be determined with great accuracy. The best

method for determining the elements of these stars is that

given by M. Gauss in his Tkeoria motus corporum ccelestium;

but when their proximity 'to Jupiter, the perturbations

which result from their mutual attractions, and their great

eccentricities and inclinations, are taken into account we

cannot expect to have as yet a very accurate knowledge

of these elements.

CHAPTER XL

An epicycle is a curve produced by the combination

of two circular motions. The circles described by the

centres were called deferents. I'he epicycle of a superior

planet was supposed to be described in the time between

two conjunctions or oppositions. The epicycle of an in-

ferior was described in the time between two inferior con-

junctions. The deferent of the superior planets were sup-

posed to be described in the time of a planet’s revolution

about the sun ; those of inferior planets in the time of the

earth’s revolution. In a position of an inferior planet on

the Ptolemaic system, if lines be drawn from the planet to

the earth and centre of the deferent, the angle at this centre
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will be equal to the angle which an inferior planethas gained

on the earth since last inferior conjunction, hence if the rad.

of the deferent is to the rad. of the epicycle, as the dis-

tance of the sun from earth, to the distance of the sun

from planet, the angle at the earth is equal to the angle

of elongation in the true system, and if the rad. of defe-

rent be assumed equal to the distance of the sun from the

earth, (which we are permitted to do on Ptolomy’s sys-

tem), we have then the inferior planets moving about the

sun, which is itself carried in a year about the earth;

in like manner, if lines be drawn from the place of supe-

rior planet to earth, and to centre of deferent, the angle

attthe centre will correspond Vo the angle gained by the

earth on the planet, and if those distances are propor-

tional to the distances of the earth and planet from the

sun, the angle made by lines drawn from earth to sun and

planet, will be equal to the elongation, for the rad. of the

epicycle may be shewn to be parallel to the moveable rad.

of the sun ; it is evident also, that if the rad. of the defe-

rent be equal to the. distance of the planet from sun, the

rad. of the epicycle is equal the distance of the sun from

the earth.

CHAPTER XIII.

(a) Considering the great perfection of Astronomical

instruments, and the precision with which observations

have been made, it is supposed that if the parallax was

equal to 3" of the decimal division of the circle, or 1" of

the sexagesimal, it might be observed ;
if the parallax was

equal to 9' 1", the diameter of the earth's orbit would

hardly subtend an angle equal to the thickness of a
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spider’s thread at the star. Various methods have been

suggested for determining the distances of tlie fixed stars,

of which the most successful appears to be that which was

first suggested by Galileo, and subsequently improved on

by Herschell, of which the principle consists in determin-

ing the angle, or variations in the angle, which two stars

very near to each other appear to subtend at opposite sea-

sons of the year.

—

See Philosophical Transactions for the

year ITIH.

Another method was from the consideration of the

quantity of light in the stars compared with the light of

the sun ; in this way M. Mitchell concluded, that the

parallax of a star of the second magnitude is not more

than the ^th of a second, and of a star of the fifth or sixth

magnitude not more than or ^^th of a second. The
attempts to discover the parallax of the stars by direct ob-

servations, have not been attended with any success previ-

ously to the time of Doctor Brinkley, Professor in Trinity

College, Dublin. His observations which were made
with the greatest care, seem to indicate the existence of

parallax in a Lyrae amounting to 2", 52. See Philo-

sophical Transactions for the years 1812 and 1813.

(6) On the hypothesis, that Sirius was of the same mag-

nitude as the sun, Huyghens found by diminishing the

aperture of a telescope, so that the sun when seen through

it might appear of the same apparent magnitude as Sirmsj

that the diameter of the sun was diminished in the ratio

of 1 : 27664*, hence Siritis is 27664 times more distant

than the sun.

The smallest apparent diameter of an opaque body

which is visible is about 40'^, but if the body be luminous

p€7' scy the limit of visibility will be so much less as the

light of the body is stronger, and as the stars with a dia-

meter less than V‘ have a splendour so great that some of

them are visible immediately after sun-set, there cannot be
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any doubt but that they have a light of their own like the

sun j
their extreme smallness is proved from their

scintillating, which shews that the least molecule floating

in the air is sufficient to intercept their light. ^
When a fixed star is eclipsed by the moon it ought to

disappear by degrees, if it had a sensible apparent diameter,

conformably to the moon’s mean motion, which is such

that it describes its apparent diameter, which is about 30'

in an hour, consequently in two seconds of lime it ought

to describe one second of space.

(c) A third explanation of these phenomena has been

suggested
;
this supposes that the figures of these stars is

very compressed, which make§ them to appear much less

flattened in some aspects than in others.

(d) The milky way environs the sphere very nearly in

the plane of a great circle, which by half of its breadth

intersects the equator at the 100'*' and 277'*^ degree, its

inclination to the equator is equal to 60°, the breadth is

from 9 to 1 8 degrees ;
it is narrowest near the poles

of the equator, between the constellations Cassiopea and

Perseus, and its greatest brcfidth is in the plane of the

equator. The milky way is divided into several depart-

ments, by a space void of stars, in the middle of the

breadth, chiefly from 251?° of right ascension, and 40 of

south declination to 310 of right ascension, and 45° of

northern declination. Hershcl could distinguish the stars

of which this milky way was composed, which were so

near to each other, that in telescopes of inferior magnify-

ing, power their light was confounded ; according as the

direction of the telescope deviated from the milky way,

the number of these stars diminished. Having countedo
the stars in different parts of this way, he found that on

a medium estimate, a segment 15° long, and two degrees

wide, contained 50,000 stars, of sufficient magnitude to

be distinguished through his powerful telescope;*.’, on the
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supposition that the breadth of the milky way is 14°; it

follows, that it contains more than eight millions of stars,

without reckoning those, which even with this great teles-

cope cannot be distinguished ; with respect to the arrange-

ment and nature of the stars which constitute the milky

way, some observations will be suggested in the Notes

to Chap. VI. of the 2nd Volume.

{e) The declination of an object is best obtained by ob-

serving its distance when on the meridian from the horizon

or zenith, for this distance added or subtracted from the

distance of the zenith from the pole, gives the distance of

the object from the pole, and consequently the declina-

tion; if the object has apparent magnitude, the altitudes

or zenith distances of its upper and lower limbs should be

observed, and then half their sum should be taken as the

altitude of the centre; this method requires that the ex-

act zenith distance, corrected by refraction and parallax

should be known, which is best obtained in the manner'

indicated in the notes to the first chapter.— also Notes,

to Chap. XIV. If the star does not exist in the meri-

dian, then in order to determine the declinalion, it is

necessary to know the zenith distance of the star, that of

the pole and either the azimuth or hour angle from noon.

Indeed, of the five preceding quantiles any three being

given, the other two may be found by the solution of a

spherical triangle. This general problem contains twenty

different cases, of which the most useful are given in the

Treatises of Astronomy. However, there is an obvious

advantage in determining the declination by means of an

observation made in the meridian, for in this case pa-

rallax and refraction only affect the declination, but do

not at all alter the right ascension.

With respect to the right ascension, its determination

is more difficult than the declination, as the first point of

Aries, from which it is reckoned, is not fixed in the hea-
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vens. The difference of the right ascension of two stars is

obtained by observing the time intervening between their

passages over the meridian ; this converted into time at

the rate of 15° for an hour, gives the difference. Hence,

as this difference is easil^^ observed, if we had the right

ascension of some one star, that of all others might be

determined ; the method which Flamstead proposed was

as follows :

He noted when the sun had equal declinations, some

time after the vernal and before the autumnal equinox
;
in

these positions the distances of the sun from the respective

equinoxes must be the same, call this distance E, and let

D, D'+p, represent the differences of right ascensions of

the sun and some star in these two positions, then we have

D+ D'+;?+ 2 E= 180, hence we obtain E, and conse-

quently the right ascension of the star
; p is the correc-

tion to be made to the right ascension, in consequence of

precession and displacement of ecliptic, which will be

afterwards noted.

It is easy to compute the angular distance of two

ffitai*s, of which we know the right ascensions and de-

clinations, for if r/, (/', represent the polar distances of

the stars, and A the angle made by c/y df at the poles,

which is measured by their difference of right ascension,

and D the arc of a great circle which measures their an-

gular distance, we have by the formulae of spherical trigo-

nometry, cos. D= sin. d, sin. d\ cos. A-f-cos. r/. cos. d!.

Let X represent the longitude, /3 the latitude, p the

right ascension, S the declination of a star
; p its angle

of position ; tt the arc of a great circle intercepted be-

tween the star and equinoxial point; 0 the angle con-

tained between this arc and equator, and f the obliquity of

ecliptic; then cos. 0=tan. p. cot"^ tt; cos. (0

—

1)=
tang. X cot"', tt; sin. S=sin. 0. sin tt; sin. /3=sin. (0—f),

. tt 1 • X cos. (0—fi). tan. p
sin. TT. Hence we obtain tan. X = r and
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sin. /3= sin. —^sin. 8; hence we can obtain X and /3
‘ sin. <j>

* ^

when ^ is known.

The reverse formulae for finding p and 8 from know ing

X and /3, may be obtained by merely changing /3 into 8,

and X into {>, and by making c negative ; 0 representing

the arc of the circle of declination passing through the

star, intercepted between equator and ecliptic
;
we have

sin 0=:tan. p. cot''^ v, and cos. (8—0)= cot. p. cot v,

^
cos. (8—0) tan. p ^ , , ...

cot'^'. p=z
sin 0

^ V = the angle at which

circle of declination passing through the star, is inclined

to ecliptic) cos. 8. cos. p. = cos. X. cos. 3 ;
tan. p =

cos. (0+ t). tan X _ . _ sin. i3. sin. (6+ t)
^ and sm.8 = : : tan. n,

cos. <p, sin. (j}

^ ^ ’

may become negative in several cases, in the first quadrant,

if sin. X isless than tan. c. tan.)3, for by substituting for 0, the

cos. £. sin.X sin. £. tan./3
preceding value or tan. p= ——-—— — t
* ^ ^ cos. A cos. X

this may happen when X is small and /3 great, i, e,

if the star is in the circle of latitude near to the pole

of the ecliptic; in the 2nd quadrant tan. p is negative, un-

less that sin. X is less than tan. c. tan. j3; in the 3rd

quadrant tan. p is positive, and in the 4?th quadrant

—

except when sin. X is less than tan. c. tan. j3 ; p is always

in the same quadrant asX
; p is negative or in the 4th qua-

rant ifX= o; unless ^= either o, or is — ; in the first case

p=:o, i. e. the star is in the equinoxial point ; in the second

case it is in the first quadrant; if X= 90, and tan.^3>

than sin X. cot. £= cot"'. t, /. c. if j3 is greater than G6® 32',

in this case tan. p = — co. and the star is in the solstitial

colure between the two poles.

(e) As the distance between the pole of the equator and the

pole of the ecliptic = the obliquity of the ecliptic which is

very nearly constant, it follows that the axis of the equator

describes, inconsequence ofthis precession, aconeabout the

pole of the ecliptic. In order to obtain the variation in right
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ascension and declination ; supposing /3 and t constant, we

. „ . , fep • • ^ s”*' *• cos. X
snQil iiav6 oy cl iircrcn tinting

d \ — cos
' '

c/ p o / cos. f — sin. c. tan. 3. sin. A\ _

andjy=cos.V^
)

and as

we have from comparing the two values of p ob-

tained by substituting,

(

cos. € — sin. €. tan. 3. sin. A\
r ^

jcos. A /

= cos. t cos. 8+ sin. e sin. 8. sin. p
cos. j3

by substituting this value and from the equation cos. p.

cos. A=cos. A. cos. /3j these will assume the form. d. S= dX.

sin £. cos p; dp=id\ (cos. f-|-sin. e. tan. 8. sin. p.) Note,

as the equinoxes regrade uniformly, d A is constant, and

it appears that the right ascension cannot diminish except

when the star is in the southern hemisphere, or when it

is in the 3rd or 4th quadrants, tan. 8. sin. p. being greater

than cot. c ; and as near to the pole tan. 8 approaches

to CO, the variation of right ascension may become then

indefinitely great

.

The preceding formulae are sufficiently exact, when the

effects of precession are computed for an interval which is

near to the epoch, for which we have determined the ar-

guments c, 8, p. But as € changes continually within cer-

tain limits as shall be observed in Chapter XIII, Vol ii,

and as f/A likewise, is not always the same, the preceding

expressions are only correct for a short inlerval of time.

Bradley, in his endeavour to ascertain whether the par-

allax of the fixed ^stars was of a sensible quantity, ob-

served that for the space of nine years the declination of

the stars increased, and that it diminished by the same

quantity the nine following years ; so that all was

re-established after eighteen years. He likewise observed,

that the greatest difference of declination was 18^^, and

that the latitude was not affected ; hence he inferred, that

the pole of the equator approached the pole of the eelip-
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tic for the first nine years, and that it receded from it

by the same quantity the following nine years. He ob-

served, likewise, that this motion was connected with an

irregularity of the precession of the equinoxes, which

obeyed precisely the same period ; hence it follows that

the motion of the poles of the equator, does not take

place in the solstitial colure, or in other words, that the

poles neither describe right lines nor the arc of a great

circle of the sphere, but a curve or small circle intersecting

the solstitial colure ; vas the true motion of the pole takes

place in the periphery of an ellipse of which the centre

retrogrades on the periphery of the circle described by

the mean place of the pole, its locus will be a species of

epicycle. In the superior part the direction of the mo-

tion of the pole is the same as that of the epicycle, •/ the

actual motion being quicker than the mean motion, the

true pole precedes the mean ; it is the contrary in the

lower part of the ellipse, and as the mean motion is con-

siderably greater than the motion in the ellipse, it pre-

dominates over it ; •/ the motion in the epicycle is still

retrograde. From a comparison of observations of the

nutation with the nodes of the moon, it appears that the

right ascension of the true pole, reckoned from the mean

pole precedes by 90°, the longitude of the ascending node

of the moon; i. e, p = 90° + gj. then d e the variation

of obliquity = q, jy, the cosine of Q to a radius = 9'',

65, i, c, d e = 9", 65. cos. Q, To determine the varia-

tion in longitude, it is to be remarked that the angle

formed by lines drawm to the true and^Jtnean poles of the

equator, from the pole of the ecliptic = distance of true

pole from the axis major, divided by sine of the distance

1 1 t 1
1^9 Sin. Q

between poles ot the equator and ecliptic =
sin’~c
—

’

see notes to Chap. XIII, Vol, 2, in order to determine the

effects of nutation on the right ascension and declination.
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naming S' and p' the right ascensions and declination when

the longitude becomes X + dX, and the obliquity becomes

£ + dcj then by formula given^n page 34? I ; we have,

sin. 8'= sin. (c+de). cos, j3sin. (X+ dX)+cos. (£+d£)sin,j3

_ sin. (€+ d£)4-sin. (X+ dX). cos. (t+ de),
tan. p'=—tan. p. /< -

,

"“7 v\^ ^ cos. (X+ dX)

then by omitting all terms after the first we obtain,

8' = d+d X. sin. £. cos. p + df . sin. p; p'=p + dX. (cos. f

+ sin. £. sin. p. tan. 8)—d £. cos. p. tan. 8 ;
substituting for

d X, d £, their values previously found, and making 9'^

65=/i ; 18", 0 3. sin. c=g, we obtain the nutation in right

ascension or the value of p'—p', which is the same thing,

= — g. sin. SI cot*'*^. £ — tan. 8. (/i. cos. SI* cos.p-f-g sin. £1

sin. p) the first term being independent of the stars place, is

the same for them all ; assuming /i, tan. 8. cos. p =g. (cot. £

+ sin p. tan. 8). tan. B', then the nutation in right ascen-

sion = — g. (cot. £ + sin.p. tan. 8. sin. (B' + Slf) hence

it is easy to perceive that for the same star the nutation in

right ascension is a max"*, when q + B' = 90; by mak-

ing the substitutions already indicated, the nutation in de-

clination or north polar distance, which is the same thing,

becomes—g, cos. p. (sin. {
- — . tan. p, cos. Q) , let —

/l cos. p—
. tan. p = tan. B, and then — 75- . sin. (B 4- Q)

fjr cos. IS \ I /

= the nutation in north polar distance; it is easy to per-

ceive that this becomes a max™, when + B = 90®.

Beside the nutation just examined, the pole of the equa-

tor is subject to a similar inequality arising from the dis-

turbing action of the sun, it is much feebler than that of

the moon, however, it is not altogether insensible, and

is always introduced in the tables. In consequence of this

action the true pole describes a circle about the mean
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pole according to the order of signs ;
its period is half a

year, and the true pole is always 90 before the sun ; in-

deed, if extreme accuracy was required, it is theoretically

true that in the course o*alf a month, the pole is dis-

turbed from the inequality in the moon’s action; how-

ever, this last is altogether insensible ; now as the true

pole would, in consequence of each of these actions, if

they obtained separately, combined with the motion of

the pole arising from precession, describe an epicycloid,

the curve actually described, will be that which results

from the combined action of all these motions ; however,

as they are separately extremely small, if we estimate the

effect of each by itself, and then take the sum, the total

effect may be considered very nearly as =z to the sum of

all the partial results.

With respect to the aberration of light, which is the

third correction to be applied in order to obtain the true

place of a star, see Notes to Chapter IL Book II.

Besides the three apparent motions of the fixed stars,

which are adverted to in this chapter, namely the preces-

sion, the nutation, and the abberration, there is a fourth,

which though obscurely indicated by observation, is com-

pletely established by theory, namely the diminution of

the obliquity of the ecliptic. See Notes to Chapter XIIL
Volume 2nd.

CHAPTER XIII.

(f) In order to a clearer understanding of the articles

treated of in the text, it will be necessary to establish

a few principles relating to the radius of curvature and

expressions for a degree of the meridian, &c., for this

D D
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purpose let h denote the senii-nxes of an ellipse, the

principal serni-parameterrr-^ , n the normal and g the

radius of meridional curvaturdlj^ X the latitude, x y the co-

ordinates of any point, and s its subnormal ; then as 7z^=

+ s®, and as ,r = . s, and as 7/® = ^ . (a® — we

shall obtain by observing that n sin. X = t/, n. cos X = 5,

n} sin.® X =-^ . fa®— cos.® XJ by concinating, w®.

(6®. sin.® X + a®, cos.® X) = and

^ a®
” “

cos.* X+ i". sin.U*
as p _^ = ^^5

-

by substituting we obtain p =

hence we obtain D =

a®, hr

\d\ cos.® X + h\ sin.® X) ^

fl®. 6®.

777 (a®, cos.® X + 1)\ sin.® X) ^

pressing the number of degrees in an arc = to the radius.)

Making h = a—c, and neglecting the square and higher

powers of c ; we obtain m D ^ c), (a®—2 a c.

sin.“X)-f=« (1-^ + -^. sin.u) = « (1-^ -
3 c \

2^.
cos. 2

Xj
; •/ at the equator m a— 2c, and at the

pole 772D = a + at the parallel \6y 772 /) is an arithmetic

mean between in D at the equator, and 772 Z) at the poles,

for at 45° VI a— | ; If ZX be a degree to the latitude

c 3 c
X', we have mjy = a— cos. 2 X' ; hence

c = 2 m {ly—D) c

3. (cos. 2 X— cos. 2"^ and—

=

2 (Zy—Z))

3 ZJ.cos! 2 X — co3.2~X')’
tJ‘ese expressions may be re-

duced respectively into c = 2 m ^U^D)
3. sin. (X-f-X ) sin. (X——X) u
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2 (D'—D)
• at the equator c

3 D. sill. (A+A) sin. (A'—A)
’

m(iy—D)
, ,= ""•^•"

^1^
hence the increment or the degree at any

latitude A', above the degree at the equator is as sin *A';

likewise as D'—D co sin. (A'+A) sin. (A'—A) if D' D arc

two contiguous degrees, so that, A'=A+ 1®; then D'—D=
^ c

.

sin. (2 A+ 1*^). sin. 1®
; v as the difference ofcontiguous

degrees is to sin. (2 A+ l) it is a maximum when 2 A+
lz=90, /. e. when the middle latitude is 4?5°. The semi-

diameter^ to any latitude A=r* = +y z= sin. ^A+
cos.* X r = «.

cos.* X _

Va*— 4. csin.^ A,

a*—2 a c
and by expanding this expression

and neglecting we obtain r = a (I— - sin,^ A.)

The circumference of the elliptic meridian may be found

by multiplying the mean degree, L e, the degree in the

parallel of 45° by 360°. By the series expressing the

rectification of the ellipse, it may be found still more ac-

curately.

In an ellipsoid of revolution, the normal terminated in

the minor axis is equal to the rad. of curvature of a

degree perpendicular to the meridian, for ns in this hy-

pothesis the direction of gravity always passes through the

axis af the earth, the direction of a plumb line which is

perpendicular to the meridian, and indefinitely near to it

on the east and west sides, will intersect the axis in the

same point, which point is •/ the centre of curvature of the

arc ; as this normal is greater than the rad. of meridional

curvature, a degree perpendicular to tlie meridian is

greater than a degree of the meridian
; (/=

cos.® A +6^ sin.* A
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NoW,

cos. X ^ V". sin. X

cos.* X+6*. sin.* X ^ cos.* X+ ft*, sin.® X

.*. as r*=.r*+y we obtain by substituting ^* for —5

—

fit

, / —e*. (1—c*). sin.*X\« . , ,r'=a ^1 r—g». sin/T

—

) •

6
*-

the centre between »• and a, we have tan. A = —j. tan, A.

if I represent the angle between a and a line drawn to the

extremity of the produced ordinate, we have

^ tan.* X

, ft %
tan. /= tan. X, v sin.* / =

I tan.* X>

. . . , . sin.* X
hence by putting 1—^* for ^ we obtain a ^

—

= sin.* /, and r = (1—e* sin.* /), hence as I differs very

little from X, it follows as before that the increments of the

rad. are very nearly as the squares of the sines of X. tt the

angle between /i and r=X—ft, /. substituting for tan. ft its

tan. X—ft* tan. X

ft* .

value — tan. X, we obtain tan. tt=

—

,
7-i a ,—TV"* l+^tan.*X
a*

(fl*-^ft*) tan. X

;= (a*+ft*) tan. X
’ likewise it follows that

as we have always tan. X + tan. ft : tan. X—tan. ft::

sin. (X+ft) : sin. (X— ft) !Ia*+ ft* : a*— ft*; it may be

shewn that 7r=X—A is a max"* when (X+ A)= 90°; it is

evident also from other considerations that the point

where the angle between the r and n is a max"*, must be at

the extremity of the equal conjugate diameters: if the
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value of .r, which is given above, be differentiated, we ob-

tain after all reductions; c/jr = = —

a

^

(1—e* sin/

now — (lx ^1+ = — dx^ cos"^ X

••=: a ; hence we derive n =z as
(I—e*sin/X)S (/\

d* j.

mA = ^ ~l=T

—

i==̂^=^ •
(«*“2 a e. sin/ A)

—

cos/ A+ 6^sin/X

=a+c sin/ X ; m. (A—D)=2 r. cos.* X; hence we can de-

termine c, a, &c. A representing the same as before, a

degree of longitude = A cos. X. If R denotes the rad. of

curvature of any sect., perpendicular to the tangent plane,

at the earth’s surface, it would not be difficult to show that

it was equal to In’ ®
p. sin/ 0+p' cos.*0 ®

which the cutting plane makes with the meridian; hence

it follows that when 0is 45®, R is an harmonic mean be-

tween p and p\—See Puhsant^ tom. I. p. 288.

It follows from the expression cos. p, that a degree oflon-

gitude at the equator is the first oftwo mean proportionals

between first and last degrees of latitude, for D at the

equator is to D at the poles, as a? : 5^ the general ratio

being that of

(a* sin.* XH-i^ cos.* X)^ : (a* sin.* X'+5*. cos/ X')^

The compression is obtained more accurately by com-

paring a meridional degree with a degree of a perpendicu-

lar to the meridian, than from a comparison of two meri-

dional degrees with each other.—See Puissant.

The following is a brief outline of the method for de-

termining the length of any arch of the meridian ; two

points are assumed nearly at the distance of the required

arch, these two points are then connected by a series of

triangles, the angles of which are determined by means of

stations taken on the tops of hills, or other elevated posi-
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tions
; the angles of the triangles and also the azimuths of

the sides, at the points where the series commences and

ends, are to be measured. By this means the species of

all these triangles are given, and also the bearings of their

sides, with respect to the meridian of the first station.

The lengths of the sides of the triangles are known by

measuring a base on a level ground, and connecting it

with the sides of one of the triangles. In these computa-

tions the process is on the supposition that the triangles

are plane ; however the error from this hypothesis is cor-

rected by knowing the spherical excess which is given

from knowing the area.—See PiiissanCs Geodesique^ tom.

1. p. 223.

(^) In like manner the terrestrial equator may be de-

fined to be the plane, formed by all the points of the ter-

restrial surface, the verticals of which are parallel to the

plane of the celestial equator, or which is the same thing,

which are perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the

heavenly sphere; consequently unless the earth be a solid

of revolution, the terrestrial equator will be a curve of

double curvature
;

if it be a solid of revolution, the terres-

trial equator is a great circle of the sphere .— {sec p. 102.)

In like manner, the poles of the earth are those points of

its surface, whose verticals are parallel to the axis of rota-

tion ; so that these points are not necessarily diametrically

opposed to each other, except the earth be a solid of revo-

lution. However, though when the earth is not a solid

of revolution, neither the equator nor meridians are plane

curves, still the corresponding celestial equator and ce-

lestial meridians may be considered as great circles, for

the verticals when indefinitely prolonged may be con-

ceived'as terminating in the celestial sphere, in different

points of the same great circle.—See Puissannt^ tom. II.

Book 6th.

Conformably to the above definitions, the terrestrial pa-

rallels will be formed by points, of which the verticals
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meet the celestial sphere under the same parallel, so that

all points of the same parallel will have the same stars in

the zenith ; however, unless the earth be a solid of revo-

lution these points will not form a circle, or even exist in

the same plane. The latitude of all the points of these

parallels is the same.

—

{Seep. 111.) N. B. It is evident

that the length of degrees of the terrestrial parallels de-

crease in proceeding from the equator to the pole, in the

ratio of the cosine of latitude. From some measurements

made by Biot and Arrago, it would appear that the pa-

rallel to the equator at the southern extremity of the me-

ridian measured by them, is sensibly elliptic.

(//) ds denoting the first side of this line, Js' the second

side, &c. These sides may be considered as equal, at

least if quantities indefinitely small of the third and higher

orders be neglected, for let i denote the angle which the

prolongation af the first side (which is evidently equal to

the first side) makes with the second, {i being a quantity

indefinitely small of the first order,) then as the prolon-

gation of the first side is evidently equal to it, we have

ds.
ds':=:ds. cos. iz=:ds—— = ds^ as ds is of the same or-

der as i

;

hence it follows that in a geodesique line its

differential is constant, likewise the normal comprised be-

tween the prolongation of the first side and the terrestrial

surface is of the second order, for it = ds. sin. i, or simply

i. ds. and since this geodesic line is equal to the right

line, it necessarily follows, that it is the shortest which can

be traced on the earth between any two points, it there-

fore measures the itinerary distances of places ; its curva-

ture likewise exists in a plane at right angles to the horizon,

as is evident from the manner in which it has been traced.

It is evident from what precedes that the difference between

the length of this line and that of the corresponding arc of

the terrestrial meridian may be neglected. Another pro-

perty of the geodesic line is, that the sines of the angles
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made by the perpendicular with the respective meridians

are inversely as the ordinates of the point of concourse.

It is clear that when the earth is a solid of revolution,

all the normals to th^surface of this solid meet the axis

of rotation, consequently those which pass through the

points of the generating curve are necessarily in the plane

of this curve, and •/ in that of the celestial meridian.

(i) Calling a h the equatorial and polar semidiameters,

p p' the corresponding radii, t t' the two tangents, &c.

c the arc of the evolute, then a = p+ ^, ^=p'

—

1\ /. a—

b

= p—p' +
(k) In determining the position of places in a region of

considerable extent, it is necessary first to traverse it with

a m'leridian line, from one extremity to the other, on this

a certain number of points are selected, through which

perpendiculars to thelf&eridian are drawn. The meridian

and its perpendiculars in this manner constitute a system

of cervilinear coordinates, to which the different points of

the earth’s surface may be transferred. The great advan-

tage of this method is, thtll when the extent of the region

is not very considerable, these perpendiculars may be con-

sidered as great circles, and distances measured on them

are the shortest between two given points.

(l) The method indicated in the notes to page 212 is

perhaps the best and simplest of all, however it cannot be

always applied; in that case, other methods have been

devised, all of which may be reduced to the solution of

certain cases of obtuse angled spherical triangles. Such

as from having two altitudes of the sun, and the time be-

tween, or from observing the zenith distances of a hea-

venlybody when near the zenith, the latitude is determined

;

the method which employs two altitudes of the sun has the

advantage of enabling us continually to approximate to the

true value.

(m) In fact the longitude and latitude only give the pro-

jection of a place on the earth’s surface, but do not define

« its position in space ; in order to determine this we must
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know the elevation of the place about the level of the sea.

A determination of the heights of the most remarkable

places in Europe would, combine^ with a knowledge of

their longitude and latitude, be a more complete way of

levelling than by trigonometrical operations, and would

perfectly point out the directions of chains of mountains,

and also the falls of rivers, &c., and thus give a most accurate

notion ofthe form of the earth. As illustrative of the utility

of these kind of observations, it may be remarked that a

comparison of the heights of the barometer in the Euxine

and Caspian Seas, evince that the level of the latter is

considerably lower than the former.

(w) The repeating circle is an invaluable instrument to

the practical astronomer, it supplies the place of a mural

quadrant, and also of a transit instrument; besides it is

capable ofalmost indefinite exactness, and from the small-

ness of its size it may easily be transported from one place

to another.

(o) In general the retardation of time is proportional to

the angle contained between the meridians of the two

places, hence appears the reason of what has been already

adverted to, namely, that if while one observer be fixed,

another proceeds round the earth, he will on his arrival

at the place from whence he set out, have either gained or

lost a day, according as he went, eastward or westward.

{p) The chronometers now in use, being furnished with

compensators, which secure them from the effects arising

from changes of temperature, and also from the inevitable

effects of the agitation which they experience during a long

voyage, give the time with extreme accuracy.

The true time H at the place of observation is easily

obtained when the latitude of the place or vessel, Z the

zenith distance or altitude of the star, and d, its declina-

tion are given, for it is easy to show that

E E
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Sin Sin. (Z+D-y^.)
2 ^ 2 2

Sin. P. Sin. Z>.

iSV^ Notes, p 304*, 292. But as the chronometer indicates

mean time we must apply the equation of time in order to

obtain the mean time at the place of observation. This

method assumes that the time indicated by the chronome-
ter is exact, which is not the rase ; however its rate of

going and small inequalities may be ascertained by com-
paring it with the time pointed out by observing the alti-

tudes of the sun or stars as often as possible.

As lunar eclipses are of comparatively rare occurrence,

they are not of very great use in finding the longitude at

sea ; this objection does not apply to eclipses of Jupiter’s

satellites, as eclipses of the first satellite recur every third

hour ; however the difficulty ofrightly adjusting a telescope

on board a ship is such^ that it is now very rarely used,

except when the observer can land.

The problem for determining the true distances of the

centres of the sun and moon, from knowing the observed

values of the heights of the sun and moon, and from

having the observed distances of the centres, is one which

has occupied astronomers who applied themselves to the

perfecting nautical instruments; the best methods are

those given by Maskeylyne and Borda .—See Nautical

Almanack.

Besides the methods suggested in the text, it has been

proposed to determine the difference of longitudes of two

places, by means of signals, such as an explosion, which

may be seen at the same time from the tv/o places ; and if

the places are too distant to observe the same signal, a

series ofsuch signals are made, and noted in places inter-

mediate between those whose difference of longitude is re-

quired.— Lardner’s Trigonometry, 189.

When the difference of longitude of two places, and

their respective latitudes are known, their distance in an

arc of a great circle, is easily determined, for calling A, A'
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the respective latitudes, and D the difference of longitudes,

cos. a the mutual distance = cos. X. cos. X'. sin. D+ sin. X.

sin. X'. This is on the hypothesis that the earth is q» y,

circular ; if it be supposed to be an ellipsoid of revolution,

the direction of verticals from the two places do not meet

in the same point of the axis, and v do not make a solid

angle ; in that case we deduce the angles which rad. Irom

centre of ellipsoid to the two places make with the axis,

and the inclinations of the planes of these angles to each

other is also given, hence the angle which the rad. vectors

make with each other may be determined, and hence the

mutual distance of the places, the distance of each place

from the centre being known.

(<7) This instrument is a common barometer, except that

the open branch, which communicates with the external

air in the barometer, communicates with a closed vessel in

which the gas or vapour is placed, of wdiich the elastic

force is required. As the height of the mercury in the

barometer, of which the open branch communicates witli

the atmosphere, gives a measure of the clastic force of the

air at the i>oint where the fluid is in contact with the mer-

cury, the same will be true when the apcrlure is closed,

for it is evident that the state of the air is not affected by

this circumstance
;
hence if g represents the force of gra-

vity, p the density of the mercury in the barometer, and h

the diflercnce of heights of the mercury in the two tul3es,

we have an equilibrium between g^}/i and the elastic force

of the air, which we will denominate by E; now as E is

always the same when the density and tenjperature of the

air are the same, if the manometer be transported from

one place to another, taking care that the state of the air

contained in it does not undergo any change, gp/? must

also remain unchanged ;
hence ifg varies, h must vary in

the inverse ratio, provided that p is constant.

(r) The length of the Ideal pendulum, which is isochro-

nous with the observed pendulum, = the distance be-
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tween the point of suspension and a point in it called the

centre of oscillation.

(5) See Notes to Chap. II. Book IV. Naming I the

length of the pendulum, t the time of vibration, and g the

force of gravity, it will be proved in the ^th Book, Chap.

II. that — when the arch of vibration is very

small, hence as t increases towards the equator, g must

diminish, for if the time of vibration increases, the number

of vibrations performed in T must diminish, and conse-

T
quently the clock must lose for / =— . What is advanced

11

in this Note suffices to show that the gravity decreases as

we approach the equator. A fuller investigation of this

subject will be given in the Notes to Chap. II. Book IV.

of this volume, and in Notes to Chap. VI, Book L ofnext

volume.

(0 Indeed it is natural to suppose that the intensity of

gravity is less affected by local variations than its direc-

tion, for the inequalities on the surface of the earth, and

the very irregular manner in which the I’ocks are distri-

buted, necessarily cause considerable deviations in the di-

rections of the plumb line, and are most probably the

causes of the discrepancies which are observed in the mea-

surement of contiguous arcs of the meridian, which are

extremely near to each other, which must consequently

cause the results as to the ellipticity, &c. of the earth, to

differ considerably from each other.

(w) If (g) be the intensity of gravity at the level of the

sea, and g the intensity at the top of the mountain, whose

height is r being the radius of the earth,

g Y*

= 1 H neglecting the square of h, if V be the length
r

of the pendulum on the top of the mountain, I the length
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at tlie level of tha sea = /'+ ^ . See Notes to Chap,

III. Vol. II.

(.r) It does not appear that the new system of weights

and measures explained in the text, has been adopted with

that generality which was anticipated by the illustrious

author; on the contrary, a Committee of the House of

Commons, which was appointed to revise and examine

the standard weights and measures of Great Britain, ap-

peared to think the only practical advantage of having

a quantity commensurate to any original quantity exist-

ing, or which might be supposed to exist in nature, con-

sisted in its affording some little encouragement to its

universal adoption by other nations ; but this advantage

would by no means compensate for the great incon-

veniencies which must necessarily result from a departure

from a universally established standard ; nor would the

adoption of the decimal scale in weights and measures

have any very marked advantages over the present sub-

divisions; on the contrary, as the standard measure con-

sisted of twelve inches, we can express a greater number

of subdivisions of it without fractions, than in any other

scale .—See Note in next page; and as to the weiglits

and the measurement of capacities, the continual division

by two, enable us to make up any given quantity with the

smallest number of standard weights, and in this respect

has an advantage over the decimal scale.—See Notes to

next page.

The Committee above mentioned suggested that the

standard measure should be the standard executed by

Bird in 1760, whicli is in the custody of the clerk of

the House of Commons ;
likewise in the event of its being

lost, its length could be easily ascertained, as they have

declared its proportion to that of a pendulum vibrating

seconds of mean time at the latitude of London, in a va-

cuo, and at the level of the sea to be that of 36 to 39,
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1393. They have also declared that a brass weight equal

to half the brass weight of two pounds gravitating in air,

at the temperature of 62, the barometer being 30, which

is kept in the House of Commons, should be the imperial

standard troy pound, or the unit of weight ;
if lost they

have also determined its relation to a cubic inch of dis-

tilled water weighed by brass weights in a vacuum at the

temperature of 62 of Fahrenheit, to be as 5760 to 252,724'.

The standard measure of capacity for liquids and dry

goods not heaped, is a gallon containing ten pounds avoir-

dupois weight of distilled w'ater weighed in air at the

temperature of 62°, and the standard measure for goods

sold by heaped measure shall be a bushel containing

eighty pounds avoirdupois of water as aforesaid.

(?/) With respect to the different scales of notation, it is

plain that if mere simplicity of arithmetical operations be

considered, the number 2 is preferable to any other; but

there is always another point to be considered, namely,

the facility and ease of arithmetical expressions, and in

this point of view the binary scale would be extremely

embarrassing, as it requires such a multiplicity of figures

to express any considerable number. The senary, at the

same time that it would secure most of the advantages of

the Binary scale, would not be liable to this last objection, at

leastin so great a degree, it has this peculiar advantage, that

there would be a considerably greater number of finite

fractions in this scale than in the denary ; however as the

operations proceed rather slow it was never brought into

use. The duodenary combines all the advantages of the

senary scale, and is free from this objection
; the only in-

convenience attending it, is the trouble of requiring us to

remember two additional characters
; but though it is

stated in the text that this is a great objection to its use,

in point of fact it is not considered so, as we find by expe-

rience that our multiplication table is carried on as far as
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12inuItipHed by 12, though, strictly speaking, it ought to

terminate with the product of 9 into 9.

In fine the great objection against the French system is,

that it depends upon an accurate measure of a quadrant of

the meridian, at the same time that no such measure has

hitherto been obtained, besides the meridians differ so

widely among themselves that it is likely that no accurate

mean length of the pendulum will ever be obtained.

The idea of verifying a standard by some other means

than by a comparison with some actually existing stan-

dard, though suggested a great while ago, was never com-
pletely acted on, until the new system of weights and

measures was introduced into France.

CHAPTER XIV.

{«) Conceive a vertical to be elevated from the level of

low water by a quantity equal to the height of the high

water, and if a circle be described on this line, the tide

will rise or fall through equal arches on equal times; hence

if we assume any arc, reckoning from the lowest point, to

represent the interval from the instant of low water, the

versed sine of the arc will represent the height to which

the water will have risen ; hence it is evident that near

the high or low water, the differences ofdepths from those

of high or low water, are as squares of the times.

The causes which produce a difference in the height of

the tides, arise either from the circumstances of the sun's

action sometimes conspiring with, and at other times op-

posing the moon’s action, from the variations in the re-
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spective distances of these luminaries, and also from the

declinations not being always the same ; the effects arising

from these causes influence the interval between two suc-

cessive high waters, as well as the heights.

—

See Mechani-

que Celeste, Tome 2, Chap. 3, and also the Notes to

Chap. 4, Vol. 2, of this work.

CHAPTER XV.

1

[a) A bottle when filled with air is heavier than after

the air is extracted ; the pressure of the atmosphere on

every square inch of the earth^s surface is 14 lbs., for a

cubic inch of mercury is nearly 8 ounces, v 576+ 8,238

ounces = 15 lbs, nearly; it appears from this, that the

pressure to which the bodies of animals and vegetables

are subjected is very considerable, and could not in fact

be sustained but for the elasticity of the air, which being

always ll I to the compressing force, enables the small

quantity of air contained in their bodies to counteraetthe

violent pressure of the atmosphere ; hence it might easily

be shewn that the pressure on the entire convex surface of

the earth =r 10,686,000,000 hundreds of millions of pounds.

(5) If g represent the force of gravity, h the vertical

height of the barometer above the surface of the mercury,

which is exposed to the external air, -p the density of the

mercury, the pressure on the exterior surface of the mer-

cury, and V the = and contrary pressure of the air = g.^

p. h.

The numbers mentioned in page 1 36 exhibit the ratio

of the specific gravity of air to that of mercury ; which

numbers also indicate the *
: of the height of the homo-
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geneous atmosphere to the height of the mercury in the

baromgter
; for let h* represent this height, w' represent-

ing the specific gravity or density of the air, we have mh
^ mfh! ; consequently, as we ascend from the surface of

the earth, N and v diminishes; the height of the homo-

geneous atmosphere, i, e. of an atmosphere which is the

same density as the air at any elevation above the earth’s

surface, is a constant quantity, if the effects .arising from

the action of heat and cold are not taken into account,

for/t'zz but as measures the air’s density and
mT in'

^

I th
pressure, it will vary as — , v —r constant, hence h at

h m
any station is not affected by any difference in the weight

of the air.

(r) Let z represent the vertical height, w! the den-

sity, g' the gravity, p the pressure or elastic force of

the air, x the temperature, we have adp = m^g'dz^

di)^ •

^p ^ as z, and if z be taken in

arithmetical progression, the Naperian logarithm of -i-

is in arithmetical progression, and • • — is in geometric
P

progression, and as the densities are as the compressing

forces, i. c, as the heights of the mercury in the barome-

ter, in the same circumstances these heights will decrease

in geometrical progression {a expresses the ratio of the

elastic force to the density, when the temperature is zero,

and is evidently the same for the same elastic ffuid, but is

different for each) and •/ if h! are the columns of the

mercury at the surface, and at any elevation z from the

surface, K representing the constant coefficient to be

determined by experiment, we have z=^r.(log. h—log. ¥)

= log. hence K will be had if z is determinedo A

F F
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trigonometrically in any case, where h, V are previously

ascertained.

(y ) The intervals between*which it has been ascertained

from experiment that this= dilatation obtains, is from zero

to 100^ of the centigrade thermometer, and it is even true

for those aeriform substances which are produced by va-

porization, provided that they are not charged with any

liquidity, hence 00375 being represented by a, and the

increase of temperature by we have p= +ar).

(g) The aqueous vapours are necessarily less dense

than the air in which they float, and from their being

mixed in the air, it is enabled to sustain with a less den-

sity a column of mercury of the same height, •/ this va-

pour weighs less than dry air, perfectly free from humi-

dity, of the same elastic force. Bee Note (i^) of this

Chapter.

(A) From these weights the ratio of the specific gravity,

and •/ the constant coefficient may b^ deduced, which

ought to agree with the coefficient deduced a jpriori from

a comparison of the same height as furnished by baro-

metrical and trigonometrical observations, but these dis-

agree ; and as this disagreement cannot be accounted for

by introducing the consideration of humidity, the variation

of the force of gravity as we ascend from the earth must be

taken into account; this diminution of the force ofgravity

will be taken into account, if in the equation adp = m'.g'.

rfo, we substitute —

^

for then we have = —
{r+zy p

gr^ dz

a.{l+ax) [r+z)

1

~ , which gives by integrating, log. p =

—
, + C, jr is supposed to be constant,

and •/ if w be the value of p, when z = 0; log.

^L=s — X —

—

9 hence when z is known, and
p a.(l+cur) r+z
the heights in the barometer observed, we can determine
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k; by means of this equation, combined with the value

ofp, given in Note (c), we can determine the laws of

density and elastic force of the air for a given state of

equilibrium of the atmosphere. Now in order to apply

this formula to the mensuration of heights we have ir =
mgk,p = m^h'(l+

)>
being tlie tempe-

ratures of the mercury at the two stations ; in order to ab-

breviate, let represent the height of the barometer at the

second place of observation multiplied into l-f-—

,

then we have ~ zzA, 2L = W.A + 2
p k* r* V A'

log.
^ ;

let /, /' be the respective temperatures

of the air, which differ from T, T\ as a given difference

of temperature, is not so rapidly communicated to

the mercury as to the external air, x =

a= ,004? = -A- • • a.r=2.iAll£i
; hence substi-

2 ' 250 1000

tuting these values we get z = ^
^ )• (

A -}- 2 log. ^ is the coefficient 18336, men-

tioned in the text, it is obtained by an equation of condi-

tion which is given from knowing A, /?', /, and r the

radius of the earth ; this value is for the latitude 45, for

any other = 18336 (1,002837 cos. 2i//). In thejde-

termination ofz?, as — occurs in the second member, where
r

it is an extremely small fraction, we 1st compute z on the

supposition that this fraction is wanting, we then substitute

the value of A determined in this supposition, and as It is

r

extremely small, the result differs inconsiderably from the
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Sin. (Z+i^.) Sin. [Z+D—F.)

2 2

Sin. P. Sin. X).

Notes, p 301*, 292. But as the chronometer indicates

meari time we must apply the equation of time in order to

obtain the mean time at the place of observation. This

method assumes that the time indicated by the chronome-

ter is exact, which is not the rase j however its rale of

going and small inequalities may be ascertained by com-

paring it with the time pointed out by observing the alti-

tudes of the sun or stars as often as possible.

As lunar eclipses are of comparatively rare occurrence,

they are not of very great use in finding the longitude at

sea ; this objection does not apply to eclipses of Jupiter’s

satellites, as eclipses of the first satellite recur every third

hour ; however the difficulty of rightly adjusting a telescope

on board a ship is such, that it is now very rarely used,

except when the observer can land.

The problem for determining the true distances of the

centres of the sun and moon, from knowing the observed

values of the heights of the sun and moon, and from

having the observed distances of the centres, is one which

has occupied astronomers who applied themselves to the

perfecting nautical instruments; the best methods are

those given by Maskeylyne and Borda .—See Nautical

Almanack.

Besides the methods suggested in the text, it has been

proposed to determine the difference of longitudes of two

places, by means of signals, such as an explosion, which

may be seen at the same time from the two places ; and if

the places are too distant to observe the same signal, a

series of^uch signals arc made, and noted in places inter-

mediate between those whose difference of longitude is re-

quired.—5^^Lardner*s Trigonometry, 1S9.

When the difference of longitude of two places, and

their respective latitudes are known, their distance in an

arc of a great circle, is easily determined, for calling A, A'
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ihe respective latitudes, and D the difference of longitudes,

cos. a the mutual distance = cos. X. cos. X'. sin. D+ sin. X.

sin. X'. This is on the hypothesis that the earth is q. y,

circular ; if it be supposed to be an ellipsoid of revoliuioil,

the direction of verticals from the two places do not meet

in the same point of the axis, and •/ do not make a solid

angle ; in that case we deduce the angles which rad. Ironi

centre of ellipsoid to the two places make witli the axis,

and the inclinations of the planes of these angles to each

other is also given, hence the angle which the rad. vectors

make with each other may be determined, and hence the

mutual distance of the places, the distance of each place

from the centre being known.

[(j) This instrument is a common barometer, except that

the open branch, which communicates with the external

air in the barometer, communicates with a dosed vessel in

which the gas or vapour is placed, of which the elastic

force is required. As the height of the mercury in the

barometer, of which the open branch communicates with

the atmosphere, gives a measure of the elastic force of the

air at the ix)int where the fluid is in contact with the mer-

cury, the same will be true when the aperlure is closed,

for it is evident that the state of the air is not affected by

this circumstance; hence if g represents the force of gra-

vity, p the density of the mercury in the barometer, and h

the difference of heights of the mercury in the two tubes,

we have an equilibrium between g^h and the elastic force

of the air, which we will denominate by E; now as E is

always the same when the density and temperature of the

air are the same, if the manometer be transported from

one place to another, taking care that the state of the air

contained in it does not undergo any change, g{\h must

also remain unchanged ; hence ifg varies, h must vary in

the inverse ratio, provided that p is constant.

(r) The length of the ideal pendulum, which is isochro-

nous with the observed pendulum, = the distance be-
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tween the point of suspension and a point in it called the

centre of oscillation.

(j) See Notes to Chap. II. Book IV. Naming I the

length of the pendulum, t the time of vibration, and g the

force of gravity, it will be proved in the 4th Book, Chap.

II. that — when the arch of vibration is very

small, hence as t increases towards the equator, g must

diminish, for if the time of vibration increases, the number

of vibrations performed in T must diminish, and conse-

T
quently the clock must lose for t z=— . What is advanced

in this Note suffices to show that the gravity decreases as

wfe approach the equator. A fuller investigation of this

subject will be given in the Notes to Chap. II. Book IV.

of this volume, and in Notes to Chap. VI. Book I. ofnext

volume.

{t) Indeed it is natural to suppose that the intensity of

gravity is less affected by local variations than its direc-

tion, for the inequalities on the surface of the earth, and

the very irregular manner in which the rocks are distri-

buted, necessarily cause considerable deviations in the di-

rections of the plumb line, and are most probably the

causes of the discrepancies which are observed in the mea-

surement of contiguous arcs of the meridian, which are

extremely near to each other, which must consequently

cause the results as to the ellipticity, &c. of the earth, to

differ considerably from each other.

(w) If (g) be the intensity of gravity at the level of the

sea, and g the intensity at the top of the mountain, whose

is A, being the radius of the earth, ^
2h= 1 + — neglecting the square of A, .’. if V be the length

of the pendulum on the top of the mountain, I the length
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at the level of tha sea = /'+ See Notes to Chap.

III. Vol. II.

(.r) It does not appear that the new system of weights

and measures explained in the text, has been adopted with

that generality which was anticipated by the illustrious

author; on tire contrary, a Committee of the House of

Commons, which was appointed to revise and examine

the standard weights and measures of Great Britain, ap-

peared to think the only practical advantage of having

a quantity commensurate to any original quantity exist-

ing, or which might be supposed to exist in nature, con-

sisted in its affording some little encouragement to its

universal adoption by other nations ; but this advantage

would by no means compensate for the great incon-

veniencies which must necessarily result from a departure

from a universally established standard ; nor would the

adoption of the decimal scale in weights and measures

have any very marked advantages over the present sub-

divisions ; on the contrary, as the standard measure con-

sisted of twelve inches, we can express a greater number

of subdivisions of it without fractions, than in any other

scale .—See Note in next page; and as to the weights

and the measurement of capacities, the continual division

by two, enable us to make up any given quantity with the

smallest number of standard weights, and in this respect

has an advantage over the decimal scale.—See Notes to

next page.

The Committee above mentioned suggested that the

standard measure should be the standard executed by

Bird in 1760, which is in the custody of the clerk of

the House of Commons ; likewise in the event of its being

lost, its length could be easily ascertained, as they have

declared its proportion to that of a pendulum vibiuting

seconds of mean time at the latitude of London, in a va-

cuo, and at the level of the sea to be that of S6 to 39,
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1S93» They have also declared that a brass weight equal

to half the brass weight of two pounds gravitating in air,

at the temperature of 62, the barometer being 30, which

is kept in the House of Commons, should be the imperial

standard troy pound, or the unit of weight; if lost they

have also determined its relation to a cubic inch of dis-

tilled water weighed by brass weights in a vacuum at the

temperature of 62 of Fahrenheit, to be as 5760 to 252,724-.

The standard measure of capacity for liquids and dry

goods not heaped, is a gallon containing ten pounds avoir-

dupois weight of distilled water weighed in air at the

temperature of 62°, and the standard measure for goods

sold by heaped measure shall be a bushel containing

eighty pounds avoirdupois of water as aforesaid.

{y) With respect to the different scales of notation, it is

plain that if mere simplicity of arithmetical operations be

considered, the number 2 is preferable to any other; but

there is always another point to be considered, namely,

the facility and ease of arithmetical expressions, and in

this point of view the binary scale would be extremely

embarrassing, as it requires such a multiplicity of figures

to express any considerable number. The senary, at the

same time that it would secure most of the advantages of

the Binary scale, would not be liable to this last objection, at

least in so great a degree, it has this peculiar advantage, that

there would be a considerably greater number of finite

fractions in this scale than in the denary ; however as the

operations proceed rather slow it was never brought into

use. The duodenary combines all the advantages of the

senary scale, and is free from this objection
; the only in-

convenience attending it, is the trouble of requiring us to

remember two additional characters ; but though it is

stated in the text that this is a great objection to its use,

in point of fact it is not considered so, as we find by expe-

rience that our multiplication table is carried on as far as
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12 multiplied by 12, though, sti*ictly speaking, it ought to

terminate with the product of 9 into 9.

In fine the great objection against the French system is,

that it depends upon an accurate measure of a quadrant of

the meridian, at the same time that no such measure has

hitherto been obtained, besides the meridians differ so

widely among themselves that it is likely that no accurate

mean length of the pendulum will ever be obtained.

The idea of verifying a standard by some other means

than by a comparison with some actually existing stan-

dard, though suggested a great while ago, was never com-
pletely acted on, until the new system of weights and

measures was introduced into France.

CHAPTER XIV.

{«) Conceive a vertical to be elevated from the level of

low water by a quantity equal to the height of the high

water, and if a circle be described on this line, the tide

will rise or fall through equal arches on equal times; hence

if we assume any arc, reckoning from the lowest point, to

represent the interval from the instant of low water, the

versed sine of the arc will represent the height to which

the water will have risen ; hence it is evident that near

the high or low water, the differences ofdepths from those

of high or low water, are as squares of the times.

The causes which produce a difference in the height of

the tides, arise either from the circumstances of the sun’s

action sometimes conspiring with, and at other times op-

posing the moon’s action, from the variations in the re-
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spective distances of these lominafies, and also from the

declinations not being always the same ; the effects arising

from these causes influence the interval t>etween two suc-

cessive high waters, as well as the heights .—See Mechani-

que Celeste, Tome 2, Chap. 3, and also the Notes to

Chap. 4, Vol. 2, of this work.

CHAPTER XV.

(^z) A bottle when filled with air is heavier than after

the air is extracted ; the pressure of the atmosphere on

every square inch of the earth’s surface is 14 lbs., for a

cubic inch of mercury is nearly 8 ounces, v >764*8,238

ounces = 1 5 lbs. nearly ; it appears from this, that the

pressure to which the bodies of animals and vegetables

are subjected is very considerable, and could not in fact

be sustained but for the elasticity of the air, which being

always II / to the compressing force, enables the small

quantity of air contained in their bodies to counteractthe

violent pressure of the atmosphere ; hence it might easily

be shewn that the pressure on the entire convex surface of

the earth = 10,686,000,000 hundreds ofmillions of pounds.

(b) If g represent the force of gravity, h the vertical

height of the barometer above the surface of the mercury,

which is exposed to the external air, ^ the density of the

mercury, the pressure on the exterior surface of the mer-

cury, and V the = and contrary pressure of the air =
p. k*

The numbers mentioned in page 136 exhibit the ratio

of the specific gravity of air to that of mercury ; which

numbers also indicate the 1 1 of the height of the homo-
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geneous atmosphere to the height of the mercury in the

barometer ; for let //' represent this height^ m' represent-

ing the specific gravity or density of the air, we have mh
= m'h^

; consequently, as we ascend from the surface of

the earth, ^^and v diminishes; the height of the homo-

geneous atmosphere, z. c. of an atmosphere which is the

same density as the air at any elevation above the earth’s

surface, is a constant quantity, if the effects arising from

the action of heat and cold are not taken into account,

for //' = h but as measures the air's density and
mf m*

pressure, it will vary as i , •/ is constant, hence h at
h ' m

any station is not affected by any difference in the weight

of the air.

(c) Let z represent the vertical height, nn! the den-

sity, g* the gravity, p the pressure or elastic force of

the air, x the temperature, we have adp = m'g^dz^

di)^ •

CO— dz\ •/ log. p CO as z, and if z be taken in

arithmetical progression, the Naperian logarithm of -i-

P

is in arithmetical progression, and •/— is in geometric
P

progression, and as the densities are as the compressing

forces, i. e, as the heights of the mercury in the barome-

ter, in the same circumstances these heights will decrease

in geometrical progression {a expresses the ratio of the

elastic force to the density, when the temperature is zero,

and is evidently the same for the same elastic fluid, but is

different for each) and v if A' are the columns of the

mercury at the surface, and at any elevation z from the

surface, K representing the constant coeffleient to be

determined by experiment, we have a;=J5r.(log. k—log. h')

= JC. log. hence K will be had if z is determined

F F
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trigonometrically in any case^ whereat are previously

ascertained.

{/) The intervals between*which it has been ascertained

from experiment that thiss dilatation obtains, is from zero

to 100^ of the centigrade thermometer, and it is even true

for those aerifprm substances which are produced by va-

porization, provided that they are not charged with any

liquidity, hence 00375 being represented by a, and the

increase of temperature by we have p= am\{\ +0^).

(g) The aqueous vapours are necessarily less dense

than the air in which they float, and from their being

mixed in the air, it is enabled to sustain with a less den-

sity a column of mercury of the same height, v this va-

pour weighs less than dry air, perfectly free from humi-

dity, of the same elastic force. See Note (t;) of this

Chapter.

(A) From these weights the ratio of the specific gravity,

and the constant coeiHcient may b^ deduced, which

ought to agree with the coefiicient deduced a priori from

a comparison of the same height as furnished by baro-

metrical and trigonometrical observations, but these dis-

agree ; and as this disagreement cannot be accounted for

by introducing the consideration of humidity, the variation

of the force ofgravity as we ascend from the earth must be

taken into account; this diminution of the force ofgravity

will be taken into account, if in the equation adp =z m\g\

dzy we substitute — for then we have = —
(r+zy p

gr* dz

a.(\+ax) (r-f-z)

ir%(l+oJf) r+z

-

1

which gives by integrating, log. p =

+ C, <r is supposed to be constant,

and y ^ value, of p, lybenzsO; log.

— ss— — X —-— I hence when z is known, and
P a.{l+€Lz) r+z
the heights in the barometer observed, we can determine
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Jk; hy means of this equation, combined with the iralue

of given in Note (c), we can determine the laws of

density and elastic force of the air for a given stat^ of

equilibrium of the atmosphere. Now in order to apply

this formula tO the mensuration of heights we have ir =

mgk,p=:m^h'^l+ T, T, being the tempe-

ratures of the mercury at the two stations ; in crtler to ab*-

breviate, let A' represent the height of the barometer at the

second place of observation multiplied into l-j-—
*

,

then we have — =z A.. ^ log.A + 2

l<^g- ^1 + ^
>

let r, i' be the respective temperatures

of the air, which differ from T, T', as a given difference

of temperature, is not so rapidly communicated to

the mercury as to the external air, x =

a= ,004? = —L., V or =2. ; hence substt-
2 ' 250 1000

luting these values we get z = log.

A -j- 2 log. \ ;
~ is the coefficient 18336, men-

tioned in the text, it is obtained by an equation of condi-

tion which is given from knowing A, //, /, and r the

radius of the earth ; this value is for the latitude 4?5, for

any other —^= 18336 (1,002837 cos. 2;^). Intheide-

termination of2;, as — occurs in the second member, where
;•

it is an extremely small fraction, we 1st compute z on the

supposition that this fraction is wanting, we then substitute

the value of — determined in this supposition, and as it is
r

extremely small, the result differs inconsiderably from the
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truth. Besides the corrections mentioned in the text, wheti

extreme accuracy is required we must take into account the

convexity of the mercury in the upper part of the tube,

and also the effect of capillary attraction. With respect

to the cause of the variation of the length in the barome-

tric column, various theories have been suggested, none

however completely satisfactory. In the Notes to Chap-

ter X. Vol. II. we shall enter into some details respecting

the periods, &c. of these variations.

By very precise experiments made with the hygrometer,

it has been ascertained that the power of the air to retain

moisture is doubled at every increase of temperature of the

centrigrade thermometer by 15 degrees, or in other

w6rds, while the temperature increases in an arithmetical

progression, the quantity of moisture which the air is ca-

pable of holding in .solution increases in a geometrical

ratio; these indications of the hygrometer do not point

out the absolute degrees, but only its relative dryness with

respect to the ball of the hygrometer.

It has been computed, that if the atmosphere would

pass from its point of saturation in dampness, to a state in

which the air w’ould be completely destitute of humidity,

the whole quantity of water discharged w^ould not consti-

tute a sheet of water five inches in depth.

(z) The natural colour of the air is blue; but in order

to be apparent, the depth of the air should be consider-

able. This is the reason why the colours of very distant

objects are always tinged with the blue of the intermediate

atmosphere. In fact, as the panicles which compose the

air are extremely small, and at a distance from each other,

they could not be perceived unless they were united in a

mass
;
conformably to this, it is found that according as

we ascend in the atmosphere, the blue colour becomes

less brilliant, for the brightness diminishes with the den-

sity af the air which reflects it, so that on the summit of a

high niountain, or to an aeronaut, the sky appears black.
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As no coloured substance discloses its inherent colour,

but by separating the rays of light, in order that its real

colour should be exhibited the particles of light must

penetrate the atmosphere, and aMr undergoing some

change be again emitted. In the atmosphere, besides

the internal dispersion of the blue rays, the white light is

reflected in various quantities without any change, as is

evident from the phenomena of polarization. And as the

white light, in its transit through the air, continually loses

more and more of the blue rays, it must, according as it

advances, assume the Complimentary colours of the spec-

trum, and become successively yellow- orange, red and

crimson.

(i) It is the reflective power of the atmosphere, which

makes objects to appear uniformly enlightened in every

direction ; if it had not this power,, the bright sides of ob-

jects would be only visible, and their shadows would be,

in all probability, insensible. The evening twilight is

longer than tiie morning, because the atmosphere is then

more dilated by heat.

The last ray which comes to the spectators eye touches

the earth when it is first emitted from the sun ; and se-

condly, when it reaches the spectator after being reflected

at the extreme verge of the atmosphere.

In this method allowance should be made for the in-

flection of the ray, or for its deviation from a rectilinear

course by the action of the continually denser strata. For

the greatest height of the atmosphere at the equator, see

Vol. II. Chapter XIIL
If the density of the air decreased in geometric pro-

gression at fifteen miles elevation, the height of the baro-

meter would be only one inch | */ the greatest part of the

atmosphere is always within fifteen, or at farthest twenty

miles of the earth, and */ though from the refraction of

the sun’s light, and from the duration of twilight, it has

been inferred that the height is from forty to forty-five
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miles ; Wollaston thinks that it Is limited to the lormer

height; in fact, the force of gravity on a single particle is

then equal to the resistance which arises from the repel-

ling force of the particles of air ; hence he likewise infers,

that there is a limit to the divisibility of matter.—See

Philosophical Transactions, 1822.

On the contrary^ a stratum of air at five and a half

miles depth from the surface, would have such a density

that it would never rise to the surface ;
as the mean

depth of the sea, as given by the theory of the tides, see

Vol. II. Chap. XIL, is twice that quantity, the conjec-

ture of some philosophers may be true, that the bed of

the ocean rolls on this subaqueous air, which, though it

ne^er rises to the surface, may support the combustion

which we know goes on below the surface of the earth.

It is easy to compute the duration of twilight, when the

latitude and declination are known,; for as it appears

from repeated observations, that it lasts until the sun is

18® below the horizon, if A', A, represent the hour angles

at the termination and beginning of twilight, we have

cos. A= — tan. /. tan. 8, cos. A' = —— A,—- — tan.
cos. 1. cos. c

L tan. 8, •/ cos. ^(A'— A) = :——
^ 2 sin. |(A + A), cos. A, tan.4

V it is shortest when I and 8 = 0, as the greatest depres-

sion of the sun = 90.r-(^4'8), if this quantity is less than 1 8,

or 72Z/4-Sj twilight will Install night, or rather the morn-

ing twilight will immediately succeed the evening. Cos.

k' is'always >90 until I and 8 are of opposite affections, and

sin. I sin. > sin. 18®, sin. / > • Z >50®,

54; hence all parts of the earth, of which the lati-

^de ei|:ceeds 51®, have the days longer than the nights

in consequence of this, power of the air to reflect light,

and at the poles it lasts t^ntil the stin is 18® at the

Other side the equator, so that the two twilights, be-
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fore and after the commencement of summer, last fifteen

weeks; if cos. (V — ^) = — 1, twilight lasts all night;

in this case, sin. 18= cos. (Z+S), v 8 = 72— /, hence,

the part of the
'

year during which, twilights can last

all night increases with /, and its least value is 48^, 32^

To determine the day in which, in a given place, the du-

ration of twilight may be given quantity. Let h'—

h

= y

then we have cos. A = sin. /.^in. 8
^ ^ j

cos. L cos. d

= cos. A'= — sin. 18^ 4- sin. L sin. S .X *
, t, e. cos. n. cos. y.

cos. /. cos. o

, . , sin. 18 *^
. 7— sin. h. sin. y = cos. n ; « , •/ sin. h =

cos. L cos. c

sin. 18° + sin. /. sin. 8.(1 — cos. y) ^ cos. —sin. *8

sin. y. cos. /. cos. 8 cos. /. cos. 8
*

V by squaring and concinnating we obtain (sin. *8. (2 sin

*/.(!— cos. y)+ cos. */. sin. *y)+2 sin. 8. sin, 18® sin. /,(!—
cos. y) + sin. *18 — cos. */. sin. *y = 0; the solution of

this equation gives two different values of 8, and as the

sun has the same declination twice every year, there are

four different days in which the duration of twilight is

the same. To find the shortest twilight. We have by differ

entiating the preceding values of cos. A, and cos. (//-f-y)

supposing y and 8 to vary, dh = f-- : » and
cos. /. cos.

*
0 . sin.A

jT
,

» (/8.(sin. /+sin. 18®. sin. 8)aA + ay = 1-——;— f , •/ as y is sup-
cos. /. cos. *8. sin. (h+ y)

* ^

posed to be a minimum, dy = 0, •/ ,

' sin. n

sin. /-f sin. 18®. sin. 8 i ^ ^ cos. */—sin. *8X_— but sin. h = ; — f

sin. I cos. 1. cos. h

and sin. (A-fy) =

V'cos. *l— sin. *8— 28in. 18°. sin. /.sin. 8— sin. *18
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.. sin. (^ + 7) _
sin. h

^cos. H— sin. *8— 2 sin. 1 8°. sin. L sin. 8 ^sin. ^ 1

8

cos. */—cos. *8 *

V equalling these two values of , squaring

and dividing by sin. *18°. cos. *8 we obtain sin. *8 +
2siiU._sin.a ^ _ Bin. /.(l=FCos. 1 8^)

sin. 18° sin. 18°

= either— sin.,/, tan. 9°, or— sin. /. cot. 9°, v the short-

est twilight occurs four times in the year, and always in

winter time, for 8 is negative; but as 8 cannot exceed

23,28, in the second value of 8, if sin. I is >;* than tan. 9°.

sin? 23,28 it is impossible, •/ this solution only obtains for

latitudes less than 3°,37', but the first is true for all lati-

tudes for its maximum value, i. e- when I = 90, is sin. 8=
tan. 9°

; this'would appear therefore to determine 8 for the

shortest twilight under the pole ; however this problem is

not applicable t^the pole, as we can have but one

day, and consequently but one twilight under the pole

during the entire year ; in general that several twilights

may occur successively, it is necessary that 180—/+§>
108, i. e. that / <72 + 8 ; v conformably to this condi-

tion, it results from the first value of 8, that sin. 8 Z

than tan. 9°. sin. (72+ 8) or tan, 8 Z , or
. 1—tan, 9. sin. 18

tan 8 i:£tan. 9; v ^ is less than 72+ 9, or 81 •.•/+8Z90°;

this shews that the firs root is not applicable to all the earth,

for all places whose latitude is > than 80°, the sun does

not set.for the day of shortest twilight ; it is evident that if

/ =0, 8=0,
the shortest twilight at the equator is when

the sun is in the equator. To find the duration of the short-

est twilight, let the angles formed by the vertical and circle

of declination at the sun set and at the end of twilight =

s and S respectively, then we have cos. cos. 5=
^ cos. 8
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sin. I + sin. 18. sin. 8
^
gubsthuting for sin. S its value

cos. 1 8. cos. S

. ^ , o sin. 1.(1 —2. sin. *9°) ^— tan. 9. sin. /, we nave cos. 5= =
cos. 1 8. cos. 0

sin. /. cos. 18° o • 1= cos. s, V s = S, • • in the vertical pass-
cos. S. cos. 18

ing through the sun, if an arc =: 18° be taken, it is easy

to prove that the zenith distance is equal the arc of a

great circle, formed by lines from the pole to the extre-

mity of this arc, and that the angle between them = y,

in this isoceles triangle we have cos. y =
cos.

A 1 — cos. y = 2 sin. *jy= 1 — cos. 18

cos.

sin. 9

cos. I

2 sin. *9

cos.

(o) A ray of light is made to pass through a prism, out

of which the air is supposed to be completely excluded, and

if the sides of the prism be perfectly {wallel, the devia-

tion which the ray experiences must arise from the refrac-

tion of the external air; and from knowing this devia-

tion, and also the refracting angle of the prism, the ratio

of the sine of incidence to the sine of refraction can be de-

termined for gases or liquids.

There is however this difference, that in case of gaseous

substances the refracting angle of the;*^ism may be con-

siderably greater than for liquids ; in the latter it cannot

exceed a certain limit, which is thus determined, sine of

half the angle of prism is to radius as sine of incidence to

sine of refraction from the liquid into air.

It is easy to shew that for any ray refracted by

the prism, the sine of the deviation of the ray is to

the sine of refracting angle of the prism, as sine of in-

cidence is to the difference between the sine of incidence

and the sine of refraction from the prism into air. It is

G G
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in this manner that the ratio of the sine of incidence to

the sine of refraction is determined in page 145 of the

text.

As it is nearly impossible to procure a perfect vacuum,

the height of the mercury in the gage must be observed,

and account made of it in the calculus. If we wished to

obtain the refraction of the air at different densities it

would be only necessary to note the height of the mer-

cury in the gage at the respective densities; or if the

refractions of other gases were required, we should ex-

haust the prism as far as possible, and then after noting the

height of the mercury in the gage, introduce the gas.

Caustic potash is generally introduced to absorb the aque

oUs vapours which exist in the air, when its density is so

reduced; on the contrary, if the refractions' of aqueous

vapours were required, we should charge the atmosphere

with them, by means of vessels of water and of moistened

towels. See Biofs Physique^ tom. 3.

(p) The diversity of colours arises from the particular

disposition of bodies to reflect some rays rather than

others. When this disposition is such that the body re-

flects every kind of ray in the mixed state in which it re-

ceives them, that body appears white ; •/ white is not a

colour, but rather the assemblage of all colours ; if a body

has a disposition to reflect one sort of rays more than

others, by absorbing all the others, it will appear of the

colour belonging to that species of rays. As different bo-

dies are fitted to reflect different kinds of rays, they

must appear of different colours ; when a body absorbs

all the light which reaches it, it appears black, as it trans-

mits so few reflected rays that it is scarcely perceivable.

{q) The density of the atmospherical strata decrease in

arithm^ical progression, when the temperature, dimi-

nishes iu arithtnetrical progression; for the density m
being equal, to Q, the quantity of matter divided by the

volume, if I represent the volume previously to jt the in-
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crease of temperature, we have —-=— » (a represent-
1 +ai?

ing 0,375) = (i.(l—oj:) nearly; •/ when the increments of

the temperature are given, the densities decrease by an

,

arithmetical progression.

There are two causes of the decrease ofheat, according

as we ascend in the atmosphere, namely, our receding from

the earth, the principal source of heat, and also from the

circumstance of the air being less compressed, which

makes its absorbing power greater. But though the heat

thus decreases in a less ratio than the distances increase,

still the rate of decrease is nearly uniform when the height

is inconsiderable.

When the altitude exceeds eleven degrees the inclina-

tion of a ray of light to the atmospheric strata is less ob-

lique, consequently tlie curvature of the portion of the

trajectory to be described by the star is less, and according*

as the altitude increases, it approaches, more and more to

the rectilinear direction; now if the strata of the atmos-

phere were parallel to each other, and to the earth, con-

sidered as a plane, the refraction would be what would

take place if the ray passed from a vacuo into air of the

same density as that at the earth’s surface ; the error, \\
arises from the earth being supposed to be a plane,

when it is in point of fact spheroidical, which shape is

communicated to the atmospherical strata. In the former

case, the refraction would depend on the total increase of

density of the atmosphere, 7. e. on the pressure and tem-

perature which are indicated by the barometer and ther-

mometer.

It may likewise be observed here, that when the eleva-

tion is greater than eleven degrees, the differential equa-

tion of the trajectory described by the ray of light, namely

dr = (where r is the radius from the centre to any

point of the trajectory, and w the angle between r and a ver-

tical at this point, Q a function of r depending on the law
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of the decrease of densities) may be expressed in a very

convergent series; but when the trajectory is horizoutah dr

and V Q.=0 ; v ifit is near to a horizontal state, Q is in-

considerable, •/ ^ Q cannot be developed in a convergent

series, because the several terms which compose it have a

finite to each other ; but when the point is at a consi-

derable distance from its minimum state, some of the terms

composing Q,are considerably greater than others, •/ the

expansion of ^Q into a series is possible, and •/ the equa-

tion of the trajectory may be obtained by approximation.

—See Mechanique Celeste, tom. 4, livre 10.

(
5) If n : 1 be the ratio of sin. I to sin. R from a vacuum

into air, we have, if ir be the angles ofincidence and refrac-

tion, z the zenith distance, a the radius ofthe earth, and k

the height of the homogeneous atmosphere, a+/: a sin.

zisinr; l\m i sin .

r

: sin* sin. /=
m.a. sin. z

m. sin.

sin. r=sin.z(-4)
r + ; V sin.

(r -J- -R) =: sin. i ; and sin. r + cos. 7\ sin. R m, sin. r,

.
. [rn — 1 ). tan. r =z sin. i2, orR; hence substituting for

.sin. r, and sin. /, and also for cos. r= ^1 — sin. *r, =:

y i • » /i ^ A / 21
I — sin. ^1 ——

j ^ cos. =cos. z.

(

1 ^ 2 \ , 7? sm. z — sin.r
1 + — . tan.

j
v R —— —

a / sin. l' *cos.

(m— 1 ). sin. z.(l
^ ^ a) _ {m— 1). tan, z

sin. 1'^ cos. z.
^1 4

*
^

(m— 1)./ tan, ^z

«. sin. I'', cosi *z
If z l = 3f azz 4000 miles,

the second term will not exceed 10"
; this is what arises

from the spherical shape of the earth ; if a was infinite,
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u if the earth was a plane, it would vanish ;
*.* as far

as 80° ofzenith distance, the error from the supposition that

the density of the atmosphere is uniform, and the earth a

plane, must be less than 10^^. Now from the ratio of sin. i :

•sin. rfrom a vacuum into air, m the coefficient of the refrac-

tion may be determined (p. 369). This coefficient is as the

refractive force of the air, i. as its density, or as M ’

••• to reduce the coefficient to a given temperature and

pressure, it must be divided by 1 +or. [see page 370), and

then multiplied by the direct ratio of the pressures, the

true coefficient = —-—

L

but if these quantities
,0,76(1 + a0

are determined for the latitude of 45, they should be

multiplied by cos. for any other latitude ;//.—[See p.

341.)

(^) It may be doubted whether the analysis given in the

text is complete, for a recomposition of these materials

will not give air of the same nature as the atmosphere,

V some of the elements or constituents must have escaped

during the decomposition, which is indeed probable, as

the air is charged with emanations from the various sub-

stances with which it comes in contact ; we are certain, as

was before observed, that the quantity of aqueous vapour

is not always the same j it appears from this that, if its chief

constituents are always in the same -H-n, the purity or in-

salubrity of the air must depend on something besides this

proportion. It is conjectured with some degree of probabi-

lity, that the higher regions consist ofi nflammable materi-

als, which is the cause of those appearances which it fre-

quently exhibits, namely, of shooting stars, fire-balls, and

luminous arches ; those materials arise from the nume-

rous emanations from volcanoes, &c. &c., and as hy-

drogen is lighter than common air, and has very little

affinity for its constituents, it ascends upwards from its

greater levity, and from the extent and celerity of these
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phenomena they must necessarily take place in the most

elevated regions of the atmosphere: this conjecture is

confirmed by astronomical refractions, for the refraction

in these elevated regions is greater than what compu^
tation assigns to them, but on the supposition that hydro-*

gen gas is one of their] chief constituents, this discre-

pancy disappears, for the refraction of this gas is greater

than that of other substances in proportion to its density,

while oxygen gas is the least refractive of the gases.

Chemists are not agreed as to the manner in which the

constituents of the atmosphere exist in it ; some suppose

that they are chemically united, chiefly from the uniform

manner in which they are always combined, and because

th^y are not arranged according to their respective spe-

cific gravities; others think that the particles of the gases

which compose the atmosphere neither attract nor repel

one another, and that the weight on any one particle of

the atmosphere arises solely from particles of its own kind.

—See Manchester Memoirs, p. 538.

(w) It is easy to find the stratum of air, ofwhich the den-

sity is such as is described in the text, for let be the

capacity of the balloon, y the specific gravity of the stra-

tum of air in which the balloon floats in equilibrio, since

a cubic foot of water weighs 62,48lbs, (62.4?8)y is

the weight of the displaced air, and the whole weight

is w? + (62.48), , when these quantities are =,
13

we can determine j/, and ••• the density of the stratum,

and*consequently the height, from knowing the density of

the air and height of the mercury at the earth’s surface.

(Note, w is the weight with which the balloon is loadel,

and the hydrogen gas which is generally used is only

six times lighter than common air.)

Besides the circumstances mentioned in page 151, it

was ascertained, as mentioned above, that the elasticity of

the upper regions of the atmosphere was greater than, near

, the earth’s surface, also the diminution in the tempe-
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ralure was less than what was experienced in correspond-

ing heights on the earth’s surface, and the indications of

the hygronometer shewed that the atmosphere became

dryer according as we ascended ; but indeed this might

arise from the increased attraction of the air for moisture

in consequence of its less density.

(i?) Knowing the refractive power of water, from note

page 372, we can determine it for water reduced to vapour

of the same density as the air, for these refractions are

-rrl totheir densities ;
now the density of this vapour

would give its refraction greater than that of air

;

but as the density of the vapours which float in the air

are less than that of air, the refraction of the vapour must

be diminished, and by nearly the quantity by which it was

greater than that of air. Biot made his direct experi-

ments on the refraction of air saturated with humidity,

and at high temperatures. Note, there are some except-

ions to the position that the refractions are 44-1 to the den-

sities, for it is not true for the class of inflammable sub-

stances.

Suppose for instance, as stated in page 153, that a

wind blew for a long time in the same direction, the cur-

vature of the inferior strata would be necessarily affected

by it, and ••• the refractions computed from it would be

very unequal. The temperature may produce equally

anomalous effects, as for instance, if from the greater heat

of the surface of the earth, the density of the lower strata

was less than of those more elevated, as is the case in

the phenomena, observed frequently in Egypt, which* are

called mirages.

The effects of diurnal parallax and refraction are very

different, and may easily be distinguished one from the

other; as refraction elevates, and parallax depresses;—the

first increases and the second diminishes the duration of

the visibility of the stars above the horizon. Each is

greatest at the horizon, but as the refraction varies nearly
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as the tangent of the zenith distancci near to the horisoii

it varies very irregularly and with great rapidity, and

near the zenith slowly and regularly; on the contrary,

near the zenith the variation of the parallax is quickest,

and slowest near to the horizon ; as the refraction of the

sun is greater than his parallax, we enjoy his light longer

than if these effects did not exist, on the contrary, the pa-

rallax of the moon being greater than the refraction, we

enjoy the light of the moon for a shorter time than with-

out these effects. At the horizon refraction diminishes

the vertical and horizontal diameters of the sun and

moon; the diminution of the latter is insensible, but that

of the former is more than 4'; both are nearly insen-

sible when the altitudes are more than ten degrees. Pa-

rallax increases both diameters, at the horizon however

the quantity is insensible ; on the contrary, at the zenith

the vertical diameter of the moon is increased a sixtieth

part. From the horizontal refraction of the sun being

greater than the corresponding diameter, we see the

entire disk when it is beneath the horizon, and a specta-

tor at the poles will see the sun two days sooner than if

it did not exist.

(.r) Let A'i X', X\ &c. represent the light in the 1st, 2d,

3d, &c. strata of air, as the same quantity, namely its

^ part, is supposed to be lost in each of those =: strata,

we have X—~=X', X'——=X\ X^X\
t, t i ’

X—X", See.; hence the logarithms of the in«

tensity of light are 44-1 to the thickness of the stratum; in

fact, c denoting the intensity of light at any stratum we

have, de =

—

dr* + r*.dv* , where m denotes the

density of the stratum r its radius, and v the zenith dis-

tance, — s — Ap.^ rfr*+r*rfi>* ; now rdv is of the
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form _1
cos. V

when the altitude of the star id greater than

12°;
dc A().dr

andlog. € = -f Lei E
c cos. V ^ cos. V

be the value of c in the zenith where cos. u = 1 ; then we

have log. c =z
; log. E co (p). /, c. it is ! :1 to the

cos. V

height of the barometer.

From some observations, founded on the preceding

analysis, it|was inferred, that at the altitude of 25° when
the sky is most serene, the sun loses \ of its light, and at

an elevation of 15® it loses ^ of its light.

The continual agitation of the atmosphere produces

momentary condensations and dilatations in the particles

composing it, which causes the direction of the lumi-

nous rays to vary continually from the diversity of refrac-

tions which they occasion .—See Notes to page 362.

(a) In note (c) to page 317, it was stated that the

height of the shadow was = —:—? ; but if the effect
sin. (s—p)

of refraction be taken into account, this expression should

be in like manner, the semidiameter of
sin.(5-l-2i2—p)

the section of the shadow =p -f- P— s

—

2R\ in the first

expression, if s denote the distance of the centre of the

sun from any point in its disk, it will determine the dis-

tance at which this point commences to be seen ; if s = 0,

we have the distance at which the centre ^of the sun be-

comes visible by the refraction at the earth’s surface, or if

s becomes negative, we have the distance at which

points of the disk at the other side of the centre become

visible; in like manner, by determining the value of s

from the equation p+P—s — 2-R=0, we could deter-

mine the quantity of the sun’s disk visible by refraction

to a spectator at the moon, for any given distance from

H H
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the earth by computing P for this distance, and then de>

termining s from the equation P + — s — 2R = 0;

from a computation made under the most unfavourable

circumstances, it might be shewn that | of the solar disk

is vbible by means of the earth’s atmosphere.

Another effect of refraction was, that in consequence of

it, the sun and moon were both so elevated in a total

eclipse, as to be both vbible at the same time.



BOOK THE SECOND

CHAPTER 1.

The arguments for the earth^s rotation, which are de-

tailed in this and the third chapter, may be reduced to

the five following:— 1st, the internal probability; 2d,

the impossibility of the contrary ; 3d, the analogy of the

other planets ; 4th, the compression of the earth, and the

diminished lengths of isochronous pendulums as we ap-

proach the equator (which may be termed the physical

proofs of this motion) ; 5th, the deviation of falling bo-

dies to the east of the tower from which they are let fall.

As shewing the far greater probability of the earth’s rota-

tion than that of the celestial bodies in a contrary direc-

tion, let us investigate the relative velocities of the earth

and fixed star in the two hypotheses ; the distance of the

nearest fixed star is at least 200,000 radii of the earth’s

orbit (see Notes, page 337), its circumference, which is at

least six times greater, is described in twenty-four hours;

hence, it is easy to shew that its velocity is at least 6570

times greater than that of light; *.* the star describes

more thaa 270 milions of leagues, or more than twice the

diameter of the earth’s orbit in a second; and this velo-

city must be still greater, for the more distant stars, such

as those which compose the milky way; on the con-
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rary, supposing the earth to revolve) a point on the

equator describes 5400 leagues in 24 hourS) or in one

second the sixtieth part of a league, which is a velo-

city a little greater than that of sound, and at least 4600

millions of times less than the preceding. Besides the

motion to which, on the hypothesis of the earth’s immobi-

lity, all celestial bodies must be subjected in order to ex-

plain the precession of the equinoxes, they must be in

like manner subjected to another, in order to account for

the nutation. I^ikwise, as all actions are accompanied

with a contrary reaction, if the earth exerts a force to re-

tain the celestial bodies in their diurnal paths, an = and

contrary force must be exerted by them on the earth.

And as the'* circles described by the stars are not con-

centric, but rather have their centres all existing in the

axis of the earth, the central force should be different for

each body ; and as they all revolve in the same time, the

force, whatever it is, should be greater for the more re-

mote objects, contrary to what is observed in other cases

of nature.

As an inhabitant ofJupiter would suppose the heavens to

revolve in the time of Jupiter’s rotation, so likewise an in-

habitant of Saturn would come to the same conclubion

for his planet, but one is inconsistent with the other. It

is evident from the measurement of degrees, which was

explained in the XIV. Chapter, that the earth is flat-

tened at the poles; for a greater space must be traversed

in the direction of the meridian near the poles than at the

equator, in order to have the same inclination of two

plummets.

Ifthe earth be considered an ellipsoid, it is easy to prove

that the attraction, or weight of a body, increases as we

proceed from the equator to the poles, proportionally to

the square of the sine of the latitudes {see Vol. II. Chap-

ter VIII.) ; and if the earth revolves on its lesser axis,

the centrifugal force, which is always perpendicular to this
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axis5 makes an angle which is continually more oblique,

with the direction of gravity ; and it is easy to shew that

the part of this force which is efficacious varies very nearly

as the square of the cosine of latitude ; the difference

between the centrifugal force in equator and any parallel

is -rrl to the square of the sine of the latitude ; •/ in con-

sequence of those two causes, the increase of weight from

the equator to the poles must be -H-l to the square of the

sine of the latitude ; and the acceleration of falling bodies

must increase in the same proportion, which is confirmed

by experiments made with pendulums.—See Notes to

Chapter II. Book III.

CHAPTER 11.

(<z) If light was progressive and not instantaneous, the

last ray which issues from the satellite, at the commence-

ment of the eclipse, or the first which we see at the ter-

mination of an eclipse, should strike our eye sooner in

opposition, and later in conjunction, than* if the eclipse

occurred when the planet was at its mean distance from

us. If the earth was in repose, a spectator on ift surface

would see a star in the direction of a ray of light is-

suing from the star ; but if the earth be in motion,

it is clear that in order to see the star, his telescope

must be inclined to the direction of the first ray of

light. If the ray and spectator were in motion in the re-

spective directions of the light coming from the star, and of

the direction of the earth’s motion, the sensation or im-

pression on th6 eye will be the same, as if the spectator

was supposed to be at rest, and there was impressed on the

ray, besides its own motion, that with which the spectator

is actuated in a contrary direction, he would then see the

star in the direction of the diagonal of a parallelogram, of
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which the two previously mentioned motions constituted

the sides, and the angle which this makes with the primi*

tive direction of the ray of light is the aberration ; if

I : jibe the ratio of the velocity of the earth to that of

light, TT the angle of aberration, 0 the angle of the earth's

way, we have sin. tt ="— , fx is determined" by the

eclipses of Jupiter's satellites, and consequently for re-

flected light 5 however we shall see hereafter in Vol. IL
Chapter XII., that the value is precisely the same for

the direct light of the stars. Light traverses the dia-

meter of the earth's orbit in 16', 26^', 4"'; in this time the

earth describes an arch = 40", 5, •/ velocity of light is to

tfiat of the earth as the diameter of a circle to an arc of 40",

5, or as 2 to that number which expresses 40", 5, in parts

of the radius, •/ — = = sin. 20".25, and 7r=

20", 25. sin. v it is a maximum when tp is 90 or 270. As
the diameter of the earth is 23000 less than that of its orbit,

a point on the equator describes in a day a circle whose

radius =1 ; and in 365,25 days it describes a circle 23000

times greater, •/ as the velocities are directly as the spaces

and inversely as the times, the velocity of the annual mo-

tion is —— , or 63 times greater than that of the diur-
36525

nal motion, and the diurnal aberration at the equator and

20"

at its maximum is at most, i. e. less than a third ofa
/? o '

second ; and for any parallel of latitude Xj coeffi-

cient
20"

63
’
must be multiplied by cos. x*

(c) The aberration of a fixed star takes place in a plane

which passes through the star and the tangent to the

earth’s orbit, and is always in the direction of those parts

towards which the earth moves, •/ if the angle of the

earth’s way be acute, the star will appear elevated.

In the quadratures of the stars with the sun, relatively
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to the earth, the aberration is made entirely in the plane

of a circle of latitude passing through the star, so that the

longitude is not at all affected ; in the first quadrature the

apparent latitude is /3—20^^ sin. in the last quadrature

it is /3+ 20". sin. /3, and their difference is 40". sin. /3 ; in

the* syzygies on the contrary, the plane of the circle

of aberration is at right angles to the plane of the circle of

latitude, and */ the latitude is not at all affected, whereas

the longitude is most affected in those cases; hence it ap-

pears that the phenomena of aberration do not arise from

the annual parallax.— See Notes to page 234, If a plane

be conceived to pass through the star parallel to the plane

of the earth’s orbit, and if a line be drawn from the star

parallel to a tangent at the earth, which may be to the

stars’ distance as the velocity of the earth to that of light,

the star will always appear at the extremity of such line,

and it will appear to trace the curve described by the ex-

tremity of this line, but as this line is -rrl to the velocity

of the earth, and v to the perpendicular let fell from

empty focus on a tangent to the earth’s orbit, it will ap-

pear to describe a curve similar to that traced by the in-

tersection of the perpendicular with tangent, which curve

is known to be a circle, %• a star viewed directly, or in pole

of ecliptic, will describe a circle; between the pole and

plane of ecliptic it describes an ellipse j and when in plane

of ecliptic it describes an arc of a circle ; the true place of

the star divides the diameter of the circle, as the diameter

ofearth’s orbit is divided by the sun. As the axes majores

of the ellipses which the stars appear to describe are the

same for them all ; the velocity of the light as it emanates

from them must be the same.

If A be the longitude of a star, (j its latitude, 0 the

longitude of the sun, the aberration in longitude is

— COS.JQ— aberration in latitude = a.
cos. p

sin. (o — A), sin. (3; the aberration in right ascension =
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_^Xe£zA)lI±f2!liP±^, the aberration in cle-
COS. ^

clination = sin. 8. (p—X)—c. sin. (p+X)—8''. cos.

/3. cos. 8 {see Cagnoli, 1^29 ;) hence vre see that the aber-

ration in longitude for a given star is a maximum when

©— X is 0, or 180®, in which case the aberration in lati-

tude vanishes, -/ it cannot arise from the parallax of the

annual orb. In general the longitudes increase if 0 — X
is between 90® and 270, and diminish in the first and last

quadrants ; the latitudes, whether northern or southern,

diminish or increase according as ©— X is Z or > than

180. The greatest difference betw.een the latitudes of a

star arising from aberration = 2a‘ sin. |3, the greatest

difference of longitude = 2a. ^sec. /3, this increases to

infinity for stars situated near the pole of the ecliptic.

The coefficient of aberration might be determined, a

priori^ suppose the change of declination in a star existing

in the solstitial colure produced by aberration, be ob-

served; in this case sin, p = 1, cos. p = 0, © = 0 at the

vernal and 180 at the autumnal equinox, -/ the aberra-

tion at the vernal equinox =a. sin. (8—e), and at the au-

tumnal, the aberration = — a* sin. (8— c), v the entire

difference D = 2a. sin. (8—e), and a = —r-*
2. sin. (d

—

e)

With respect to the coefficient a, as the motion of the ray

of light is accelerated by the action of the transparent bo-

dies, namely, the atmosphere, the object glass of the tele-

scope and humours ofthe eye, which it must traverse before

it reaches the retina, it follows that the value ofa is not the

velocity of the Tay when it enters our atmosphere, but

rather the velocity of the ray when it reaches the retina.

However, be the quantity of this acceleration ever so

great, since from the most accurate observation it appears

that the quantity of aberration is not increased in conse-

quence of the increased velocity of the ray^ it follows that
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these bodies must also impart to light a velocity in the

direction of the earth’s motion -H-l to the increase of velo-

city which they produce.—Sf^note*(^), Chap, II. Book I.

The motion of the planet aboiftthe earth in the time in

which light comes from the planet to the earth is the whole

aberration
; •/ if 1 : r represent the ratio of the sun’s dis-

tance from the earth to the planet’s distance from earth, we
have 8',?'^ r for the time light takes to come from planet to

earth, and if m be the diurnal motion of the planet we

have the aberration of the planet = ^
; for the

* 24.“

sun the aberration is nearly constant, in order to get the

true place we should add 20^', 25 to the place, as given in

the tables.

As it is very probable that our planetary system lias a

motion in space, there must result from it an aberration

in the fixed stars, which depends on their situation with

respect to the path described by the system
; however as

the direction of this translation, and also its velocity are

unknown, the aberration which results from it is con-

founded with that arising from the proper motions of the

stars, so that the coefficient a does not arise solely from the

velocity of light, combined with the motion of the earth.

Since the distances and magnitudes of all the bodies

composing the planetary system are determined relatively

to the distance of the earth from the sun, it is of the last

consequence that this base should be determined as accu-

rately as possible; this is the reason why the problem of

finding the distance of the sun from the earth has occu-

pied so much of the attention of astronomers.

If the annual parallax amounted to 6", in a triangle of

which the vertix is the angle at the star = to S", and
whose subtense is half the diameter of the earth’s orbit,

the distance of the star will be expressed by 212,207, the

radius of the earth’s orbit being unity ; and as the radius

is 24,096 times the semidiameter of the earth, the dis-
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tance of the star from the earth = 5113339872 terres^

trial radii| i. e, more than five trillions of leagues.

CHAPTER III.

(a) As the top and bottom of the tower are supposed to

describe, during the fall, similar arcs, and as the body

\then it arrives at the ground is as far from its first posi-

tion, as the top of the tower is from its first position. (If

the experiment be supposed to be instituted at the equa-

tor, and in a vacuo) we have from similar triangles, divi-

dendo, the deviation to the east = to the height of the

tower multiplied into the arc described by the bottom,

and divided by the radius of the equator, but as the earth

revolves uniformly, the arc described varies as the time,

u e, as the square root of the height, •/ the deviation va-
I 3

ries as // X A* , e. as , in any latitude the arc de-

scribed is to the arc described at the equator as cos. : 1

—Mechanique Celeste livre 10, chap. 5.

(5) See Notes to Chapter I.

(c) This is called the motion of translation
; it supposes

that each element of the earth has a motion = and pa-

rallel to that of the centre, and consequently that the re-

sultant of all the motions is equal to the sum of the mo-

tions of the efements. And as all the particles or elements

are equally affected by this motion of translation, it cannot

affect the rotation of the whole about an axis. The double

motion of the earth may result from one sole impulse. The
axis of the earth’s rotation is not strictly speaking always

parallel to itself, for (he phenomena of precession and nu-
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tation arise from slow motions in the equator, which neces«

sarily implies a motion in the axis.—See Note (d) to page

280.

{d) On the supposition that the earth was immoveable,

the change of seasons and different lengths of days were

produced by the sun, ascending or descending from one

tropic to another; on the hypothesis of the earth revolv-

ing on its axis, it presents itself to the sun under different

aspects in different parts of its orbit; in both cases, the

different lengths of the day and of the seasons, depend on

the latitude of the place and declination of either the sun

or earth ; one of those being = and of a contrary deno-

mination with the other.

(c) The orbits being supposed to be circular, or (he

velocity being that of a planet at its mean distance, we

have =— , but p* is as •/ v* c/2 or v co—^ •

JO* ;• r V r

{J) For in this case the motion being directed either

from or towards the earth, it is evident the planet will

appear relatively to the earth to be stationary.

{g) If lines be supposed to be draw^n from different points

of the earth’s orbit to a star situated in the pole of the

ecliptic, they will constitute a conical surface, of which

the summit is the star, and the base the orbit of the earth,

and the production of this surface beyond the summit,

will form another cone opposite to the first, the intersec-

tion of which with the celestial sphere will be an ellipse,

in the circumference of which the star will always appear

diametrically opposite to the earth, in the continuation^ofa

ray drawn from it to the summit of the cone; this circum-

stance sufficiently distinguishes the effect of annual paral-

lax from that of aberration, which affects the apparent

position of the star perpendicularly to the radius of the

earth’s orbit and not in its direction ; the centre of the

ellipse is the true place of the star, its greater axis = the

parallax, and the minor = the parallax X into the sine
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sine of the stars latitude, and it exists in the plane of d

circle of latitude passing through the pole ; this ellipse is

therefore different from that which is described in conse^

quence of aberration ; however though the two causes act

at once, it would not be difficult to prove that a star under

the influence of both would still appear to describe an el-

lipse about its true place.

Let c = rad. of the earth’s orbit, b the distance of star

from plane of the ecliptic; cr, a' = the curate distances of

the star from the sun, and earth
; j3, j3', the heliocentric

and geocentric latitudes of the star, a the distance ofearth

from syzygies, e distance of star from sun ; tan. )3 =

= 7?^ and a' = + cos. al^, let —= 7?,

then tan, /3'' = "-7 = —t=i—

^

=-='=: (neglecting
« v'i+ 2/7. cos.a+ w*

' ^ ^

which is inconsiderable) — 7i. cos. a), v^an. (j3—j30

_ 77m, cos. a . /j /j/ mM, cos. a
-

cos. a)
-

=
"1 T'.e*

cos. tt. sin. |3. cos, j3, •/ as cos. /3 = — , and p= ?i, cos. jS,

(i— (i' the parallax in latitude = p, cos. a. sin. j3 ; note

27 is the semidiameter of the orbit of the earth as seen

from the star, and •/ it is = to the annual parallax. The
tangent of the angle formed by lines drawn from projec-

tion of star on the plane of the ecliptic to sun and earth.

or the parallax in longitude = — — —
a +(7. cos. a

, i, e. the parallax in longitude = X'=:J
cos. j3 + 27. cos. a

p. sin. a. sec. j3. very nearly*; consequently, X': j3— /3'

tan. a : sin. j3. cos. (3:12 tan. a : sin. 2/3, hence we can

determine the one from the other; /3—]3' vanishes in the

quadratures, /. c. when a a=90 or270; it is a maximum in

the syzygies
; in this particular it differs from the aberra-
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tion ;
its maximum being p. sin. jS, it is greatest near to

the pole of the ecliptic^ /3—05 is positive, or the apparent,

latitude is less than the true from the l^st quadrature

through conjunction to the first quadrature ; in the other

half of the orbit it is negative, or the apparent latitude is

greater than true, A' vanishes in the syzygies, and it is a

maximum and = p. sec, (3, in the quadratures, it •/in-

creases with the latitude, and from conjunction to oppo-

sition it is positive, or the apparent latitude is greater

than true, and from opposition to conjunction it is less

than true; the apparent latitude in opposition = 7».(l — 7i

cos. a), and is a minimum ; it is +w, cos. a) in con-

junction, when it is a maximum.
If A be the difference between the longitude of a

star in the 90th and 270th degrees of distance from con-

junction, we have a zz 2/?. sec. 0 , •/ p) = . cos. 0 .

2

Ifp = 20" = a, the same tables would serve for paral-

lax and aberration, if they are computed for the aberra-

tion it is only necessary to add 90^^ to the sun’s place.

CHAPTER IV.

(«) The locus of a planet and consequently its orbit,

which is composed of all its points, is determined by the

magnitude of the radius vector and by the angle which it

makes with some line fixed in space, such is that drawn to

the first point of Aries. With respect to the direction of the

radius vector, this is found by observing the planet in op-

position or conjunction ; for in this case, on account of the
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irrationality which exists between the period of the earth

and planet, they occur in different points of the orbit,

consequently, ,we can by means of oppositions and con*

junctions, find all the points of the orbit, and also the

epoch, when the planets are in those positions ; hence,

may be obtained the law which exists between the helio-

centrick longitude and time, from which may be derived

the true longitude ; and as the principal inequalities are

destroyed at the termination of each revolution, this law

may be developed in a series, proceeding according to

the sines of angles 4rl to the time and their multiples;

the coefiicients of this series may be determined by obser-

vations made under the most fiivourable circumstances.

(^)t See Notes to page 12.

(c) In order to determine the magnitude of the radius

vector, the observations made at quadratures are the most

useful, for the radius being then perpendicular to the

visible ray, it appears under the greatest angle ; and as

the quadratures occur in every point of the orbit, the law

between the time and radius vector, and •/ between tliis

last and the longitude can be determined, •/ the orbit can

be completely constructed; in case of an inferior planet,

the greatest elongations are employed in place of the qua-

dratures to determine the radii vectores.

{d) Let
\f/

be the arc described about the sun, r the

distance of planet from sun, then the atigular velocity

=z is observed to be equal to ,
• • r.dJj = twice the

r r*

sector described in an indefinitely short period of time

= A.

To completely determine the orbit of a planet, 1st, the

plane in which it moves—2dly, the nature of the curve

described—Sdly, the position of this curve in the plane of

its orbit, aad 4<thly, the law according to which this curve

is described, must be determined ; the law is given by the

application of Kepier^s 2d law, the position by that of its
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greater axis; the species of the curve by Kepler’s 1st

law; the particular form by the excentricity, the magni^

tilde of the axis, by the revolution or mean motion

—

which last, as determined by a comparison of ancient and

modern observations is the best known of all the ele-

ments.

(/) The period may be found by noting the time be-

tween two returns of the planet to the same node, and

this interval being divided by the number of revolutions,

will give the period with respect to the node ; but as this

node regrades, the period thus deduced will be less than

the true period ; however P may be easily computed from

knowing the quantity of regression for if n be the

number of revolutions, we have ?i.360—

a

: S60 : : observed

time : P. The period may be also found from the for-

mula given in Notes, page 323, for P = ;
{t be-

ing the time between two conjunctions and oppositions).

'Fhe axis major or mean distance can be determined by

means of Kepler’s third law; the earth’s orbit and period

being accurately known already. To determine the ex-

centricity, let the heliocentric positions of the planet, when

the equation of the centre is observed to be a maximum,

u e, when the planet is moviijg with its mean angular

velocity, be determined; the mean places of the planet

at these epochs can be determined, and they always lie

between the perihelion and the true places ; •/ the angle

at the sun formed by lines drawn to the true places are

given by observation, and the time between the two ob-

servations gives the angle at the sun formed by lines

drawn to the mean places ; the difference between these

angles =r twice the greatest equation ; as the points when

the true and mean motions are the same, are not exactly

known, among a great number of observations, those two

should be selected which give the difference between the

preceding angles the greatest possible, we may then as-
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sume their difiereiice equal to twice the greatest equalioUf

as near to the maximum^ this variation is inconsiderable.

The excentricity is given, from the greatest equation,

by means of the series—{see Notes to page 14.)

e = 4 ^ represents the ex-
^ 768 983040

' ^

centricity ;
/z=_—^

57.29578
g expressing the greatest equa*

tion of centre.

If the planet be observed near the aphelion, the dif-

ference between angle proportional to the interval from

the planets being in the point where the equation of the

centre is a maximum, to the time when the planet is in

aphelion, and the angle between axis major and line

drawn to this point, should be = to the greatest equation,

as it is next to impossible that this should be accurately

the case, let is be less by a small angle c, and make a

second observation when it is greater by an angle ; now
as the longitudes of the planet when observed at each

side of the aphelion, and •/ their difference e are known,

and also t the interval between the observations, we
have when the angles are very small, c + c' : ^ :

c to the

angular distance of the first assumed point which is

known, from the aphelion, we have also q,p : c+c' : c : : t :

to the time from this point to aphelion, which •/ deter-

mines its epoch ; •/ we can obtain the longitude at any

epoch, or vice versa.

Let L, I represent the heliocentric longitudes of the

sun and node, S the angle at the sun subtended by the

earth and planet = L—/, E the elongation of planet from

sun = difference between the geocentric longitudes of sun

and planet ; then r the planet’s distance from sun : R the

earth’s distance sin. E ; sin. (S + E), •/ r. sin. (S + E) =:

R. sin. E; i. e, r. sin. (E-|-L—/) = R. sin. E; let E', R',

L', be the values of E, L, R, when the planet returns

.again to the node, then r. sin. (E' + L'

—

V) = R'. sin. E',
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sill. (E' + L'— V) + sin^ (E + L—1)

sin. (E' + 1/— V) sin. (E + L — /)

— + R. sin. E) , ^

R'. sin. fi'—R. sin. E *

tan.
(J<E' + E + L' + L)— 0 _ R'. sin. E'+ R. sin E

.

tan. J(E'—E + L'—L> ^

“
R'. sin. E'—R.sin. E ’

hence as R', R, E', E, L', L, can be determined, we can find

I the longitude ofthe node ; this method supposes the planet

to be in its node, if not, let /3, /3', be the geocentric latitudes

of the planet before and after its passage through the node,

t the interval between the observations, then ^

to the interval between the first observation and the time

when the planet is in the node ; hence we can find E and

L when the planet is in the node. This method supposes

also that the node is stationary, whicli is not the case, {sec

Chapter III. Vol. II.) However a determination of the

node in this manner will give the motion of the node, by

means of which / can be determined accurately; the incli-

nation i is easily determined, for we have sin. E = tan. /3.

cot.

The preceding methods not being rigorously exact, the

elements determined by means of them will be found to

differ somewhat from the truth; their values should be

corrected by the formation of equations of condition, of

which the number is indeed indeterminate ; it is only ne-

cessary to have as many of them as there are unknown

quantities to be determined.

{f) On the secular inequalities 5^^ Notes to Chapter II.

Vol. II.

(g) The reader is likewise referred to Chapter II. for

an explanation of the variation in Jupiter’s and Saturn’s

motions.

An inspection of the axes majores, or mean distances of

the ancient planets, shews that, with one exception, their

distances are embraced in the formula 4* (n being

the place occupied by the planet ; commencing with mercu-

K K
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ry^ however a blank occurred between Mars and Jupiter;

and in order to have the preceding law exact, . a planet

should exist at the distance where the fodr new ones have

been observed. The circumstance of there being four in-

stead of one planet at this distance, does not hnUitate

against the preceding law, as ^*oni some circulnstances

connected with them it has been conjectured that these

might originally have constituted but cine planet .—See

Notes, page 333, and Vol. II. Chapter II.

More particularly, the causes which disturb the motions

of the four hew planets arise from their orbits mutually

intersecting each other, from their comparatively great

excentricities, and from the proximity of Jupiter, the

greatest of all planets.

CHAPTER V.

() Let a, 6, represent the major and minor semiaxes

of the ellipse A, P the periodic time, s the sector de-

scribed in any time o', b'j A', P', s', corresponding

quantities for another ellipse, then since the areas are -frl

A»t A A'
to the times, we have s = , and s : s' II

' yt * Li p/*

but A = abf A' = a'. V, and P~ Ka®, v ^

K.a^

a'. V

K.a'^

() Let X be the perihelion distance, and we have —

».C2a— x), , the ellipse A'
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being supposed to become a circle of which the rad. =a;

;

s : :: ^tla— .r : ^a, which when the ellipse A be-

comes a parabola, in which case, a: vanishes relatively to

ay the proportion becomes that of v'g
: i ; the ratio of the

sector described by the fictitious planet to the synchrony

ous sector described by the earth at a distance from the sun

equal to r, is that of ^ a: : ^r\ •/ we can determine for

any instant whatever the area traced by the radius vector

of the comet, commencing with the instant of its passage

through the perihelion.

3

The time t of describing a sector s = —^ oo . .̂LL ^
A aM

being the parameter; hence it appears that the

times in difiPerent sectors, are as the sectors described di-

vided by the square root of the parameters.

(c) In orbits of great excentricity, such as the comets,

^ (I
gi

\

the equation r = — may, by substituting 1—

a

1+r. cos. u

for e, be made to assume the form

D
cos. + -

. tan.

(D being the perihelion distance.) For as cos. 4-sin.

= J, and as cos. v = cos. *iv— sin. *iv, we have r =
tL.a,{2—g)

cos. 4 sin. — «)• (cos. * — sin.

= by concinnating and dividing by (2—a),

a.a

cos. *\v sin. V.
2—

a

, and as D = a.{l — e)

sa.a, we V obtain rs-
D

cos. *iv.^l4 tan.^iv^

by
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expanding this expression into a series we obtaiiir r to any

degree of accuracy ; if a vanished the expression would

become — ; the time corresponding to the true
cos.

anomaly in an orbit, suck as the preceding, may* be like-

wise found, for as w = 2 tan. tan.

^fi/, &c.) and as tan. in = . tan.
^

.

^l+e '^2—

a

tanl Ji, by substituting we obtain u =
^

tan.

^ V2-a

(l—7 + y* (2:^) ; but

sin. f/= =2 tan.|?/.(l— tan. *^7^-f>tan. ‘j7/,&c.),
1 +tan. ^jru

^ / tL

e. sin.j« = 2(1—g) tan. ^r.ll — tan.
t > V2_„ ' 2-“

+ ^ tan. &c.^. v in the equation nt =: «— t'.

sill. ?/, the substitution of these values of m and of c. sin. u

will give / in a very converging series, in a function of the

anomaly r, and = — . tan. iv. (i + tan. —
71 \ 2

—

a
4 __ a \ 1^ a. tan, ^4i;4’&c. 1, which when a = 0, — . tan.)
(2—«)* ^ r 71

'

yZ?+y. tan.

If i; =z 90, then tan. + f. tan. = f ; and f the

time corresponding to this anomaly = = 109"^, 6154,

when D=1 ; v a comet, ofwhich the perihelion distance =
1, will describe in this time a sector of which the anomaly

is 90, i. e. it will reach the parameter in that time, •/ for

any other anomaly ?/, we can obtain the corresponding

time ; the determination ofthe anomaly from knowing the

time is more difficult than the reverse problem, for u must

be determined by an equation of the third degree.
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Note.—This is called the comet of 109 days, and for

any time we have tan. tan, Uu = ^

, and

for that of which the perihelion distance = .r, tan. +3.

tan; 3^1; = i ^ . hence, if the comets move in pa-

27;40385j;^
«

rabolas, their anomalies depend only on their perihelion

distance.

The formula for determining the time of describing amj

arc intercepted between the ra<Ui vectoris r, r'. is T =x

((r+r'+tf)^ =t= {r + ?*'— —See Celestial Mecha-

nics, Book II. Chapter IV.

(e:) In consequence of the smallness of the diameter of a

comet, and the feebleness of its light, it does not become

visible until it approaches very near to the sun, so that

the greater number of comets which have been observed,

appear nearer than Mercury, shortly after their distances

become so great that they cease to be seen
; •/ their orbits

are extremely excentric ellipses, in which particular they

differ from the planetary orbits, and likewise in the cir-

cumstance that they are inclined at every species of angle

to the ecliptic, from which it follows, that their motions

are sometimes retrograde ; though they receive their light

from the sun, their disk is not so accurately terminated

as the planetary disks, nor are there any apparent phases;

indeed the side averted from the sun appears to be lumin-

ous likewise.

The great inclination to the ecliptic is not a distinguish-

ing property ofcomet:?, neither is the feeblenessoftheir light

or the smallness of their masses, as in all these particulars

they do not differ from the planets recently discovered.

The method of determining the elements of the pla-

netary orbits is not applicable to comets which are visible

only in a small portion of its orbits ; •/ the most impor-
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tant elements, namely, the mean distance and the mear

motion cannot be thus detern^ined, it is necessary, in

order to obtain them, to avail ourselves of Kepler’s laws.

In the methods made use of for determining the plane*-

tary orbits, it is assumed that the planet has been 6b-

served more than once in the same point of its orbit, fr6m

which the periodic term and distance Irom the sun can be

determined. The sun being assumed to be in the focus

of the ellipse or parabola, which the comet is supposed to

describe, |f the comet be observed in three different posi-

tions from three corresponding points of the earth, in the

triangle formed by lines joining the sun, earth, and comet

;

we only know the angle of elongation at the earth, and

the distance of the earth from the sun, which is not

enough j however, in the two triangles formed by lines

drawn from the sun to the observed places of the comet,

we have not only the ratio of their areas from knowing

the times between the respective observations, but also

the areas themselves, the conic section described being

supposed to be known, and by combining these data we can

determine the orbit.

In this determination an indirect method is generally

employed as less complicated, and as more exact than the

direct determination of the elements, on iiccount of the

errors of observation. In this way two of the unknown

quantities are assumed arbitrarily, by combining them

so as to satisfy one of the observations, with those ele-

ments, the other observations are calculated hypotheti-

cally,* and then a comparison of the computation with the

observations will indicate the correction required for the

el^iaents. Now, as the great excentricity of the orbit

justifies us in assuming that the orbit is q. p. parabolic

;

there is also this peculiar advantage in assuming them to

be such, namely, that the ::nality of the ^*eas to the

timies is reduced to the quadrature of the curve, which, in
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the case of the parabola is extremely simple ; besides as

all parabolas are similar curves, we can compute a general

table for all orbits.

Several indirect methods have been proposed for de-

termining the cometary orbits on the parabolic hypothe-

sis, and they only differ from each other in the elements

which are supposed to be known. The following is a

brief outline of the method which supposes the angle at

the sun to be known.

By a comparison of two geocentrick positions reduced

to the ecliptic, and by assuming the corresponding angles

of commutation arbitrarily, we can compute by means of

tlie^e angles, and of the given elongations and distances of

the earth from the sun at the times of the two observa-

tions, the curtate distances of the comet from sun at these

times, and also the heliocentric movement on the ecliptic,

or the angle contained between these distances ; from

knowing the angles at the earth and sun, and also the

geocentric latitudes, we can determine the heliocentric

latitudes, and also the true distances of comet from sun at

the times of observation. With the heliocentric latitudes

and longitudes we can determine the inclination, the posi-

tion of the node, and the longitudes on the orbit ;
*.* we have

two radii vectores, and the angle contained between them .

hence we can determine from the nature ofthe parabola, the

perihelion distance, the longitude of the perihelion, the

area of the sector contained between the radii, the time

employed in moving from perihelion to the observed

places, from which we can determine the instant />f the

passage through the perihelion ; if the time computed for

passing from one observed position to the other, does

not agree with the time elapsed between the two ob*

servations, the assumed angles of commutation do not

take place simultaneously $ -/ one should be changed until

the compute time agrees with the observed, the other

remaining the same; now all the elements of the orbit
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being determined, we can calculate for the time of the

third observation, the true anomaly conformably to the

parabolic hypothesis, and consequently the longitude on

the orbit and the distance from the sun pt this time, then

from knowing the position of the node, and the inclination,

the heliocentric longitude and latitude, and also the cur-

tate distance of the third point from the sun may be de-

termined ; the longitude of this point and of the earth at

the time of the third observation, will make known the

angle of commutation at this time. Knowing this angle,

and the distances of the earth and comet from the sun, we

can compute the an^gle of elongation, which ought to be

equal to the observed angle ; likewise^he first angle of

commutation is also erroneous, by asi^ning another va-

lue to it, the second commutation will be changed until

the first and second observations agree with the com-

putation; we should operate on the third observation

in the preceding manner, and if it does not agree with

the computadon, the first angle of commutation should be

again chang|B. After thus making two hypotheses for the

first angle of commutation, their errors will indicate by the

method of interpolations the correction to be applied to

this angle, in order that the hypothesis should satisfy

the three observations. With those elements we can re-

duce any observation to its heliocentric position, from

which it is easy to calculate with the true anomaly the

time of any observation, which enables us to verify the

elements by all the observations which have been made*,

and tp correct them by taking the mean.

The element which in the case of the planets is the first

and easiest to be determined, namely, the periodic time,

is in the case of the comets the* last and most difficult,

and cannot be found except by a computadon on the hy»

pothesis that the orbit is elliptical.— Celestial Me-
chanics, Book II. Chapter IV. and Delambre, tom. III.

Chapter XX^HI.
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If, as stated in page 197, the elements of a comet

nearly agi’ee with those of a comet formerly observed, we

can apply the calculus of probabilities to determine to

what degree of probability we can be sure that they are

exactly the same.

(d) The heat of the sun is as the density of his rays,

f. e, inversely as the square of the distance; now the heat

of boiling water is three times greater than that produced

by the action of the sun in summer on the earth ; and

iron heated to a red heat is four times greater than that

of boiling water, therefore the heat which n body of the

same density as our earth would acquire at the perihelion

distance of the conjet, is at least 2000 times greater than

that of iron heated^o a red heat ; and it is quite evident

that with such a heat, nil vaporous exhalations, and in

fact every species of volatile matter ought immediately to

be dissipated ; the preceding is Newton^s estimation, see

Princip. Math. Book III. page 509; he assumes that the

comets are compact solid substances like the pkiiets ; this

he infers-from their passing so near to the ^n in their

perihelion without being dissipated into space.

Heat expands all bodies, but = additions of caloric do

not produce equal increments of magnitude, for as it acts

by diminishing the cohesive tendency, the greater that

tendency the less will be its effect; on thft contrary, in

the case of gases, as no such tendency exists = incre-

ments of heat must necessarily produce equal augmenta-

tions of bulk. In general, when the density of bodies is

increased they must give out caloric. The quantity given

out by water when freezing is 140°, its capacity is by this

increased one-ninth; from this it has been inferred, that

the zero of temperature is 1260 degrees below the

freezing point ; but there are great discrepancies in the

results from different liquids.

The latent heat of the vapours of fluids, though con-

L L
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Slant for vapour of the same kind and of a given elastipity,

still varies in different vapours ; thus, according to a re«

cent investigation, the vapour of water at its boiling point

= 967®. However, though this heat is different in dif-

ferent fluids, still the point at which all solid bodies, and

all those liquids which are susceptible of ignition, i. r. of

becoming heated so as to be luminous 5^, is nearly the

same for all, and about 840® of Fahrenheit.

In permanently elastic fluids, the caloric is held so

forcibly that no diminution of temperature can separate it

from them. ^
The comet ori770 is the only one which cannot be

computed on the hypothesis that it moves in a para-

bola .—See Vol. II. Chap. IV. Notes.

The nebulosity which environs the comet is its atmos*

Ijhere, which extends farther than our atmosphere; it

increases according as it approaches the sun. The parts

which are volatilized become so very light, that the at«

traction of the comet on them is nearly insensible, so that

they yield without difficulty to the impulsion of the solar

rays; the orbit described by each particle must be an

hyperbola, for previously to the impulsion, as it described

a parabola, its velocity is to the velocity in a circle at the

same distance as ^2:1, and the impulsion of the

solar rays increasing this velocity, it will be to the ve-

locity in a circle in a greater ratio than that of ^2 : j, it

“must consequently describe an hyperbola.

The tail is generally behind the comet; this is the cause

ofthe curvature which has been observed in it, and also

of the deflection towards that part from which the comet

is moving.

It has been supposed that the loss sustained by the

evaporation near the perihelion may be repaired by new
substances which it meets with in its route .—See Chapter

VI. Book V. Vol. II. Notes.
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CHAPTER VI.

The elements of the orbits of the satellites in the order

in which they are derived, the one from the other, are the

periodic time, or mean motion, the distance from the

primary, the inequalities and true motion, the inclination,

and nodes, and magnitude.

In determining the period from th^nterval between

two consecutive conjunctions, we obtain it as affected by

all the inequalities in the motions of the satellites ; but

when it is obtained from two conjunctions, separated by a

considerable interval from each other, these inequalities

are in a great measure compensate. Observations witli

the micrometer give, as was stated in page 96, the angle

which the radius of the orbit subtends at the earth, it

must change with the distance of Jupiter from the earth ;

but as the apparent diameter of Jupiter varies in the

same I'atio, it is only necessary to measure this diameter

at the same time, in order to have the diameter of the

orbit relatively to that of Jupiter ; and as a comparison of

these diameters <at different times gives this ratio always

the same, it follows that the orbit is q. p. circular. The
distances of the satellites might also be inferred from the

greatest durations of the eclipses, and vice versa. Some
of the observed inequalities are only apparent, others are

real ; if there is a difference in the per iodic revolutions of

the satellites, it must arise from a real inequality in the

motion of the satellite $ but as the synodic revolution

depends on the motion of Jupiter, there may be a differ-

ence in the observed synodic revolutions, without there

being any inequality in the satellite from which it may
have originated. When the computed time of an eclipse
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is corrected for the inequalities in the motion of Jupiter,

and also for the velocity of light, &c., then a comparison

of this time, with that furnished by observation, will enable

us to discover the real inequalities.

The cause of the ^deviations from mean motion arise

c ither from the excentricity of the orbits, or from the

disturbing action of Jupiter combined with that of the

sun : the disturbing action of the satellites on each other

depends on their relative positions; its period therefore

will be the time at the end of which the satellites return

to the same relate position, with respect to the sun ; and

as the eclipses the most important observations, and

those most commonly made, it is therefore the period in

wliich each^Hatellitc makes a complete number of revolu-

tions; but a comparison of the values given in page 208,

shews that the shortest period which satisfies these condi-

tions for the three first satellites is 437 days. This period

is less exact with respect to the fourth satellite, as it per-

^rms in 435 days 26 revolutions ; however as its actions

are less than that of the other satellites, on account both

of its greater distance and smaller mass, and as the differ-

ence does not exceed one day and a half, it is assumed

that even with respect to it, the period is 437 days. As-

tronomers made use of this period to form empirical equa-

tions, for which those founded on the theory of universal

gravitation have been substituted. Their arguments are

composed of the position of each satellite with respect to

the others, the apsides of the third and fourth, and the

nodes of their orbits.

The orbits are unquestionably elliptic, however the el-

lipticity of the two first satellites cannot be observed. The
eclipses will be observed sooner when the planet is in its

perijove, and later in the apogove, than the computed

time, which will enable us to determine the position of the

apsides. If there was no penumbt'a^ and if the diameter

of the satellite was insensible, the duration of the com-
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pnted and observed eclipses would be the same; but as

th^se causes affect the observed time of commencement,

it is evident that it depends on the eye of the spectator,

and also on the goodness of the telescope.

The tables are so constructed as to give the eclipses in

the mean state of the atmosphere, mean power of the teles-

cope, and mean accuracy of vision ; besides what is men-

tioned in page 155, the proximity of the star to the horizon,

its proximity to Jupiter, or Jupiter’s too great proximity to

the sun ; all, or any of these circumstances affect the ob-

servations. In order that the results J^en by stationary

observers should agree with those giv* by voyagers, we

should employ only telescopes of a medium magnifying

power.
^

At the extreme distance from the node at whicli an eclipse

can happen, the duration of an ^clipse is the least po^i-

ble, and would be always the same if the inclination was

constant; but as this duration is variable, for the 1st, 2d,

and 3d satellites particularly, it follows that the inclii^-

tion is likewise variable.

The position of the node will be given from knowing

the duration of the longest eclipse ; the shortest observed

eclipses are at the limit, and will give the inclination

;

knowing the position of the node and inclination we can

compute antecedently the duration of any eclipse.

Calling M, M', M", the mean motions of the three first

satellites, and /, Z', their mean longitudes; we have

alsoM+ 2M''= 3M', and

=

180°; these equa-

tions are so exact, that the deviations from them, which

are observed, must arise from errors of observations, or

from the small oscillations which they make about these

mean values, see Vol. II. Chap. V,

It follows from this, that these three satellhes cannot be

simultaneously eclipsed, for then we would have 1'=lV’=lV'\

or /-p2/"= 3Z', which, in consequence of the second equa-

tion, is impossible \ and it appears from the first equation,
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tlmt if itie first U true once, it will be always so; it like-

wise follows, that the real inequalities of those three sa-

tellites must have precisely the same laws and periods.

The method alluded to in page 328 would evidently

give a diameter, as seen from Jupiter, smaller than the

actual magnitude. It has been suggested, that if in geo-

centric conjunctions of the satellites with Jupiter, the in-

stants of interior and exterior contact with Jupiter were

observed at immersion and emersion, we would have the

time which the planet takes to describe a chord equal to

its diameter ;
this will give the ratio of the diameter of the

satellite to that of Jupiter, if that observation in which

the^ ratio of the duration of the passage to that of the

immersion is flle greatest possible, be observed.
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CHAPTER I.

{a) That which admits of the introduction of a finite

body has been called spacer it is said to be pure if it be

totally devoid of matter. Whether there be such a thing

as any space absolutely pure has been disputed, but that

such a space is possible, admits of no dispute ; for if any

body be annihilated, and all surrounding bodies kept

from rushing into the space which this body occupied}

that portion of space, with respect to matter, would be

pure space. Pure space is therefore conceivable, and it is

conceived as having length, breadth, and depth. In the

notion of motion, as announced in the text, the author

assumes that there would be motion even though all the

other bodies in the converse were annihilated, but this

position is not acceded to by all philosophers. Berkeley,

for instance, thought that all motion was relative ; how-

ever, though with respect to the origin of our ideas of mo-

tion, his account is unanswerable ; nevertheless it must be

admitted, that a body might spontaneously produce motion

in itself ; still we may venture to affirm with him, that as long

as the body would remain in absolute solitude it wouldnot

acquire the idea of motion j but if other bodies be
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called inlo existence, while the body is under the influ*

ence of its own spontaneous energy, it certainly would

then acquire the idea of motion, from perceiving its

change of place with respect to those bodies ; but as this

creation of bodies at a distance could produce no real

alteration in th& condition of a body which existed before

them, if the b^l|^ no*m perceives itself to be moving, we

may conclude that it was moving previously to the ex-

istence of those bodies, and that its motion was absolute.

(&) All cases of the equilibrium of forces acting on a

material point, may ultimately be reduced to that of two

equal and opposite forces, as when any number of forces

acting on the same point constitute an equilibrium, all of

them but one 'hiay be reduced to a force equal and con«

trary to this one, so that these forces are always as the

sides of a polygon, having the same number of sides

drawn parallel to their directions. (Note, the sides of the

polygon are not necessarily in the same plane.)

If Uiree forces acting on a material point constitute an

equilibrium, they must exist in the same plane ; four

forces acting in different planes constitute an equilibri-

um, when they are as the three sides and diagonal of a

parallelopiped respectively parallel to their directions. If

two equal and parallel forces act in opposite directions,

an equilibrium between them cannot be effected by the

introduction of any third force.

(c) It is evident from this, that in the composition of

forces, force is expended—in the resolution force is gained.

The two given forces into which the given one is resolved

are reciprocally as perpendiculars from the givfn force on

the directions of its components. The less^ie angle

made by the^qmponents, the greater will be the resultant,

therefore it is a maximum when this angle = 0, i. e. when

the components are parallel; in this case it is easy to

prove that the resultant = the sum of the components,
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and that its point of application divides the line connect-

ing them inversely as the forces.

{d) Any force being resolved into three others, at right an-

gles to each other, as stated in page 225, the line represent-

ing it will be the diagonal of a rectangular parallelepiped,

of which the composing forces repr^^l^^t the sides, v
A, B, C, representing the composing forces,

will represent the resultant or diagonal; and

A B C
^A»+ B*+ C» * ^ A* + B*+ C* ’ v'a»+ B* + C»

’
“

the cosines of the angles which A, B, C respectively make

with A** -|- B* 4- C* it is also evident that the sum of

tlieir squares = 1 ;
if A', B', C' be the components of a

second force parallel to the same rectangular coordinates,

the coordinates of the resultant of ^ A^-f-B^+C* = S,

and of '^A'*+ iy^ + C'^z=:S\ are A+ A', B+B^ C+C',
respectively, therefore as these arc the coordinates of the

diagonal of a parallelogram whose sides = ^
^ A'^-h B'^+ C'-^, this diagonal must be the resultant of

the given forces S, S', and if the angle between their direc-

tions= A, we have + —2 S.S'. cos» a=:(S. cos. a—S'

cos. by +(S. cos. a'—S', cos. 5')* + (S. cos. a"—S', cos. 5")*

zz + S'^—2SS'. (cos. a. cos. 5+ cos. a', cos. 5' -fees, a"

cos. Z»"), therefore cos. a =r cos. a. cos. b + cos. a', cos. b'

4- cos. a", cos. b*'.

Note a, a', a", 5, b\ 5", are the angles made by S, S'

with the rectangular coordinates. The value of, cos.

A = 0, when S, S' are at right angles to each other ; as

A 4“ A', B4-B', C4-C', are the coordinates of the re-

sultant of S and S', A4-A'4-A", B-J-B'4-B", C4-C'4-C",

are the coordinates of V, the resultant oT S'', and this

last resultant, •/ V will be as stated in the text, the dia-

gonal of a parallelopiped, whose sides are A-l-A'+
A" 4- &c.; B4-B'4-B"4- &c., C4-C'+C"&c.; V*=
(A+ A'+A"4- &c.) »4-(B4-B'4-B" &c.) *+(C4-C'4-C"

M M
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+ &c.) * and limnphQ the angles which V makes with

, A+A'+A"+ &c.
the axes, we have cos. m = —

'

j cos, n =

we
V ' ^ V

have both the quantity and direction of the resultant.

The coordinates of the origin of the force S being sup-

posed to be A B C, if xp z be the coordinates of its point

ofapplication to the given point, the distance of the point

of application from the origin, =: s z=

'^{x—A) *+ {1/—B)*+ (2—C) ^ V the force resolved

parallel to the coordinates = S

Ss
S.^ respectively, in like manner for a second or third

02

force S', S", S'.% or S." S."^ &c. are the
cx by bx Sy

forces S' S," parallel to x^y &c, •/ S. S. — is the sura of
ox

all the forces S S' S", resolved parallel to x; now if 11

be the distance of V the resultant of all the forces S, S', S",

&c. from the given point, V^ will express the resultant
ox

resolved parallel to x^ and as by what has been already

established, this is equal to the sum of the composing

forces parallel to x^ we have V. ^ = S. S. ~ ; V. ^ =
ox bx by

S. S. V. ^ = S. S.~^; multiplying these equations

by Sx Sy Sz respectively, we obtain by adding them to-

gether V. Su = S. S. Ss. If S, S', S", &c. are Algebraic

functions of S, S', S", &c. then S. S. 85 is an exact

variation.

(r) The quantity advanced in the direction of the force
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is termed its virtual velocity, in the direction of that force.

See Note (m) page 265 .

In the state of equilibrium V=o, •/ S. S. •/ when

a point acted on by any number of forces is in equilibrio,

the sum of the products of each force by the quantity ad-

vanced in its direction is equal to eyph^. In this case

S one of the forces is z= and directly contrary to the resul-

tant V' ofall the rest S', S", S'", &c. for from what has been

already stated, we have V'. cos. a = S', cos. h + S." cos.

c &c. but since S. cos. a + S.' cos. b + S." cos. C+&C.
zzo, we have V'. cos. a = — S. cos. a ; in like manner it

may be shewn that V'. cos. Z = — S. cos. a\ V' cos. o =
—S. cos. a'' V V'^ = S^ ; and a = 180— /=180— a'&c.

(J') If the resultant was not perpendicular to the sur-

face it might be resolved into two forces, one perpendicu-

lar to the surface, which would be destroyed by the reac-

tion of the surface, and the other parallel to this surface,

which, as it is not counteracted, would cause the point to

move on the surfiice, contrary to the hypothesis. The
re-action which the body experiences from the curve

or surface is = and directly contrary to the force with

which the point presses it ; v if K denote this reac-

tion, r being a perpendicular from the point of appli-

cation to the surface, we must have o = S S Ss -|-

R instead of the equation o = S S 85. If we suppose

8^, which are arbitrary, to belong to the surface on

which the point is subjected to exist, we have Sr = o; for

r is by hypothesis perpendicular to the surface, •/ R Sr

vanishes from the preceding equation, consequently the

position of the text is true, or in other words, in the case

of the equilibrium of a point, the sum of the forces which

solicit it, each multiplied by the space through which the

point moves in its direction, is equal to nothing ; it ought

however to be remarked, that when the point exists on a sur-

face, the equation o = S SSs is not equivalent to three dis-

tinct equations, but only to two; for as the variations S.r, Si/^
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82, belong to the curved surface, one of them ^niay be eli-

minated by means of the equation of the surface. Laplace

substitutes for Sr its value N u being the equation of

the surface, and N being a function of a?, y, 2,such that

N. R, the equation of equilibrium becomes o = 2. S 8s

+ X 8w
;
in this case we may put each of the coefficients of

&r Sj/ 82 = o, but still they are only equivalent to

two distinct equations, on account of the indeterminate

quantity X ; the advantage of this expression is, that by

means of it we can determine X, and •/ — 11, the pressure.

The equations of the equilibrium of a material point being

independent, two or more of them may obtain without the

others having place; this is an advantage connected with

the resolution of the forces parallel to three rectangular

coordinates.—See Notes to page 24*9.

CHAPTER 11.

() Let V be the velocity common to all bodies on the

earth’s surface, and the force with which a given body M
is actuated in consequence of this velocity, and let the

body be sollicited by any new force y*’, a d c being the

components of/ resolved parallel to three rectangular axes,

and a' 6' c the components of/' resolved parallel to the

same, by the notes to preceding chapter F, the resul-

tant of/, /' = V(«+«y+(6-|-6^*+(c+c')’-

() 1ft. (/), V' =/'^ (/'), V = F ^ (F) ; the

relative velocity of the body resolved parallel to the axis
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of « = —y = («+«') ^ (
F

)
— (T.

i, (/) ; but

asy' is very small relatively toj'^ we have by neglecting

indefinitely small quantities of the second and higher or-

clers, F =/+ +
^ (F) = ^ (/). +

aa +66 +
substituting, the relative velo-

city of the body parallel to a = a' ^f+—{aa^+ hU+ cc').

• J
1>' (/)> parallel to i = b'^{/,)+j. {aa' + bb' +cc').^'{/),

parallel to c = c' 0 {/) {^a'+bb'+cc'), ; if the

direction of the imprchsed motion coincided with a, then

the preceding expressions would become a' (^/+ T r

(/); Y a'i>'{/).

{c) If {/) does not vanish, the body, in consequence

of the impressed force a will have a relative velocity per-

pendicular to the direction of a, if b and c do not vanish,

i. c. if the direction of a does not coincide with that of the

motion of the earth ; but as in all cases, those perpendicu-

lar velocities vanish ; it follows, that (/) vanishes and

therefore ^ (/) is constant, consequently the function of

the velocity which expresses the force isy*.

(ci) If 0 (y) consisted ofseveral terms, ^'(y ) could never

be= to cypher, if/ was not = to cypher ; if•/ v was not

toy ; ^ (y ) consists of several terns, and also the velocity

of the earth must be such as to render 0' (y ) = o ; which

cannot be reconciled with the known fact, that the velocity

of the earth is different at different seasons of the same year

and at corresponding sieasons of different years.

(e) Some philosophers hold that this discussion, as to the

-H-nality of the force to the velocity, is altogether super-

fluous, as we are not sure that forces such as we coticeive
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them, “exist without our conceptions; for what is termed

force is only an abstraction, which we make use of to en-

able us to subject the laws of motion to the calculus

;

the true la*m of nature is that discovered by Newton,

namely, that the velocity communicated by the sun in an

instant to the planets, is in the inverse ratio of the square

of the distances, and all his physical discoveries might be

deduced without using the term force instead of velocity

;

it follows from this law, that whatever is -rrl to the velocity

follows necessarily the same -fr, so that if Newton assumed

that the velocityf co v*, he would have obtained the same

results, but then he should say, not that /but that ^ /va-

ritsd -as
d*

(/) If the spaces successively described in = times,

constitute an increasing series, the motion of the body is

said to be accelerated ; if they constitute a decreasing

series the motion is retarded ; in these cases the measure

of the velocity is obtained by determining the space which

would be described in a given time, if all causes of accele-

ration or retardation were to cease after the point attains

that position ; now as the change in the velocity may be

diminished indefinitely by diminishing the space, and •/

the time in which it is described, if dv ds dt be the indefi-

nitely small increments or decrements of v, 5, &c. the

spaces described in the times dt^ immediately preceding

and subsequent to the time in which the velocity is re-

quired to be estimated, are (vztzdi;). dt ; but as one of those

spaces is described with a greater and the other with a less

velocity than that with wdiich ds is described, we have

{v+dv). > d5 > (u

—

dv\ dt\ but when dv and •/ dt are

indefinitely diminished, the extreme quantities approach

within any assignable difference, •/ v, dt and which

always exist between them, must differ by a quantity less

than any assignable difference u = —, whatever be
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the nature of the force ; hence if on an assumed line =
portions be taken representing the = intervals of time,

and if at these points of equal section perpendiculars to

the assumed line be drawn, representing the velocities ac-

quired at the corresponding moments, the areas formed by

connecting the extremities of the perpendiculars will re-

present the spaces, this area will be made up of a series of

trapezia, if the velocity increases per saltum ; if however

the intervals of time be increased indefinitely, the velocity

will continually approach to that in which the variation is

continued, and the figure will be a nearer representation

of the space actually described : its limit is a curvilinear

area, on the base of which the elements of time are taken

the ordinates being -frl to the velocities ; this limit differs

from the figure of which it is the limit, by a triangle un-

der one of the equal subdivisions of the base, which arc

supposed to represent dt the element of time, and the dif-

ference between the extreme ordinates, hence when dt

is indefinitely small this difference vanishes.

(g) If the velocity receives = increments in = times,

i, e, if it be uniformly increased, the velocity is as the

number of = increments, or as the number of = portions

of time from the commencement of the motion, i, e. as the

times, •/ in this case, if on the line representing the time,

ordinates be erected, they will be as the corresponding ab-

scissae, the velocity being supposed =r to o, when the time

= o, and the locus of the extremities of these ordinates

will be a right line diverging from the given line at the

point where velocity and time = o, and the area of this

triangle at the end of any time will represent the space de-

scribed, and as the triangles representing the spaces de-

scribed in the given intervals of time are always similar,

the spaces described are as the squares of the times of

their description, or of the last acquired velocities, •/ the

spaces described in 1", 2", 3", &c. are as 1, 4, 9, &c.and
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the spaces described in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, &c. = moments

are ns the difference of the squares of these moments

f, as 1 3 5 7 9, &c.

(//) If a body at the commencement is actuated by any

finite velocity, then the space described is geometrically

represented by a trapezium, one of whose sides is the

initial velocity, and the other an ordinate, = to the sum of

this ordinate and of the ordinate which would express the

velocity of the body, had it fallen freely in the same time

;

if i/ be the initial velocity, v :±zft •• vt = v't =±=

ft* • ft^— •/ s the space described = z±z'^
; if the body moved

2 2

with a uniform velocity v during s, the space described

vt. If it acquired the velocity win the time /, by being

urged by an uniform force from a state of rest, 5 ' the space

described would be— v ^ • s' X2 : 1.
2 •

(i) Let vts represent the velocity, time, and space, and

f the accelerating force = -, z=^ zz ~ L ey=z — == —
, f

denoting the unit of velocity or the velocity generated in

ft^
a unit of time, v ^ ^

~

‘ The force acting parallel to the inclined plane being

to the force of gravity which is constant, as h the height of

the plane to I the i, e. in a constant ratio, a body

moving down an inclined plane has its motion uniformly

accelerated, •/ if v' s' represent the spaces described by a

body descending down an inclined plane in any time ty

and v' the acquired velocity,/" the accelerating force, we

have/'=|/, = v t/ : i;

y. h \ 1 1 s' s' h I if s' = i then have I = j/— •/

/~2 2h
t = Z. V as—, expresses the square of the time ac-

/« /
quired in falling down the vertical, and as we have t* =
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2/s— ; when this is = the^Square of the time acquired in

falling down the vertical we have Is = A*, s = if

a perpendicular be let fall from the right angle on the

plane, it will cut off a portion of the plane, which will be

described in the same time as the perpendicular height

;

and ifa circle be described on this height as diameter, it is

evident from what has been just established, that all chords

drawn from its extremity to the circumference, are de-

scribed in the same time as the diameter, •/ in =z times.

(/) Let x/ the velocity of projection be resolved into two,

of which one is vertical and the other parallel to the hori-

zon, and let e be the elevation of the line of direction, we

have t/. sin. i/. cos. c, for the velocity of projection esti-

mated in the direction of a: and^ respectively
;
t/.cos. e is the

motion parallel to the horizon, t/. sin. e—ft is the vertical

motion of the projectile, •/ if equations given in

page 416, we make v' = o, we shall have for the height of

ascent 5 = —, and t = ^—,
for the time of

ascent.

2/
2t;'. sin, e

/
r

for the time of flight ; to find the

horizontal range, the velocity i/. cos. c, must be multi-

plied into 2/ or its equivalent 2 % it •/ is equal to

x/*, sin. 2e

f
therefore it is a maximum when e = 45, and

for any elevations which are complements ofeach other, the

horizontal ranges are =, the coordinates of the place ofthe

body for any time tf are x z= v'; ^cos. c, t sin. c,

—

•/ as^ is the same in these two equations we obtain by

eliminating it and substituting 2fh for tan. e —
wliioh is the equation of a parabola, 4 h cos.

Ath cos.

N N
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is the principal parameter, and^ h the parameter of the

diameter passing through the point of projection, hence

being given otx y e hy any three, the fourth may be found.

{m) Let the arc described, reckoning from the lowest

point = Sy the ordinate = yy and the vertical abscissa =
Xy the origin of the coordinates being at the lowest pointy

if £ = the value of x at the commencement of the motion

;

V the velocity at the end of any time ty is the same as

would be acquired by falling through the vertical height,

————— ds
h— Xyi.e.v zn ^ 2g.{b—x) zz— seeiioie{x) •/ dt=

—

ds
, the negative sign being taken, because s di-

^ 2giJ)—x)

mipishes according as t increases; but as ds ==

Vdx^+dy^yy^ = 2rx — x*% we obtain by substituting,

rdx _ rdx
~

V2rar—^ *•’

^ {2rx—x*)2g{b—x)*
*

oscillations are very small, x may be neglected rela-

dx
tively to r. then the value of dt becomes .

—

=^.—

=

»^
'V'gr* {2g{b—x)

=4. yi — dx
X == the integral ofthe varia-

ble factor = arc (cos. =

from X — h to X = o,

= i TT, \/

2^ M
—^—j= TT, when we integrate

the time of a semioscillation

{7t) Hence it follows, that provided the amplitudes be in-

considerable, the time of oscillation is always the samey

when r and g are given, when these quantities vary the

time varies as yii. e, directly as the square roots of the

lengths of the pendulums, and inversely as the square root

of the force ofgravity .—See Note (s) page 355. As 3 tt, 5 tt,

&c. and in general any odd multiple of tt satisfies the pre-
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ceding integral, of ; it is evident that the body

arrives at the lowest point an indefinite number of times,

which are separated from each other by the time rr s/
g

hence it follows, that if all obstacles were removed, the

number of oscillations would be infinite and the time of

each =;.

The value of dl may be made to assume the form

-dx

g Vbx—x^ ^(1-
--f)

2r

= (by developing the factor

(l — —)
2 Jn a series) J ;

\ 2r/ s

dx

( I + 1. &c. V if . - be multiplied

by each term of this series the resulting terms will be of

the form —
, ofwhich the integral when taken be-

^bx—x*
tween the limits x=z o, x = b, is

w. 1. 3. 5, &c. (2w—3). (2w—1) .j.

1 . 2 .

3

*• 1)1

made successively =0 1, 2, &c. the value of t be-

comes T=i7r.y- (l + (^)».A+ ...(
>

g \ 2. r \2 . 4 — 2m /

^ + &c. ) ; i is the versed sine of the arc described,
2”*. / ,

which when it is inconsiderable may evidently be ne-

glected, in this case the value of t is the same as was ob-

tained in the preceding page ; when great accuracy is re-

quired, the two first terms of the series are retained, in

that case the aberration from isochronism varies as the

square of the sine of half of the amplitude of the arc de-

scribed.
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(o) As r the time of fall in
||||^ vertical through a space

= to half the length of the pendulum == V-, we have
g

T : T I : TT.V^- J v^- •• TT : 1 ; if be the time employed
g g

to describe the chord of the indefinitely small arc, as this

times: the time offalling vertically through the diameter 2r,

see preceding Note •/ it is =: * *

y4r—, u e. TT \ 4? or as the periphery of a circle to four

times the diameter; hence it is evident that the chord is not

the line of swiftest descent, see Note (;>).

Naming i5 =: the angular velocity, we havet?=:r. w : •/

w = == but if a be the angular distance
r r

from the vertical at the commencement of the motion, and 0

the angular distance at the end of any time we have

cos. a, j"=r. cos. 0, w= (cos. 0—cos. a). The

acccelerating force in any point, =: the force of gravity re-

solved in the direction of the tangent; v if any vertical line

be assumed to represent the force ofgravity, the accelerating

or tangential force z= this line multiplied into the sine of

the angular distance from the lowest point. If the body,

instead of falling freely, had a velocity at the commence-

ment of the motion due to the height then the velocity

at any point of which the height = 07, is V 2g{k-\-b—or) and

= o, when o; = A + when the body attains a height

= ^ it ceases to rise
;
v will never vanish when

A + J is > than the diameter which is the greatest value

of 07, •/ the body will gyrate for ever with a variable velo-

city, the greatest being when at the lowest, and the least at

the highest extremity of the vertical diameter. When a

bodyM attached to a string describes an arc of a curve, the
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tension nt the point to|||ivvhich the string is attached,

arises from the centrifugal force and the force of gravity

resolved in the direction of the string ; if the arc described

be the arc ofa circle, the part of the force of gravity which

acts in the direction of the string = r being the

length of the string, and x the distance above the lowest

point; the centrifugal force = — = ;
this al-

ways acts from the centre ; v the whole tension = Mg.

^
; ifM falls from an horizontal diameter, r=

and the tension at any point = 3Mg.^— i. e, three

times the effect of the weight resolved in the direction of

the radius vector. If the pendulum fell from the vertical

position freely, then 6= 2rand •/ the tension

and when a; = o, it is equal 5Mg, or five times the weight;

making Mg —
j
= Mg we obtain x=§lfy the value

ofx when the tension= the weight 5 when .r = -3— the

tension = o; but as x can never exceed either d or 2 r;

when it is respectively= these quantities, we have 6= r, =

—, if6 Z r then the force of gravity resolved in the direc-
Jd

tion of the string is directed from the centre, this

point then suffers a tension from both causes ; if >
- •

the centrifugal force is throughout > than weight, •/

2

5 ?'

the whole tension can never vanish, but ifh is notZr or>—

the tension may vanish ; at this point the body will

quit the circle, and as its direction will be that of a tangent

to this circle it will describe a parabola. In a cycloid if
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a body falls freely from the Q||tremity of the base, the

pressure arising from the weight resolved in the direction

of the string , and likewise that produced by

the centrifugal force = ^
, hence

at the lowest point, the entire tension = twice the weight;

in any other point the entire tension is to weight, as twice

the cosine of the inclination of the tangent to the horizon

to radius; hence, when the body falls from the horizon-

tal base, they are equal at the point of the cycloidal

arc where the tangent is inclined at an angle of 60° to the

horizon.

Calling this space we have 2x\\r\\ tt*.-

g

r ..

TT* : 1 5 the equation T = gives likewise a very ex-
o

act measure of for if I be the length of this pendulum

vibrating seconds, we get g = tt*./, which expresses the ve-

locity generated in one second by the space which would

be described with that velocity continued uniformly for that

time, the space described by a body falling from rest in a

second is one half of this, or tt*.
2 ’

substituting for tt, I

their numerical values given in the text we obtain 3*^566 107

for the space described i^the first second.

As the sine of the angle which the tangent at any

point ofa vertical curve makes with the horizon,= the
• as

accelerating force along the tangent = = ^.5;

(when the curve described is a cycloid, in consequence of

the equation of the cycloid s‘^:=i^ax\ the preceding is the

expression for the accelerating force, in any curve what-

ever which renders it tautochronous, v this force is at each

instant -rrl to the length of the arc to be described, in order
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to arrive at the lowest poist of the curve ; and conversely

I

if — = As, it is easy to shew that when the curve is one of
ds

single curvature existing in a vertical plane^ its equation is

that ofa cycloid, for by integrating the preceding equation,

and then eliminating s between the integral a:= 4 As*, and

dx . 1.1 dar* . . «- i— = As, weobtain-—.— = ds^ = dy*+ dx^'+ds?-y"**j‘ x

= s*, ifthe curve is one ofsingle curvature inclined to the

horizon at an angle = 6, then if y x' be the coordinates

ill that plane, we have xzxx. sin. 0, consequently

the equation ofthe curve is a;', sin. 0 = s* ;
note the re-

2t

1 t/a*
lation — = ds^ = generally dx* + dy* + dz*^ and

A X

as^^. a;=s* is independent of j/, these quantities may

varyaccording to any law whatever, which satisfies the equa-

tion ds*::idx* +dy* •{‘dz* ; any curve of double curva-

ture which arises from wrapping a cycloid around a vertical

cylinder ofwhich the base is a continuous curve, will satisfy

the preceding conditions, and •.•be tauto chronous; and con-

versely such a curve so unfolded as that it might entirely

exist in the same plane would continue to possess this pro-

perty, and '.• from what has been stated above, would ne-

cessarily be a cycloid. We might investigate a priori, the

time necessary for a body to describe any portion of a cy-

cloidal arc on the hypothesis, that it moves with an initial

velocity represented by V^gh^ for let A' represent the verti-

cal ordinate at the commencement of the motion, the

origin being as before at the lowest point, and x the ordi-

nate after any time /, we have n* = 2g(^+A'— ar); ••• dt =

^
but as dszzdx.s/

^

by substituting we have
VQg{h + k'^x) ^

dtzz^ —-T—

1

xxi •••integrating we obtain /=
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x^ {h+h')

arc ^cos. = {hJ^fJ) + C; as / =o when x:=.h\

and when a7=o, i at

the lowest point t =z ^tt— arc^cos, = ^

o i,e. if the initial velocity vanishes ^5 •.• as A does

not occur in this expression, the time is independent of the

amplitude of the arc described ; it appears from a compa-

rison of this value of t with that given in page 4*18, that

the* oscillations in a cycloid are isochronous with the indefi-

nitely small vibrations in a circle, of which the radius is

equal to twice the axis of the cycloid.

Huygen’s contrivance depended on the known property

of cyloids, namely, that their evolute was a curve = and

similar to the given cycloid, hence it follows, that if two

metallic curves, each consisting of an inverted semi cy-

cloid with an horizontal base touched at their upper ex-

tremities ; and if at their point of contact, the thread of

the pendulum was attached (its length being equal to

either of the semi cycloids,) when it is enveloped on the

curves, its other extremity will trace a curve = and simi-

lar to the given curve^^^ving its axis however in an op-

posite direction.
*

’

(r) From the times of vibration and lengths of these

pendulums being the same, the times of falling down the

= axes are the same, *.*all bodies falling freely are equally

accelerated by the force of gravity.

It is easy to shew that the time of describing the chord

of a semi cycloidal arc is to the time of describing the

arc, as the chord to half the base of the cycloid, which is

evidently a ratio of major inequality.

—

See Note page

425.
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(/>) In investigating the nature of the curve of swiftest

descent in a vacuo, it is easy to shew that if the entire line

be supposed to be described in the shortest possible

time, so any portion of this line intercepted between

two assumed points is described in a less time than

any other curve joining these two points ; hence if .vy be

the vertical and horizontal coordinates of any point,

reckoning from the point whence the body has commenced
to move, s the corresponding art; of the curve, the time of

describing ds = — in like manner ifa point indefinitely

'^2gx

near to the first pointbe taken whose coordinates are a;'/and

the corresponding arc described from commencements: s',

wchavej/znx+ dx, s'^s+ds, and the time of describing ds'

ds'= • • the time of describing the entire arc made up

o( ds'+ds=: therefore we have o =

S (— + —T==.\ but from the conditions of the
\^2gx ^2gx'^

problem x ar'are independent of these variations •.•Sar,8a*'=:o,

and consequently— = o ; and as dx da:' have

no variations, 8. ds = 8. d ^dv*+,d^* — •/

fef
,

*
by substituting we have z= o, but d^^ ^ ds^x ds' ^ x'

di/ \s constant, therefore 8 = — 8 dy', consequently

_ = 0, i. e. d. (
ds.^X ds,*^ a/ ^ds

X

'

two points xy, x' y', are continuous,) and— now
ds,'^X

as^ is the sine of the angle which the tangent makes with

o o
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the axis of .r, when the arc is liorizontah this angle i»

right, and C, {a being the value of y at, this
V a

point,) ^ zz V - by squaring and substituting v/e get..)vf = v/ib,

dij^. (i — dx^ - •/ dy = dx. —- ^ • and r/s ir^ \ a) a
^

dx^—— •.* 5 = — 2 a*)+ C'; but when ^zzo,
rt — 07

O' = o, C' zz 2 /2, and s = 2a — 2 — ^r), which is

the equation of a cycloid, of which the axis is a, the arc

being measured from the horizontal base.

If the curve is not required to pass between two given

points, but between two given curves, then it would not be

difficult to shew that the required curve is a cycloid meet-

ing the two given curves at right angles.

(5) In an indefinitely small portion of time, the quan-

tity by which the body is deflected from the tangent to the

circle* which measures the centripetal and consequently the

centrifugal force, is the versed sine of the arc described ;

and as this is the space which the central force causes a

body to describe, the force of gravity will be to the centri-

fugal force as the space described, in consequence of the

action of gravity in this time, to this versed sine.

(/) Calling f the accelerating force, we have f z=

2dr
dr = ds^

^
.ds jy xy^ .1— but -r- = •. / =— ; the

dt^
^

2. r
’ • ^ dt^r dt

curve described being a circle in which the deflection from

the tangent is always the same, the force acting on the point

is a constant accelerating force ; hence as always

=z2gZ5, wehave ~ zz. f z=. and iz — which gives ge-
r r g ;*

nerally the relation between the centrifugal force in a

circle and the force of gravity, and they are = when h =

^ ; /. e, the body must fall through half the radius in order
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lo acquire the velocity which renders the centrifugal force

equal to the gravity; ifP = the time of revolution we have

v=^ •••/ = this expression gives =

2 ^^ for the ratio of the centrifugal force to the force of

gravity at the equator, and because when r is given, /
varies inversely as P*, if P' be the time ofthe earth’s rota-

tion when the centrifugal force = the force of gravity, w'e

have P* : P'** 1 1 289 : 1 therefore P' = —

.

17 ’

hence if the earth revolved on its axis in the 1 7th part

of a day, /, c, in P', 24' the centrifugal force would

be equal to the gravity. See Notes to Chapter VIII. Vol. II

It follows from the expression zi
47r^r

that the cen-

trifugal force on the earth’s surface is greatest at the equa -

tor, and that it decreases as the cosine of latitude; however as

its direction is inclined to the direction of gravity it is not en-

tirely efficacious at any parallelyam] by a resolution offorces

it may be shewn that the efficacious part is to the whole cen-

trifugal force at the parallel, as the cosine of the latitude X

to the radius, and therefore to the centrifugal force at the

equator as cos. X* ; 1 ; the part of the resolved force

which acts perpendicularly to the direction of gravity,

and is therefore inefficacious, varies as sin. X. cos. X.

(//) "^rhe force which is in equilibrio with the centrifugal

force is the measure of the pressure arising from the

tendency of the body to recede in the direction of the tan-

gent
;
hence, by note (/?) it is = (r behi/r the radiusdt-r

of curvalurcy) tlie effect of the part of the force re-

solved in the direction of dr is therefore to pro-

duce a continued change in the direction of the mo-
tion ; and the effect of the other part is evidently to acce^

lerate or retard the motion of the body, its variation =

being the radius vector.
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(u) Calling cfp the part of* the radius vector intercepted

betwen the curve and the tangent, ds the arc and c the

chord of curvature, we have/

/ =: = — > this expression is general, and true inde-

pendentlyofthe equal description of areas ; on the hypothesis

that the areas are 4f 1 to the times, i; col, p being a perpendi-

cular let fall from the centre of force on tangent, and •/

/ CO —1— which is one of Newton’s expressions.
p . c

Let X be the space through which the body should fall

to ficquire the velocity in the curve, the velocity acquired

in falling through dc is to the velocity with which the arc

is described, as 2dc : ds

;

and dc : a* • • as the square of

the velocity acquired in falling through dc to the square of

the velocity with which dc is described, •/ dc\x\ \ ^dc^ : ds^

•/ X = /. e. a body falls through one-fourth of

the chord of curvature to acquire the velocity in the curve.

(i;) It is by taking the function of the radius vector,

which is equal to this limit, that Newton determines the

expression for force in conic section, spiral, &c., sec Prin-

cip. Math. sec. 2 and 3. It would not be difficult to shew

by reasoning precisely similar to that in pages 24«f),

250, that if a body is attracted to two fixed points

which are not in the same plane as that in which it moves,

the body will describe = solids in equal times about the

line connecting the attracting points.

The proposition established in page 24?6 may be thus

proved, by what is stated in page 249, Y =

Z = multiplying the first equation by and s?, the
CLt

second by x and 2
, and the third by x and we obtain by

subtracting,
dt^

d^y d^z
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= Y. s: - Z.y, j; - a = Z.or— Xa, by integra-

ting we obtain ^ + y^( ^x—'K.y)dt :

g. j,= C'+/(Y;^-Zy) *;^.-^= C"-l-yi:Za-Xa>ft;

but when the force is directed to a fixed point, which is the

origin o^x y X^)j(Y«— Z^),(ZaT— Xs), are respec-

lively = o, see Chapter IV. Note (//), •/ dyx—dxy = C.dtf

a constant quantity, but this quantity is evidently = to the

projection of the element of the area on the plane x y, for

let p be the projection of the radius vector, the angle

which it makes with x andy, we have a: = p cos.;/;, 3/ = p
sin. •/ xdy--ydx^p^. dxpy which is the element ofthe area.

The quantities C C' depend on the nature of the curve

described. In the case of a conic section, origin being

in the focus, they are respectively -h-I to the cosines of the

inclinations of the planes xy^xz^yz^to the plane in which the

body moves, multiplied by the square root of the parameter.

Multiplying each of the preceding equations by the va-

riable which does not occur in it, and then adding

them together we obtain the equation (;=C;2r+C'y+C''a:,

which shews that when a body is acted on by a force di-

rected to a fixed point, it will describe a curve of single

curvature.

(.r) By referring the position of a point in space to

rectangular coordinates, every species of curvilinear motion

may be reduced to two or three rectilinear motions, accord-

ing as the curve described is of single or double curvature,

for the position of a point in space is completely determined

when we can determine the position of its projections on

three rectangular axes, each coordinate is the rectilinear

space described by the point parallel to the axis to which

it is referred, it will •/ be some given function of the time ;

if we could determine these functions for the three coordi-

nates, the species of the curve described would be given, by

eliminating the time by means of the three equations be-
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tweeti llie coonlitiaies und the time. The space s being

considered a function of the time t it is easy to shew that

the velocity is=:—^and/theforccis 4^1 to—, for / receiving

the increment J/, then 5 = ^ (/) becomes s' = 0(/+ ^//) and

s'— s zz dt 4- dt^ + &c. ; if dt be con-
dt dr dt^

* sidered as indefinitely small, in which case we can consider

ds
the velocity as uniform and the force as constant, — being

d^s
the coefficient of dt expresses the velocity, and

being the coefficient of d/*, it is -H-l to the force ; •/ if

thi^ action of the forces soliciting the point should cease

d^s
suddenly would vanish, and the point would move

d^s

dt^
with an uniform velocity, if instead of vanishing

d^s
became constant, then —- and all subsequent coefficients

dt^

would vanish, and the motion of the point would be com-

posed of a uniform motion and of a motion uniformly ac-

celerated, both commencing at the same instant ; now if f
represents the force, it is evident that f, dt = t/v, =

d.
d^

dt

d^s

dt.

{y) Let P Q 11 represent the resultants of all tlie forces

which act on the point parallel io x y ;i respectively, we

have = P, = Q z: R, consequently if the
dt^ dt* dt:*

^ ^

point was actuated by the forces

they would keep it in an equilibrium ; hence from what

has been already established in Notes, page 354*, we have
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(..|-P).S. + {..|-Q). S,+(a|-K).

if the point be free we shall have, as is stated in the text,

the coefficients of

S

jt, separately = o; i. e.—= P;

^ = Q ,
=: R ; but if the point is constrained to

move on a curve or surface, by means of the equations to

this curve or surface, we can eliminate as many of the

variations Sx Si/ Sz as there are equations ; the coefficients

of the remainder may be put= to cypher ; it appears from

this process, which is that made use ofby Laplace in his Ce-

lestial Mechanics, how thelawsof the motion ofa point may

he deduced from those of their equilibrium : we shall see in

the sixth chapter thai the laws of the motion of any system

of bodies may be reduced to those of their equilibrium ;

if P Q R are given in functions of the coordinates, then

by integrating twice we obtain x y z in a function of the

time ; two constant arbitrary quantities are introduced by

these integrations ; the first depends on the velocity of the

point at a given instant, the second depends on the po-

sition of the point at the same instant : ifxt/z came out

respectively = a./" (/), (^), the point will move

ill a right line, the cosines of the angles which it makes

with xi/z=.

a b ^

constant quantities ah c depend on the nature of the func-

tionJ (/% if/ (^) = ^ dien ah c represent the uniform ve-

locities parallel \.o xy z^ and the uniform velocity of the

point = ’\-b^ +c* ; if̂
; a be are proportional

to the accelerating forces parallel to a h and the

point will move with an uniformly accelerated motion re-

presented by ^ a^+ b^+c^; if a:=a'. f{t) -J- fi' F (^); y=i

cy (/) + d. F (/), z = ey (/) + g. F (/), the path of the

point will be a curve, however it will be of single curva-
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tion ;
for by eliminating / we obtoin an equation of tlie

form + Czszo, which is that of a plane

;

the simplest case of this form is xzza!t-\-Vt\

zzze'i+g't^

;

eliminating^ between the two first equations

we shall obtain an equation of the second order between x

and^, which is evidently a parabola from the relation

which exists between the coefficients of the three first

terms. Ifjr = ^ = F{t)zzz all the points in

the curve will not exist in the same plane. The law of the

force being given, the investigation of the curve which this

force causes to be described, is more difficult than the

reverse problem of determining the force, velocity, &c. the

nature of the curve being given, as the integrations which

are required in the first case are much more difficult than

the differentiations which determine the force and velocity

in the second. It may be remarked here, that the num-

ber of the equations of condition of the motion of a mate-

rial point is necessarily less than three ; for if there were

three equations of condition between the coordinates

it is evident that if these equations were independent of

the time, their resolution would give particular values for

each of the coordinates, •/ the point could not move ; and

if the equations contained the time the values oi x y z are

given in a function of the time, so that the motion of the

point being determined a priori by the equations of con-

dition, it cannot be modified by any accelerating force ; if

there were more than three equations of condition their

simultaneous existence would imply a contradiction.

(z) As Sx Sy Sz are arbitrary they may be assumed = to

dx dy dz respectively, in which case we have

d. — dx+d. ^ dy+d. ^dz = + Q + R *

;

dt dt dt

•/ by integrating = C + 2/ (Pdx-\-Q.di/-\-

Rrfs) ; if this integral —f{xy s), then w" = C+ /( r »)
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let A be the velocity corresponding to the coordinates

a h Cy then =: C 2/ (a d c)y •/ v' — A® = 2^ (.r j/r)

2f (a b c)y /. e. the difference of the squares of the ve-

locities depends on the coordinates of tlie extreme points

of the line described, •/ is independent of the line de-

scribed
; so that when the point describes a curve, the

pressure of the moving point on the curve does not affect

the velocity. The constant quantity C depends on the va-

lues ofuand of^ ^ s: at any given instant ; when the moving

point describes a curve returning into itself, the velocity

always the same at the same point, and if the velocities of

two points ofwhich one describes a curve while the other de-

scribes a right line, are equal atz= distances from the centre

offeree atanygiven instant, they will be equal at all othei~

distances
;
if the force varies as the power ofs the distance

from the centre, then

and 2dv, vzz («+l). s^dsy by erecting in the line drawn

from the centre ordinates =1 to 5"*, the resulting figure

will represent the square of the velocity, when n is positive,

this figure is of the parabolic species, when it is negative it

will be of the hyperbolic species; if IVa: + Q,d^ + Rr/.::

be an exact differential, then = and
di/ dx dx dx

P Q R must be functions of a; ^ independently of the

lime; now if the centres to which the forces were directed

had a motion in space, the time would be involved, and

•/ Vdx + Qd^ + ^^dx would not be an exact differential

;

ifP Q R arose from friction or the resistance of a fluid, the

equation Pdx -f- Qdj/ -f- Rr/;y would not satisfy the pre-

ceding conditions of integrability, for as in such cases

P Q R depend on the velocities~^ Pdx + Qdy -f
dt dt dt

Kdz cannot be an exact differential of x y x considered as

independent variables, consequently in order to integrate,

we shoulil in the expression Pdx Qdy -f- Rr/^ substi-

tute for these variables and their differentials their values

P P
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in li I unction of the time, which supposes that the probleiu

is already solved, •.* when the point to wdiich tlie force is

directed is in motion, or when the force arises from fric-

tion or resistance, the velocity involves the time and

Pfix + Qr7y + is not an exact differential. When
a point moves in a right line, the velocity is = to

the element of the space ~ded by the element of the

time, i. e. v = ^ +^7/y^ -f

(If

curvilinear motion, for if P Q R should suddenly cease,

the velocity in the direction of each coordinate is uniform

and zn — respectively : therefore r the velocity of
,

(it (it (it
^ ^

the point will be uniform and its direction rectilinear,

/. r. r = —= ^ ; the rectilinear direction
(It \if

is that of the tangent, for if A, R, C, denote the angles

which this direction makes with a* y;:*, we have

. ds * (Lr , ds
v» cos. A =— . cos. A =z — ; and v cos. 13 =— • cos.

(if (it (if

(fu ds d^ A d.r n
13 x\ cos. C = —.cos, C. = — • • cos, A=: — , cos. 13

(it (if dt (is

=r COS. C = ^ which arc the expressions for the
(is ds

^

angles, which any tangent makes with the coordinates,

the tangent coincides witli the line along which the point

would move if P Q R should suddenly cease.

If the point moves on any curve whatever, the centri-

fugal force =-, see Notes, page 1-28, and as this force acts

in the direction of a normal to the curve, if all the accele-

rating forces which act on the point be resolved to two, of

which one acts perpendicularly to the trajectory, and

the other in the direction of the tangent, the rcsul-
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tant of the first of tliese forces and of is the entire
/• •

pressure of the point on the curve, and the resistance of

the curve is an acceleratin<r force = and contrary to this

resultant, denoting the normal force by L, if A', B', C', be

the angles which it makes vvitli x }j ss respectively; by the

Notes to page 431, we have rz P+ L cos. A',~-

=

Q+ cos. B- '^=ll+L COS. C'; but since the normal

is perpendicular to the tangent vve have ~ cos. A' +
(Is d s

cos. B' . cos. C' = we have also cos. ^A'+ cos. ^B'
(Is

4-cos.‘C'= l, ‘/between these five equations we can elimi-

nate A' B'C'L, and the resulting equation, which as of the

second order being combined with the equations of the tra-

jectory, which are given in each particular case, will de-

lermiiiC the coordinates x ?/ in a function of the time
;

if the three preceding equations be multiplied by dx dy

d.:: respectively, and then added together, we obtain

(cos. A'

^/a’-J-cos. B'. r/j/+ cos. C'. (I::) as the latter part of the se-

cond member = o, we have, by substituting for the first

member its value, ( = F,dx + Q^dy -f- lixlx

;

•/
dr

zz Q.— + ll.— /. e, the accelerating force
dt^ ds^ (Is ds

resolved in the direction of the tangent, is equal to the se-

cond differential coefficient of the arc considered as

a function of the time, which is an extension of what

has been established in Notes, page 430 ;
it likewise ap-

pears that the force in the direction of the tangent is

totally indejiendent of L ;
and also that when there is no
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s
accelerating- force, — = o. It appears from what has

been just established, that w'hen the equations of condition

of the motion of the material point are independent of the

time, the resultant of tlie forces which are equivalent to

the equations of condition is normal to the curve de-

scribed by the point, for in thatcase P'rfj:+QV/^+ RW;r= o;

P' Q' ir bein^ the resultant of these forces resolved

parallel to respectively; but if these equations

are functions of the time P'da: + QV/y + is not

= 0. If V denotes the resultant of all the accelerating

forces which act on the point, and the 0 angle which

this resultant makes with the normal, V cos. 0 ex-

presses the resultant resolved in the direction of the nor-

mal, and when the curve described is of single curvature,

—+ V cos. 0. expresses the entire pressure = L; ^ +
7' 7

'

P. ^ -p Q. -/if the equation of the trajectory be given,

and also the values of P, Q, in terms of x ?/, we can deter-

mine V, and •/ L, and substituting for L this value,

cl^X • • .

ill the expressions for &c. we mightby integrating,

determine the position of the point at any given moment,

and also its velocity. As the coordinates are arbitrary, ifwe
make one of them to coincide with the normal to the curve,

denoting by A', B', the angles which the radius of the oscu-

lating circle makes with the normal and with the coordi-

nate, which is in the plane of the tangent, and by w, w, /,

the angles which V, the resultant of all the forces, makes

with the three coordinates, the force expressed by

— resolved parallel to these coordinates = — . cos. A,—.
7' r r

cos. B, —. cos. 90®
; and V resolved parallel to these

coordinates = V cos. w, V cos. w, V cos. /, and as

A 711 denote the inclination of the radius of curva-
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V*
Hire, and of V to the normal, — . cos. A + V cos. m ex-

r

presses the pressure of the point on the surface, V cos. ?i

1)^ • .

+—, cos. 90° expresses the force by which the point is

moved
; •/ V cos.Z + —• cos. B = the motion perpendicu-

lar to the tangent= 0 ; hence, ifV / v and ;* were given, we

might determine B and v^he inclination of the plane ofthe

osculating circle to the tangent plane, and when there is no

accelerating force, cos. B = o, /. e. B= 90, or the plane

of the osculating circle is at right angles to the surface

— , cos. Bzz— sine of the inclination of plane of oscu-
;• r

lating circle to the plane which touches the surface.

(aa) Let the perpendicular distances of the given points

from the plane which separates the two media = a, a\ if

through these two points a plane be conceived to pass per-

pendicular to the plane surface which separates the media,

and if the line described be supposed to be projected on

this plane, then, since the extreme points of this line are

given, a a’ the perpendicular distances of these points

from the separating plane will also be given ; and also c the

intercept between these perpendiculars reckoned on this

plane, let jr, denote the angles which the projection of

the line on the perpendicular plane makes with the per-

pendicular to the separating plane at the point, where

the projection of the line described meets the separating

plane ; then wre have evidently c = a tang, a; + a' tang,

j/, if;^ denotes the perpendicular distance ofthe point where

the ray of light meets the separating plane from its pro-

jection on the perpendicular plane, andj/y the distances

of the given points from this plane, we have evidently

s/ = -/ but as the den-

sity of the two media through which the light passes.
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lliougli (lilFereiit, tVoiii one to the other, is uniform for eadi

oftliein respectively; n n' the velocities in those media

will be Liiiiforni, \\fv d s = 7i^ is the part of the integral of

r d s which appertains to the first medium, and ?/ the

part of this integral which appertains to the second, coii-

.sc([nenlly by Note {hh)ny-\-n’ yf = f v d s is a minimum,

/. c. n. 4- is a mini-

cos. 'X cos. 'x'

nnnn with respect to .r, a-, .r', of these x x' are connected by

the eijuation c— a, tan. tan. a;'; •/in the first place the

difierential of the preceding function with respect to

du
,

fdi/ \
dij z di/ z fiz. n'z

i. e. /i. = o, but V ^+-7
-

dz dz dz y dz y y y'

= b, but as this equation cannot be satisfied unless z =
it follows, that the track of the luminous ray coincides with

the plane perpendicular to the plane separating the sur-

faces, and passing through the two given points ;
therefore

yny+nV = -_^L!L.4--^LZL- vvhich as it is a ininimurn,
cos. .x* cos.a'

./,/.sin..r.^^^, = 0,
but differentiatin.

the eejuation c = a, tan. x + a', tan. .x' we obtain

-* hence eliminating between these
cos.^lr cos.V ^ dx

two equations we find 71. sin. x— 7i' sin a*'; but x is the angle

of incidence, and .r' the angle of refraction, xidiosc sines

{ire therefore in a given ratio. If the ray ol light instead

of penetrating the second medium is reflected back, then

the velocity remains the same during the entire route, and

f V d s becomes rfds, which is by hypothesis a minimum :

therefore the track of the ray is the shortest possible,

consequently it makes = angles with the reflecting surface,

•/ the angles of incidence and reflexion are=.

i^bb) v^=C+ 2,f{Fdx+ Qdy+lldz) see page 432 \-vSv

= P8.X+ QSj/4- ll8;r, •/ substituting in the equation of page

1*31 ;
we have d. + Sv ~+ =

df dt dt
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ds. gw, now as ds=: dx'+ dif-\-ds^, =

^ 8 rfa: + S </« + ^.8<fc,and as it is iiuliflerent which

of* the characteristics r/ or S precedes the other; we have

S rfs=r. 8 ./s= d. (^Jil5±^llM±‘!lL^\-^.rd.'!£-
(U \ (it ) (It

8j/. — 8^ d-^ •/ 7\ 8 ds -f- 8i;. <'/.s' = 8 {vds) =

,
/r/j:. 8;:r+ r/7y 8//+^^-* \ *4. 4- -i

cl,
^

It
' / ’ re.^pect to

we have 8/‘ (u r/ 5) = C' +

.:!; when tlie extreme points of ihe Jiiic
dt

^

described by the point arc fixed, cx Sy 8^ arc = to cypher

at these points; •/ 8/’(tJw/6’)= o for C'evidcntly vanishes; */

f{p d s) is either a maximum or minimum : but it is evident

from the nature of the function /'(t? ds) that it is not a maxi-

mum; Iience of all curves which a point sollicitcd by the

forces P Q R, describes in its passage from one given point

to anotlier, it desciibes that in which 8. (t> d s)= o^ conse-

quently that in which v. ds is a minimum ; if there are

no accelerating forces v is constant, and f{v. ds) becomes

V. f d 5, / in this case the curve described by the moving

point is the shortest, and in consetjuence of the uniformity

ofthe motion the time will also be a miniinum : since ij'v. ds

=0,
is true in all cases in which Q^/y+ Ury;2: is an ekact

differential, it is true for all curves described by the ac-

tions of forces directed to fixed centres, the forces being

-H-l to functions of distances from them ; and if the form

of these functions was given, we could determine the species

of the curve described, by substituting for v its value in

terms of the force, and then investigating by the

calculus of variations the relation between the ordi-
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nates of the curve, which satisfies S (v£/s)= o. If the force

varied as — it would be easy to shew that tlie curve was

a conic section origin in the focus, if the force varied as s

the distance from centre, the curve described would be

also a conic section, origin being in the centre.

CHAPTER III.

j[a) In fact let ^denote the action which m the first ex-

erts on the second, if previous to the impact, n/ is actu-

ated byp and — p ;
the first m is employed in destroying

— Pj and to effect this it must employ a force = and di-

rectly contrary to — and therefore it will lose a force

= to p ;

(b) g the gravity must, however, be distinguished from

•UJ the weight, for g denotes the intensity of the power

as it exists in nature without any reference to the quantity

of matter put in motion
;
w denotes the force of gravity

applied to the particular body under consideration, which

depends not only on the intensity of the gravity, but

also on the mass of the body on which it is exerted, so

that w is the resultant of all the forces of gravity acting

on each molecule, w is -h-1 to tw, the quantity of matter,

at a'given place, but to determine the value of w in diffe-

rent latitudes, we must take into account the intensity of

gravity, which varies from one place to another, •/ w = 7}tg

and as7«= t;d, to = v, (L g, v being the volume and d

the density.

(c) The reason why distilled water was selected as the

term ofcomparison was, that it was one of the most homo-

geneous substances, and the maximum of its condensation
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was easily ascertained, as it always obtained about

above the freezing point the centigrade thermometer.

{d) What is here stated does not in the least tend to

establish the exploded position of Des Cartes, that all

space was equally full of matter, for according to him, all

matter was homogeneous, and the subtle ether which was

diffused through the planetary regions was of the same

nature with other matter.

(<?) Since perpendiculars from any point in the direction of

the resultant of two forces, on the directions of the forces,

are inversely as the forces, it follows that as in this case the

resultant passes through the fulcrum, perpendiculars from

fulcrum on the directions of the composing forces, are in-

versely as the forces.

{/) In general it may be remarked that the w/io/e force

necessary to perform any work is not diminished by the

application of the mechanic powers, their use is either to di-

minish the force applied at once by lengthening the time, or

to shorten the time, by increasing the force applied at once.

(g) This will immediately appear from Notes to Chap-

ter II, for V the resultant resolved parallel to the axis

(as ,v = p. cos. p being the

projection on the plane of .r r/) V. and this

force resolved in the direction perpendicular to p i, c.

in the direction of

p S = —(p« cos. ;//— A). ^ ~ (p. cos. i//— A), sin, xp,

u p u

in like manner V when resolved parallel to the axis of y,

and then perpendicular to p or in the direction of pdxp

zz ~ (p, sin. xp— B). cos. xpy • • the efficient part of V re-

71

solved in the direction of the element p S xp =

—J(p. sm.\p—B). cos. \P- ((/. cos.\p—A) sin. \P),
which as u*
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= (p. COS. t//— A)^+ (p. sin.t//— B)*+ (2;— C)*,and V

= — p. sin. \p {p. cos. A)+(). cos. ;// (p. sin.

—

B)is z=

to~. V' being the projection of the given
p \c\p/ p

force on the plane a:^,and/;a perpendicular from the axis of

p. V'
z on the direction ofV', and •/ —, the projected force re-

9
solved in a direction perpendicular to p, therefore we have

V'= the moment of the projection of V with

respect to the origin, but V.
(g^)

“ the sum

of moments of the composing forces, see page 410 .

’
(g) It appears from the expression p» V' that the mo-

ment of a force may be geometrically represented by

means of a triangle, whose vertex is at the point, and

whose base represents the intensity of the force ; and if

X, Y indicate the force V, resolved parallel to the axes of

respectively, X= Y=V^. and these

forces resolved respectively perpendicular to p, are

’ their differc
\ u / p \ u J p

p.V'

_ Y.r-Xj/_

9 .

(/i) Hence ifeither p or V', van ish the moment is=: to Oy

and as the projection of the area of a plane curve on

another plane, is equal to this area multiplied by the cosine

of the angle contained between the two jilaries, it follows

that the moment of the forces relative to any axis inclined

to the greatest moment is equal to the greatest moment
multiplied into the cosine of this inclination.

(i) If5 = the inclination oftwo planes of the moments H
and Vo,or which is the same thing, the inclination oftwo per-

pendiculars to these planes ; and if by b'y b”y represen t

the angles which these perpendiculars make respectively with
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til reerectanp[ular axes, cos.‘sz=cos.«. cos. i+cos.rt'. cos.^'+

cos, d’ cos. U'
;

•.* when 5= 90, this function = o
;
we have

also cos. ^a+ cos. 1 ; cos. *Zi+ cos. ^^'-{-cos.

= 1 ; •/ if represent the projections of the given

moment H on three rectangular planes, xy^ x %y y we
have = H. cos. «, = H. cos. = H. cos. a" ;

in like manner we have Vo= H. cos. 5 = H. cos. a. cos. b

+ 11 cos. a', cos. Zi'+H. cos. cos. = cos. b + Vy^.

cos. Vyyy. cos. ; •/ if we know the projection of the

greatest moment on any three rectangular planes, we have

its projection on any plane whose inclination to those is

given ; in like manner, if Vq, Vq;; represent the projections

of H on two planes rectangular to each other and to the

plane of projection of h, hf hj‘ being the an-

gles which perpendiculars to these planes make respec-

tively with xy we have Voy= V^. cos. b^+ Y^^. cos. b/+
Vyyy. COS. b/“f Vo = Vy. COS. b„+Yj. COS. t^'+Y^ cos. b,/'y •/

it follows, that V/+V/ + = Vo^ + + Vo/ ; hence

it appears thatV/+V/+ is independent ofthe direction

of the three perpendicular planes of projection, and Vo=
^V/+V/+ V,/— Vo/— Vo/; a maximum and=
Hi.e. V V/+ Vy/ when Voy=:o,Vo/,=o, -/this constant

quantity is the value of the maximum moment, and V^ =
Vo. cos. rt, V„= Vo cos.a', Y^^^zzYq. cos. a", •/ cos. a =

V,

^V/+V/+V„/ V V.,/+V/ + V,,

=, cos.a''=

‘I'

;

• • if we know the moments with re-

vv/+v,;-+v,/
spect to three rectangular planes arbitrarily selected, we

have the value of the principal moment, and also its posi-

tion ; and if on perpendiculars to each of these three

planes, lines be assumed respectively -H-1 to the projec-

tions of the moments on these planes, the diagonal of the

parallelopiped, of which, the;^e three lines are the sides, re-

presents the maximum moment in quantity and direction.
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{k) Therefore it appears from Note {i) there will be an

equilibrium, if the principal moment and the resultant ofall

the forces = cypher respectively ;
ifthere is a fixed point in

the system, the resultant of all the forces is destroyed by its

reaction ; if there is no fixed point the resultant V must

vanish, but this cannot be the case, unless each of the

forces X Y Z respectively vanish ; as Xj/— Ya;= V^, so it

might be shewn that Za;--X5r= V/y ; Y;::— Zy= V^^, ; but as

these three equations obtain at the same time, we have by

multiplying the first by Z, {see Celestial Mechanics, page

89,) the second by Y, and the third by X, and then add-

ing them together V^Z-1-V,^Y+ V^^^X=o, this is the =n of

condition, which must be satisfied when the forces have

aft unique resultant ; if X Y Z are = respectively to cy-

pher, then the forces are reducible to two respectively =,
but not directly opposed to each other.

{1) It is evident from what has been established in Notes

(g) (//) of this Chapter, that generally the sum of the three

composing forces, parallel to the three rectangular coordi-

nates, are S. 7ri S. 2. w. S. S 7}i S ;and

the sum of the moments projected on the three planes

may be expressed thus :

S « S
(,. (I) -^. (|))

! S. ». S.
^ (I)

- X
(I) I

;

^ S
^

case of equilibrium,

and that the point is fi'fee, these quantities are respectively

= to cypher
;

if the forces acting on the system be those of

gravity, S=S', = S-.a.c.|=|-=^, &c. the first three

(

os \
Sw,

and the last three become S. S j/ — ®*(^)- ^ ™ >
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S 7W.

j

and the three first compound a unique force= S. S m
i.e. the weight of the system, which is destroyed by the re-

action of the origin when it is fixed. If the origin of tlie

coordinates be a given point different from the centre of

gravity, and if C B A be the coordinates of the centre with

respect to this point i then S»2.(cr— A)= o; B)=o;
C)=:o when the origin isJixcd ; v we have A.S/;2=

27/20.’; B. 27/2=
27/2J/ ; 0. 2772=27/22;; hence knowing the

positions of the several bodies of the system with respect

to the axes of o:, t/, 2;, we can determine the coordinates of

the centre of gravity with respect to the same axes.

As(2(7/2j*))^ = 2(/w^.r^)+ 2 2
(
7777/2', ; and —a*')*

= 7/2?/2'.r^4-772 772 + 772 772".r* + 7/2 7/2"* + mVx''^+ &C.

2mm'‘ ocx '‘

—

2m' 772" x'x"—&c. = 2(7/2 m'x^)—22
(
7/2 /72

' .r.r')

;

and as 2(772.r*).27/2 = 2
(
772

*0;" ) -j- 2
(
7/2 772

'
0;*), 2(//7o;)* =

2(7/20;*)2/72 2/72 7/2'.r* 2772//2'(o; 0;')*+ 2(772772'o;*), a* =
(2/720;)* _ (2/72o;*) 2/72 ///'(o;—0;)*

2/72^ 2/72 (2/72)*
’

wc might obtain corresponding values for B* and

lienee it is evident that

2772.(o;*+y + >^^)_ :2.mm\{x'-^xf+ ( 7/'-j/)*+ {z'—zY
27/2 ' (27/2")

consequently if we have the distances of the several bodies

of a system from a given point and also their mutual dis-

tances from each other, we have the distance of the centre

of gravity of those bodies from the same point, and if the

same be given for three fixed points, the position of the

centre ofgravity in space will be obtained. Ifthe expression

2((a;

—

Ay+ (^y—B)"+ (-y+ C)*) be differentiated with re-

spect to xy z respectively, and the differential cocflicient

be then put = o, we shall have 2(j;—A)= 6>, 2(^—B) =
</, &c. this implies that the sum of the squares of the dis-

tances of the molecules from the point ABC is a minimum.
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and if these molecules are all equal to each other, and re-

presented by we have ^m{x—A)=o, —B)=o, &c.

• • A — Q _ ^mz
^

'Sim
’ "" Sm * S7n ’

consequently the centre of gravity of a system possesses

this property, namely, that the sum of the squares of the

distances of the points ofthe system from it, is less than for

any other point whatever. If several forces concurring in

a point constitute an equilibrium, and if at the extremities

of lines -rrl to and in the directions of these forces, be

placed the centres of gravity of = bodies, the common
centre of gravity of these bodies will be the point where

the forces concur ; for as the forces are represented by

lin<?s taken in their direction and concurring in one point,

if this point be made the origin of the coordinates, the sum

ofthe forces parallel to the axes of x y z are S(a-),S( y),2(^),

and by hypothesis they are = to cypher, 2(^), = o, S(y)

S(5f)=(7, i, e. since the bodies are equal S{nix)^S{??ij/\S{7nz)i

are zz to cypher, consequently the origin is in the centre

of gravity of a system of bodies of which each is equal to

w, ••• if to all the points of any body, forces be applied di-

rected towards the centre of gravity, and -H-l to the dis-

tances between these points and tlie centre of gravity,

these forces constitute an equilibrium ; it likewise appears

that when several forces constitute an equilibrium, the

sum of the squares of the distances of the point of con-

course of these forces from the extremities of lines -H-l to

these forces, is a minimum.

(jn) 'This principle was established first by a copious in-

duction of particular cases; it may be thus analytically an-

nounced, if S, S', S'', &c. represent the forces actuating

the several points of the system and Ss, 8s", &c. the

spaces moved over in the respective directions of these

forces, we have m S 8s + S' 8s' + m" S" 8s" -f-&c. = o

in the case of the ecpiilibrium of the system, the variations
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being subjected to the condition of the connexion of tlie

parts of the system.

—

{See page 411, and also Celestial

Mechanics, page 82.) It is also evident, that if the pre-

ceding equation obtains the system is in equilibrio ; for

suppose that while the preceding equatioi^ obtains the

points 7?2,7;i',?;2",&c.are actuated by the velocities w, t;', in

consequence of the action of the forces m S, m"S", &c.

which are applied to them, the system will evidently be in

equilibrio, in consequence ofthe action of these forces, and of

7)1 w' 7ii" v'\ &c. applied in a contrary direction, •/ St’,

&c. denoting the variations of the directions of the

new forces, we shall have from the preceding principle, 7nS.Ss

4-7«'S Ss'+7n'' S" wrSv—

7

wV8i/—?«V8u'',&c.zz

o, but the positive part of this equation vanishes by hypo-

thesis, •/ &c. = c?, if we assume

fivzzvdt, dv''=zv'(hi &c. as we are permitted to

do, we shall have z= o; v ==

x;'=zo, v" = 0
^ &c. ; /. e. the system is in equilibrio when 7n SSs

+7n' S'8s'+m" &c. =0
;

The condition of the connexion of the parts of the sys-

tem may be reduced to equations between the coordinates

of the several bodies, if «'=o, m''= o, &c. be these dif-

ferent equations, wc should add, as in page 4 1 2, A 8//, A' 8?/,

&c. to the function S/a. S 8s ; X, A', &c, being indetermi-

nate functions which should be determined in the manner

suggested in page 412, the equation given above then be-

comes o= '^}n S8s-f-SA Sic

;

in this case we may treat the

variations of the coordinates as arbitrary, and •/ put their

respective coefficients = o; which will give as many* dis-

tinct equations, and thus enable us to determine A A' &c.

and therefore 11 R' &c.

The six equations of equilibrium which were given in

page 422 may be deduced from the equation o=^?nSc/Sf

for if the bodies of the system are firmly united to eacli

other, their mutual distances dd'cFhc, are invariable, and
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v' (x"— a:)* + (
y'—i/y+{/^zy

<s/lx"-x'f+{y"-y'Y + (z"-z'Y

are constant, and therefore their variations = o; what-

ever suppositions satisfy these conditions, will also obtain

for the equation Sw. S 85, but these variations = o, from

either of two suppositions, namely, either from making

8:r= 8^'=Si;^&c. 8j/= 8y= 8/, &c. Sz=Sz'= Sz", &c.or

from making ScT =i/8c5, 8j/=— arSw 8a;'=y 8w,8y= — a:'8(7>,

&c. 8w being any variation whatever, as is evident from

making these suppositions in the variations oft/, t/', d"^ &c.

in the first case it is evident that these substitutions make

VI S. ^

+

7n'S' !- + + &c. = 0 ; t. e.

d^v cx cx

'2mS^z= o, ; 'Sim S. = o
; which imply that

cx cy cz

in the case of the equilibrium of a system of bodies, the

sum of the forces of the system resolved parallel to the

axes of a; ^ 2; are = to cypher. By substituting the other

values of 8a’ 8j/ &c. which satisfy the condition of the inva-

riability of the distances of the bodies of the system, in the

equation o S8s, we obtain oi=SwS. ( y ^-

—

V " 8a: h

and by changing the coordinates x, x\ a", &c, or j/,y,y,

&c. into Of, &c. we shall obtain 0 =: SwS
|

""

' ©I • “ =

the three other equations of the equilibrium of a system,

indicating that the sum of the moments of the forces, pa-

rallel to any two axes, which would cause the system to re-

volve about the remaining axis, are respectively equal to

cypher
; if the origin of the coordinates was fixed and at-
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tached invariably to the system, tlie forces parallel to the

three axes will be destroyed by the reaction of the

fixed point, so that the three last equations are those

which remain to be satisfied ; in this case the resultant of

all the forces which act on the body, passes through

the fixed point, and therefore is destroyed by its

reaction. If there are two points fixed in the system

there is only one equation of equilibrium, namely,

that which expresses that the sum of the moments of the

forces, which would make the system revolve about the

line connecting the fixed points as an axis, is equal

to cypher; in general the number of equations of

equilibrium is equal to the number of possible motions

which can be impressed on the system, or to the least num-
ber of indeterminate quantities.

{()) Perhaps it would be more accurate to say, that there

were three kinds of equilibrium, namely, stable, unstable,

and neutral, in the last the body is in a state of indif-

ference, and has no tendency either to recover its pri-

mary position, or to deviate more from it ; it is evident that

it only obtains when the equilibrium exists under

a continued change of position, a homogeneous sphere,

or a cylinder whose axis is horizontal, floating in a fluid,

are instances of this species of equilibrium, for they have

no tendency to maintain one position in preference to

another .— See Note (A) Chapter IV, and Notes (/) (^•)

Chapter V.

tt It
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CHAPTER IV.

(a) By NoteSf page 41 1, it appears that when the fluid

is at rest, and •/ each molecule at rest, the resultant of

all the forces, by which it is actuated, must be at right

angles to the surface on which it exists ;
for it follows

from the perfect mobility of the particles of fluids,

that when a fluid mass is in equilibrio, each constituent

molecule of the fluid must also be in equilibrio. When a

molecule exists on the surface of the fluid, the resultant of

all the forces by which it is actuated, must from what

is already established, be perpendicular to that surface ;

a molecule in the interior of the fluid mass is sub-

jected to two distinct actions, one arising from the forces

which solicit it, and the other from the pressure produced

by the surrounding particles ; and the entire pressure at any

point arises from the combined action of the two. If a

fluid mass, ofwhich the molecules are solicited by any acce-

lerating forces whatever, be in equilibrio, when contained

in a vessel, which is closed on every %\Aq\ and if the equili-

brium would cease to exist if an aperture was made in the

side of the vessel, it is necessary in this case, that the

pressure exerted on the sides, should be perpendicular to

them, as otherwise the resistance of the surface would not

destroy the pressure; the intensity of this pressure

in general varies from one point to another, and de-

pends on the accelerating forces and on the position of

the point; with respect to those fluids, which are termed

elastic, they may indeed press on the sides of the vessel in

which they are enclosed, though no motive forces act on

the particles, or without any pressure urging the surface

of the fluid ; for as they perpetually endeavour to dilate

themselves in consequence of their elasticity, this gives
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rise to a pressure on the sides of the vessel} which is always

constant for the same fluid} and depends in general on

the matter of the fluid, its density and temperature.

(i) By considering each molecule as an indefinitely

small rectangular parallelopiped, we are permitted to sup-

pose that the pressure accelerating forces and density ofeach

point of any one of its surfaces are the same ; we also can

thus express the fact of the equality ofpressure which is the

fundamental principle from which the whole theory of

their equilibrium may be deduced
; let jo denote the mean

ofall the pressures on any side, // the corresponding pres-

sure on the opposite side, p the density, P, Q, R, the acce-

lerating forceswhich solicit the molecule, resolved parallel

to the three coordinates of the angle of the parallelopipe<l

next to the origin ; then dx dy dz represent the dimen-

sions of the parallelopiped, and p being a function of xy s,

we have Sp = Sx + Sy -p j now the paral

lelopiped, in consequence of the pressure to which it is sub-

jected, will be urged in the direction of x by the force

{p^—p)> dy, dz^ but as p'—7? is the differential of p, taken

on the hypothesis that x only is variable, we have p'

— p = dx\ •:{p-"*p)- dy,

(we have taken — , &c. negatively, because they diminish
dx

the coordinates) ; but p being the density of the mole-

cule, its quantity of matter = p. dx. dy, dz. and its mo*

tiveforce arising from P, = p P. dx dy dz\ the force with

which the molecule is solicited in consequence of the ac-

tion of this force and ofthe pressure, both of which act on

the molecules = ^p P — similar equa-

tions may be obtained for the forces parallel \.oy and r.
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(c) By hypothesis the molecule is in equilibrio, there-

fore in consequence of what is established in Notes, page

430, we have

I
p R— I*

. /, c. 8p=p(P.8a?+Q. 8j/+ R. S^) ; as

is an exact variation, the second member must be so like-

wise, therefore

d, p p.Q ^
(1. p. P d. p, R ^

ri. p. R d. p. Q
dy dx ^ d% dx * dy dz

and multiplying the first of these equations by R, the se-

cond by — Q, and the third by P, we obtain by expanding,

p. R«^P
I

R. P. dp Rp. RQ. dp
^ p. Q, dP

dy dy dx dx ^ dz

Q.P.dp_ pQ.(7R RQ.rfp
^

pP. rf.Q_^ RQ.gp_pRrfR
dz dx dx * dz dz dy

^ RP. d
p^ reducing all the terms of which Sp is a foctor

to one side, and adding them together, w^e obtain

fR.rfP R. rfQ Q. dP Q. dll P. dQ P. f/R

dy dx dz dx dx dy

RP_^R^_^QP_ R Q P Q
1

RP'
\ s„—

-K dy dx dz dx dz dy *

1 op Uy

therefore by concinnating

dz
Q. ^ + R^-

dz dy

jydR^^dR— XT

dy dx
r<^Q_

when this equation is satisfied, the equilibrium obtains

though p remains undetermined. But if the relation in-

dicated by this equation does not obtain between the forces

P, Q, R, the fluid will be in a perpetual state of agi-

tation whatever figure it may be made to assume
;
and if

P Q R be functions of the coordinates, p(P8^* + QSy
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RS-?) can be integrated by the method of quadratures, by

means of which we can find the value ofp for any given

point, and •/ the force with which any side of the vessel is

pressed ; but though the equilibrium be impossible when
the equation of condition is not satisfied, it does not follow

that when it is satisfied that the equilibrium will obtain ;

for in most cases this fluid must assume a determined fi -

gure depending on the nature of P Q R. Likewise though

in the state of equilibrium all the molecules in the same

strata have necessarily the same density, and experience

the same pressure, the converse is not true, for in homo-

geneous incompressible fluids p is constant, in those sec-

tions of the fluid in which neither nor

Sp never = o, if the fluid be elastic, because p being a

function ofy;, if the density has a finite value, p can never

vanish.

{(1) If the fluid be free at its surface, •/ if d.v Sj/

belong to the surface we havec> = PSa:-j-QS^+ R&= Ar/w,

7^ being the equation of the surface, and X a function of

xi/z
;
therefore the resultant of P Q R must be perpendi-

cular to those parts of the surface in which the fluid is free,

for in this case

P Q R

arc the cosines of the angles which the resultant of P Q R
makes with the axes of .v 1/ z, but as PS.r + QS^+ RS^ zi

XSu they express also the cosines of the angles winch

the same axes make with the normal, •/ the normal

coincides with the resultant ; this coincidence of the

normal with the resultant is a condition which imist

also be satisfied to insure the equilibrium; by means

of it we can determine in ejich particular case, the fi-

gure corresponding to the equilibrium of tlie fluid; if for

instance there is only one attractive force directed towards

a fixed point, the form of the surface will be spherical.
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the fixed point being the centre of the sphere
;

(if this

point be at an infinite distance the sphere degenerates into

a plane,) for in this case [x—a) dx: + {

y

—b)dy +
9 ^

{z—c),dz^ = F. dr \ ah c are the coordinates of the centre,

to which F the force is directed, and ifthe origin ofthe coor-

dt) F
dinates bein the centre, we have —iscdx ydy-\- sdz),

9

if the density p is constant, ora function ofjo, the equation

ofeach stratum of level becomes a;* =z C, which

belongs to a sphere of which the centre coincides with the

point ofcommon reunion of the directions of all the forces.

When arise from attractive forces, as

is’ stated in the text, it must be an exact variation zz

we have Sp = p. consequently as —^zzS^, p must be a
9

function of /?, therefore will be a function of p, and they

will be same for all those molecules in which the value of

is given, i, e, for molecules of the same strata oflevel ; and

for a fluid in which (p varies, an equilibrium cannot take

place unless each respective stratum be homogeneous, for

in this case p and •.* p is constant ; for surfaces in

which p is constant Sp = o, therefore for such surfaces

P. 8a7+ Q. S^+ R- 8^ = o, and the resultant coincides with

the normal. The integral of o=pS^ is a constant arbitrary

quantity, w'hich indicates that the given equation 0=C ap-

pertains to an indefinite number of surfaces differing from

each^ther by the value which is assigned to this quantity ;

in the equation 0 z= C, dtp evidently z=o, (p is either a

maximum or minimum^ and generally when PSa;+QS^+
RS5? is an exact variation, p is a function of^, •.• the equa-

tion SjD—p. z= o, indicates that in the state of equili-

brium, there is a function of p and xyz^ which is either a

maximum or minimum. If this quantity be increased by

insensible gradations, wx shall have an indefinite number of
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siuTaces, distributing the entire mass into an indefinite se-

ries of strata constituting between any two strata what have

itvmei. strata level : the law of the variation of

density p in passing from one stratum to the consecutive

one, is altogether arbitrary, as it depends on what function

of 0, p is, but this is undetermined. It appears, therefore,

from what precedes, that there are two cases in which ip =
o, when it is at the free surface, in which case^ vanishes

of itself, and also when p is constant, z. e> for all surfaces

of the same level ; when the fluid is homogeneous, the

strata to which the resultant of the forces is perpendicu-

lar, are necessarily of the same density
; when the fluid is

contained in a vessel closed on every side, it is only neces-

sary that all strata of the same level should have the same

density
; in elastic fluids it never could happen that p

should vanish, or that P8j'-l-QSj/+RS2r = o, therefore un-

less the fluid extends indefinitely into space, so that p may
be altogether insensible, it cannot be in equilibrio except

in a vessel closed on every side.

(d) In the case of our atmosphere p is observed to be

•f=-l to p i. e. p "=1 Jc depends on the temperature and

matter of the fluid, by substituting for p in the equation

ipzzpi(fi we obtain ip:=z^^S^ *.• by integrating log. p + C
k *

because when the temperature and matter is given, k

0
k

is constant, by making C = to log. E, we obtain 77 = E^r ,

since p and p are functions of 0, they will be constant

for each stratum of level, but the law of the variation of

density is not arbitrary as in the case of incompressible

fluids, for the equation p
E ^

2=:—. c ^ determines the law;
k k

if the matter of the fluid remaining homogeneous the tern-
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perature should vary, k will be a function of the variable

temperature, but in order that should be an exact

variation, k and consequently the temperature should be

functions of 0 ;
these functions are arbitrary, hence when

the fluid is in a state of equilibrium, the temperature is arbi-

trary though uniform for each stratum ; ifthis law was given

we could integrate from which we could infer the law
tc

of the densities and pressures by means of the equations

p E f
pzzEe *&c.

’ {e) Let the horizontal surface of the quiescent fluid be

the plane of the coordinates of .r, j/, the axis of z is in this

case vertical, which is also the direction ofg the accelerat-

ing force of gravity; hence xy are = o, and R zrgin

the equation given in page 452, and then S/? becomes =
p. gfe, pzz pgz^ since p zz o when at the surface of the wa-

ter where 2no, there is no constant; calling h the height of

any level above the pressed surface, and A the area of the

pressed surface, since all the points are equally pressed, and

the pressure on each unit of the surface n jo, 11 the pres-

sure on the entire base z= A,pzzp,g?i A, hA = the volume

of a cylinder whose base = A and height that of the level

of the water, and pgh, A is the weight of a corresponding

cylinder of water, *.• whatever be the shape of the vessel,

provided the base and height of the water above the base

remain the same, the pressure which the base experiences

from theincumbentfluid, remains the same, we suppose in

this case that the fluid is in a vacuo, otherwise ji^doesnot va-

nish when zzzoy and we must have at the surfacep'= p.^or,

this is the pressure due to the atmosphere, or to any force

which acts equally on all the points of the horizontal sur-

face.
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^ The pressure on each point pgz. tt = p w, ir ex-

pressing one of tfaei!qaal elements of the base> into which

the pressed sur00lid i<|ed> and as the pressure of all

the elements to each other, their resultatii^

is. obtained by taking the integral of ir extended to

the entire .ar^ tl>is integral is = to A«;, A denoting

the area 6f pressed surface, and z, the distance of

tlie centre of*;^Vavity of this surface from the plane of

the level of fluid ; from this it appears that the

pressure depends only on the extent of the pressed

surface, and on the depth of its centre ofgravity below the

level of the fluid, therefore if this surface was supposed to

revolve about its centre of gravity, the pressure which it

experiences will remain the same.

It is easy to estimate the lateral pressure of a fluid in a
vessel whose bides are perpendicular to the base, for as the

pressure is propagated equally in every direction, the pres-

sure ofeach molecule is -H-l toils distance from the horizon-

tal surface of level, hence it is easy to shew that the entiro

lateral pressure in such a vessel is equal to the weip^tt of a
triangular prism of water, whose altitude is that of the

fluid, and whose base is a parallelogram, one side ofwhich
is equal to the altitude of the vessel, and the other side to

nts perimeter. -
j

What precedes suggests a method of finding the centre

ofpressure of a fluid, this centre is that point to which if a
equal to the whole pressure were applied, but in a

'^ntrary direction, it would keep the surface at rest, it is

^^lllfrefore the point where the resultant of the pressures of

^
the elements of the surface mjStQfs it, and as the pressures

elements are parallel forces, the point of applica-

^ this re8|yyMuH must be determined by the theo^.4f*the»

mOfUeots ofibese forces, v as ^gzrr denotes the pressure

incn|| of these elements with to

fltjiidi b eonsequcBi^js A )r.,beiiMli.^fe&dt!i.
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tanceofthe centre of pressure from tbe^ surface, •/ zs

which shews that this centre coincides with thatA
of percussion, hence if a plane surface which is

pressed by a liquid be produced to the surface of the

^quid, and their common intersection be made the axis of

auspension the centre of percussion will be the centre of

pressure ;—see Note (g), Chapter V. This centre of pres-

sure always lower than he centre of gravity except all the

points of the surface are equally pressed, in which case

they coincide.

(g) Let, as in page 352, P represent the weight of a

body in a vacuo, P' its weight in any fluid, V its volume, D
its^ density, n the weight ofthe displaced fluid, p its density,

and g the accelerating force of gravity, we have P=
V.Dg, n = VpG , P — n = P', eliminating V and 11, we

obtain
P

FTF
D

.—

«

p
Vi^hich equation gives the specific

gravity of the body with respect to the specific gravity

of the fluid it follows from what is stated in the text,

that two bodies which balance in air, aie not neces-

sarily of equal weight, unless they are constituted of the

same materials ; it follows likewise fiom this, that as

gVD — gVp = the motive force of a body existing in air,

by dividing this expression by V.D, the mass, the quote

- S- (p being the density of the air) represents

the accelerating force of a body in the ajr ; hence it apr

pears that the air retards the motion of bodies, both be-

cause it diminishes its acceleiating force, and also because

it piroduces a retarding force depending on the velocity

and figure of the moving body. When a bc^y floats

on the water, it actually exists iu two diflerent fluids, part

bfii)yginthe ab and the other part in the water; hence

rule for determining the specific gravities of
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bodied is ineorrect ; to correct the result we should sub«

tract the number expressing thespecilic gravity of the air,

from the two numbers expressing the specific gravities of

the body and fluid on w*hich it floats.

(k) A body, whether it floats on a fluid, or whether it

is entirely submerged, will be in equilibrio when it satisfies

the two followidg conditions, namely, when the jcentres of

gravity of the body and that of the part immersed, or of

that of the displaced fluid exist in the same vertical ; se«

condly, when the weight of this portion = that of the body
Itself; if the body is homogeneous and entirely submerged,

the two centres ofgravity coincide, and if its density is the

same with that of the fluid, it will remain suspended.

(0 The body being supposed to be in equilibrio in a

fluid, the plane of its intersection with the fluid, which is

termed the plane of flotation, will be horizontal, if it then

be raised or depressed in a vertical line, and then inclined

by an indefinitely small quantity 0 to the horizontal posi-

tion, and a plane parallel to the horizon being supposed

to be drawn through the centre of gravity of the first plane,

if Z be the distance of this plane from the present plane of

flotation of the fluid, the stability or instability of the fluid

depends on the circumstance of Z O9
which at the com-

mencement are supposed tp be very small, remaining al*

ways so.

u being the variable velocity of any element dm of the

mass of the body,/ u* dm = C+2^ expresses the sum of

the living forces, wh§re 0 depends on the forces of gravity,

ai^d on the vertical pressures which the fluid exerts on all

the points of the surface of the body which are submerged

ijiuder the water; but as the resultant of the motive

forces, which are equal for each molecule, to the weight

oF an equal molecule of the water, is the same as

that of the vertical pressures of the fluid, if do he m
element of the volume of the body, corresponding to

Jm^ an leMment of its mass; the entire mo%e^ force
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luwrtemdiii the fluid acfd’^

therefore from what is estabUsiieci ifi ^page f sn

dm---/ssgp.dof V if represent the distance of the

centre ofgravity of the entire mass M9 frem the homontal

plaite^ we shall have /zg.dmisg.^z^dmszgMfit^^ /itigp^^

cousins of two distinct patts^ one ^
V, the part ofM which is beneath the 0r%mal ^tion of

the body in its second position, it •/ = being the

variable distance of the centre of gravity ofV from the

plane of flotation ; v if K represent the v^hie offzdv

taken in the limits of V, so that g.pK may be the second

part ofg./ zpdVi we shall have ^ ;

but if a be the distance between the centres of gravity 6f

M and V, in the second position of the body, this distance

reduced to the vertical ar a, cos. fl, •/ the difference be-

tween z, and is always = to this reduced distance, we

have Zj = Zjj =±: a, cos. 0, and •/ by substituting ^ s: dt=:

gpVflr. cos. 0—-gplC. Now it is not difficult to prove by

decomposing the area of the 01 iginal section into an in-

finite number of elements, 'and then projecting them on

the plane of flotation, ((quantities of the third and higher

orders being neglected,) that the value of K = p. to

f zdvznibZ.* cos. sin,*0. cos. 0 where i=the area of

the original section, and y =r fPdX^l being a perpen-

dicular from any point in the original section on the

intersectibn of the original section with the horizontal

one drawn through the centre of gravityi and dX

an element of the original section ; hence we obtain the

Value of 0 = =±2 g.pVa. cos. 0—| gpJ?.* cos. 0—fepy sin.

^0. cos. 0= (neglecting quantities of the third and higher

orders) cfcg^pVflrqpgpV^*

—

igpbl^^^igpy.B* •// uJ^dm +
g^y.dteVa). 0*+gp65*=C; 9gpVa being contained in the

vaIu0ofC; as 0*, are positive, it may be shewn as in

Not^Oj)|ige 381 that ify =±2 Vrt ft positive, the constant

ijrjU always so } and thb value C>f G de-
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dn itl ilie comvneiti^em^iiiof the

i^ion, it small quantity |
*

the sti^biUty of the e^illbriamdepends on -the sign of y=t=

Vtf, and it will be always stable when the ooeflicient is+at

the origin and during the entire duration of the motion

;

asfl^dk is itece$6arily4*9 if V<3r is also positive^ the coeffi-

cient is +, and the equilibrium is stable, but

from what has been established already Va is when the

centre of gravity of the enthe mass is lower than that of

the volume ofthe displaced water
; but if this latter centre

be the lower, then \a must be taken with a negative sign,

and in oidetr that 7

—

Va may be + it is necessaiy ihnl 7
should be>Va 5 but 7 varies with the position of the in-

tersection of the horizontal plane w^ith the oiiginal plane,

which passes through the centre of giavity of the original

plane, therefore in its revolution about this centre it must

assume different values, and if in that pait ofthe revolution

in which 7 is a minimum its value predominates over V^/,

it must do so in all other positions, and •/ 7—Y« will be

always positive ; e.g in a ship the line, relatively to which

7 oxfl^dX is a minimum, is evidently the line drawn from

the prow to the stern ; and if the area of its plane of flota-

tion be divided into an indeflnite number of elements, and

if the sum of all these multiplied into the square of their

respective distances from this line be greater than the pro-

duct of the volume of displaced water multiplied into the

distance of its centre of gravity from that of the vessel, the

equilibrium will be stable relatively to all the small oscilla-

tions of the vessel.

{k) When fluids communicate by means of a level tube,

the pressure of each is equal to a cylinder of the flui^ whose

base A the common horizontal surface, and wh^e alii*

tude the vertical height of the upper surface of « the re-
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spective fluids above the surface of cdnhidb'; hence if^s^ de-

note the specific gravities oftwo fluids and h h! their respect

live heights, we have sAAzzs'A'#; hence as we know 5', the

specific gravity of the air at the earth's surface relatively

to s that of the mercury in the barometer the ratio of 5^ to

s' gives the ratio of h to A' (the height of the homoge-

niogeneous atmosphere.) It likewise appears that all baro-

meters, whatever may be the diameters of their bores,

stand at the same height.

CHAPTER V.

(a) Let the masses of the two bodies A A' be repre-

sented by m and m', their velocities by v v', and let u be

the common velocity after the shockfv—u will be the velo-

city lost by A the body, whose velocity is the greater of the

two, and u—i/ will be the velocity gained by A' ; by hy-

pothesis —ii)+ ?7t'.{u—i;') represents the sum

of the quantities of motion previous to the shock, but in

consequence of the conditions of equilibrium —w)z=

m'{u—t/), •/ is what existed previously to the

shock; and it is evident from the preceding equation that

the common velocity u = ; if however A A'
^ nt+m'

moved in opposite directions with the velocities v v\ then

we would have = antt therefore

u « but this value may be' comprised in the first
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by attending to the.signfi of the velocities ; this eifect of

the mutual shock of the two bodies, is the same as if the

forces F F', whicli separately actuated m m' to make them

acquire the velocities 1? a/, were impressed on m and simul-

taneously, for the velocity communicated by F to w+w=
—

^ , and that communicated by F' =— and •/
vi+m' rn-Ym

the velocity ofm+m' arising from the combined action of

IT?/ . mV • I •

I and F =: r the sign being + or —
according as F, F' act in the same or in contrary direc-

tions; if m* has no motion previous to the shock i/= o and

u = ; •/ iCm' be very great relatively to w, this

quantity vanishes. This is the case with respect to all bodies

which impinge on the earth, and all points which are im-

moveable may be considered as bodies whose masses are

infinite relatively to the striking bodies; as in this case,

mv=:p/i-l-m')uy m loses by the shock a quantity of motion =
m'. which is that gained by m\ see Notes, page 440 ;

multiplexing the equation + w=/?^T;=±z/?^V, by and

then subtracting from botl|,sides + we
obtain mv^ //iV*— (»*+ rnf)u^ = +mV*

—

^u[mv'=ir.m^v')

+ c. wu* + TTiV*—7aV — viti^ := m[v—uY +
(//zfzi;')*. if the motion of a system of bodies experience

a sudden change, there results a diminution in the sum of

the living forces of all the bodies = to the sum of the

living forces which would 'arise from the velocities lost or

gained by the bodies.— Notes (5) (^) of this Chapter.

(Z>) In fact if the principle of D. Alembert be applied to

determine the circumstances of the impact pf two bodies

of any form whatever, this principle furnishes us in gene-

ral with but twelve equations between the unknown
quantities of the problem, which in the most general case

of it, are thirteen in number, the percussion which the
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boJics experience at the instant of the shock being con-

sidered as one of them; v there ^ire not a sufficient num-
ber of equations to determine these unknown quantities;

but the consideration of the compressibility of the two

bodies furnishes an additional equation, and thus renders

the problem completely determinate.

In order to prove what is asserted in page 279, let,

as ill the case of non-elastic bodies, v x! be the veloci-

ties of m m' previously to impact, they" may be as-

sumed respectively + —u)^ u—(ti—1>'), let V, V' be

the velocities of m m' after the impact, those being consi-

dered as positive which move in the direction of in

before the shock, and those as negative which move in

dll opposite direction, v will be always positive, but v' ic

V V' may be either positive or negative; let be deter-

mined from the eejuation m(v—n) = in^{ii— t/), il—
will be destroyed by the impact, but in consequence

of the perfect elasticity of w, in' they will be reflected

back with those destroyed velocities ; •/ V the entire

velocity of m after the shock = u— and V' that of

in\ =: —t/), •/ substituting for wits value

mv'j m'v'

m+ in'
’
we obtain

y__(w—7?/)

^ m+ m'

+ V—V'= W-l/, and if7K= 7m'

;

V= p'

;

\'z=v; we have also by ccnsciiinating inW^ + i}i'\'^ =
+ vi'] — V)+w/ 1;*+ wiV*. = inv^ +

((*,) In general when a body receives an impulsion in any

direction, it acquires two diflerent motions, namely, a mo-

tion of rotation, and a motion of translation, which are re-

spectively determined by the equations given in page 4t4',

when the three first equations vanish, the forces are reducible

to twp,= and opposite forces acting in parallel directions,

wjien the rotatory motion does not exist the instantaneous

forces have an unique resultant passing through the centre
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of gravity ; when the molecules ofthe body are solicited by

accelerating forces, these in general modify the two mo-

tions which have been produced by an initial impulse ;
if,

however, the resultant of the accelerating forces passes

through the centre of gravity of the body, the rotatory

motion is not affected by them, as is the case with respect

to a sphere and planets supposed to be spherical, but in

consequence of the oblatcness of these bodies the direction

of the accelerating force does not pass accurately through

the centre; •/ the axis of rotation does not remain accu-

rately parallel to itself, however the velocity of rotation is

not sensibly altered .—See Vol. II. Chapter VI-

(c) In order to determine the position, &c. of these axes,

it is necessary to determine the pressure on a fixed axis

which arises from a body revolving about this axis in con-

se<iuence of a primitive impulse ; for this purpose, if this

fixed axis be the axis of x y x being the coordinates of

(hn, io the angular vcloclt}^ and r the distance of (hn from

die axis of a''

;

the centrifugal force of die element r/;;/ is

• • ^ * 1 •

•H-l to rw* ;
for it is = to—- and T varying as - , it is

1 * w

proportional to the fixed axis is therefore urged per-

pendicularly to its length by the force rCo^dm^ and the re-

sultant of all such forces for the sum of the elements

or their two resultants, when they arc not reducible to one

sole force, expresses the entire pressure which the axis ex-

periences during the motion of the body, and as-^-^
, are

the cosines of the angles, which the direction of the force

rwMm makes with the axes of x and ofi/, xuj^dm, 7/iij^.d?u

represent the components of this force resolved parallel to

these axes, •// xCj^dm=.w^fxdm is the resultant of all the

forces parallel to the axis of a:, which integral is =
M being the mass of the body, and x^ the coordinate of the

centre of gravity parallel to the axis of or; and cx-

T T
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presses the resultant of the forces Crfy dm parallel to the

axis of 7/ ; if represent the respective distances of the

resultants w'Mj/,, from the plane of a?, j/, by

what is established in Notes page 428, w^e shall have

Mx^!s^= fxzdm^ = fyzdm^ by means of these

equations we can determine z„ and the intensities of the

forces which acting in the planes a: z, y z urge the fixed

axis perpendicularly to its length, ifz^^Zn the forces w^My^

are applied to the same point, and are •/ reducible

to one force, of which the intensity = which

therefore expresses the pressure on the axis of the body

;

now if the axis of z be supposed to be entirely free, i. e. if

the body is supposed to revolve in such a manner that the

centrifugal forces of the several points do not exercise any

pressure on the axis of rotation, and so that this axis has in

itself no motion of rotation, neither is it subjected to any

pressure ;
then, not only the moments of the forces which

would cause them to revolve about the axis of but also

the pressures on this axis are = to cypher, i, c, fx'z =
fyz dm'=.o^ fx dm zz. 0

^ fy dm=:o; from the two last it fol-

lows, that x^ y^ are irrespectively to cypher, therefore each

free axis must pass through the centre of gravity ; however,

it is evident from the two first, that an axis may pass

through the centre of gravity without being free, for

Co^fxdm = this cpiantity = o, when the origin is

in the centre of gravity
; but z^ the coordinate of its point

of application = is infinite, unless fxzdm is at

the same time equal to cy[)hcr.

In order to determine the position of the principal axis

of rotation, conceive a plane to pass through this axis per-

pendicular to the plane x y, and let 0 equal the angle

formed by the intersection of this plane with this principal

axis, and the angle between the axis of .r, and this in-

tersection
; now, if the position of an clement dm be re-

ferred to three coordinates x' 7/ z' of which the first is pa-
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l iillel lo the intersection above nientioiiccl, the second is jicr-

j^endicuhir to this intersection, and the third ^'is parallel to

the axis of then it is evident from the transformation of

coordinates that woiliave x' = x. cos. sin. = y
cos. ^ — X. sin. and consequently x" == x. cos.

\fj

cos. 0 + ?/. sin. \p, cos. 0 + sin. 0 ;
?/" = cos. 0 — x.

cos. \p, sin. 0— 1/, sin. if., sin. 0, ^os. \p— x, sin. \p, x'^,

<y'y bein^ the cooidinates of which tlie free axis is one;

therefore x'^//" =z — cos. 'xf^, sin. 2 O—^ i/^ sin. ^xp, sin 20

sin/20— aj/. bin. xp. cos. xp. sin. 2 0+ x.^ cos. xp, cos. 20

+j/2; .sin. xp. cos. 20 ;
.6-"^"= —.i -. sin. xp, cos. cos. 0 +

siji. i//. cos. p. cos. 0 + .vy. cos. O.(cos. 'i// — sin. -p)— x.^

^in. ;//. bin. 0-\-ijz cos. i//. sin. 0; */ substituting these values

iJi the equation
I'x^' l/'

cos. 20
= 0

/x".z'',d/u .

-7,-= ' t>y assuming
cos. 0 " ”

/\/ A^ /'f/(/^m =1:11, /’.;’ dm = ('
;
fwifdm = I ),

= K, \vc shall obt:iin the i’ollowing ecjuations,

f'5 — ]. Ian. 20 (A cos. 'p -I- l>. sin, "p — C) — 1) sin. p,

cos. p, tan. 20+ h]. cos. -p -j- !'• ‘^iu- P* ; — A) sin. p,

cos. i/^+ D(cos. '‘p— sin. ^p) * ^ J''. sin. p. tan, Oq-l*'. cos. p
taji. 0

;

by asbuniing tan. p— I the last ccjualion gives us

tnn. « = ,

(F— E/).bLC. 4,

im 0(1 = - 2(1’ -1-^0

I

IV+(A-U)/-I)1
,

‘ (f'—E/y.scc. [Di!^ +(A—Ii>—1)]^’

but l)v moans ol'llm first oq nation vve obtain

tan. 00 = 2(K +J'U-scc.
.

(H—C)/- 2D/+ A-C:

by cejuating these two valuc.s wc derive an ccjuation of the

tilth degree and divisible by see. ^p =z:l -|-^'; •/ / will be

iinally given by an equation of the third degree
;
therefore

for every body, there is either one or three real values of

/ = tan. p> and consequently of + and as

^ _ (A -11) sin. 2p -2\) co-s. 2p

2( f cos. p— h .sin. p)
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it is evident that we have always a real value for 0, and

thus by means of the angles \p and 0 we can determine the

position of a free axis for every body; but in point of fact,

the three roots of the cubic equation are real, and there-

fore there are three free axes belonging to every body ;

for if the axis of x be the free axis determined by that one

of the three roots which is given to be real, and if the axis

of X*' of which the position is determined by 0, was also

free, when these angles are always positive, the three roots

are real, and •/ then besides the axis of x” the axis of x is

also free; z”, x, i/^ representing the same as be-

fore, if X be a free axis we have/x ydm=2 \y= 0, fx z dmzz:

E = 0; consequently the axis of x^ will be also a free

axis, if the equationsf xydin fxzdrn respectively = 0, after

substituting for them D= 0, E= 0, give real values for \p

and 0, but these equations then become, o= F. sin.

tan. 2 0.(A cos. + B. sin. — C), o = F. cos.

tan. 0 — (A — B) sin. yp. cos. yp

;

these two equations of

condition must be satisfied when the axes of x and x^

are simultaneously free axes, but the last may be sa-

tisfied by supposing cos. i// = 0, or yp zz 90^, and sin.

\Pz=:\, By substituting this value in the first equation wc

obtain tan. 20= 2F
B—C’ which is satisfied by 0 or 0' = 0

+ 90 ; since \p = 90, and the jdanes xx\ x'x” are by hypo-

thesis per|)endicular to each other, the angle between the

axis of x" and the axis of x is also 90°, and therefore the

axis of X is perpendicular to the two others, and as 0'— 0

=90, it follows that every body has at least three axes in-

tersecting each other perpendicularly in their centre of

gravity. It is evident from the preceding analysis that

the values 0 \p are deduced by assuming/ := o ;

which it appears from the reality of tlie roots may obtain

without the equations y\r r/w= c;, fydmzzo, having place,

if these equations do not vanish neither nor y, will va-
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iiibli, but as by hypothesis, y* jczdm^fjj.^(I/n= 0 respectively,

will vanish; and the axis of rotation will experience

a pressure represented by applied at the

origin of the coordinates, see page 466 ; in this casctherc-

fore if the origin be fixed, the pressure arising from the

centrifugal forces will be destroyed ;
hence if the axis of

rotation for whichfy xdm=-o^ f z xdm-=.o^ be at liberty to

turn about the fixed point, the body will revolve about this

axis, as if it was fixed ; consequently it appears that a fixed

point being given in a body of any figure whatever, there

always exist three axes passing through this point, about

which the body may revolve uniformly, without any dis-

placement of these axes, and just as if these axes were al-

together immoveable, and these are the only axes which

possess this property, for supposing the body to revolve

about any other axis passing through the fixed point, this

axis would evidently experience a pressure, which would

not pass through the fixed point
; since then z' and

w^ould no longer vanish, if the axis was suddenly remit-

ted to revolve freely about the fixed point the pressure w ill

no longer be destroyed, therefore this force would displace

the axis of rotation and the motion would be deranged
;

it

appears from this that if a body impinge on another re-

tained by one sole point, its motion will be continued uiii-

J’orrnly, if it commences to revolve about one of the princi-

pal axes which intersect in this fixed point, in the same

manner as if the axis were fixed, in this case it is ne-

cessary that the percussion on the axis of rotatioji at the

commencement of the motion be reduced to one solc'force

perpendicular to this axis and passing through the fixed

point, for it is then counteracted by the resistance of the

fixed point.

This sum of the products of each molecule of the body

into the square of its distance from an axis is termed the

moment of inertia of the body with respect to that axis.
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If /*, r", denote the distcinces* of the element dm from the

axis of.r, /y, respectively, we haver = =
^ +z\ r" = +y/" the moments of inertia relatively

to z, arc J' r'^dm = (U-j-C)jyy^dm=(A+C),/r"^dm=
A+ B respectively, which are severally = Ma% Mr,
r;, />>, c, being the coordinates of the centre of gravity, and

besides these three ccjiiations between A, B, C, we have also

DzzOy Ezzo, Fmo
;
t, ?/, being free axes; relatively to any

other axis of which the position, with respect to the

plane xy^ is determined by Oand we have the moment of

inertia + =A.(sin. "i/z+ cos. sin. ‘0)+B
(cob.^i/^-fsin." \p, sin.^0)+Ccos. -0 = MF- ; for each axis situ-

ated in the plane oi'xy^ we havcO= o, and the moment of in-

ertia with respect to such an axis m A sin."i//+ B. cos."t//+ C
= AB/'/'’, */ M<'/‘ — M/;^^ = (B— A), sin. ‘'\p, Md" —
= (A — B). cos. "i//, = (A cos. B sin. "i//

— C, M/:- — M//r = (A cos. ''ip + B sin. ^\p — C). sin. ^0;

whatever, therefore, be the value of -p, or the posllioji

of the plane passing through the axis of x at right an-

gles to the plane r, j/, the dilierence between the mo-

ments of inertia relatively to a line which coincides with

the interscclit)!! of tljese plaiies and to any axis x" existing

in tlic peipenuicular pLme will be a maxi-

Dunn^ wlien 0= 0
, in wliich case the axis of a'' coincides witlr-,

a free axis of rotation, i, c, the diirereiice between the mo-

ments of inertia with icspcct to the free axis of::., and an axis

jierpendicular to it existing in the plane of.r,
/y
which is also

a free axis, is > than the diHercnce between tlie moments

of inertia relatively to the lirst of these axes and any

other axis, therefore llic moment of inertia relatively to

the first axis is > or < than with respect to any other axis

according as it is > or Z than relatively to the axis in the

})lane x y, \* the moment of inertia with respect to the

the first axis is either a maximum, or minimum. As the

same may be shewn to be true with respect to the other

two principal axes at right angit.s to this first axis, it fol-
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lows in general that in every body, the moment of inertia

with respect to each of the three free axes is a niaximum or

minimum. But as from the nature ol moments of inertia

in general, they can neither become negative or infinite, it

follows, that these three moments are alternately maxi-

ma or minima. = the intersection ol the two planes

coincides with the axis of a’, and the moment with respect

to the axis of a*'' being by what goes before > or Z. than

that relatively to the axis of a*, the moment relatively to

the first axis will be so of course, •/ it the moments rela-

tively to the axis of a’ and the first axis are= ,
the moments

relatively to all axes existing in the plane of these axes

will necessarily be == ;
this is e(jually true for the other

two pair of axes. In every case one of the three free

axes may be considered as that to which the greatest

moment appertains, and the other as that to which

the least appertains, so that and AW" >
*,* if r" -|- «", h" := jj' ;

e" ~ a »

'nci^ — '^1^
^ a S 7 vanish if two or three of the moments

are ecjual j
from what piecedes — Bn:

Lining substitu^

ted in the value oi'/i?/- + . 1''^'-). f/m, given in preceding page,

will give cos, '’’ip. cos. sin, "xpeo'n. 0 .

+ j\L \ sin.
"^

0 . = by substituting for rr Ir their values: +
(i\ c'+j-V, iMc'd- Ma\ cos. '-Ip. co'^. '() d-M/-]- sin. ^\p. cos.

^0, (or by substituting — 7' for 6% and a- — tr for r)=:

M(r— M7'. sin. cos.'O

—

Ma\ sin. -f), •/ all moments

are less than the greatest and greater than the least of those

which belong to the three free axes, one of these last is an

absolute maximum, and the other an absolute minimum.

If Mt’Hlie three principal moments are e(|ual; a,

P, 7 are=to cypher, and ]VI/j^=: Mrr •.* all the

moments of the body arc =1. If only two of the moments

and M/r arc equal, and M/t^ — —Ma^ sin."

0= Mr/\ cos. sin. Ojand by making 0 = o,
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•/ all moments relatively to axes in the plane

qX

X

y are =, which is indeed evident of itself, for if MP
was > or Z Ma% the difference between Ma^ and Mi*
would be still greater. It is on account of these remarkable

properties that these three axes have been termed prin-

ciple axes, since MF is ZM.a* and >Mc% h Z.a and >£*,

V iZ« and>r, ifB=C, then Mi*=A4-C = Mc*=i:A+ B,

if we shall have becauseD=E=F= o, tan. 20= ;

therefore the angle 0 is indeterminate, all axes which

exist in the plane x, y, satisfy the conditions of free axes,

and are therefore principal axes; if A= Bz: C the three

moments are then equal, namely, Ma*=Mi*= Mc*, sin.

t/zzz
J}

z. e. the two angles 0 and \p are indeterminate.

X If the body is not actuated by any extraneous

forces, the equations of its motion of rotation are

dp

dr .
qr. ^ da

,
A*-C*

dr
,
B^~A*

dt
.pq=:0.

where p “w. cos. ci, q to. cos. j3, r zz to. cos. y, cos. a

being supposed = cos. \p. cos. 0, cos. j3 = cos,'"^. sin. 0>

cos. y = sin. 0, and ip, 0 denote the same as in page 467,

and as cos. + cos. ^/3+ cos. ^7 = 1, we have to the an-

gular velocity = ^ ^q"^

+

(Celestial Mechanics, p.

207). In order that the motion should be uniform about

an invariable axis, it is necessary that the quantities <7,

7’y should be constant ; hence we have the three following

equations of condition

:

(C^-B*). ^rz=0. {A^—C^).pr = 0 . (B*- A^). 755^ zz 0 ;

we satisfy these conditions by assuming A=B= C, i. e. if

all the moments of inertia are equal, and consequently all

the diameters of the revolving body principal axes, the

simplest case of this is that of an homogeneous sphere ; it

is also satisfied if two of the quantities (Zj
vanish,
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which is evidently the case when the body revolves about

a principal axis ; in tact, if it be the axis of then a = fi

=: 90, and 7=0; hence, it follows, that 7^=0, =0, and
/•=: oj. The rotation is therefore uniform and invariable

if the solid revolves about a principal axis, and conversely,

the rotation cannot be uniform except about a principal

axis ; in fact, either the three moments of inertia A, B, C,

arc unequal, or only two of them A, B, are =, or all the

three are equal ; in the first case, pq, pr^ qr^ and therefore

two of the quantities 7;, 7, a-, must vanish, or which is the

same thing, two of the angles «, /3, 7 must be right an-

gles, and the third 0, in order that the motion may be

uniform
; hence it follows, that the axis of rotation is a

principal axis; in the second case 7^/* = 7/*, therefore

;; iz:
<7 m 0, or r zz 0, the first supposition makes a rz /3

=90, and 7=0, because cos. + cos. “/i-f- cos. '''7 = (),

therefore the axis of rotation is a principal axis.

The second supposition ;• = 0, gives 7 = 90, therefore

the axis of rotation coincides with the plane of .r, in

which all the diameters are principal axes, because the

two moments A, B, are equal. In the third case, A=z

B = C, the quantities 7J, q^ r are undetermined, and as all

diameters which pass through the centre of gravity are in

this case principal axes, the axis of rotation will be one

also. In all cases in which the axis of rotation is not a

principal axis, whether the solid be free or solicited by

extraneous forces, the velocity of the rotation as well as

the position of the axis will be liable to changes, which

depend on the conformation of the solid, L c. on* the

quantities A, B, C, and on the position of the axis of rota-

tion with respect to the principal axes, /. e. on 7;, r. If

the axis of rotation is inclined to the principal axis in a

very small angle, this axis being that of z, the quantities

77, 7^ are so very small, that we may neglect their pro-

duct, therefore </r=0, and \' 7'zzh a constant quantity. In

u u
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this case also llic velocity oF rotation = Co is nearly con-

stant; lienee the two other equations become 0 = dp +
C'—

. Jupdt^ 0= dq + //jhdl

;

aiul it is evident

that the integral of these equations must assume the form

pzzrn. sin.(;//+ c), q:=.m^ cos. ?i, m\ e being con-

stant quantities, it is easy to prove by substitution that these

circular functions satisfy the preceding differential equa-

tions, and therefore may be assumed as the values of;; and

q. See Celestial Mechanics, page 208. We may deduce

from them 0 = 7n?i+ . /iJH ; 0 =—m n -f-
A*

A"—

B
lienee wc have n = — . v^( A.*—C'-).(13-— aiul

m' = -s/ If(A* — C"). (B= - C'-i) is posi-

tive, i,e. if the moment of inertia with respect to the axis

of rotation Mr, is greater or less than Ma^ and MZi^, and

conseciucntly the greatest or least of all the moments)

71, 7)1, 7iC are real quantities, and q are exju’essed by real

sines, therefore the variations of rotation being periodic,

and confined within very narrow limits, the axis of rota-

tion will make small oscillations about its primitive state,

the magnitude of which may be determined by the equa-

tions p = VI. sin. Cf q
= m'. cos. c. As by hypothesis,

}), q, were at the commencement of the motion extremely

small, 7)1, vi' are extremely small, and thus jh ^1 'vill al-

ways? differ very little from cypher. The state of rotation is

therefore stable, if the body commenced to move about an

axis inclined in a very small angle to one of the two princi -

pal axes, of which the moments of inertia are the greatest

or least of all
; the velocity will then experience only insen-

sible and periodic oscillations, and the axis of rotation will

make slight excursions about the principal axis, the ro-

tation always returning to its primitive state ; but if the



solid revolves nearly about the principal axis, of which

the moment of inertia exists between the two others,

Ma" and tlie rotation will be subject to changes,

which instead of being periodic may increase indefinitely ;

for n being then imaginary, the sine and cosine of

will be changed into exponentials, which are susceptible

of continual increase ; in this case, therefore, the motion

of rotation is not stable, and the slightest derangement

may cause the clinnges to be indefinitely great. And as

observation proves that the rotation of the sun, planets,

and satellites, (which are observed) is in a stable state, it

appears certain that all the celestial bodies revolve very

nearly about a principal axis, with respect to which the

moment of inertia is the greatest or least, most probably

the first, for on account of the compression of the earth

arising from the rotation, the axis is smaller than the

diameter of the equator, and therefore its moment of in-

ertia is greater, Tom. II. Chap. VI.

(g) Suppose the axis of .r' to be this horizontal axis,

:ind if the axis of j/' be also horizontal, the axis of will

he vertical, let the })lanc which })asscs through the axis

of .y' and z/ pass through the centre ofgravity, and let (/> be

the angle which the axis of makes with an axis passing

through the centre of gravity and the origin of the coor-

dinates; ify', be the coordinates referred to this new

axis, then ?/' =j/. cos. + z'^, sin, ^ z", cos. f/> — y”.

sin. (jj ;
now as the coordinates are constantly the

same for the same body, and only \ary in passing from

one molecule to another, by taking the clifierential ofy and

y with respect to the time, we obtain

^ dt dt
vy T

z^'') is the moment of inertia of the body vvitli

respect to the axis of a:'; if this moment =C', then from

what is stated in page 113, multiplying by dm^ apd cx-
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tending the exprebsioii to all the molecules, we obtain

. din m Y ziz ^ a, and as C' is coii-
dt dt

slant we have —C =:
,

di^ dt
if the only force actu-

ating the body be that of gravity, then the values of P, Q,
which are supposed to act horizontally, will vanish, and K,

which acts vertically, will be constant; hence, we obtain

dY
dt

f.^y'dmzz R. cos. 0./. </?«-j-R.sin. Qf z”, dm^

since the axis of passes through the centre of gravity of

the body, fi/'^dm = 0, and if /^ be the distance of the

centre of gravity of the body from the axis of .r', Jlz''.

dm= M/i, M being the entire mass of the body, therefore

R. sin, 0, and consecjuently

M//, K. sin, 0

suppose a second body, all whose molecules are condensed

into one point, of which the distance from the axis of x' is

= to /, we shall have for this body C'= M'/% M' express-

ijig the mass, for as all the molecules are condensed into

one point

/i = /, and
d^e

dt^

MV
M7^'

R. sin. i) =:

d^9 R . 1

moreover ——= —— . sin. 0, hence
dt^ I

LX • />— , Sin. 0,

t

the two bodies

will have the same oscillatory motion, if their initial an-

gular velocities are the same, when their centre of gravity

C'
exists in the same vertical, and when /z= - , which is

M/i

equivalent to the rule given in the text. Multiplying

both sides of the equation _
R. sin. 0
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integrating wc obtain cos. 61+ tlie con.^

stant quantity B' depends on the angular velocity and

value of 0 at the coniinencement of the motion. From
C'

the equation /i= it appears that when the axis of ro-

tation passes through the centre of gravity, hzz 0, and L

is infinite, therefore the time of oscillation is infinite; in

fact, in this case the action of gravity being destroyed the

primitive impulse will conimunicate a motion of rotation,

which will be perpetuated for ever if the resistance of ex-

traneous causes be removed. The point which is distant

from the axis of rotation by a quantity equal to I is termed

the centre of oscillation of the body ; and if the axis

of rotation passed through this point, the centre of

oscillation, with respect to the new axis, will be in the

former axis of rotation ; for the moment of inertia, \\iih

respect to the centre of gravity, being equal to C'

—

the moment of inertia with respect to the new axis will be

C'+ CMM, therefore the value of I for the new axis

^+J^— but therefore the value of/m—m ’
'

. MP—M/// ,

lor tlic new axis
M/—M4

Let C'zz A.sin. ‘0. sin. ‘^+B. sin. ~0. cos. V/)+C. cos. ‘0

+ M/r, A, B, C, being the moments of inertia relalivciy

to the principal axes passing through the centre of gra-

vity, see page 467, we shall have I =

M4*^+ A. sin/"0. sin. *0+B. sin. *0. cos. '^0+ C. cos. -0

Wi ’

therefore I will be a minimum when the quantity C' be-

comes the least of the three principal moments of inertia,

for in that case the tw'o other moments must vanish
;

let

A be the least of these moments, then /=
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sin. 0. cos. (j) = 0, cos. 0 = 0, and to determine wlien I

IS a minimum, (lU= a/i zz 0, hence

h = A therefore /, and consequently the time of
M’

rotation will be a minimum when the axis oi rotation is

that principal axis relatively to which the moment of iner-

tia is a minimum, and at a distance from the centre ofgravi-

ty by a quantity =v^^ ;
Ih is constant and =4^ j which

M M
is equal to the square of the distance of a point called the

centre of gyration from the axis of rotation, i, e. that

])oint where if all the matter contained in the revolv-

ing body was collected, any point to which a given force is

ap})lied to communicate motion would be accelerated in

the same manner as when the parts of the system re-

volve in their respective places, and consequently the same

angular velocity is generated in both cases ;
therefore this

distance is a geometric mean proportion between the dis-

tances of the centres of gravity and oscillation from the

axis of rotation, and from what precedes it appears that

wlien the time of vibration is a minimum^ the distance of

the centre of gyration from the axis of rotation is equal to

the distance of the centre of gravity from the same, and

the distance of the centre of oscillation from the same

axis zz in this case the centre of gyration is

termed the principal centre of gyration.

If, as in the case of the planets the rotatory motion

arises from a primitive impulse, of which the direction

does not pass through the centre of gravity, then, in conse-

quence of what is stated in notes (c) and (z^), It follows this

centre will move in the same manner as if the impulse was

applied immediately to it, and the rotatory motion about

this centre will be the same as if it was fixed \ the sum of
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tlie areas described about this point by tlie radius vector

of each molecule projected on the plane passing- through

the centre of gravity, and the direction of the impulsion

multiplied respectively by these molecules will be propor-

tional to the moment of the primitive force projected on the

same plane ; but this moment is evidently the greatest pos-

sible, for the plane which passes through its direction and

through the centre of gravity, therefore this is the invariable

]dane. {see note (.r) of this chapter.) If/be the distance of

llte primitive imj)ul.se from the centre of gravity, and v the

velocity impressed on this point, M/r will be the moment

of the impulsion, and being multiplied by {fy the product

will be ecjual to the sum of the areas described in /; bill,

ns will be seen hereafter, this sum is equal to

•/ = v'ey + Ay+ ,

and if at the commencement of the motion we know the

position of the principal axis with respect to the invari-

able plane, e, the angles 0 and (p, we shall have the

values Cp, Aq, IV, at the commencement, and thcrcibrc

at any subsequent instant. Now, if the moving body was

a splicre, of which the radius = U, and if U be the an-

gular velocity with which it revolves about the sun, the

distance from the sun being zi r/, v = dJJ, and as the

planet is put in motion by a primitive impulse, the axi.'j

of rotation will be perpendicular to the invariable plane;

and on the hypothesis that this axis coincides with the

third principal axis, 0=0, therefore Ar/= 0, B/ =0; con-

sequently Cp=: infv=?7ifdU

;

in a sphere Ciz — . nilV,
I)

therefore/’ = — . —— . by means of which w e can de-
o d U

terinine the distance of the direction of the force which

causes a planet to revolve about the sun wdth a \;eIocitv
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of rotation = 7^, and a velocity of revolution = U. {See

note (r),

(//) If a body describes an ellipse, the centre of the el-

lipse being the point to which the force is directed, the

force will vary as the distance from the centre, and v/ce

versa if the force vary as the distance, the curve describes

an ellipse, the point to which the force is directed being

in the centre, but it is evident that in cases of small impul-

sions made on the vibrating bod}^, the force varies very

nearly at the distance. "Jlic time of the revolution is

twice the duration of the vibration of a pendulum whose

length is the distance of the plane of the ellipse described

from tlie point of suspension.

r The general solution of the problem of the very small

oscillations of a system of bodies about their points of equi-

librium, is very complicated. However, the following may
be considered as a precis of the method ofLagrange : he as-

sumes that the coordinates of the several bodies may be ex-

pressed by the coordinates which appertain to the body in a

slate of equilibrium, increased by the very small variables

which vanish in the state of equilibrium ; this is always pos-

sible when the equations ofcondition, reduced into a series,

contain the first powers ofthe variables, which are assumed

to be extremely small ; as for instance, if or, 6, c, be the coor-

dinates of a body in a state of equilibrium, when it deviates

very little from this state, let the coordinate

ft,
z = c y, a,

ft, y, being so extremely small

that powers of them higher than the first may be ne-

glected ; then if the equations of condition L = 0
, M = 0

,

&c., are in any position algebraic functions of x, y, z,

x'. See. ; as the position of equilibrium is one of the

positions of the system, it is evident that the equations

L = 0 , M = 0 ,
&c. must still subsist; x, y, :r, x\ &c.

being supposed to become a, h, c, a\ &c. hence, it is evi-

dent that these equations do not involve the time f, let

A, B, ,&c. be what L, M, &c. become when x, y, z, x\
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become b, c, &c. it is evident tlmt by siibstitiiliiig

for .r, .1'', &c. their values fit + a, b + ft, &c.

dA
,
dA .j ,

dA
,

dAL = A +

M= B+
da

a +

dh
'

rfB

db
. (i +

dc

dB
y +

da'

dH

<1^4“ &c.

j

a', &C.
r/c

' ^
•

r/a'

’

•/ as relatively to the state of equilibrium A = 0, B =: 0,

The values L— A, M— B, are respectively equal to cy-

pher, which will give the relation which ought to subsist

between a, ft, j, a', &c. and by neglecting very small

quantities of the second and higher orders, we will ob-

tain linear equations by means of which we can determine

the values of some of these variables in terms of the

others, then by means of these first values, we shall find

others more exact, taking into account the second, and

even higher powers, as we wish.

(k) In general assuming a; = a + a„\P -f ^^///</>>

i/ + ^/s + + +Sct'.,

where a, a/, a^. See, h, b^, bn, &c., c, &c. are con-

stant, and £, \p, (p, &c. are very small vaiiable quanti-

ties, which are = to cypher in the case of equilibrium ;

when the variables \p, (p, &c. are supposed to be in a con-

stant ratio to each other, then in the expression for the

sum of the living forces, and lor its variation, we w^ould

d^Z
arrive at an equation of the form-^ + ^^ ==0, of which

the integral is ^ = E. sin.^. where k has as inaii}^

values as there are unknown quantities; it is evidgnt,

that this expression represents the very small isochro-

nous oscillations of a simple pendulum, the length of

which is equal to g representing the force of gravity,

therefore the oscillations of the different bodies of the

system may be considered as made up of small oscillations

X X
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analogous to tliose of pcnduluiii^;^ tlie lengths of wliich ai e

/r A" a:

7;’ 77’ A"'’

(m) As the coeflicients E, E', E", &c. tiepcnd solely

on the initial state of the system, we may always suppose

this state to be such that all the coellicieiits E', K", K'",

&c. except one vanishes, then all the bodies of the sys-

tem make simple oscillations analogous to those of the

same pendulum, and it thus ap})ears that the same sys-

tem is susceptible of as many different simple oscilla-

tions, as there are moveable bodies ;
therefore, generally

speaking, the oscillations of the system, of what kind

soever they arc, will only be made up of those sim})Ie

oscillations, which from the nature of the system may have

place; conse(]uently however irregular the small oscillations

which arc observed in nature appear to be, they may be

always reduced to sim})le oscillations, the number ol'

which is equal to the number of vibrating bodies in the

same system ; this immediately follows from the linear

equations, by which the motions of the body which com-

pose any system are expressed, when those motions arc

very small. The system can never resume its original

position when ^ &c. are incommensur-

able, for in that case the times of the oscillations arc in-

commensurable :— if they are commensurate the system

will return to the same position at the end of the time

T = where 7r= 180, and = the greatest common
^ _ _

measure of //, ^ A", &c. 0 will then be c(|ual to

the time of the compound oscillation of the system.

(n) This principle is called the principle of D^Alem-

bert, as it was first announced by that philosoplier, by

means of it the laws of the motion C/f a system are reduci-

ble to one sole principle, in the same manner as the laws

of the equilibrium of bodies have been reduced to the prin-

ciple of virtual velocities.
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In consequence of the mutual connexion which sub-

sists between the several bodies of the system, the efiect

which the forces immediately applied to the several parts

of the system would produce, is modilied so that tlieir

velocities, and the directions of their motions are different

from what would take place if the bodies composing the

system were altogether free; therefore if at any instant

if we compute the motions which the bodies would have

at the subsequent instant, if they w'erc not subject to their

mutual action, and if we also compute the motions whicli

they have, in the subsequent instant, in consequence of

their mutual actions, the motions which must be com*

pounded with tlje first of these in order to produce

the second, are such, as if they acted on the system

alone, would constitute an equilibrium between the bodies

of llic system, for if not, the second of the above-men-

tioned motions are not those wliich have actually place,

contrary to hypothesis, i, c. if t/, ike, be the veloci-

ties whicli the bodies /li', &c. composing* the system

would have if each of them was isolated, and if //, ii",

&c. arc the unknown velocities with which the botlies arc

actuated in directions equally unknown, in conse(|iiciice

of the iiiutiial connexion of the parts of the sys:iem
; and

if 2h 'p"y velocities wliich must be compounded

with &c. acting in a contrary direction, in order

to produce r, t;', v”^ ike. respectively, tlicn there is evi-

dently an ecpiilibrium between vi'p\ m'j)”
,
ike., the

quantities of motion lost or gained ;
otherwise, ?/, //, ii''y

would not be the velocities which have actually [)lace*; as

7np is the resultant of mu and of 7)iv, taken in a direction

the contrary to its motion, by substituting for 7npy m'p\

m''p"y &c. their components, wc may announce the prin-

ciple by stating that there is an equilibrium in the system

between the quantities of motion 7nVy i-i'v'y 7u''v''y Sic. im-

pressed on the bodies, and the quantities 7nj/, m"u‘'y
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he, wilieh actiiatly obtain; these latter being taken in a

contrary direction, by announcing the principle in this

way we avoid complicated and embarrassing resolutions,

and we need not consider the quantities of motion lost or

gained, besides we are enabled by it to establish directly

equations of equilibrium between the given velocities Vy v'y

v'^y &c., and the unknown velocities u, u'\ &c., which

can therefore be determined by means of these equations.

However it must be observed, that the above equation is

not sufficient of itself to determine w, ?/, u"y &c. we must

in addition, obtain another to be determined by the nature

of the system.

If the bodies are actuated by accelerating forces, then

if those resolved parallel to the coordinates ,Vy y, z, be

P, Q, R, for niy P', Q', R', for &c., 7/2 P, 7/2Q, wR,

mV\ Sic,y will represent the motions parallel to the three

axes which the bodies would have if they were altogether

free, and

d-u'

~dF
7)1,

d^ij

~dt^
7)1, -

d^z

dt^

represent the motions parallel to the same, which the

bodies actually have at the commencement of the second

instant, which since they are to be taken in a direction

opposite to their true one, must be a/fected with contrary

signs to mVy rnQy 7}i\\, See page 432.

... _ m. (d.^ ;
-?». (d.^+ Q///) ;

— ?«. fd. R.rfiV See.

will be destroyed.

... djz dij d%
t, e, it ))i, , m, — 7)1, —

—

dt dt dt

represent the partial forces of the body m at any instant,

resolved parallel to the three axes, in the subsequent in-

st.ant they will become
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(lx
,

. dx . (lx
, u j,ni.~~—+ m,(L-——m.(L—~ -4- m. rdl.

(ft (It (It

m,-^ + m.d.^-^ m, Q.dt+ &c.
(it at (It

and as ?w.—+ ^ , &c.
dt (It (It (It

only remain in the subsequent instant,

dt * dt

will be destroyed; by distinguishing in this expression

the cliaracters in .r, P, Q, 11, by one, two, &c.,

marks we shall have an expression for the velocities de-

stroyed in ?;/, wi", &c., and multiplying these forces by

c5.r, S.i', &c., the respective variations of their directions,

by means of the principle of virtual velocities, the follow-

ing equation will be obtained.

if we eliminate by means of the particular condiiions

of the parts of the system as many variations as there are

conditions, and then make the coeflicicnts of the remain-

ing variations se})arately equal to cypher, we shall obtain

all the equations necessary for determining the motions of

the bodies of the system.

As is made to express the increase of the velocity,

the changes in the motion of in are made by insensible

degrees. The preceding equation consists of two parts,

entirely distinct, namely,

S.?«.(P.8.r +
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the first member would be equal to cypher if P, Q, R, P",

&c., which are applied to the several bodies of the system

constituted an equilibrium; the other part arises from the

motion which is produced by the forces P, Q, II, P', &c.,

when they do not constitute an equilibrium, and the

equation in page 4*31 is only a paiticular case of this;

the second member is totally independent of the position

of the axis of the coordinates, for substituting

for a’, ax' + hi/ + cz\ for a'x' -{-h'jj'+
Ihvz, + + &c.

and substituting also

for fPa-, d^ij, Sx, 8^, S:c., their values in terms of

these quantities, (a, r, a\ &c. being supposed to be con-

stant,) we obtain an equation of the same form as the

[^receding, for

a'+ a'^ + a’'^ =1, ah ac-\-hc = 0, &c. see page 40f),

the same substitutions being made in the expressions of

the mutual distances, the cocllicients «, c', 8cc., will

disappear for the same reasons, 'rhe principle of D’Alem-

bert by itself, without introducing the consideration of

virtual velocities, would enable us to inler several iin-

}K3rtant results; but it is its combination with that of vir-

tual velocities which has contributed so much to the im-

])rovement of rational mechanics, as by means of it all

mechanical problems arc reducible to one sole principle,

namely, that of virtual velocities; and thus every pro-

blem of dynamics may be reduced to the integrations of

difierential equations, so that as it belongs to pure analysis

alone to effect the integration, the only obstacle to the

perfect solution of every problem of dynamics arises from

the imperfection of our analysis.

(/;) In order to determine the condition of a fluid mass

at each instant, we must know the direction of the mo-

tion of a molecule, its velocity, its pressure 7^, and the

density p, but if we know the three partial velocities, pa-

rallel to the three ordinates, we shall have the entire vc-
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locity, and also tlie direction, for the partial velocities di-

vided by the entire velocities, express the cosines of the

angles which the coordinates make with its direction;

hence we have iive unknow'n (juantilies. Now, in the ge-

neral equation of equilibrium furnished in Notes, page

152, namely, == P.S.r + U.S^, the characte-

ristic S is independent of the time ;
but wdieii the fluid is

in motion w^e must, by what has been just established,

substitute

dr dr dr

and after the substitution, if w’c concinnate, and assume

that

\\S.v -f (Icj/ + = SV,

then wo shall have

o.r
d^
dr *

since the variations o.r, Sy, ai e indojicndcnl, this c(]uation

is equivalent to three distinct equations; besides these, W'e

obtain another from the circumstance of the continuity of

the fluid, for though each indefinitely small jiortion of the

fluid changes its form, and if it is com})ressible, its vo-

lume likewise, during the motion, still as the mass must be

constant, the product of tlie vtdume into the density must

be the same as at the commencement; and by ecjuating the

two values of the mass we obtain the equation relative to

the continuity of the fluid.

Neglecting quantities indefinitely small of the fiftli

order, the volume of the element at the end of the time

t-\- dt is dx.dy.dz. dt -{- dt-\-^j
.

dt^
,

d^

dij
' ”

* d.

and the densit}' at the same epoch becomes

d,

dt d,r djj^ dz
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multiplying this expression by the corresponding volume,

the product expresses the mass at the end of t + from

which subtracting the remainder will be the

variation of this mass, which should be =0; hence, we

obtain by suppressing common factors, and neglecting^//"

dll . dv

dz (it dx dij dx

if the fluid is incompressible this ccpiation is resolvable

into two, for both the mass and also the density remain

the same. The two into which it is resolvable aie

d(y d,(ju d.Qv

dt dx dii

(ii

‘>0

di/ dz
IV — 0 ,

d?i dx^

Jy

and these combined with the three equations already men-

tioned, will be suflicient to determine p, i\ tt?, in a

function of a, Zy t ; the first of these equations becomes

a purely identical one when p is constant, but in this case

we have only four unknown quantities. With respect to

elastic fluids we have also only four diflereiit equations-

liowever, it is to be remarked, that iu this species of fluid,

the density is always in a given ratio to the pressure

therefore they are reduced to one unknown quantity,

provided that the temperature is given; and even if it is

not, if it varies according to a given law^, so that that the

temperature may be assumed a given function of

and 7., the coeflicient which expresses the ratio of p to^A

will be a given lunctiou of these variables
; consequently,

whether the motion to be determined be that of an im-

compressible fluid, or of one, of which the temperature

is constant, or variable according to a given law, we
shall in all cases have as many differential equations

as unknown quantities; as these equations are those of

partial differences between four independent variables,
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.r, j/, Zf anti i, their perfect integrations cannot be el-

I'ectetl by the ordinary methods, except that by means of

some hypothesis they are simplified ; and even in such a

case, we should determine by means of tlie state of the

fluid at the commencement of the motion, the arbitrary

functions which their intem-als contain.O

(<7) If in the expressions of p. 485, we suppose the origin

of the coordinates to be in a point .r, then in the values

of^ &c., we have evidently Sj/=Sj/

-f-Sy/, o::'=iS- + + therefore if in the values of Sj,

3 , of the variations of the mutual distances given

in page 418, vve substitute these values for S.r', 8/, 8;:', 8cc.,

the variations 8.r, 8j/, &c. will disMp[)ear iroin these

ex})ressions
;

consecpiontly, by substituting these values

for Sa', 8/y', 8:', Sic, in the erjuation given in ])age 485,

we obtain

the terms in the expression which arc multiplied by

8a*, 8y, Sz, respectively, are, by adding them together

Consequently, if, as is supposed, the system be free, the

conditions relative to the mutual connexion of the bodies

will only depend on their mutual distances, hence the va-

riations of Sa*, 8j/, Sz, are independent of these conditions,

and therefore the preceding expressions by which they

are respectively multiplied, must be put severally ecjual to

cypher ;
and as from what is laid down in page 446,

. Sma; -n Swny __ ^//rzA —— I
if — — '— 5 C —— ,

we have

Y Y
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Sm.P2 /// ;— = ,

dt^ _ dt^

S/w

we obtain in the same manner

rPB _ S?;2.Q d^C _ :S.m.R
^

dt^ Sw ’ dt^ ^rn ’

therefore if all the bodies of the system were united in the

centre of gravity, and the forces which are applied to them,

when separate, were simultaneously impressed on them ;

the motion of such a body is the same as that of the cen-

tre of gravity ;
if the system was only subject to the mutual

actions 7;, 7/, &c., of the bodies composing it, and to their

reciprocal attractions; then since &c. the dis-

tances of the bodies arc

= {x'—xY+{y'—yf+[z'—xY

,

‘^{x"—xY^^P[y" —yY~4- {z"—zY + See.

in consequence of the sole action 7?, we have

wP = p, 7/jQ = p, mMzzp. ;

m'lV=p.

•/ 7wP + ??i'P'=z 0 ; mQ+ 7?i'Q'= 0; w11+ 77j'R' = 0; &c.

and a similar proof may be shewn for the bodies in the

case of their mutual atli actions. As action is equal to re-

action, though its direction be contrary, when two bodies

impinging on each other exercise a finite action in an in-

stant, their reciprocal action will disappear in the expres-

sions S. 777P, S.;?2Q, &c. ; in fact, as we can always sup-

pose the action of the bodies to be effected by means of a

spring interposed between them, which endeavours to re-

store itself after the shock, the effect of the shock will be

produced by forces of the same nature wnth 77, which,

as we have seen, disappear in the expressions i:.^//P, S.77/Q,
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^c. By inlcgratiiig -j- =0, we obtain = and

~ the (juanlity ol’ motion,

A = hl-\-a\ a is the value of A at the comnienceiiient of

the motion, and h is the uniform velocity of the centre of

<rravity resolved parallel to A. In like manner the inva-

riability of the motion of the centre of gravity of a system

ol bodies, Jiotvvilhstanding their mutual action, subsists

even in the ca^e in which some of the bodies lose in an

instant, by this action a finite (piantity of motion; for

since d. -4^. z: ^m. = the (luantity of motion,

and since by the principle of D’Alembert the cjiuintity of

motion
-J-

before and after impact, sliould be ecpial

to cyplier, /. c, such aa would cause an equilibrium in

the system, it follows that Sw, before iind after im-

pact should be equal to nothing, ?. c. as ^ni is given,

the velocity of the centre of gravity in the direction of

the axis ofa*, is not affected by the impact. We can therefore

alwaiys determine the motion and direction of the centre of

gravity of a system, by the law of the composition of forces,

for it moves in the same manner as a body eipial to the sum

of the bodies would move, provided that the same momenta

are communicated to it as are impressed on the respective

bodies of the sy stem ; and if tlie several bodies of the system

were only subject to their mutual aetjon, tlieii they would

meet iti the centre of gravity, for they must meet, and the

centres of gravity remains at rest.

(>) Wc may make the variation or disap[)ear from the

cx[)ressions for c/j S/', &c., by another siipj^osition beside

that of page 489 ;
for if we assume

.v'=y __ .yfU" = r/; ojj= - .
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then it' in the expression for §4 ^/^ ^^3 =

&c. we substitute for Sa-'', Sj/", &c. their preced-

ing values, they become

(.v'-jr). (J^+ g.,/_g.f)+ (y-j/) (-^ + Sj// +

— Sj/y,
j

divided by/, =r

by omitting quantities which destroy each other

(a'-.r), 8^V+ (y-“i/)* (Sj//— &c.

lienee, making those substitutions, the variation Sa disaji-

pears I’roni the expressions for S/\ &c., and it is easy

!o perceive, if the j)receding values be substituted for

c\r, 8j/, Sa", See., in tlie equation given in page 4-85 , that

the coclficient of S,i; will be

S.,,, ^nu (Pj/-Q.r),

which is, by wliat j)recedes, equal to cypher, tliereforc

its integral with respect to t is

c =i S///. s /’//i(Pj/— Q.r). df^

if in j)lace of the forces Q, Q', &c., parallel to the axis of

^5 we substitute the I'orccs U, U', &c., parallel to the axis

of or in this last if we substitute Q, Q', for P, P', &c.,

\Ne shall obtain the corresponding equations

t' = V„,. + V/;,,. (!>.._ K.f).,//
(If

./ V J >

iij(h— idjj)

ill
-I- %).(//;

it is evident, from what precedes, if the bodies of the

s\ stem arc only subjected to the action of forces arising
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from iheir mutual action, and of forces directed to a fixed

point, that then

Sw?.( Py— Qa;), S>;?.(P^—Ka') -{-See. are respectively =0:

c=:S/K.
; c' = but

(It ^ (h /

from what has been stated in pages 390, 429,
2

’)J(/.V ___

the area traced by the radius vector of m in r//, lienee then

iijipears the truth of what is asserted in the text, that when
the bodies composing the system are only subject to their

mutual actions, and to attractions directed towards a fixed

point, the sum of the areas multiplied respectively by the

masses of the bodies is proportional to the time. The
constant fiuantities c, r', c"y may be determined at any

instant, when the velocities and coordinates of the bodies

arc given at that instant. There are three cases in which

tliis principle of tlic consevvation of areas obtains, when

the forces are only the result of the mutual action of the

bodies composing the system, wdicn the forces jiass through

the origin of the coordinates, when the system is moved

b^^ an initial impulse ; in the first and last cases the origin

of the coordinates may be any jioint whatever; if there is

a fixed point in the system, as by what is stated in page

4 1-2, the principle of the conservation of areas may be

reduced to that of moments, the jirinciple obtains when

this point is made the origin of the coordinates ; for in

that case, P^— Q.r, wliich is the moment with respect

to the origin, w ill disappear, sre Notes, l)agc 41-2; if* there

arc two Ju'cd jioints in the system, only one ol’ the three

equations obtains, namely, that w hich contains those cooi-

dinates, the plane of wliicli is perpendicular to llic line

joining tlie given points. If all the bodies of the system

are equal, the theorem comes to this, that the sum of the

areas traced by the radii vcctores about the focus is [iro-

porlional to the times.
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(/) If llic variations Sa-, Sj/, (hf Sju\ &c.j be supposed

equal to (Lr, r/y, clz^ (lx\ &€., which supposition we are per-

jiiitted to make, the equation given in page 481, becomes

0 = ('^ -P. )
+»,/(,. {%-Q.)+.»*(f-r)

&.C., of which the integral is

V;«. =c;+ S/«.( i\]z+Qdjj+ Rr/.),

this last term is an exact integral, if the forces P, Q, K,

P', &c. arc the results of attractive forces directed to-

wards fixed centres and of a mutual attraction between

tliQ bodies, which is some function of the distance; if

we suppose it = to the preceding equation will become

i://iry'=:e+20, see page 432 ; hence, if the bodies composing

the system are not solicited by any forces, 0 vanishes, and

i, c, the sum of the living forces is constant, and if

it does not vanish, the sum of the increments of the living

forces is the same, whatever be the nature of the curves de-

scribed, provided that their points of departure and arrival

are the same. What has been stated respecting the mutual

attraction of the bodies of the system, is equally true respect-

ing repulsive forces, which vary as some function of the dis-

tance ; it is also true, when the repulsions are produced by

the action of springs interposed between the bodies, for

the force of the spring must vary as some function of the

distance between the points; hence in the impact of per-

fectly elastic bodies, though the quantity of motion coni-

iiiunicated may be vicrcascd indefinitely^ still the m* viva

after the impact remains the same as before ; indeed, during

the impact, the vis viva varies as the coordinates of the re-

spective points vary, but after the restitution of the bodies,

Iroiii their perfect elasticity they resume their original posi-

tion, and therefore the value of the vis viva remains the

same as before ; but if the elasticity be not perfect, in
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order to liavc the vLs viva at any instant, we should liave

the relation which exists between the conipressive and

restitutive force. Tlier/^ viva of a system is evidently di-

minished when the motion is modified by friction, or the

resistance of a medium, for in that case (IV.r-f Q^/j/-[- Kr/^)

is not a perfect integral.

It is evident from the manner in which the principle

of the vis viva was deduced, that it only obtains when

the motions of the bodies change by imperceptible gra-

dations, if these motions undergo abrupt changes, the

living force is diminished by a quantity which is thus de-

termined, let 8cc. denote the dillercnccs of

(Lv (Ilf

(It ’ (it
’

&c , from one instant to another, and from the

principle of D’Alembert, as variation of the

velocity on the su])position that the body is entirely ircc,

and P.r//, the variation which actually lakes place, in

consequence of the actions of the bodies of the system, we

may a[)ply the reasoning of page 48^3 to this case ; there-

fore the following c([uations obtain

( i+A.*-
(It (it (it (it

'— + QSy -f R&) “ 0 ;

now as (Jxy dj/, (h become in the subsequent instants

(Jx + A.f/.r, A.r/.r, &c.

if we assume Sa',Si/, S;^, &c.= to these ([uantltics, we evidently

satisfy the condition of the connexion of the parts of the

system, therefore substituting these quantities for c.r, Si/,

See., the preceding equation becomes

A.
(ij; \ (l.i

, /

7/r+(
(Jx

, / (h/

iff
+ A.

lit ) lit
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\ (It (It
'

(It )

—2/w.P(rf:i’+ A ^/^r)+ Q.(^^+ A.J^)-l-R.(r/;;r + A.6Z;2f)&C.,

the integral of ?;/P.(r/.r+ A.r/.r) is evidently equal tofm,

P.r/.r, 8cc., and the integral of

(lx dx dx'^

dt (It dl^
’

for A. (.2 '') = 2xh + //*, and if h be made ecjnal to Aj:, it

becomes

2.r A..'i;+ (
Act-*), •/ 2S.(a? Aa’-p( A,f)') = S.(2.r A.r-b ( Aa-)^

+ S.( A.r)^ =ar+ S.( Aa;)^ ; see Lacroix, torn. No. 34- 1,

tln^refore if we multiply the preceding equation by 2, and

substitute dx^ in place of a*, we shall obtain after concin-

natiiig

V,;,. 2/;».(lV.f+Q./^+ R./.)

+ S.2«t. + + ;

i,c. \i'v,v'yv'^, ^c., denote the velocities of the several

bodies ju, 7}i', in", &c., we have

zz C. + 2^fm.{Vdx+ Qr/j/+ H(h)

+ + (^. *)
j ,

as the quantity under the sign S is always positive, the

living force of the system is diminished by the mutual

. dr
action of the bodies as often as a. —^ is finite, as

dt ’

dx'^ + dj/ + (h
expresses the square of the velocity of

?n before the shock, and

A.r7a’)'+(r/y+ A.r/j/^+ (rL'-d- Adz)-
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ihe square of the velocity of after the shock ; and since

from the principle of D’Alembert,

2;«.(26/.r A.f/.r + 2( ^dxf + 2dij, j\.dij + 2( +
2dz» ^,dz + 2{ = 0,

If we subtract this from the preceding expression tlie

difference becomes

_ v„. <i.r^+dir+(h'- (A.f/.^•)-+ (A.f/y)=+(A.^/^)-_ \m. ,

1 ^ {^dx^ -f- dij" “h" dz )and as Swz. ^

dr

the living force of the Dystem before the shock,

( ^.dxY + {^.di/Y + {^a1zY _ y, _
dr

the square of the velocity lost by the shock, and

ihe loss which the vis viva sustains by the shock) is C(|ual

to the sum of the living forces which would belong to the

system, if each body vvas solely actuated by that which is

lost by the shock. This theorem was first announced by

Carnot.

(5) The variation of the vis viva of the system is equal

to

2'2tm,{V,dx + Q,a1j/ + lld^) =
therefore when this expression vanishes, is either a

maximum or a minimum ; but from the principle of vir-

tual velocities it appears that when P, Q, Jt, P', &c., con-

stitute an etiuilibrium

P.S.r + Q.gj/ + ll.Sz + F'.Sx' + &c, = 0 ;

•

and when Sx, Sj/, Sz, &c., are subjected to the conditions

of the connexion of the parts of the system, we may sub-

stitute dxy djj^ dz for these variations; consequently, we
have

Swn(P.dir -f- C^,djj -|-

the variation of the vis viva equal to nothing in this

z z
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case, and therefore the vis viva is either a niaxiinuiii

or ininiiiuini. If the system was slightly disturbed from

the position of equilibrium, expressing P, Q, K, &c.,

in terms of the coordinates and expanding the resulting ex-

pressions into a series proceeding according to the varia-

tions of the coordinates ; the first term of the series will

be the value of 0 when the system is in equilibrio
;
and

since it is given, it may be made to coalesce with cj in

the expression given in page 494 ; the second term va-

nishes by the conditions of the problem
;
and when

is a maximum, the theory of maxima and minima shews

that the third term of the expansion may be made to

assume the form of a sum of squares affectcul with a nega-

tive sign, sec Lacroix, No. 134, the number of terms in

this sum being equal to the number of variations or inde-

pendent variables.

The terms whose squares we have assumed, are linear

functions of the variations of the coordinates, and vanish

at the same time with them; and they are greater than the

sum of all the remaining terms of the expansion. The

constant quantity being equal to r/ + the value of

when P, Q, 11, P', &c., constitute an equilibrium, it is

necessarily positive, and may be rendered as small as we

please by diminishing the velocities; but it always exceeds

the greatest of the quantities whose squares have been

substituted in place of the variations of the coordinates;

for if it were less, this negative quantity would exceed the

constant quantity, and therefore render the value of

negative ;
consequently, these squares and the variations of

the coordinates, of which they are linear functions, always

remain very small, therefore the system will always oscillate

about the position of equilibrium, and hence this equili-

brium will be one of stability. But in the case of being a

minimum, it is not reijuisite that the variations should be

always constrained to be very small in order to satisfy the

eqiiauon of living forces; this indeed does not prove that



there is no limit then to those variations, which should be

done in order to prove the equilibrium to be instable; in

order to demonstrate this, we should substitute for these

variations their values in a function ol the time, and then

shew from the form of those lunctions, that they increase

indefinitely with the time, however small the primitive

velocities may be.

Let P, P', P'', &c., denote the weights of any number of

bodies in equilibrio, and y, z", &c., their coordinates

with respect to an horizontal i)lane; then if the position

of the system be disturbed by any (|uantity, liowever

small, we have

R^4- H-'4- IP'-"
ll.S^+ ll'.g:r'+ lP'.8^"+ 8:c.=0; •/ + &c.

(which is ecjual to the distance of the centre of gra-

vity of all the bodies of the system from the horizontal

plane) is either a maximum or a minimum
; and the sum

of the living forces is a maximum when the centre ceases

to descend, and commences to ascend, for

:£.m.{l\(Lv + Q.d?/ + R.(h\

ill this case becomes and therefore by substitu-

tion we have '^m.v^zizc' consequently is a

maximum or minimum, accoiding as is a maximum or

minimum ; when is a maximum the e(|uilibrium is

stable, when a minimum the eejuilibrium is instable. For

from the definition of stability, it appears that (hen the

bodies tend to revert lo the position of equilibrium, there-

fore the velocities will diminish according as the system de-

viates more from the position of equilibrium, consequently

the sign of the second differential off/» will be negative;

hence will be a maximum in this case, and in the

contrary it will he evidently a minimum.

Let, as in page 413
, F the force be -H-1 to f/>(z;), then tins

force resolved parallel to the axes of a’, j/, becomes re-

spectively
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jjioreover, tlie forces at the subsequent instant are

+ "•(«•(»)•
-I)., {*-H ^)+ .V.

if P, Q, II, P', &c., denote the same quantities as before,

the s^'stem will, by wliat is established in page 485, be in

eqiiilibrio in consequence of these forces and the dif-

ferentials

taken with a contrary sign, therefore in place of the equa-

tion given in page 485, we shall have the following

0 = i„,. if)

differs from tl)at equation in this respect, that
‘ ^ dt' dt dt

are multiplied by the function which in the case of

the force -H-l to the velocity is = to unity ; this difference

renders the solution of problems extremely difficult ; Jiow-

ever we may obtain from the preceding equation princi-

ples analogous to those of the conservation of living force,

of areas, and of the motion of the centre of gravity. For

instance, the preceding expression, by changing 8a*, S//, 8^,

&c., into djTy r/j/, &c., becomes

s?«. ^dx.d. <p.

+dx.d.
(;|. ))

/. c. by expanding the expression
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(r/cT^ + (hf^ -f- „
. / \ I- d-s. 0.(«) +

Sm.
^

"•*'

~^"'J

T"--
^ (t.fj,.{v) = '^in.d^s.^.{v)— '^m.(Ps.<j>.(v)

and tliis last quantity is equal by substitution to

2//my/Z. r/r.0 '. ( t; )

,

tlicrcl’ore vve have

'E/mv,(h.<l/.{v) = c/+ 2////.(P.r/.r+ Q.r/y+ R.r/-)

;

iftliis last term is an exact difierential equal Uw/A, we
shall have

fmv(h\(j/.{x') = c/ A;

an c(]uation which establishes what is stated in page

If as in page 489, wc make

S.V = + ga-/, = Sj/ + ^!//,

and make, as in that page, the coeflicients of g.r, gy, g.;r,

respectively equal to cypher, we sliall have

„ = (A.

which are analogous to those of page 404, from wljich the

conservation of the motion of the centre of gravity was

inferred, when the system is only subject to the mutual

action and reciprocal attraction of the bodies composing it,

in which case 27wP, 2/;^Q, are respectively equal to

cypher; wc can infer from the preceding equation

c = ; r= .

(d r (/I V

ilx^ +
(Is
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C"srS./«
^•(»)

V
but

r/2;

(It 7; (is

the finite force of the body resolved parallel to the axis of z ;

provided that we understand by the force ofa body, the pro-

duct ofthe mass into that function of the velocity which ex-

presses it; consequently in the preceding case the sum of the

finite forces of the bodies composing the system is constant,

whatever maybe the nature of (h ; but unless = 1, the
V

motion of the centre of gravity will not be uniform and

rectilinear, for it is only in that case that we could

prove from the expression C = that
^

,
(/tv

(IA, the differential of the coordinate of the centre of gra-

vity, was constant.

Making the substitutions indicated in page 401, and

afterwards putting the coefficient of 8.1* = 0, we obtain,

when the system is not actuated by extraneous forces,

+ — Q.r). (Ity

and by integrating

c = Sw. (-—

^

—) • —~-+ 2./w.(Py—

and in like manner

Z(/X’

'JT / T’

— di;

c"= 'S.m. M'A +S/w.(Qs-%).^//,
V

and since, by what has been stated above, ?n. — j/.

0-(^)
ii, tlie inomenl of the finite force bv \>hich the bodv

V
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is actuated, JtS}!l. expresses the sumoi'

the moments of all the finite forces of the bodies of the

system to make it revolve about the axis of which,

when Pj/ — Qx= 0, is constant, and it evidently vanishes

in the case of equilibrium.

(/) If the equation

r: C+ 2S?«.(P.r/a’+ Q.^/?/+ ll.r/.:?)

be differentiated with respect to the characteristic we

sliall have

2?w.(P.S.r + Q.Sy + R.S.i’),

and the equation given in page 485 then becomes

— ^.m,dt,V(lv\ and as vdt = ds^ ddl = ds\ Sic.

we can obtain by the same process as in page 439,

integrating with respect to d, and extending the integrals

to tlie entire curves described by the bodies ?«, ;//, &c. we

shall liave

^.S./m.vch = C+

C, and also the variations Sx\ Si/, ex, Sx, See. refer to the

extreme points of the curves described, and wlicii these

are invariable, we have 0 zz / mv.ds, therefore 2. /)//.

vds is a iniiihnum. "J'his expression hecomes, by substitut-

ing for ds, ds', See. v.dt, v'.dl, &c. = ^fmv^.dt — the sum
of the living forces of the bodies composing the system,

consequently, the principal of the least action, in fact, in-

dicates that the sum of the living forces of the bodies

composing the system is, in its transit from one position

to another, a minin^um ; and when the bodies are not ac-

tuated by any accelerating forces, the velocities x\ v\ Sec.
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and the sum of the living forces are constant at each in-

stant, see page 439

;

S/ 77iv^,di = (It

^

and the sum of the living forces for any interval of time is

44-1 to this time, consequently in this case the body passes

from one position to another in the shortest possible time.

As Sfm.vds = Sf La Grange proposed to alter

the denomination of the principle of least action, and to

term it the principle of the greatest or least living force.

The advantage from this inode of expression would be,

that it is equally applicable to a state of equilibrium and

motion, since, in the state of ecjiiilibrium, it has been al-

ready sliewn to be eitlier a maximum or minimum.

(w) This is evident from what goes before, for from the

principle of action and reaction the expressions

S.wP, &c. Sw.{Pj/—Qa')&c. 0,

whatever changes arc produced by the mutual actions of

the bodies. Let X, Y, Z represent the coordinates of the

moveable origin of the coordinates,

.r=X+ .i-^; + a^=:X+ .r/; &c.

If the origin moves with a uniform rectilinear motion

d^X, 0, rPY = 0, &c.

therefore substituting for we have, when the system

is free, by the nature of the centre of gravity,

2w.(d^X -f- = 0,

+ (l^y) -Sw.Q.r/<^^) zz 0, &c.

by substituting

?X + 8Y + 8//^, &c.

in place of S.v, 8j/, &c. in the equation of page 485, we

shall have
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wliich is precisely of the same form as the equations

given in page 4?85, and the same consequences may evi-

dently be derived from them ; if X, Y, Z denote the co-

ordinates of the centre of gravity, by the nature of it we

have

= 0, = 0, = 0,

_ f x(hj—y(1x\ Xr/y—Ydx «
,;=— *— ^'+

in like manner

^ dx^^dif- ^dz^\_ + d7J
'Sitn +

fdx;+dt/;-^dz;y

for '2m,dx^zz c/X-t-2?«.rAr/,

and as 2r7X. = 0, we have

^m,dx^ zz r7X^.2m + 2w, r/.r/.

therefore it appears, that if the origin be transferred from

anotlier point to the centre of gravity, the quantities which

result arc composed of two diflerent expressions, namely

of those which would obtain if all the bodies of the system

were concentrated in the centre of gravity; and se-

condly, of quantities relative to the centre of gravity

supposed fixed; and since the first described quantities

are constant, the reason why the principles in question

obtain, with respect to the centre of gravity is evident

;

also if the origin of the coordinates be supposed in

this point, the plane which passes through it, and rela-

tively to which is a maximum, remains

always parallel to itself during the motion of the system,

and the same function relatively to every other plane

perpendicular to it, vanishes, see note (a;), and page 509.

3a »
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(.r) Tlicrc cxihts a plane with respect to wliicli and c',

in page 4-92 vanish, wliich is thus determined, let 0 rrpre-

sent the inclination of the required plane formed by two of

the new axes .v"^ y" with the plane of a', j/, and let

represent the angle between the axis of x and the in.,

terscction of .r", j/" with a:, y, and (p the angle between .r"?

and the intersection of a*, ar", y', then by substituting it

would be easy to shew that

a" ~ a:.(cos. 0. sin.
\fj,

sin. (p q- cos. -ip. cos. fj>) +
3^.(cos. 0. cos. \p. sin. </j— sin. ip. cos. tp)— sin. 0. sin. fp

;

z= a:.(cos. 0. sin. \p. cos. (p— cos. ip. sin, (p) +
?/.(cos. 0. cos. \p. cos. (p-\- s\n.\p. sin. fp)— sin. 0. cos. </>.

T ;2'"= .r. sin. 0. sin. sin. 0. cos. + cos. 0;

if we take the expressions —yW.r", by substituting

for x'Uh/\ ^kc. their values, neglecting quantities

which destroy each other, and observing that xdtj— ydx=
xdss -- %dx = c\ &c. we shall obtain after all substitu-

tions

z= c. cos. 0 — d. sin. 0. cos. \p + r".

sin. 0. sin. \p ;
'Em, f—^

j
= e. sin. 0. cos. fp.

+c'.(sin. ^// sin. (p + cos. 0. cos. ^p. cos. <^) + c".{cos. xp. sin.

ip—cos. 0. sin ip. cos. fp), E?n.
(
^

0. sin. ^+c'.(sin. i//. cos. cos. 0. cos. sin. cos.

xp. cos. <]f»-|-cos. 0. sin, xp.sin. rp),

if 0 and \p are so determined that sin. 0. sin. \p =
c" .

— d
““

v' +
’

and therefore cos. 0 =:
, we shall have

c^j^d* + c'
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,,,( j = 0; )= 0 ;

therefore with respect to a plane determined in this man-

ner, c\ c'' vanish
;

llierc exists only one plane which |)os-

sesscs this piopcrty, for supposing it to be the plane of

.r, then

^in.
^ j

= c. sin. 0. cos. 0;

—

j

= —c, sm. (), sm. 0 ;

if tlicse two functions be put ir to cyplier, we shall have

sill. 0 ~ 0 ; therefore tlie plane x'\ coinciiles with

the plane y ; since whatever has been the direction of

the original plane a;, y, the value of

S/«. ( ) .s +

it follows that is constant, and tliat the plane

of x'\ y', determined by what precedes, is that with rc-

(

r" di/' ?/" dv" \ .

I—l-:i— d —

j

is a maximum : this

plane therefore possesses these remarkable j)roperties,

namely, that the sum of the areas traccil by the pro-

jections of the radii vcctores of the several bodies on

it, and multiplied by their masses, is tlie greatest pos-

sible, and that the same sum vanishes for every plane

which is perpendicular to it; by means of these pro-

perties we can always find its position, whatevei* va-

riations may be induced in the respective positions of the

bodies in consequence of their mutual action; as cos 0,

sin. 0. cos. sin. 0. sin. xp represent the cosines of the angles

which the plane x'^^ i/ makes with the plane Xj y\ x\ y^ z,

it follows that where we have the projections c, c\ c'' of any

area on three coordinate planes, we have its projection

V... (L x' \— jon the plane of .v",y', the position of

v^hieh, with respect to the three planes xy, a t, yz, is^-^iven ;
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It also appears from the expression of

that for all planes equally inclined to the plane, on which

the projection is a maximum, the values of the projec-

tion of the area are equal ; c, c, c", being constant, and —'1

to the cosines of the angles, which the plane on which the

projection of the area is a maximum,;makes with xy^ xz^yz,

the position of this plane is necessarily fixed and invari-

able ; and as c, depend on the coordinates of the

bodies at any instant, and on the velocities &c.
(It dt

when these quantities are given, we can determine the po-

sition of this plane, which may be called invariable because

it (lepeiuls on 6-, c', c"^ which are constant when the bodies

arc only subject to their mutual action, and to the action of

forces directed towards a fixed point. Since the plane

Xi y^ is undetermined in the text, w e infer that the sum of

the squares of the projections of any areas existing in the

invariable plane, on any three coordinate planes existing

in the same point of space is constant, therefore if on the

axes to the coordinate planes xy^ xz, yz^ lines be assumed

~1 to c, c', c", then the diagonal of the parallelopiped

whose bides were -h-I to these lines, will represent the

quantity and direction of the greatest moment, and this

direction is the same whatever three coordinate planes be

assumed, but the position in absolute space is undetermined,

for the projections on all parallel planes are evidently the

same. The conclusions to which we have arrived respect-

ing the projections of areas, are evidently applicable to

the projections of moments, since, as has been remarked

in jHige these moments may be geometrically repre-

presented by triangles, of which the bases represent the

projected force, the altitudes being equal to perpendicu-

lars let fall from the point to which the moments are re-

ferred, on the directions of the bases ;
therefore when the

forces applied to the several points of the sy^steni have an
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unique resultant V, since the sum of tlie moments of any

forces projected on a plane is equal to tlie moment of the

j)rojection of their resultant, it follows that the uniipie re-

sultant V, and the point to which the moments are applied,

must exist in the invariable plane, therefore the axis of

this plane must be at right angles to this resultant ; and as

» (see page 4-43) are equal to the cosines of

the angles, which V makes with the coordinates; and as

c

are ccpial to the cosines of the angles, which the axis to

the invariable plane makes with the same coordinates, we

have
cV+c'Q+cm

0, (see page 409).

The practical rule for the determination of the plane

of greatest projection is given in Chapter II. Vol. II.

From what has been established in notes, page 505, it

appears that tor all points in which . 2//^— o,

the value of c remains constantly the same; but it is evi-

dent that this equation will be satisfied, if the locus of the

origin of the coordinates be cither the right line described

by the centre of gravity or any line parallel to ibis line;

therefore for all such positions the invariable plane re-

mains constantly parallel to itself^ however, though for

all points of the satne parallel the direction of the inva-

riable plane remains constantly parallel to itself, still in

the passage from one parallel to another, llie direction of

this plane changes. (A, J3, C, arc the coordinates of the

new origin. See Celestial Mechanics, page 145.)

When the forces are reducible to an unique resultant,

if the origin of the coordinates be any point in it, the quanti-

ties c, c\ c\ and therefore the plane, with respect to which

the projection of the aicas is a maximum, vanishes; and
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if the locus of the oiigin be any line parallel to this line,

the value of the [)rojection of the area on the plane .r,

with respect to this line iz tor c in
^ dt

this case vanishes, if the locus of the origin be a right line

diverging from this resultant, the expression A
dt

S//2
,

is susceptible of continual increase. The plane, with

respect to which the value of ^ c^+c'^+6'"^ is the mini-

mum maximorum is perpendicular to the direction of the

general resultant, or of the common motion with which the

system is actuated, its axis is a perpendicular to this j)laiie,

erectfed at the origin, whicJi may beany point in the direc-

tion; for all equidistant origins existing in a perpendicular

j)Ianc, the maximum areas will have the same values, and

their planes will be normal to the dilfcrent generatrices of

an hyperboloid of revolution described about this central

axis; althongfi the value of the maximum area should

be given, still if the origin be not also given, its plane cannot

be distinguished from an infinity of others pcipendicular

to the generatrices of an hyperboloid of revolution
;
but if

with the j)rcceding we combine the condition that the areas

should be the miui?num of the maxima areas, relatively to

di lie rent origins in space, the plane sought may be easily

ibinul, inasmuch as it enjoys not only an exclusive pro-

perty witli respect to those which pass through the same

origin, but likewise another exclusive property vvith re-

spect to those which have the first property common
with it.

In the system of the world, as vve do not know any

fixed point to which the difierent heavenly bodies may be

referred, and as wc are also ignorant of the direction and

Jbrcc with which this system moves in space, neither the

j)lane nor the value of the area which is the minimum maxi-

moiTini can be determined, wc can solely select the plane of
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tljc maximum area with respect to ariij j^oint which moves

with the velocity of the common centre of gravity of the

system in a right line
; therefore the oi'igin may be assumed

at the common centre of gravity, which, during the entire

motion possesses the property of moving in a right line.

The principle of the conservation of areas, and also that

of living forces, may be reduced tocertain relations between

the coordinates of the mutual distances of the bodies com-

posing the system
; for if the origin of the coordinates be

supposed to be at the centre of gravity, the equation given

in page 507 may be made to assume the form

f.S//? = ^mni'.
^

c"'

(,»/-— .r).(^V — (hj) — \
‘

(It

' ^
/

’

(,/- x),((h' — (h)— z).[(lr'-‘(h ) \

dt
' '

" /’

(;/- j/).(./y- d,) - (y- z)W-<b
)

)

(It
>'’

(for the verification of those formula see Celestial Mecha-

nics, page HS), the second members of tlicse equations

multiplied by r//, express the sum of the projections of the

elementary areas traced by each line which joins the two

bodies of the system, of w^hich one is supposed to move

round the other considered as immoveable, each area

being multiplied by the product of the two masses, which

are connected by the same right line. It might be made

appear, as in page 508, that the j)Ianc passing through

any of the bodies of the system, and with respect to which

the preceding function is a maximum, remains always

parallel to itself, during the motion of the system, and

that this plane is parallel to the plane passing through

the centre of gravity, relatively to which the function

Saw. is a maximum, &c. Also the second

members of the preceding equations vanish with respect to
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all planes passing through the same boJy, and perpendi-

cular to the plane in question.

In like manner the equation given in page 494? may be

made to assume the form

\ ile *

C" — 2Swi. ^./m7n\

which only respects the coordinates ofthe mutual distances

of the bodies, in which the first member expresses the sum

of the squares of the relative velocities of the bodies of the

system about each other, considering them two by two, and

supposing, at the same time, that one of them is immove-

able, each square being multiplied by the product of the

two’^masses which arc considered. Sec Celestial Mecha-

nics, page 148.

It may be remarked, with respect to the preceding

conclusions about the invariable plane, that in any system

of solid or fluid moleeulcs actuated primitively by any

forces, and subjected to their mutual action, if it happens

that after a great number of oscillations these molecules

are arranged in a permanent state of rotation about an in-

variable axis passing through their common centre of gra-

vity, (which is most probably the case with respect to the

celestial bodies), then their equator will be parallel to that

plane which w'ould furnish the maximum of areas with

respect to the centre of gravity. See Vol. II. Chap. IX.

page 121.

It may be likewise remarked here, that planes are not the

sole sur/aces on which the areas remain constant without un-

dergoing any change during the motion of the system ;
the

same property appertains to every circular conic surface, of

which the summit is the origin of the radii vectores, but it

is necessary that these radii should be projected on the cone

by lines parallel to its axis, the areas described on the sur-

faces of different cones having the same axis and summit,

(see page 507), are inversely as the sines of the angles of the



cones, therefore the area will be least, which is projected

on the right cone. If tlie angle of the cone is given but

the axes different, there is only one on the surface of

which the area traced by the radius vector will be a inaxi-

iniiin ;
also among all those which assign the same value to

the maximum areas relatively to different origins in space,

there is only one which will give the least of these maxima

areas. The axes of these remarkable cones are the same

the axes of the moments or areas which possess the same

properties.

OF TH£ rJRST VOLUME.



ERRATA*

Pagc 16, line 12, Jrom hoitonit/or bcconio*. rmU btionunp.
- 21, I. — 5, Jrom bottomt /or and icad but.—— 7,— 3, /or plan read plane.— 4, /rom battmn, t/tcr whicli f ead is.

114, 7, /rom bottom, ajtcr from read a.—— 12*1,—— 13, Jor fuller t cad leebler.—— 135,......^ dele of.— lb, —— 9, /or sun read earth.— 137,— 8, ajter cacli read othei

.

—— 150,—— 19, /ot cartonic read carbonic.— 151,—— 8, /rom /or the contents lilt').— 153,— 20, /or transverse read traverse,— 191,— 6, /or the roo<2 these.— 197,— 9, /or comets read earth

.

— ib. — 19, /or on read ill.

209, 5, c/ter the read periods of the.— 210,— 17, for on read to.
212,— 15, /or tirst read second.— 226,— 14, after directions read of.

237,— 17, for time read velocity.— 278, 22, after all,;^ velocity read actirni.








